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Welcome Message 

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we warmly welcome you to the First International Symposium on 
5G & Beyond for Rural-Upliftment in the beautiful cities of Dhanbad and Sindri. The Symposium is jointly 
organized with BIT SINDRI, IIT(ISM) DHANBAD, IEEE 5G SUMMIT & 35th GISFI STANDARDIZATION 
SERIES MEETING (GSSM). 

We aim to make this Symposium a perfect platform for global networking as it brings together renowned 
speakers and scientists across the globe. Thus it is timely that this meeting will enable you to meet and discuss 
critical issues in the advancing technological era for India. We have an exciting program at this conference that 
will allow members to reflect upon and celebrate our past accomplishments, renew friendships and extend our 
networks, and jointly explore current and future research directions.   

Lastly, we would like to thank all of the conference participants for their contributions, which are the 
foundation of this Event.  To put a conference of this magnitude together is not a small task.   

We do hope that you will gain something productive from this fruitful event! 

 

 

 

 

Prof Ramjee Prasad 

Chair GISFI & President CTIF Global Capsule,  

Aarhus University, Denmark 
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 Message from Director 

 
It gives me immense pleasure that Department of Electronics & Communication Engineering, BIT Sindri and 

Department of Electronics Engineering, IIT(ISM) Dhanbad are organizing the “International Symposium on 5G 
& Beyond for Rural Upliftment” to be held on 8th and 9th February, 2020 at BIT Sindri and IIT(ISM) Dhanbad.  

The fundamental theme of the symposium is to explore the ideas of 5G communication system for smarter 
and safe use of network-generated data, security risks and to provide reliable next-generation wireless ecosystems. 
Moreover the event will also provide the platform for exploring and exchanging the ideas among the networked 
people. 

5G has the potential to be transformative for citizens, businesses, governments and economies. Investment is 
key but there are many factors to take into account before investments can be committed. This report helps 
navigate through the issues related to 5G and provides a measured, practical approach to policy-makers looking 
to make important investment decisions in the months and years ahead. The symposium is going to explore several 
important topics and opportunities for researchers in the field of 5G Communication for Rural Upliftment. 

I hope that this Symposium would provide valuable, useful and informative ideas about 5G and beyond to the 
participant students, researchers and other experts. I convey my best wishes for the success of the event. 

 

 

 

Prof. Dharmendra K. Singh 

Director, BIT, Sindri 
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Message from Director 

 
 

It gives me immense pleasure to learn that UT (ISM), Dhanbad and BIT Sindri are organizing the International 
Symposium on 5G and Beyond for Rural Upliftment during 8th and 9th February, 2020.  

The Symposium provides a common platform to bring together the researchers, pract1cmg engineers and 
industry leaders for exchanging and updating their knowledge in the field of 5G technologies and their 
applications in varied areas like agriculture, health and education. Digital transformation has played a major role 
in improving economic outcomes, and SG is the next development in enhancing the capacity of communications 
services which can significantly contribute to the rural economy. The event will provide a platform for exchange 
of new research and technical developments in the intriguing field of 5G Communication and beyond.  

I wish the conference organizers, participants from Academics and Industry, Exhibitors and student 
community a highly stimulating and fruitful event. I believe that the conference will offer an outstanding platform 
to address innovative trends and challenges.  

I wish the conference a great success. 

 

 

 

 

Prof. Rajiv Shekhar, 

Director, IIT(ISM), Dhanbad 
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1. CARE YOURSELF: A Self Health Care Assistant 
for Elderly using Visible Light Communication 

A.Kavitha, Department of ECE, Vel Tech Multi Tech Dr.Rangarajan, Dr.Sakunthala Engineering College, 
Chennai, Tamilnadu kavivenkat99@gmail.com 

J.N.Swaminathan, Department of ECE, QIS College Engineering and Technology, Ongole, Andhra Pradesh 
sammbuddy@gmail.com 

V.J.Karthik, Senior Technical Lead- Mercedes Benz Research & Development India, Banglore, Karnataka, 
karthik.vj2121@yahoo.com 

O.Vignesh, Department of ECE, QIS College Engineering and Technology , Ongole, Andhra Pradesh 
vicky6058@gmail.com 

ABSTRACT 

In the recent decades there is an increase in the rate of elderly population, also increased life expectancy 
which has brought numerous challenges to the healthcare industry. New models of self care assist devices for 

elderly are developed to support the demand for healthcare. The elderly care should be enhanced through 
various parameter monitoring system, efficient sensor system and latest communication technologies.  This 
proposal is concerned with the assistance to the elderly.  The objective of this proposal is to assist elderly to 

live independently and to render immediate assistance to the elderly during any illness or accidental incidents. 
This system aims to reduce the burden and difficulties experienced by the caregivers, decreases the healthcare 
costs in managing the elderly without compromising the quality of care. The proposed system employs a sensor 
tag to measure the physiological parameters. Visible light communication (VLC) is used in the proposed system 

to transmit the monitored physiological parameters from the sensor tag for further processing. The proposed 
device is mainly focused to detect a fall event of the elderly. If it happens, this proposed system provides an air 
bag inflation to prevent the person from major injury during the fall event detection.   The proposed system is 

designed as a self-powered device. 

Keywords—Visible Light Communication (VLC), Sensor Tag, Airbag Inflation, GAIT sensor, Gyro sensor. 

INTRODUCTION 

According to Word Health Organization (WHO) report, the elderly population (people aged above 60) in the 
world will increase drastically to 2 billion by 2050. In the year 1951 the population of elderly persons in India 
was 1.98 crore, in 2001 it was 7.6 crore, 10.38 crore in 2011. It is foreseen that the number of elderly (age above 
60) in India will be 14.3 crore in 2021 and will increase to 17.3 crore in 2026. Modern health care technologies 
and government schemes on elderly has increased their survival rate.  

Activities of daily living are classified into three categories such as Stationary activities, Dynamic activities 
and Transitional activities. Standing, sitting and lying down are called stationary activities. Transition of 
stationary activities to dynamic activities like sit-to-stand, stand-to-walk and sit- to-lie are called transitional 
activities. Running, walking, jogging and cycling are called dynamic activities. Life is made meaningful, 
purposeful, independent and healthier for the elderly. In today’s scenario, there are so much of controversies 
between the older and current generation, eventually result in the isolation of elderly. Recently due to social media 
and internet, there is a drastic change in the lifestyle, behavior and attitude of our younger generation.  There 
exists an opinion between the rational thinking of both the generation, so leads to the social isolation of the older 
people. Some people travel abroad for building their career and leaving their parents alone in their parent country. 
Larger community of younger generation needs privacy in their living, so they isolate their parents. Isolation of 
the older community may be due to so many reasons.  

Being the engineer, we have to develop a device using technology which has major contribution towards the 
isolation of older people from the living community. The elderly might experience a feel of loneliness, insecurity, 
depression stress, negative impact on life which leads to various health issues like blood pressure, cardiovascular 

mailto:kavivenkat99@gmail.com
mailto:sammbuddy@gmail.com
mailto:karthik.vj2121@yahoo.com
mailto:vicky6058@gmail.com
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health problems, arthritis, mobility impairment, diabetes, dementia, etc irrespective of whether they live 
independently or living together with their kith and kin.  

The majorly developed countries have led their research in ambient assisted living. Ambient assisted living 
means live monitoring action and detection of human activity wellness of the elderly. A smart home with ambient 
monitoring allows the elderly to live independently using our latest digital devices. Significant proportion of age-
related health issues for elderly are Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, cardiovascular disease and diabetes. 
Smart homes with ambient assisted living enhance the quality of life, provides a caretaker free environment in a 
secured manner. Efficient and automatic way of identifying the medical emergency situations, early disease 
diagnosis, routine monitoring of various disease related parameters leads to provide good care to the elderly. 

Current era of medical technologies in combination with Internet of things (IoT) has emerged out with various 
solutions to assist the elderly community. IoT based vital monitoring systems registers and monitors the elder 
person’s vital information and triggers an alarm during emergency conditions [1]. Smart homes based on ambient 
sensors [2] is designed to monitor the activities of daily living and motion of a person using passive infrared 
sensors, video sensors, pressure sensors in bed and chair to detect their presence, floor sensors and Radar sensors. 
The wearable sensors [3] designed based on the special requirements of elderly are safe adhesion of sensors 
without skin irritation. It is easy to apply and change. It has efficient battery capacity, good data quality, reliable 
data and adequate data collection platform. Advanced assistive technology [4] based elderly care has contributed 
community alarms, video monitoring, various types of fall detectors, health monitors, hip protectors, pressure 
mats, door alerts, movement detectors, dawn dusk lights, smoke alarms, fire alarms, cooker controls, electronic 
calendars and speaking clocks. In a smart home environment [5], vision-based fall detection is proposed by 
extracting the motion and shape features of body parts and the persons daily activity is differentiated from the fall 
using rule-based classification. An automated analysis algorithm [6] is presented to detect the high impact falls 
vertical velocity and acceleration features of the user from the camera, sound amplitude feature also increases the 
detector specificity. Rapid detection of fall events is performed using floor vibration [7], sound sensing, and signal 
processing and pattern recognition algorithm to discriminate the fall events from other normal activities. A smart 
remote monitoring of health care [8] is presented to track the user’s physiological data to detect some disorders 
and to aid them at the earliest. An End User Development (EUD) tool [9] is developed to customize the content 
dependent use by non – technical users for remote monitoring and assisting elderly at home by sending the 
multimedia messages and reminders to change the status of various domestic appliances. Elderly or chronic illness 
people is supported by an Integral Assistive Home Care system [10] by installing a domotic system’s core in the 
personal computer and an ichnographic software (SICAA) is used for patient interaction with the environment 
and peripheral devices. Health hazards caused by the radio frequency communication technologies have paved 
way for replacement of it by a VLC technology [11]. VLC employs a white light emitting diode acting as optical 
information emitters for efficient transmission of biomedical signals; a photodiode is used at the receiver section 
to receive the transmitted data. LED source offers a fast switching characteristic, longer life time and higher 
efficiency, so a smart phone flash light LED [12] is used as a source and an optical receiver to enable the operation 
of an electric lock. A microwave radiation free system [13] is designed for a longterm monitoring of a brain using 
a single channel wearable EEG device integrated along with VLC technology, this system is capable of 
transmitting upto 2.4 kbps of error-free EEG data to a distance of 4 meters.   

Drawbacks of radio frequency communication include high latency, interference, requires transmission and 
reception setup. The above limitations [14] are overcome by VLC and provide high bandwidth and immunity to 
interference from electromagnetic waves. VLC is the best communication technology for the high-density 
wireless data coverage [15], also provides secured transmission, better bandwidth, efficient data transmission. In 
future laptops, smart phones and tablets will allow data transmission and reception through the lights in the room. 

OPERATING PRINCIPLE  

The proposed scheme makes the elderly feel safe, secured and happy, since the designed live monitoring 
systems keeps their relatives and their family physician updated with their physiological parameters monitored 
and lives independently without any assistance. The proposed device is to be fabricated in three domains such as 
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biomedical domain for sensor tag, communication domain to establish VLC and mechanical domain for airbag 
inflation.  

 The proposed scheme as shown in figure 1-1 employs a sensor tag comprising of various sensor like pulse 
sensor, temperature sensor, ECG sensor, SPO2 sensor, gait sensor, triaxial accelerometer sensor, three gyro 
sensors and a  

piezoelectric transducer. The significance of the sensor tag is to monitor the physiological parameters to assess 
the health condition of the user. A multiplexer is used to multiplex the input sensor signals to provide the required 
serial output. Light emitting diode (LED) source is used as transmitter for transmitting the monitored parameters.  
The reception of data is done using a photo-detector and de-multiplexer is employed for data distribution.  The 
received data is sent to the arduino microcontroller.  In case if a fall is detected, then airbag inflation occurs, the 
airbag is placed around the body of the user to prevent the fall. If there is an abnormality detected in the sensor 
output like any changes in the physiological parameters is observed, then the message is send to the concerned 
doctors, close relatives and a call is initiated automatically to the ambulance to indicate the emergency situation 
of the patient. 

 
Figure 1-1 Block Diagram of proposed system 

SENSOR PLACEMENT  

The sensor tag is comprising of pulse sensor, temperature sensor, ECG sensor, SPO2 sensor, gait sensor, 3-
axes accelerometer sensor, 3 gyro sensor and a piezoelectric transducer.   

A.  HEART RATE (HR) OR PULSE SENSOR:  

 Heart rate (HR) or pulse is the frequency of cardiac contractions, measured in terms of beats per minute. 
Photoplethysmography (PPG) is the conventional technique of heart rate measurement by detecting volumetric 
changes in the blood of peripheral circulation. A Photoplethysmography is the combination of optical and pressure 
sensors that obtain a plethysmogram by placing the sensors on the wrist. The working principle of PPG allows to 
pass a low intensity infrared (IR) light. The transmitted light is absorbed by the skin, bones, venous and arterial 
blood. The blood absorbs more light than the surrounding tissues. PPG detects the change in the intensity of light 
and produces a corresponding voltage proportional to the amount of blood flow in the blood vessel of peripheral 
circulation. Blood flow variations are mostly seen in arteries than in veins. A PPG signal has both AC and DC 
component. AC component represents the change in blood volume corresponding to each heartbeat. DC 
component represents the transmitted and reflected optical signals, determined by tissue structure and blood 
volume changes of artery and vein.  
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B. TEMPERATURE SENSOR  

 Body temperature is assessed using a thermistor configuration. The resistance of the thermistor varies based 
on the change in skin temperature. Skin temperature is also used to detect stress and emotions.  

C. ELECTROCARDIOGRAM (ECG) SENSOR:   

 ECG is acquired using non-contact electrodes in a wireless system. Each heart produces an electrical pulse 
triggered by the cells of Sinu Atrial (SA) node, these acquired bioelectrical signals have lower amplitude. These 
acquired electrical signal are transformed into numerical values by ECG. The data acquisition is possible only at 
the chest and limbs of the user. The amplified electrical signals produce the diagnostic information of the 
condition of the heart.  

D. PULSE OXIMETER SPO2 SENSOR: 

Pulse oximeter sensor is used to measure the blood oxygenation by passing IR light and detects the reflected 
redlight intensities of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin. The sensor probe is placed in the patient’s finger 
and sends to the data acquisition system and displays the calculated oxygen saturation level. LED is used as a 
light source, produces visible red and IR light. Deoxygenated hemoglobin allows maximum IR transmission, but 
red light is more absorbed. Highly oxygenated hemoglobin absorbs more IR light, but allows maximum 
transmission of red light to pass through it. The pulse oximeter senses the amount of light at those particular 
wavelengths, and produces a signal proportional to the oxygen saturation or desaturation of the hemoglobin. The 
pulse oximeter uses a light in the absorbency measurement, so a true light-to-voltage conversion is employed by 
using current as the input signal. 

E. GLUCOSE SENSOR:  

 A wearable non- invasive epidermal glucose sensor is included to monitor the glucose level in sweat and 
interstitial fluid of the elderly.  This sensor is a wrist watch comprising of photoplethysmographic (PPG) optical 
sensors. It is an indirect routine evaluation of blood components by sweat and interstitial fluids for monitoring 
the blood glucose levels. The measurements are done for both anteprandial and post prandial conditions. It is one 
of the efficient ways of measuring blood glucose concentration using optical sensor based wearable system. 

F. GAIT SENSOR:   

 The wearable gait sensor is used to assess the gait patterns and motion of a person. The gait sensor estimates 
the temporal characteristics of the gait cycle i.e. stride time and the duration between the stance and swing phases. 
Gait cycle is defined as the time interval between the consecutive heel strikes, in other words gait cycle is the 
combination of stance and swing phases. Stride time is the duration of a gait cycle.  

G. TRIAXIAL GYRO SENSOR AND 3-AXES ACCELEROMETER:  

 The combination of both accelerometer and gyro sensor provides robust fall detection. The accelerometer 
sensor detects the inertial changes of a body during any impact, whereas gyro sensor provides the information 
about the rotational velocity of the body during a fall event. During a fall event, higher acceleration and angular 
velocity is to be observed when compared to the normal daily activities. The wireless sensor system also employs 
a fall detection algorithm to recognize the abnormal fall event from the normal day-to-day activities.   

H. PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCER:  

 An inexpensive way of detecting the position of user on the floor, piezo electric transducers is used. The 
piezoelectric sensors are placed on the floor mat to measure the forces applied on the ground due to an abnormal 
fall. The force applied on the piezoelectric crystal deforms the shape of the crystal and also changes the atomic 
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structure of the crystal. This mechanical deformation produces a charge transfer and a voltage proportional to the 
applied equivalent force in the crystal.  

The proposed system monitors the physiological parameters like heart rate, body temperature, 
Electrocardiogram (ECG), blood oxygen saturation level to assess the health condition of the elderly. Gait sensor 
analyses the gait patterns of the person, gyro sensors, triaxial accelerometer sensor detects the angular velocity, 
inertial changes and physical balance of the people. Piezoelectric transducer detects the position of the user on 
the floor. 

VISIBLE LIGHT COMMUNICATION  

 The limitations of radio frequency spectrum have paved way to the rising demand for the ubiquitous 
connectivity and high capacity. In the year 2018, CISCO has already predicted 11 times doubled the mobile data 
traffic due to the increase in the number of devices using the mobile networks, also due to the development of 
social media. Most of the wireless devices are electromagnetic, so interference is another problem in RF wireless 
communication. RF communication is suffering from the following problems:  

Interference, as per the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the mobile phone usage is restricted on aircraft 
due to its interference with communication and navigational systems, also causes disruption of ground towers as 
per the Federal Communication Commission (FCC). In a wireless communication, interference is not the only 
problem but also communication system requires very low latency period, so RF communication is not better due 
to the bandwidth limitations.  RF waves have security due to their capability of penetrating walls easily. Many 
human health hazards are recorded due to the increased RF wave transmission power beyond the specified limit. 
A separate communication setup is essential for wireless RF communication due to the power inefficiency, 
overcome these drawbacks in RF communication systems has paved way to the newer communication 
technologies called VLC.  

 Researchers are focusing towards non-invasive monitoring of human health as well as activity parameters 
through the wearable devices. RF communication is in need of its own setup devices for RF wave transmission 
and reception. Also, RF waves may be affected by interference and latency issues. In the present scenario, VLC 
is a suitable communication technique as well as a complement tool for RF communication. VLC is a type of data 
communication. It is also a type of optical wireless communication technology.  Alexander Bell coined a term 
called “Virtual Light Communication” (VLC) and said in the late 18th century that the future of communication 
will be VLC and will have higher bandwidth, higher speed with minimum interference. Much attention was paid 
on the year 2003 to work on VLC and currently the technology is named as “Visible Light Communication”.  The 
wavelength of visible light is around ranging from 380 and 780nm wavelength depending on the variation of 
visible light color. It is a form of optical wireless communication technology for efficient data transmission at 
higher data rates and provides a health hazardless environment, also provides secured transmission at a very 
minimum cost. This proposal presents sensor output for communicating the data through visible light. VLC 
environment of the room will be done through white LEDs that transmit sensor output to the receiver. This 
proposal describes the elder care and health monitoring system, where the healthcare information such as 
biomedical signals from the sensor output is to be transmitted via the LED lighting. VLC data transmitters turns 
a light source on and off at a higher speed, so fast that even our eye cannot sense the switching rate, nor it detects 
any change in color or intensity.  The illumination difference between the ON and OFF states of the light source 
correspond between the two binary values: Zero and One. The transmission standard for VLC is IEEE 802.15.7.  

AIR BAG INFLATION PRINCIPLE  

The air bag is to be designed as light weight and easy to wear. The airbag comprises of battery, gas cartridge 
and an inflatable air bag. The air bag projects the user’s head and hip during a fall event. A triaxial acceleration 
sensor and a triaxial gyro sensor are used to measure the movement. If a  

fall event is registered, the aurdino output triggers the cartridge to cause ignition. Then, the gunpowder 
explodes to release the gas, making a small hole in the gas cartridge and airbag is to be inflated. The inflator is to 
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be made from an aluminum block big enough to avoid accidents when the gunpowder explodes. In case if a fall 
is detected, then airbag inflation occurs, the airbag is placed around the body of the user to prevent the fall. The 
entire system should be designed to have light weight, reusability, automatic and easy to use.  The reusability of 
airbag is done using an electromagnetic valve. [16].   

 HUMAN POWER HARNESSING  

 Smart clothing is designed to have a piezoelectric crystal sandwiched between the two layers of fabric called 
as piezoelectric textiles. The piezoelectric textile is designed to convert the structural vibrations into an electrical 
energy.  The user while breathing produces a strain on the piezoelectric crystal for every cycle of breathing phase. 
The deformation in the crystal produces a corresponding voltage, used to power the device. The gyro sensor signal 
output is also used to generate the power.    

CHALLENGES AND FUTURE WORK  

 The challenge to be faced in our system implementation is ambient light interference. Many researchers have 
tried achieving a shortest distance between the transmitter and receiver as 120 cm in an artificially illuminated 
room, whereas 50 cm for naturally lit room. Indirect sunlight and fluorescent light lit room are considered as 
ambient light interference, the interference reduces the quality of signal reception. An amplifier is added in the 
transmitter circuitry and lens is added in receiver circuitry, highly efficient solar panel, noise cancellation circuit 
for an efficient data transmission up to few meters without any ambient light interference and also higher data 
transmission rates can be achieved. A part of enhancing the quality of elderly life a medicine reminder system 
can be incorporated to take their pills on time. In future an application may be developed for knowing the daily 
activities of elderly are performed on time, a self-enrollment application for the user. This application helps their 
relatives to assess them easily from farther place, also relatives can share their messages and photos of special 
moments to make the elderly stay well emotionally.   

CONCLUSION  

 In the proposed work, a wireless wearable device is designed to enhance the quality of life of an elderly person 
by making them live independent. This proposed work monitors the various physiological parameters like heart 
rate, blood pressure, blood oxygen saturation, body temperature, ECG, body inertial changes, rotational velocity, 
gait patterns, fall forces in the ground during a fall event. A passive infrared sensor is to be placed in the room to 
detect the motion of the person. The monitored data is transmitted through VLC. Visible light communication is 
used in the proposed system to transmit the monitored physiological parameters from the sensor tag to the arduino 
board for further processing. In case of any abnormality assessed in the monitored physiological parameters as 
well detection of a fall event, then an emergency message send to the relatives and doctor to indicate the abnormal 
health condition of the person. The alarm is also set to indicate the emergency status of the person to neighbors 
and an automatic call is initiated to ambulance. The proposed system also has an air bag inflation to prevent the 
person from major injury during the fall event.  The proposed work consumes the required power from the user 
itself. This novel work also employs a VLC based communication for data transmission and reception. The airbag 
inflation is another added advantage of the proposed work to prevent the fall of the elderly.  

DISCLAIMER  

The views expressed here are solely those of the author and do not in any way represent the views of Mercedes 
Benz Research & Development India or its affiliates/ group companies   
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ABSTRACT 

This work evaluates the sum rate performance for dual user with full duplex co-operative nonorthogonal 
multiple access (FD-CNOMA) over Weibull fading channel environment. For this, we derived closed form 

expressions for sum-rate in various scenario. One user always acts as decode and forward full duplex relay to 
help far users in each scenario. In the first scenario, no direct link exist between base station (BS) and far user. 

In second scenario, direct link exist between BS and far user. The main investigation is to study the effect of 
fading parameters in different channel condition on sumrate performance. Since, Weibull Distribution (WD) 

has an advantage to model different fading condition using varying parameter it is more suitable to study 
impact of fading condition on different wireless techniques for next generation mobile cellular communication. 
Therefore, WD is used in this study for sum rate performance evaluation . Finally simulations were conducted 

on MATLAB   to evaluate the system performance under different fading parameters of Weibull fading 
channels. 

Index Term- NOMA; FD-NOMA; Weibull Distribution; Sum Rate Performance; DL 

INTRODUCTION  

A lot of attention has been paid to achieve higher spectral efficiency of the fifth generation (5G) mobile 
communication network, NOMA [1] is one of them. NOMA’s key features are to allow multiple users to share 
the same resource elements (i.e., time / fequency / code) across different power lev-els. The successive nterference 
cancellation (SIC) is done on the receiver side. In [2], the effect of user pairing with the NOMA system's fixed 
power allocation was analyzed in depth.  

However, in deep fade case, cooperative communication is a powerful technique to either expand network 
coverage or improve the reliability of communication [3]. Recent contributions to NOMA research in the field of 
cooperative communication discussed in [4–8] are as follows.   

In [4], the authors explored the probability of decoding-and-forward (DF) relaying for NOMA. In [5] 
Nakagami-m fading channels addressed the outage performance of a variable gain amplify-andforward (AF) 
relaying with NOMA. In addition, a cooperative NOMA definition was first suggested in [6], where near-users 
with better channel conditions were considered to be DF relaying to support the far-off users. As a further 
advancement with consideration of energy-related issues, simultaneous wireless information and power transfer 
(SWIPT) was used by close NOMA users, which was considered to be DF relays in [7]. While cooperative NOMA 
can improve performance gains for weaker users (not necessarily far-off users), it does bring additional slot costs 
to the systems. To avoid this problem, the implementation of full-duplex (FD) relay technology is a promising 
solution. FD relaying receives and transmits simultaneously in the same frequency band and time slot stimulated 
researchers ' interest in exploring more effective spectral systems [8]. FD relay technology has recently been 
suggested as a promising technique for 5G networks in [9]. The authors tested the efficiency of the cooperative 
NOMA based on FD device-to-device in [10]. Nonetheless, only the weaker user's outage performance was 
analyzed.  

mailto:rampraveshkumar6@gmail.com
mailto:skumar@bitmesra.ac.in
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 In [11], cooperative NOMA with FD relay has been used for finding the outage performance in closed form 
expressions, assuming Rayleigh fading channels. Note that the Rayleigh distribution is widely used to model the 
fading due to multi-paths in an urban environment, where radio waves are received via large number of paths. 
Therefore, the central limit theorem (CLT) is used to derive the Rayleigh model theoretically. Nevertheless, if the 
number of incoming radio paths is small, the Rayleigh distribution may not be a suitable fading model as the 
CLT's validity conditions may not hold. Some evidence suggests that Weibull distribution may explain the signal 
amplitude in this situation. Experimental evidence is published in [12] supporting the appropriateness of the 
Weibull model and [13] considered its use as a basis for indoor fading channels. The distribution of Weibull is 
useful for modeling the amplitude of multipath fading signals. Based on fading channel data from [14], in some 
cases the Weibull distribution can be used to model well outdoor multi-paths.  

The Weibull distribution's probability density function (PDF) [17] is given as in equation 1, where, B is called 
the Weibull fading parameter and A is a positive scaling parameter. The Weibull fading parameter B can take 
values between 0 and ∞. In the special case when B = 1, the Weibull distribution becomes an exponential 
distribution; when B = 2, the Weibull distribution specializes to a Rayleigh distribution. 

𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥(𝑥𝑥)  =  B𝑥𝑥𝐵𝐵−1𝑒𝑒(−𝑥𝑥𝐵𝐵
𝐴𝐴� )/ A                  …….(1) 

These all, inspires us to work on for the evaluation of various performance parameters for the next generation 
mobile cellular system in wireless environment. Sum rate performance, one of those parameters under NOMA 
with FD Relay over Weibull fading channels has been analysed in this paper. Sum-rate is the sum of individual 
user rate.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the proposed system model with related works done so 
far of our interest. This section highlights the processes involved at the transmitting and receiving ends in the FD-
CNOMA System. Section III derives the generalized expressions for sum rate performance under the defined 
system model in various scenario where as section IV describes the simulation parameters taken according to 
formulated sum rate expressions on MATLAB over Weibull fading channel conditions. Section V interprets the 
obtained simulation results and finally, section VI concludes the sum rate performance of FD-CNOMA over 
conventional NOMA.in various scenario. 

THE SYSTEM MODEL 

Under this section, the system model in downlink (DL) channel with dual users in single cell along with 
relevant equations for different scenarios are discussed. 

 
Figure 2-1 Single cell two users FD-CNOMA in DL channel 

We consider a FD cooperative NOMA system composed of one source (i.e. the base station (BS)) that intends 
to communication with the far user U2 under the assistance of the near user U1. Both no direct link and direct 
link scenarios between the BS and U2 are considered. U1  is regarded as user relaying and DF protocol is 
employed to decode and forward the information to U2 .  

To enable FD communication, U1  is equipped with one transmit antenna and one receive antenna, while the 
BS and U2  are single-antenna device. All wireless links in the network are assumed to be independent non-
selective block Weibull fading and are disturbed by additive white Gaussian noise with mean power  . ℎ , ℎ , and 
ℎ are denoted as the complex channel coefficient of BS →U1, U1 → U2, and BS →U2 links, respectively. The 
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channel power gains |h1|2, |h2|2 and |h0
|2 are subjected to Weibull random variables (RVs) with the parameter Bi, 

Ai, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, respectively. The residual loop self-interference (LI) is modelled as a Weibull fading feedback 
channel with coefficient ℎ , B and A is the corresponding fading parameters.  

According to [15], U1 receives the superposed signal and loop interference signal simultaneously. The 
observation at U1 can be given by 

𝑦𝑦𝑈𝑈1 = h1� �𝑎𝑎1𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥1 +  �𝑎𝑎2𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥2� + h𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 ��𝑤𝑤𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑥𝑥𝐿𝐿1 � +  𝑁𝑁0           …….(2) 

where 𝑤𝑤 is the switching operation factor between HD mode and FD mode. In this work, 𝑤𝑤=1. Ps and Pr 
are the normalized transmission powers at the BS and U1 respectively; 𝑎𝑎1 and 𝑎𝑎2 are the power allocation 
coefficient and x1 and x2 are the signal of U1 and U2, respectively;  denotes loop interference signal. Without 
loss of generality, we assume that 𝑎𝑎2 > 𝑎𝑎1 with 𝑎𝑎1+ 𝑎𝑎2 = 1.  

 Applying NOMA principle, successive interference cancellation (SIC) [16] is employed at U1. Therefore, the 
received signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) at U1 to detect the U2’s message x2 is given by 

𝛾𝛾𝑈𝑈1+𝑈𝑈2 =  |ℎ1|2𝑎𝑎2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠

|ℎ1|2𝑎𝑎1𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠+ 𝑤𝑤|ℎ𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿|2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠+1  
                            ..(3) 

where  𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠= Ps / N0 is transmit signal to noise ratio (SNR). Note that x1 and x2 are supposed to be normalized 
unity power signals, i.e. E{𝑥𝑥1

2} = E{𝑥𝑥2
2}. Where E {・} denotes expectation operation. After SIC, the 

received SNR at U1 to detect its own message x1 is given by  

𝛾𝛾𝑈𝑈2 =  |ℎ1|2𝑎𝑎1𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠

 𝑤𝑤|ℎ𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿|2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠+1  
                          …..(4) 

In the FD mode, the received signal at U2 can be written as; 

𝑦𝑦𝑈𝑈2 = h0� �𝑎𝑎1𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥1 + �𝑎𝑎2𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥2� + h𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿��𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑥𝑥2 � + 𝑁𝑁0        ……(5) 

However, the observation at U2 for the direct link can be written as; 

𝑦𝑦𝑈𝑈2𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = h0� �𝑎𝑎1𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥1 + �𝑎𝑎2𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥2� + 𝑁𝑁0        ……(6) 

The received SINR at U2 to detect is given by  

𝛾𝛾𝑈𝑈2 = |ℎ2|2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠       …..(7) 

As in [17, 18], the relaying link from U1 to U2 corresponding to the direct link from BS to U2 has small 
time delay for any transmitted signals. Therefore, we assume that the signals from the relaying link and direct 
link can be combined by maximal ratio combining (MRC) at U2. The received SINR after MRC at U2 can be 
given by  

𝛾𝛾𝑈𝑈2𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = |ℎ0|2𝑎𝑎2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠

|ℎ0|2𝑎𝑎1𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠+1
+ |ℎ2|2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠       …..(8) 

SUM RATE PERFORMANCE EXPRESSIONS 

In this work, generalized sum-rate performance expressions for two users in NOMA and FD-NOMA have 
been derived using the above set of equations.   

A. USER RELAYING IN NON-DIRECT LINK 

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 =  log2(1 +  𝛾𝛾𝑈𝑈1) + log2(1 +  𝛾𝛾𝑈𝑈2) =  log2 �1 + |ℎ1|2𝑎𝑎1𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠

𝑤𝑤|ℎ𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿|2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠+1 
� + log2(1 + |ℎ2|2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠)   (9) 
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B. USER RELAYING IN DIRECT LINK 

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 =  log2(1 +  𝛾𝛾𝑈𝑈1) + log2(1 +  𝛾𝛾𝑈𝑈2𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷) =  log2 �1 + |ℎ1|2𝑎𝑎1𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠

𝑤𝑤|ℎ𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿|2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠+1 
� + log2(1 + |ℎ0|2𝑎𝑎2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠

|ℎ0|2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠+1 
+   |ℎ2|2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠)   (10) 

C. USER WITHOUT RELAYING (NOMA) 

SINR at U1, U2 can be written as 

𝛾𝛾𝑈𝑈1𝑁𝑁 = |ℎ1|2𝑎𝑎1𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠       …..(11) 

𝛾𝛾𝑈𝑈2𝑁𝑁 = |ℎ0|2𝑎𝑎2𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠

|ℎ0|2𝑎𝑎1𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠+1
       …..(12) 

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 =  log2(1 +  𝛾𝛾𝑈𝑈1𝑁𝑁) +  log2(1 +  𝛾𝛾𝑈𝑈2𝑁𝑁)    (13) 

SIMULATION SETUP 

This study compares the sum-rate performance of NOMA and co-operative NOMA for direct and nondirect 
relay scenario for different channel fading condition derived from Weibull distribution. Initially, experiments 
were carried on to study Weibull distribution curve for different scaling and shape parameter A and B respectively. 

 
Figure 2-2 Histogram plot (Weibull distribution) for different A and B 

 
Figure 2-3 Histogram plot for different channel condition 
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Fig. 2-2 plots histogram for random variable x generated for different values of A and B. As clearly evident 
from the Fig.2-2, as value of A is increased from 1 to 100 keeping B constant, the magnitude of the data points 
increases by 100 times. Simultaneously, when value of B is changed from 1 to 3, shape changes from Exponential 
to Gaussian.  

To simulate the experiment, four channels with different strength in every fading scenario have been 
simulated The order of strength for the four channel conditions are: |ℎ | < |ℎ | < |ℎ | <|ℎ |. Fig.2-3 plots the 
histogram for random vector generated for different channel condition satisfying the above stated strength 
condition. Power allocation factor a1 and a2 is selected to be of values 0.1 and 0.9 respectively. SNR is varied 
from -20db to 20db.   

SIMULATION RESULTS & INTERPRETATION   

Under this section sum rate performance for various conditions are discussed. Initially, sum rate performance 
for different values of B are observed individually for both NOMA and Full Duplex relay Co-operative NOMA 
(FD-CNOMA). Further sumrate comparative performance is observed. 

 

  

 
Figure 2-4 Sum Rate for NOMA 

 
Figure 2-5 Sum Rate for Co-operative-NOMA (Non-Direct) 

 
Figure 2-6 Sum Rate for Co-operative-NOMA (Direct) 
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Fig. 2-4, 2-5 and 2-6 plots the experimental results of sumrate obtained on varying SNR from -20db to +20db 
for different shape parameter for NOMA, C- NOMA (Non-Direct Link) and FD-CNOMA (Direct Link). In Fig. 
2-4, the sum-rate performance for B=2 is comparatively superior to others. However, for noisy data (i.e. SNR < 
-10 dB), sum rate performance of B=4 is found to be best. However, for FD-CNOMA, the sum-rate performance 
for B=1 is comparatively superior to others for all SNR condition for both direct and non-direct relay.  

 

The next study is to observe the comparative variation in sum-rate performance for NOMA and FD-CNOMA 
with changing SNR for different values of B.  

 
Figure 2-7 Sum Rate for B=1, B=3 

 
Figure 2-8 Sum Rate for B=2, B=4 

Fig. 2-7 and 2-8 plots the results for the same for nondirect and direct FD-CNOMA. From both Fig. 2-7 and 
2-8, it is observed that the sum-rate performance of both direct and non-direct relay FD-CNOMA is identical for 
different values of B for higher SNR. As SNR is decreased to -20db, performance of nondirect relay FD-CNOMA 
is slightly better than direct relay FD-CNOMA. Moreover, sum-rate performance of both direct and non-direct 
relay NOMA is superior to conventional NOMA for all values of B. However, for higher SNR, the sum-rate 
performance values for both NOMAs converges for all values of B. 

CONCLUSION  

This paper has investigated Weibull fading channel condition for varying scaling and shaping parameter for 
NOMA and FD-CNOMA. It is observed that the sum-rate performance of FD-CNOMA is superior to NOMA for 
all fading conditions obtained by varying B. For NOMA, best sum-rate performance is observed for B=2 for 
higher SNR. However, the performance for same degrades for lower SNR. In comparison of direct and non-direct 
relaying, best sum-rate performance is observed for B=1. In terms of magnitude of sum-rate performance at -
20db, best performance of 8.25 bps/Hz is observed for direct  relaying, followed by 6.5 bps/Hz for non-direct 
relaying for FD-CNOMA and 5.75 bps/Hz for conventional NOMA.   
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ABSTRACT 

The Number of Android Mobile (Voice, Mobile Data, Internet) users getting increased year by year, But 
there is a major scarcity of operating frequency for the users. Even though many spectral efficient techniques 
like OFDMA and NOMA are introduced to manage the spectral scarcity. The real time interference problems 

due to harmonics still exist. With the introduction of 5G Mobile Communication there is an exponential 
increase of radiations from communication equipment (BTS, Mobiles) due to massive MIMO antennas, mixers, 
H-PA (High-Power-Amplifier). To reduce the above effects, a modified V-LMS linearizer has been introduced 
instead of the conventional nonlinear filter methods (N-LMS, RLS). V-LMS not only estimates the gain error 
(priori) of the HPA, but also introduces very low additive error (posteriori). The proposed has been executed 

through the 64-QAM nonlinear modulated signal with amplifier operating at 1.89 GHz to 2.32 GHz. 

Keywords— H-PA-High Power Amplifier, V-LMS-Variable Least Mean Square, N-LMS-Normalized Least 
Mean Square, RLS-Regressive Least Square 

INTRODUCTION   

The H-PA has been used in almost all the transmitter equipments for improving the power of the nonlinear 
modulated signals. Since the amplifier behaves as nonlinear device, the output signal is introduced with the 
harmonics (Even Order) and Intermodulates (Odd Order). The newly introduced intermodulates in adjacent band 
of the desired signal is hard to eliminate where as the harmonics can be eliminated using a simple 1st order Low 
Pass Filter (LPF) or Band Pass Filter (BPF).    

The intermodulates which represent the odd order of the amplifier output is very adjacent to the message 
signal. This unwanted output is introduced due to the varying gain value of the amplifier. Since it is adjacent to 
the message signal the odd intermodulates create interference sideband distortion and self-heating effect of the 
device. The sideband distortion cannot be negated but it can be minimized. To minimize the distortion, pre-error 
inclusion method is well renowned and wide implemented.   

In Pre-error inclusion method the various adaptive filters have been used to estimate the gain error of the 
poweramplifiers. In this work, the performance of various adaptive filters (N-LMS, RLS, V-LMS) has been 
analyzed which is a part of pre error inclusion linearizer module of PA. The proposed method (V-LMS) has been 
only examined for the High-PA type i.e for the saleh model.   

The same analysis will be implemented for other PA nonlinear models like hyperbolic tangent, cubic 
polynomial, Ghorbhani and Rapp model. The work has been executed by considering the amplitude distortion 
value as α=4 and phase distortion value as β=2.  A generic model has been given below, 

𝐻𝐻(𝑧𝑧) =  𝛼𝛼𝑧𝑧𝛾𝛾

(1+ 𝛽𝛽𝑧𝑧2)𝑛𝑛       (1) 

where  =1,2,3 and n=1,2. Here the error has been estimated as generalized Cartesian form instead of polar 
format (AM-AM and AM-PM). In Previous models, the signal has been converted into Cartesian to polar form 
and each error(Phase and amplitude) has been estimated, but in our proposed method the signal has been estimated 
as generic Cartesian form.   
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ADAPTIVE ERROR ESTIMATION MODEL  

A. N-LMS MODEL  

The N-LMS nonlinear filter model estimates the error from top to bottom structure using the Widrow-Hoff 
function. In this non-linear adaptive method of error estimation(Mean-Square-Error-MSE), it estimates the huge 
error using the filter tapes. After a number iteration the error has been fully minimized. The N-LMS estimation 
error time totally depends upon the step size of the filter function µ which varies between 0 and 1. If the µ value 
is close to 1, the error estimation speed is fast, but the priori error can not be quantified correctly. Similarly, when 
the µ value is close to 0, the error estimation speed will be very slow, but the priori error has been quantified.  

This conventional filter model has more number of filter tapes which increases the computational complexity 
and introduces the posteriori error for initial set of iteration upto 20k to 50k samples. So this method further 
introduces a new additive distortion to the signal. Even though there is a tradeoff done between estimation speed 
and µ value, the posteriori error inclusion  has been considered as a major disadvantage for utilizing N-LMS 
during error estimation process.   

B. RLS MODEL  

The RLS Adaptive filter method totally depends upon the forgetting factor. Unlike the N-LMS, RLS method 
will use the forgetting factor with reduced number of filter tapes. The model estimates only 3rd order and 5th order 
intermodulate distortion which is very adjacent to the signal. The estimated speed of the filter is normal as well 
as it quantifies the first 2 orders of the odd intermodulates.  

The forgetting factor fails to keep the error in a constant suppressive mode. The filter introduces occasional 
high posteriori error variations which lead to the non stability of  gain error which may spoil the power amplifier. 
To overcome this issue a new modified method using improved RLS algorithm increases the computational 
complexity of the gain error estimation.  

PROPOSED V-LMS METHOD  

The proposed V-LMS algorithm is working on the concept of variable step size to reduce the computation 
complexity. For each iteration the step size will be varied, so new step size will be found as, 

𝜇𝜇(𝑛𝑛 + 1) =  𝛼𝛼𝜇𝜇(𝑛𝑛) +  𝛾𝛾𝜌𝜌2(𝑛𝑛)                      (2) 

where  &  which are represented as varying parameters utilized 
from Aboulnasr’s algorithm. As the variable step-size, modeled with time changing correlated signals and 
successive errors. The impulse samples are noted as p(n) and its future response will be derived as follows,  

𝑝𝑝(𝑛𝑛 + 1) = �1 −  𝛽𝛽(𝑛𝑛)�𝑝𝑝(𝑛𝑛) +  𝛽𝛽(𝑛𝑛)𝑒𝑒(𝑛𝑛)𝑒𝑒(𝑛𝑛 − 1)                   (3) 

The future response with time varying and averaged data has been found with β(n) as error signal. So from 
the error response, the future value will be derived as follows,  

                  (4) 

where  and  are the parameters influencing the error power 
signal. It has been found that β(n) is variable between 0 and 1. So the maximum value of the error will be less 
than 1. The modification of the step size of the conventional model will give good error tracking capability with 
convergence. The equation 2.8 gives the solution for the additive error, misadjustment which has been called as 
posteriori error. Around 6 to 8 parameters has been utilized for the error estimation process. The upper bound of 
the step size will be represented as µmax in N-LMS. The value of the maximum step-size has to be chosen 
carefully such that it should not increase the complexity in step-size and the actual correct convergence. The upper 
value totally depends on the experimental values and it is not like the minimum step size which will be chosen as 
a rough approximate value.  
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 where  is the measuring factor for scaling.  

The V-LMS algorithm does not have constant µ, so it adjusts the error estimation speed as needed. It has 
introduced a minimal posteriori error range with constant suppression of gain error for all the orders of the 
intermodulates. The performance of the V-LMS has been compared with conventional N-LMS and RLS method 
using gain error vector magnitude analysis. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS  

The Linearizer has been designed for the purpose of reducing the harmonic distortion of Saleh-TWT based     
5G-HPA. In the previous model, N-LMS and RLS used to estimate the priori error by comparing with the input 
signal and feedback down converted signal. The same will be now carried out by V-LMS algorithm which also 
reduces the posteriori noise effect of conventional model and quantization memory effects of 2D-ML-LUT.  
Similarly the V–LMS error estimator reduces the computational complexity with minimum priori error estimation 
time. To validate 5G-HPA performance, Peak, RMS and 95th percentile EVM has been estimated according to 
the standards 

 
Figure 3-1 roposed Pre-Error Inclusion V-LMS Linearizer 

A. RMS-EVM ANALYSIS 

The model has been implemented mathematically in Matlab environment with α = 4 and β = 2 of the saleh       
5G-HPA. The constant step size µ=0.23 (NLMS), forgetting factor =0.18. The prori estimation is done in 
Cartesian mode.  

 
Figure 3-2 RMS-EVM analysis (V-LMS vs N-LMS & RLS) 
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Around 0.35 million of iteration sampled symbols has been taken to estimate the RMS-EVM. In figure 3-1 
shows that initially the conventional N-LMS has a huge unnatural error of around 140-150 which means the N-
LMS priori estimator added the posteriori error which was later reduced to the normal level after 0.15 million of 
iterations. Both RLS and V-LMS has a same priori error level of (65-70). However, it is evident from figure 3-2 
that RLS failed to keep the constant gain error with the inconsistent estimation process.   

B. PEAK EVM ANALYSIS 

In figure 3-3 the 0.35 million of iteration symbols, random EVM peak values have been estimated for saleh-
5G-H-PA, and all nonlinear error estimators. The peak EVM measurement also confirms the inconsistency of 
RLS method which has many high inconsistent tall peaks. There is a chance to the H-PA failure due to these 
inconsistent tall peaks introduced by the RLS error estimator. V-LMS once again perform consistently educes 
both the priori and further not introduce any posteriori distortion.  

 
Figure 3-3 Peak EVM analysis (V-LMS vs N-LMS & RLS) 

C. 95TH PERCENTILE EVM ANALYSIS  

Once again like the RMS-EVM, in 95th percentile EVM also the N-LMS error estimator has an unnatural error 
initially, but later it has a consistent error compression. Unlike in earlier two EVM analysis, RLS has a consistent 
gain error suppression and inline with V-LMS.  

 
Figure 3-4 95th percentile EVM analysis (V-LMS vs N-LMS & RLS) 
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CONCLUSION  

 As per the 5G Communication 3GPP standards the RMS, Peak and 95th percentile EVM should not exceed 
10%, 30% and 15% of the mobile station in worst case. N-LMS exceed all these limits for the initial 0.15 million 
of iteration later it comes under this level. RLS cannot able to maintain the error consistently and introduces tall 
gain posteriori peaks. In all these three analysis only V–LMS linearizer has a consistent error suppression 
performance and in line with the worst case EVM values. The worst case EVM values are listed at various 
intervals has been tabulated below in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1 EVM ANALYSIS FOR 5G-3GPP STANDARDS 

Error 
Estimator 

EVM Analysis 

RMS-EVM  Peak EVM  95th Percentile 
EVM  

N-LMS  

8.33%  

 (Initial 0.15 million  

Symbols  

48%)  

 26.43%  

(Initial 0.15 million  

Symbols  

52%)  

13.5%  

 (Initial 0.15 
million Symbols 
45%)  

RLS  

7.52%   

(Inconsistent short, tall  

posteriori peaks 33%)  

32.12%  

(Inconsistent short, tall  

posteriori peaks 67%)  

8.21% 
(Consistent)  

V-LMS  7.56% (Consistent)  23.33% (Consistent)  9% (Consistent)  
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ABSTRACT 

Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is supposed to be used for forthcoming 5G cellular networks. In 
this paper, the expressions for the channel capacities for symmetric and asymmetric NOMA networks have 

been analyzed. The performance measure of user spectral efficiency and the sum-rate bounds, for the NOMA 
and the existing OMA networks have been compared. Furthermore, analysis of user rate and capacity of 

NOMA network has been carried out and observed that the NOMA capacity region varies as a function of the 
power allocation factor. The corresponding models have been developed for both uplink and downlink, and 

simulated with MATLAB. The experimental results show that even in the symmetric channel conditions, NOMA 
is able to perform and provides the same spectral efficiency as OMA. 

Keywords—OMA, NOMA, rate-region, spectral efficiency, power allocation factor   

INTRODUCTION  

The mobile communication has come through various generations over a little span of time. The motivating 
factor for every next generation is marked with higher user data rate and enhanced user service. Though the 
current 4G cellular standard provides a high data rate, the requirement of highdata rate is  massively increasing. 
Moreover, the variety of user services such as massive machine type communication (mMTC), ultra-reliable low 
latency communication (URLLC) and enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) demand new architectures and 
configurations for the upcoming 5G cellular services.   

It is also expected that the number of connected devices to reach 29 billion by 2022 [1], out of which 1.5 
billion would be Internet of Things (IoT) devices. These massive connections characterize high connection 
volumes as well as small data traffic volumes and on the other contrary, they require ultra-reliability, availability, 
low latency high throughput etc. The current 4G cellular is not able to fulfil these diverse requirements, as the 
4G vision is centred on cellular mobile and not focused on these diversified cases. Thus, 5G has to come up with 
the solutions to the above cases. The next generation mobile networks (NGMN) alliance provides the vision for 
5G, while discussing these cases [2]. Specifically, it mentions the improvements required in spectral efficiency 
of the cell (bps/Hz/cell) and user spectral efficiency (bps/Hz/user) for supporting the massive connectivity 
between users as well as devices.   

The major objective in the cellular generations has been to achieve a larger user capacity, and inturn a larger 
sum-capacity. A large sum-rate signifies an efficient network by maximizing each user’s throughput to its 
capacity. So, the objective across the generations has been to maximize the sum-rate. Moreover, the 5G network 
is also supposed to cater a number of other key performance indicators such as a reduced latency (user-plane) of 
about 1 ms for eMBB and URLLC applications; and energy efficiency in eMBB use case [3]. The above 
performance indicators suggest a new waveform design or specifically a multiple access scheme that provides a 
higher spectral efficiency, high energy efficiency, lower latency, more user-fairness and massive connectivity 
for device to device communication and IoT.   

Since the waveform design has been the most fundamental aspect of the physical layer, the signalling and 
multiple access formats have significantly changed over the cellular generations. The analog Frequency 
Modulation (FM) and Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) based 1G systems got transformed into a 
digital Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)/FDMA based 2G systems. The focus of all the global 3G 
systems was on Code  Division Multiple Access (CDMA).Further, due to increasing bandwidth requirements 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDM) that was adopted in 4G, as (Orthogonal Frequency 
Division Multiple Access (OFDMA). OFDM offered several advantages compared to its predecessors, like 
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computationally efficient implementation and simple equalization [4]. The foremost flaws of OFDM include its 
high peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR), and the requirement of strict orthogonality among its subcarriers.   

All the existing multiple access techniques have been utilizing the orthogonality between their shares in the 
resource block. For TDMA, the resource block is time, and different users are allowed to ccommunicate only in 
their respective time slot. In FDMA and OFDMA, the users are differentiated in frequency domain and permitted 
communication only during their frequency slots. In CDMA, although the users can use entire time/frequency 
resource block, but are differentiated with orthogonal spreading codes.  

Hence, these can be classified as orthogonal multiple access (OMA) schemes. The major concern of the 
provision of massive connection density and high capacity for eMBB and low latency for URLLC 
communication the 5G networks specify the current spectrum utilization to be made more efficient. One of the 
mechanism is simply allocating more users within a resource block, avoiding the orthogonality restriction 
between the users. In this regard, Non–Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) is treated as the best candidate for 
5G cellular networks [5]. NOMA simply allocates more than one user to a resource block. Currently, with 4G 
OFDMA, each resource block is allocated to a single user. Hence, a significant increase in capacity can be 
observed theoretically, if each resource block is shared among several users, and each user completely utilizes 
the whole resource block. Thus, NOMA provides system overloading [6], which is highly desirable for massive 
connection density. In NOMA, the user’s utilize the complete resource block and transmit simultaneously 
without being differentiated in time/ frequency/code domain. The receiver differentiates the users either based 
on the different user power levels or by different sparse (spreading) codes that are non-orthogonal.   

In this paper, we evaluate the effect of power allocation factor on the capacity region of NOMA in the 
downlink as well as in the uplink scenarios. For the downlink case, we assume a single transmitting antenna at 
the BS and two different user devices as receivers. The uplink scenario consists of the user devices transmitting 
to the BS antenna. In the downlink, the superposition coding (SC) is performed by the BS, and successive 
interference cancellation (SIC) is done by the user equipment (UE). On the contrary, SIC is done at the BS in 
the uplink.   

The rest part of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work with NOMA 
classification. This section highlights the characteristics of Power Domain (PD) NOMA, and the processes 
involved at the transmitting and receiving ends of the system. Section III identifies the performance metrics of 
the proposed system, specifically defining the capacity, spectral efficiency, user-rates and the sum-rate.   

 
Figure 4-1 Classification of NOMA and similar schemes 
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In section IV, we describe the proposed system model for carrying out the analysis of the capacity region in 
PD-NOMA network. In this section, we evaluate the rate-region depending upon the received signal-to-
noise+interference ratio (SINR). We also deal with the mathematical analysis of the symmetric and asymmetric 
cases and thus obtain the rate-region variation based upon the SINR. As far as our knowledge is concerned, no 
such in-depth analysis has been presented in the available literatures that takes both of the cases into account. 
Section V describes the simulation parameters and interprets the results obtained with MATLAB. Finally, section 
VI concludes the paper justifying the candidature of NOMA as a future multiple access scheme.   

RELATED WORK  

NOMA refers to a new signal design where the users share time and frequency simultaneously. Some studies 
[5], [7], [8] show that higher spectral efficiency can be achieved with NOMA techniques. The NOMA schemes 
are categorized as power domain multiplexing and code domain multiplexing including multiple access with 
low-density spreading (LDS), sparse code multiple access (SCMA), multiuser shared access (MUSA) and so on 
[9]. Some other proposed NOMA schemes are pattern division multiple access (PDMA), bit division  
multiplexing (BDM) and interleave division multiple access (IDMA). Software Defined Multiple Access   
(SoDeMA) has been proposed to address the issue of coexistence between different NOMA schemes. A simple 
classification of NOMA schemes is given as shown in Fig. 4-1 [10]. For NOMA, the users may be multiplexed 
and differentiated in the power domain, hence the name,  

PD-NOMA.  NOMA offers  some significant capabilities that may assist in achieving the key performance 
metrics of diverse 5G use cases. Owing to the less complexity among all the schemes, the PD-NOMA has become 
the most studied scheme among all the NOMA schemes [5-7].   

First, it utilizes the power domain multiplexing hence there is no need for orthogonality between user’s shares 
either in time/frequency/code domain. Secondly, it can easily be implemented along with narrower beams for 
spatial multiplexing, providing a combination of power domain multiplexing and spatial multiplexing. This 
would be increasing the overall system capacity. Thirdly, SC and SIC are simple processes and have been well 
studied by the academia. Fourthly, as each of the user utilizes the complete resource block, it may transmit 
instantly as it requires, thereby reducing the overheads and increasing the latency. Last but not the least, other 
emerging techniques such as Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) and millimeter waves (mmWaves) can 
also be combined with NOMA.   

The foremost processes required in PD-NOMA are twofold. Superposition Coding of the user’s signal at the 
transmitter, and subsequently Successive Interference Cancellation at the receiver side [10]. Both of the 
processes assist in achieving higher capacity of the system and are used jointly. The SC performs the vector 
superposition of the user’s signal constellation, and SIC helps to increase the received SNR by the successive 
cancellation of the other user’s signal (acting as interference).   

PRE-REQUISITES  

Channel Capacity: The channel capacity for an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel for a 
point to point link, is represented in [11] as   

𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑊𝑊𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + 𝑃𝑃
𝑁𝑁0𝑊𝑊

)                        (1) 

where,  W is the channel bandwidth, 𝑃𝑃
𝑁𝑁0𝑊𝑊

 is the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR),  𝑃𝑃 is the power constraint in watts 

and N0/2 is the power spectral density (PSD) of Gaussian noise. Spectral efficiency: The spectral efficiency is a 
measure of the supported user data rate for a given bandwidth.  Thus, the maximum bound for the spectral 
efficiency is determined by the channel capacity, which implies the maximum rate of information transfer per 
unit channel bandwidth  

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑊𝑊𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 +  𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆)                       (2) 
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Equations (1) and (2) assume a discrete time baseband channel model described as y[m] = x[m] + w[m], 
with x[m] as the input to the channel, y[m] being the channel output and w[m] is CN(0, N0 ). For a point-to-
point link, the maximum user rate for a user i, can be represented as: 

𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + 𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷)                        (3) 

where  is the SNR received at the ith user, and  has an upper-bound suggested by (1) and (2). Sum-rate: The 
sum-rate, i.e. the sum of the rates of all the users in the network, is defined as  

𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  ∑ 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷                       (4) 

where, 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 is the ith  user throughput or data-rate [12].   

Another performance indicator for 5G network, derived from the sum-rate is the energy efficiency (EE). EE 
is defined as the ratio of sum-rate with the total power consumed by the base station (BS) [13]. The sum-rate is 

also used to define the fairness index F for a network of K users as 𝐹𝐹 =  (∑ 𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘)2

𝐾𝐾 ∑(𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘)2 [13]. This fairness index 

represents a fair sharing of the system capacity between the users. The fairness index F=1 implies all the users 
achieving the same capacity.   

THE SYSTEM MODEL  

In pursuance of achieving the demands of 5G, the development of new architectures and configurations is 
the most essential task. Conductive to this, a profound analysis of the system model is required.   

In this paper, we have analysed the system model of a simple NOMA network by considering a a single 
antenna at the BS and two user-equipment (UE). In the downlink scenario, the BS is transmitting the superposed 
signal for both the users and the users have to decode their message from the  superposed signal (Single Input 
Multiple Output, SIMO).For the uplink scenario, the BS receives the superposed signal of both the users, and 
the BS has to decode the user messages from the superposed signal (Multiple Input Single Output, MISO). In 
both the downlink and uplink, the users signal are weighted with different powers.   

 

Figure 4-2 Single cell two-user NOMA downlink channel model 

A. DOWNLINK NOMA ANALYSIS   

A single cell two user NOMA downlink channel model is shown in figure 4-2. For the downlink, the BS, 
depending upon the individual channel gains, performs this power allocation for the users. More power is 
allocated for the user with less channel gain (weaker user), and less power is allocated to the user with higher 
channel gain (stronger user). Further, we assume the channel gain to be constant over every transmission time 
Interval (TTI), i.e. the channel gain is quasi-static. In this case, first the weaker user decodes its signal from the 
superposed signal. The stronger user has to decode its own signal after cancelling the weaker user signal with 
the SIC process. As shown in the Fig.4-2, the NOMA cell consists of two users,  at the cell-edge and  around the 
centre of the cell. The BS forms the superposed signal to be transmitted to both of the users. This superposed 
signal is represented as:  

𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠 =  𝑃𝑃1𝑥𝑥1 +  𝑃𝑃2𝑥𝑥2                       (5) 
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where Pi  is the allocated power for the symbol xi  of the ith user. This superposed signal is to be received by 
the UE1 which has the point-to-point channel gain ℎ between itself and the BS. The same superposed signal is 
also received by the UE2 which has the point-to-point channel gain ℎ between itself and the BS. Without loss of 
generality, it is assumed that ℎ1 > ℎ2 to designate the users as weaker user and stronger user. Now, the 
corresponding received signal y1  for UE1, and y2  for UE2, respectively are described as: 

𝑦𝑦1 =  ℎ1�𝑃𝑃1𝑥𝑥1 +  ℎ1�𝑃𝑃2𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑛𝑛1                      (6) 

𝑦𝑦2 =  ℎ2�𝑃𝑃1𝑥𝑥1 + ℎ2�𝑃𝑃2𝑥𝑥2 +  𝑛𝑛2                      (7) 

According to the NOMA principle, UE2  has to decode its message 𝑥𝑥2 considering 𝑥𝑥1 as an interference. The 
SNR for UE2 is then given as:  

𝛾𝛾2
𝑥𝑥2 =  |ℎ2|2𝑃𝑃2

|ℎ2|2𝑃𝑃1+1
                       (8) 

where,  the noise variance is assumed to be unity.   

The UE1 performs SIC by cancelling the component with x2 from its received signal y1. Hence, the SNR for 
UE1 becomes:  

𝛾𝛾1
𝑥𝑥1 =  |ℎ1|2𝑃𝑃1                       (9) 

Based on (3) and using (8), (9), the rate 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷  for UEi, i = 1,2 can be computed as follows.    

𝑆𝑆1 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + |ℎ1|2𝑃𝑃1)                         (10a) 

𝑆𝑆2 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 +  |ℎ2|2𝑃𝑃2
|ℎ2|2𝑃𝑃1+1

)                        (10b) 

 

 
Figure 4-3  Capacity region plot for Downlink NOMA asymmetric channel 

 

Figure 4-4 Sum-rate plot of Downlink NOMA asymmetric channel. 
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From (8) and (9), it is clear that the user SNR increases as the allocated power to that user increases.  For the 
downlink transmission, the BS allocates a limited power resource to the users, thereby, placing the power 
constraints as 𝑃𝑃1, 𝑃𝑃2 ≥ 0 and 𝑃𝑃1 + 𝑃𝑃2 = P, where P is the total power constraint of the BS. Considering the 
extreme cases, i.e. when the total power P is allocated to one of the users (say UE1) and no power is allocated to 
the other user, gives the maximum achievable rate or the capacity for that user (i.e UE1 ). Now considering the 
power allocation factor, as the allocated power to the user performing SIC. Hence, the  power of UE1  is given 
as 𝑃𝑃1 = 𝛼𝛼𝑃𝑃 and of UE2  is given as 𝑃𝑃2 = (1 − 𝛼𝛼)𝑃𝑃 =  𝛼𝛼𝑃𝑃. We chose the power allocation factor to be the 
fractional power allocated to the stronger user and varied from 0 and 1, for the two extreme cases discussed 
above. Hence, by varying the parameter from 0 to 1, the set of rate points ( 𝑆𝑆1∗, 𝑆𝑆2∗) are easily obtained as: 

𝑆𝑆1
∗ = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + |ℎ1|2𝛼𝛼𝑃𝑃)                        (11a) 

𝑆𝑆2
∗ = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 +  |ℎ2|2𝛼𝛼𝑃𝑃

|ℎ2|2𝛼𝛼𝑃𝑃+1
)                     (11b)                         

Varying 𝛼𝛼 from 0 and 1, we can obtain the two extreme cases discussed above.   

For the improvement over 4G OFDMA (OMA) system, we consider the same scenario of two users, having 
weaker and stronger channels with the bandwidth allocation factor 𝜏𝜏 that represents the fractional bandwidth 
allocated to the stronger user. Unlike the power allocation factor𝛼𝛼, 𝜏𝜏 is selected as 0.5, which implies equal 
bandwidth sharing between OMA users, to maintain user fairness. The capacity regions for Downlink NOMA 
as well as for Uplink NOMA were obtained for the downlink parameters given in [14] . The corresponding plot 
for the same parameters for downlink NOMA asymmetric channel is also obtained and is shown as Fig. 4-3. 
Moving further, the same capacity regions and sum-rate performance of Downlink NOMA for a symmetric 
channel are simulated and the plots are shown in fig. 4-4 for the sum-rate of asymmetric channel.   

B. UPLINK NOMA ANALYSIS    

For the uplink, it is assumed that the UE’s transmit their signals with different power levels depending upon 
their distance from the BS and the channel conditions. More power is transmitted by the weaker user, and less 
power is transmitted by the stronger user. Just like the downlink case, we assume the channel is quasi-static. The 
simple uplink channel model for a single cell two user NOMA is shown in fig. 4-6.The uplink model is slightly 
different from the downlink NOMA model (5). In the uplink model, the BS receives the superposed signal of the 
users as: 

𝑥𝑥𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 =  𝑃𝑃1𝑥𝑥1 + 𝑃𝑃2𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑛𝑛𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵                        (12) 

Figure 4-5 Rate region of Downlink NOMA symmetric 
channel. 
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Figure 4-6 Single cell two-user NOMA uplink channel model 

This superposed signal consists of UE1 signal  𝑥𝑥1 and  UE2 signal  𝑥𝑥2, and the AWGN noise is specified as 
𝑛𝑛𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵. 

Without the loss of generality, again we assume that ℎ1 > ℎ2 , where ℎi, i = 1,2 is the channel gain for UEi , 
and 𝑛𝑛𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 is Gaussian noise with unity variance.   

According to the NOMA principle, the BS has to decode one of the user signal first, treating the other user’s 
signal as interference. Then the BS cancels the earlier decoded signal from the superposed signal (using SIC) to 
decode the other user’s signal. Hence there are two possibilities, first is that the BS decodes UE2, cancels UE2 
signal from the superposed signal and then decodes UE1 signal. The second possibility is interchanging the user 
order, i.e. start with the decoding of UE1 , followed by cancellation of  UE1 signal from the superposed signal 
and finally decoding  UE2 signal. 

According to the first possibility, the SNR for UE2 may be given as:  

𝛾𝛾2
𝑥𝑥2 =  |ℎ2|2𝑃𝑃2

|ℎ1|2𝑃𝑃1+1
                        (13) 

where the noise variance is assumed unity. Following the SIC of UE2, the SNR for UE2 then becomes:  

𝛾𝛾1
𝑥𝑥1 =  |ℎ1|2𝑃𝑃1                       (14) 

Based on (3) and using (13), (14), the rate 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷   for UEi , i = 1,2 can be computed as following.  

𝑆𝑆1 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + |ℎ1|2𝑃𝑃1)                         (15a) 

𝑆𝑆2 = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 +  |ℎ2|2𝑃𝑃2
|ℎ1|2𝑃𝑃1+1

)                        (15b) 

In the OMA case as seen earlier, the rate region is a straight-line segment joining the extreme points. We 
designate the point 𝐴𝐴(0, 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + |ℎ2|2𝑃𝑃2)) on the UE2 rate-axis and the point 𝐵𝐵(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + |ℎ1|2𝑃𝑃1), 0) on the 
UE1 rate-axis for this purpose.  

Moreover, this straight line segment on the 𝑆𝑆1 − 𝑆𝑆2 plane has a slope of (−  𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1+|ℎ2|2𝑃𝑃2)
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1+|ℎ1|2𝑃𝑃1)

 ). 

It is interesting to observe from (15a) and (15b), if = 0, the point B becomes (0,0) and point A attains a 
maximum 𝐴𝐴(0, 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + |ℎ2|2𝑃𝑃2)). Also notice that if 𝑆𝑆1= 0, then the same points A and B are achieved and 𝑆𝑆2 =

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 +  |ℎ2|2𝑃𝑃2). Similarly, 𝑃𝑃2= 0 implies the point A becomes (0,0) and point B attains a maximum (0, 
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + |ℎ1|2𝑃𝑃1)). Notice again, if 𝑆𝑆2 = 0, then the same points A and B are achieved as 𝑆𝑆1= 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 +  |ℎ1|2𝑃𝑃1). 
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Hence, we conclude the order of SIC is important for the capacity analysis. Therefore, for the determination of 
capacity-region of NOMA, we consider both the decoding and SIC ordering possibilities.   

 

 

First, we consider the case when the sequence of detection is- decoding of UE2 signal, followed by 
cancellation of UE2 signal from the superposed signal to decode UE1 signal. We consider a point as C on the 
𝑆𝑆1 − 𝑆𝑆2 capacity plane, having the coordinates of achievable rate-pair . For the decoding and 
cancellation sequence considered above, the rate- pair is given as:  

𝑆𝑆1
∗ = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 +  |ℎ1|2𝑃𝑃1)                        (16) 

𝑆𝑆2
∗ = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 +  |ℎ2|2𝑃𝑃2

|ℎ1|2𝑃𝑃1+1
)                     (17)                         

For the other decoding-cancellation sequence, we define another point D on the capacity plane, having the 
coordinates:  

𝑆𝑆1
∗∗ = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 +  |ℎ1|2𝑃𝑃1

|ℎ2|2𝑃𝑃2+1
)                     (18)      

𝑆𝑆2
∗∗ = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 +  |ℎ2|2𝑃𝑃2)                   (19) 

Finally, we have four set of points on the capacity plane, given as:     

𝐴𝐴(0, 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + 𝑃𝑃2|ℎ2|2))                   (20) 

𝐵𝐵(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + 𝑃𝑃1|ℎ1|2), 0)                   (21) 

𝐶𝐶(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + 𝑃𝑃1|ℎ1|2), 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2 �1 + 𝑃𝑃2|ℎ2|2

𝑃𝑃1|ℎ1|2+1
�)          (22) 

𝐷𝐷(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2 �1 + 𝑃𝑃1|ℎ1|2

𝑃𝑃2|ℎ2|2+1
� , 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + 𝑃𝑃2|ℎ2|2))                    (23) 

To determine the effect of power allocation on the capacity region that is defined by (20)-(23), we again 
employ a power allocation factor 𝛼𝛼′, such that 𝛼𝛼′= 𝑃𝑃2

𝑃𝑃
.    

The above capacity region points ABCD can then be expressed as:   

𝐴𝐴(0, 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + 𝛼𝛼′𝑃𝑃|ℎ2|2))                   (24) 

𝐵𝐵(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + (1 − 𝛼𝛼′)|ℎ1|2), 0)                   (25) 

𝐶𝐶(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + (1 − 𝛼𝛼′)|ℎ1|2), 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2 �1 + 𝛼𝛼′𝑃𝑃|ℎ2|2

(1−𝛼𝛼′)|ℎ1|2+1
�)          (26) 

𝐷𝐷(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2 �1 + (1−𝛼𝛼′)|ℎ1|2

𝛼𝛼′𝑃𝑃|ℎ2|2+1
� , 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2(1 + 𝛼𝛼′𝑃𝑃|ℎ2|2))                    (27) 

Finally, plugging the values of various parameters from [14], and varying 𝛼𝛼′ from 0 to 1, the characteristics 
of the capacity region may be deduced. Fig. 4-7 shows the obtained capacity region for a symmetric channel. As 
seen from fig. 4-7, we observe that the maximum permissible userthroughput achieved in NOMA uplink in a 
symmetric channel is less than the maximum permissible user-throughput achieved in OMA.  

Figure 4-8 shows the variation of the points ABCD, and from here the symmetric capacity can be derived. 
This symmetric capacity is the common maximum rate at which the user’s can transmit. In fig. 4-8, this 
symmetric capacity is given by the intersection of the locus of points C and D.   
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Figure 4-7 Capacity region for Uplink NOMA for 

symmetric channel (|ℎ | = |ℎ |) 

 
Figure 4-8  Variation of capacity-region points with 

power allocation factor 

SIMULATION AND INTERPRETATION  

The simulation for the analysis was carried out in MATLAB 9.6.0.1214997 (R2019a) Update 6 on a 
windows operating system with Intel i-5 dual core processor@ 2.9 GHz and 8GB installed RAM. For the 
simulation of the two user NOMA cell (downlink) , the channel gain for user   and for user   were selected 
to be  and , for asymmetric channel, and the power constraint = 40 . These values were 
taken from [14]. The obtained results can be grouped into two categories- asymmetric channel, and symmetric 
channel.     

A. ASYMMETRIC CHANNEL   

For the asymmetric channel, we assumed unequal channel gains ℎ1 and ℎ2. The user-rate obtained for the 
downlink case are shown in fig. 4-3, with the solid-red line representing the achievable user-rate for the two user 
OMA network, and the solid-black line representing the NOMA network. Both the curves meet at the power 
allocation factor values of 0 and 1 that shows the single-user maximum rate is the same for both OMA and 
NOMA network. However, between these two extreme values (0 and 1), the NOMA network shows significant 
rate-increase. As user  UE1 is stronger user, therefore the SIC has to be done by UE1 , and UE2  simply decodes 
its own data without SIC. As we can see from fig. 4-3, allocation of more power to the stronger user reduces the 
user-rate of weaker user. This happens when the power allocation factor is increased towards one. Further, fig. 
4-3 also shows the achievable rate when OMA is used. We considered equal bandwidth and equal power 
allocated to both the users in OMA so as to maintain the fairness in the system. The comparion of the curves 
indicate the superiority  of NOMA over OMA in downlink scenario with different channel gains. Now, if large 
power is allocated to the stronger user, then the weaker user rate approaches zero. Hence, in this scenario, the 
weaker user should be allocated higher power.   

Fig. 4-4 shows the variation of sum-rate with the power allocation factor, which again confirms that both 
the networks have the same sum-rate at the extreme values of power allocation factor.  

However, allocating a large power to the stronger user does not vary the sum-rate significantly, whereas 
allocating less power to the stronger user varies the sum-rate significantly , that can be observed by the larger 
slope of the NOMA curve in fig. 4-4.   

B.  SYMMETRIC CHANNEL  

For the symmtric channel, we assume equal  channel gains  ℎ1 and ℎ2 . The user-rates obtained for the 
downlink case are shown in fig. 4-5, with the solid-red line representing the achievable user-rate for the two user 
OMA network, and the solid-blue line representing the NOMA network. This suggests that under the same 
channel conditions, both the networks have same rate-regions, thus have a similar performance. Hence, the 
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performance is NOMA is not inferior to OMA even under symmetric channel case. For the uplink scenario the 
same channel gains were assumed as for the downlink, and the results are plotted in Fig. 4-7 and Fig. 4-8.   

For the symmetric channel, it was observed that the optimum rate region points i.e. points C and D require 
a specific range of power allocation factor to maintain the given quality of service to the users.   

Hence based on these curves, an optimum range of power allocation factor could be decided for required 
guaranteed quality of service to the users. Further, even for the symmetric channel conditions, the rates offered 
are much higher than the CDMA scheme. Finally, fig. 4-8 shows the variation of the points ABCD of the capacity 
region with the power allocation factor. The loci of these points would help in the visualization of the capacity 
region for the symmetric case.   

CONCLUSION  

The basic models for uplink and downlink NOMA systems are analyzed in depth, and the simulated results 
are in agreement with the theoretical NOMA models presented in earlier literatures. A number of observations 
can be made related to our work. First, it justifies the superiority of NOMA over the existing multiple access 
techniques. Properly chosen power allocation ratio, both in the uplink and in the downlink could significantly 
increase the user-throughput than compared to the OMA schemes. Another result obtained is that even under the 
same channel conditions the performance of NOMA is not inferior to OMA. The results may help to suggest the 
optimum achievable rate region for a given power allocation coefficient. Thus, determining this optimum region 
will be an imperative aspect for the researchers. We analyed the system for two users, but we expect that to 
utilize NOMA, more users can be accomodated to the network. This would be our future work.   
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ABSTRACT 

Data Privacy is more prominent than ever in this connected and technology driven world. All information 
available is derived in one way or the other from data generated by individuals directly or indirectly. This paper 
presents the argument that we must have a way of using information out of the vast data-sets without impacting 
individuals. As long as we do not have such a way, there would always be issues, giving rise to misuse of 
information for someone’s benefit and manipulative outcomes. This paper analyzes not only technical but other 
safeguards, in place which enable an overall benefit of society and individuals with data privacy at its core.  

Keywords — Data security, data privacy, anonymization, privacy protection, social benefit  

INTRODUCTION   

Data security has a different meaning in different context and also an evolving meaning with time. In the early 
days before the development of information systems, limited resources were available and most of the data would 
reside on paper. Data security would mean protecting access of individuals to these papers and storage 
mechanisms. Coding patterns and secure methods of transferring the data sets were invented. With the 
advancement of technology and advent of analogue tapes, data storage and reproduction were easier and lead to 
evolution of methods of protection. Floppy disks came with protection passwords. Furthermore, the evolution 
continued, with the advancement of digital storage mechanisms on drives to store data in binary format, came 
many methods including encrypting the whole drives with password. With the advancement of internet and the 
ability to transmit data across the globe with ease, evolved many methods including encryption (different 
methods), hashing (different methods) and many more techniques.   

Despite the advancement in technology, there always has been the need to do more. Data has always been 
vulnerable. Data has always been key to make intelligent decisions and the lack of it. Not only businesses and 
Governments has been the consumer and creator of data but every individual. Data has been a vital asset even for 
the individuals, with the advancement of technology and communication devices like mobile phones. With the 
increasing generation of data and increasing digitalization, data utility cannot be ruled out only due to concerns 
on security and privacy. Though at the same time, its important to use data wisely, in order to avoid situations 
like the case at US elections and the firm Cambridge Analytica.   

PERSONAL TOUCH  

No individual wants to reveal any personal information except if it is for their own use. Every individual shares 
his/ her personal information with government departments, companies where they buy things from, different 
events where they register, different social platforms where they interact with others, different service providers 
where they get services and the list goes on. Without providing the needed personal information, an individual 
cannot expect to get needed services. Every other organization, which holds individual data, is termed as ‘other 
party’ in further text. All this data individuals share is stored and can be used by these ‘other parties’ for providing 
goods or services to an individual. To serve the individual in a better way, these other parties can use the data in 
their operations, where the individual is impacted.   

Every individual love to have a personalized service. Its delightful to have a special treatment. Individual is 
presented with a consent or contract clause, which he/ she rarely reads through before providing his personal 
information on a website or in a physical store, where it is converted into digital format. In most cases, it is the 
urgency of receiving a service, or the word of mouth, which prompts an individual to share his/ her personal 
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information. Benefits may not be limited to any monetary benefit or a quantifiable incentive, but can be something 
emotional, which an Individual receives in return of sharing his/ her data to “other party”.   

WHY WORRY ABOUT PRIVACY PRESERVATION  

The topic of privacy preservation is getting more and more important because now we have advanced 
technologies to handle large data sets. These technologies increase the potential of what can be done with these 
data sets. The benefits can be sky rocketing as well as the dangers.    

A. INTENT OF USE OF TECHNOLOGY  

It is possible to use these technologies and make data useful for business operations, political campaigns or 
other purposes. If the new technologies are limited to research on nature and doing weather forecasts, or finding 
out stars and galaxies in universe, individuals may not have a problem, but the moment, the same technologies, 
which can analyze large amounts of data sets to predict what an individual would do in a given situation, it 
becomes scary. Scare is not for the reason that technology can assist individuals with the vast amount of 
knowledge on their fingertips, but scare is by the fact that this capability of technology can be misused to 
manipulate individual’s behavior.   

B. DIGITIZATION  

Once individual has given his personal information and it is converted into data sets, which can be subject to 
analysis by technology, “other parties” gain the power to manipulate individual’s behavior. In a democratic 
environment, where every individual is free to give his information or not, can we really stop by making 
regulations, which enable individuals, to have right to share their information?  Practical answer to the above 
question is a prominent “no”. The individual is not as empowered as the group of individuals like companies, 
government, trusts and other parties. These “other parties” have much more resources and power than individuals. 
Individuals are not even trained or aware about the risks of sharing their personal information on different digital 
platforms, or even physical locations (stores etc.), where its converted to digital form.   

C. AWARENESS IN MASSES  

Moreover, individuals in several countries do not even have education on data privacy and privacy protection. 
They are more vulnerable as the technology has reached in the most nuke and corner of the earth via mobile 
phones, but the awareness on misuse of information, not so much. For a poor subject, who use a mobile device 
for a service like making payments, and their data is misused; we are looking into a global catastrophe. In addition, 
there is a high risk of manipulating human behavior with targeted attacks in a geographic region with misuse of 
personal information of individuals. Manipulating elections and mobilizing mobs for protests can be some of the 
already seen examples.   

D.  WHAT MONITORS SAY  

As per one of the most popular web browser Firefox monitors [1], 2019 saw a lot of data breaches and personal 
information leaked. 2 billion passwords exposed in one single year across the globe. Is there any service with any 
authority, which informs the individuals, whose data has been breached? The simple answer is, “no mandatory 
service of that nature exists”. Even when such breaches are identified, they are published in general media and 
the individuals who data has been breached are not notified. With the most under – privileged internet user in 
mind, mostly likely his/ her data has already been breached and he is fully exposed for manipulation by other 
parties. 
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Table 5-1 STATISTICS OF DATA BREACH FROM NORTON 

Fact Figures 

The number of publicly disclosed breaches.  3,800 

The number of records exposed  4,100,000,000 

Increase in number of reported breaches in first six months of 2019 vs. 
first six months of 2018  54% 

 

As per the latest report from Norton presented in Table 1, a leading company in cyber security space, mega 
breaches grab headlines, but hundreds of less familiar data hacks also increase the risk of identity theft [2]. These 
breaches have been in the area of Financial data, Entertainment data, Healthcare data, Education data, Government 
data and other business data.  

SOCIAL DRIVE CONVERTS INTO A LEGAL DRIVE  

There has been severe outrage by technologists over the years and several cases of violation of integrity of 
individuals, still there are no safeguards in place on a global scale but only in some countries. Prior to 2018, if 
one would look into technology which can be used to alter voice of an individual, or identify an individual from 
his/ her data this could be not having any financially punishable offence. Even one could run targeted marketing 
campaigns, make phone calls to people, even send them targeted mails, emails, letters by easily finding loopholes 
in regulation on these. There has been companies, whose business was to collect and manage individual’s 
information and sell them to other companies, who can run targeted marketing campaigns against those 
individuals.   

Not only financial losses for an individual, but breach of privacy can be in other forms impacting individuals 
in several ways. There have been several legal cases, where individual was arrested based on tweet alone. In one 
such case, the tweet was found suspicious by police and the individual was arrested as a precaution for crime 
prevention, by using his address and location information from the device he used to tweet with and his face for 
identification and no other evidence [3].    

A. LARGE GLOBAL IMPACT  

The authorities across different countries came to senses, only when there are mass breaches, which are 
exposed. And more when the government sees a compromise in security, for example the US authorities cracking 
a whip on the company Huawei. The global impact of the data privacy breaches can be huge.   

Organizations like WikiLeaks which published the information from several whistle blowers in public 
platform, exposed several wrong doings. These would have never been exposed otherwise to society. Such 
platforms have a huge global impact, and the need is already there for such measures on a global scale to facilitate 
protection to individual’s privacy at the same time, usage of data in such a way that the vulnerable individuals are 
not impacted. Whistle blowers came to WikiLeaks and other such platforms as it provides protection to individuals 
submitting such information. Journalism is a major area, where individuals are impacted at large, and it is the 
responsibility of the journalists, to safeguard the informer who bring value to the whole society by sharing the 
story.   

B. AN EXTREME EXAMPLE OF MONITORING  

In China, the drive to safeguard individual’s data, has been taken up in a different way by the Chinese 
government. Instead of giving the freedom to the individual, Chinese government is taking all the data of 
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individual to do surveillance. In fact, a social credit system is being designed to benefit good citizens and 
discourage bad citizens based on criteria set by the government. Government is using all the data including voice 
calls, facial recognition via surveillance cameras, social interactions by individual and all possible digital 
presence. On one hand it claims to crack down on the ill effects of data breach and misuse of personal information, 
for example, this system would enable the government to more effectively crackdown rumormongers, data 
thieves, unauthorized VPN connections and ill usage of data. On the other hand, it would give immense power to 
Government of China to manipulate the behavior of individuals based on the objectives of the Government. In 
addition, more so the Government officials who are in charge of running and maintaining that system of 
monitoring and surveillance [4].   

C.  EUROPE LEADING THE CHANGE  

Other extreme to China is Europe, which is giving full data privacy to individuals via its General Data 
Protection Regulation, GDPR [5], which became law across Europe since June 2018, with fines for breach, 
ranging up to 4% of the gross revenue of the firm responsible for the breach of the regulation exposing data of 
individuals. In fact, GDPR, even forbids any non-necessary data collection by any company, which is not 
mandatory to provide a given service to an individual. Individuals have a forum to complain against such request 
by any company, which would then be looked into and the company may be fined, or at least directed to correct 
its data collection practices to provide a particular service to individuals. California Consumer Privacy Act, CCPA 
is the law being formulated in California US and coming into effect since 1st January 2020 to provide protection 
to individuals data [6].   

A brief analysis of the GDPR fines clearly suggests that the Enterprise are not really aware of the right 
measures to ensure information security. Security of data for individuals have never been so important than after 
the implementation of GDPR in EU effective June 2018. Any company having any business in EU, need to comply 
with these regulations. This includes any website, which is available for people to see in EU countries. If there is 
any data collected by those websites of the user viewing the website, they have to comply to EU regulations. 
Around 80% of the fines by value, amounting to over Eur 330 Million were imposed on 38 entities for 
“Insufficient technical and organizational measure to ensure information security”. Hence only 27% of fines by 
count, cumulated to 80% of fines by value [7].   

 

Figure 5-1 GDPR fines analysis (by fine type) 

Also the distribution of fines across the countries in Europe is interesting as presented in table 2. This reflects 
clearly that the fines are more for companies, which have higher revenues, the underlying principle in GDPR to 
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relate the fines to the earning of the company. There are 11 fines in Hungary, but the total value is not enough to 
compare to fines with countries in the top ten list in terms of value of the fines. This also reflects the value such 
a regulation is trying to bring into the lives of people. At the same time, promoting innovations and not taxing 
small companies, which deal with data by big fines, to shut them down, but for sure, giving enough blow to warn 
them and take care of individual’s data security and privacy.  

Table 5-2 GDPR FINES BY COUNTRY (TOP 10 IN VALUE) 

Country Total Fine value (EUR) # Fines 

UNITED KINGDOM 314,990,200.00 2 
FRANCE 51,100,000.00 5 

GERMANY 24,619,925.00 16 
AUSTRIA 18,070,100.00 8 

BULGARIA 3,173,370.00 9 
THE NETHERLANDS 1,360,000.00 2 

SPAIN 1,179,600.00 31 
POLAND 933,868.00 5 
GREECE 550,000.00 3 

ROMANIA 445,000.00 12 

COMPLEXITY BY DESIGN  

Data collected for different usage, like social media have a completely different level of storage and security 
needs compared to data collected for something like a sales contract with an individual for a mobile phone. 
Similarly, the volumes of data are also different on a social media website which has over million messages per 
day compared to a retail store which processes thousands of invoices per day.  

A.  HOW MUCH DATA  

According to an IDC whitepaper by David Reinsel “Mankind is on a quest to Digitize the world” [8, p. 3]. 
Enterprises are increasingly storing this data. Individuals benefit from the services provided by these enterprises, 
for example photos stored in free on a google drive with 15GB capacity. Enterprise in turn benefit from this data 
under contractual agreements with the individuals. Overall data generation is on the endpoints with the mobile 
devices and PCs used by individuals and the new IOT devices as machines, and accounts for the huge growth in 
data to over 175 Zettabytes by 2025. A Zettabyte for clarity is 1000 Exabytes, which is 1000 Petabytes, which is 
1000 Terabytes, which is 1000 Gigabytes, which you may know how much it is. IDC is talking about 33 ZB 
already in 2018, which means something like 33 trillion 1 TB computers, something like 5000 1TB computer 
worth of data for every living being in 2018. Even though individuals may not have a single computer in their 
hand, but the data generated in relation to different interactions within society and stored with repeated copies 
make this huge data set.  

B.  WHERE IS THE DATA STORED  

Where is this data stored, is another very significant fact to establish the need of data privacy. As per the same 
IDC [8, p. 10] report the data is increasingly being stored in the public cloud setup. This is a major factor as earlier 
trend was the storage of data increasingly at the edge, the device where it is generated, for example a mobile 
phone. With increasing size of data and improved reliability of public cloud environment and increased upload 
and download speeds with 4G and 5G networks, data storage in public cloud is becoming more commonplace. 
Fig 5-2 below from the IDC DATA Age 2025 represents the shifting trend of data storage.   
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Figure 5-2 Where the data is stored (trend and forecast) 

With the storage in public cloud, limited in features for individuals, and access available to the cloud storage 
offering company, creates a unique challenge to data privacy. For example, a company offering free storage for 
cloud photos, can use the photos of an individual to improve its face recognizing algorithms. The individual is 
not even aware of the same and is bound by a contract for it, but at the same time, he gives up his data to the 
company offering free storage. The company can make good use of data in improving its algorithms, which 
they can later use for other purposes and make money. This is good or bad, ethical or not ethical is a related 
question, but not currently addressed under any framework.  

C. DIFFERENCE IN DATA  

Data is stored in different forms for different usage. In terms of its storage location, structure and source, 
data can behave differently, when it comes to revealing or hiding personal information. For example, a comment 
in a social media network like Facebook may not be revealing anything about the person posting the comment, 
though it may be specifying the name of the one who posts the message. Though a feedback given for a hotel 
stay, maybe stored in a database, in a table, along with full information about the person and details of his/her 
stay in the hotel. Similarly, for a sales contract, the company making the sales of suppose a mobile phone, may 
be storing the contact details of the person purchasing the phone, his/her address, and many other information 
in one place related to that particular transaction.   

D. ENTERPRISE DATA  

In terms of Enterprise data, companies, categorize less frequently changing data, which has information on 
people, products etc. as “master data” and more frequently changing data or data with a timestamp as transaction 
data. Transaction data may not be revealing a lot of personal information except if combined with master data. 
Though it may contain attributes like name, card details etc, which may accurately reveal a person’s identity. 
Data engineering or feature engineering may be used /misused, to derive personal or sensitive information from 
a large data set with high accuracy, even though any personal information may not be present in the data set.   

E. STORAGE TECHNOLOGY  

In terms of structure of the storage of the dataset, different technologies, enable different types of storage. The 
Enterprise dataset is primarily in structured form as relational tables. Such a storage facilitates easy storage, easy 
retrieval and high concurrency in order to enable real-time operations. ACID (atomicity, consistency, isolation 
and durability) compliance is one of the standards, which certifies technology being used to manage Enterprise 
Data. Other technology also termed with BASE (Basically Available, Soft state, Eventual consistency) [9] 
compliance is perfectly valid and used for many other uses and storage of data like social media. Due to variation 
in basic methods on storing data, these technologies have different methods of querying data. And also, the data 
types, in use are also different. Images and videos are not so commonly stored in Enterprise data, though they are 
the most common elements to store in data in social media. This is also a reason why social data grows very high 
in volume and footprint across the globe.   
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F. STRUCTURE OF DATA  

The data structure is a good topic when it comes to anonymization and different methods to find the most 
effective method.   

• Structured data is primarily data with a defined structure, primarily tabular form. This dataset is stored in 
data bases mostly relational and has well defined authorization and access management. This is in fact the 
most widely used type in Enterprise world.   

• Unstructured data is data stored in a running format. For example, free text. This can be used to represent 
many forms of data like media, images and any other form, which is not structured.  

• Semi-structured – this term is also used in some places, where a structure can be easily derived/ seen in 
the stored data, though data is not stored in a tabular format. For example, an email. Some argue that email 
is an unstructured data, but some argue it is structured as it has a header, body and defined format. This 
category does not have a clear demarcation and is not widely used.  

• Graph data – this data type is unique and evolving in how it is stored and used in database. Even though it 
has a structure, it is meaningful only in a certain context of usage. There are specific technologies, which 
guide the use of this data type, and provide a lot of convenience to dealing with locations specially, when 
using this data type. This data type is pretty clear in what it represents and even though it has no personal 
information on its own, but very significant in the world of mobile technology.   

G. SPECIAL CHALLENGE WITH GRAPH DATASETS  

With the GPS enabled on the mobile phones, or otherwise as well, due to nature of the technology of mobile 
communication,  the accurate location of the mobile phone is always available with the telecom network.  It can 
be a dataset, which is very much revealing personal information about an individual. Its usage to find out personal 
information about an individual is not unseen, with so many movies being based on the same. Though in the 
context of usage for privacy preservation, dealing with this data, presents a very unique challenge, when storing 
or analysing the same, in order to protect privacy. There has been a clear evidence, that even though the data is 
not associated to any individual, if available data points are presented for an unknown person, it is very easy to 
associate the same and find out who is the individual, revealing an individual’s movement across different 
locations, by identifying a pattern[10].   

H. WHAT IS CURRENTLY IN DEMAND  

There is a lot of work and patents on how to interpret information from the images and videos, to make them 
searchable using voice or text search. Hence this area has more attention than the Enterprise data area from the 
technologists and researchers. As the boundaries between Enterprise data and nonenterprise data vanish, with 
more and more companies using social media to connect to their customers, the importance of data security and 
privacy becomes more pronounced.   

These new innovations of identifying the name of the person from a photo, or identifying the address where 
the photo was taken, has a huge potential in how the social media data can be utilized. Just for a hypothetical 
example, if the individual is uploading every image taken on phone to a cloud storage, the company managing 
the cloud storage, has a potential to identify the location of the individual and also identify his needs feeding these 
data sets to machine learning algorithms. This would mean, the company holding this information on images 
would be in a position to offer a product promotion to the individual which he/she needs, or the company may 
predict his/ her need as well. This and many other such use cases, make the logical choice between data privacy 
and the lack of it a very thin line to cross for several organizations.    

HOW WE PROTECT DATA PRIVACY – WHAT IS ANONYMIZATION  

Anonymization is primarily defined as a process for information sanitization whose intent is privacy 
protection. Different industries see it differently. For example, medical information about a patient is recorded in 
public health records[11]. These are not public, but accessible to doctors in the system and many other authorized 
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staff. In some cases, this data has to be published to provide information to public in general. And also, for 
researchers, who are doing research on a given topic, where a given patient’s data may add value. Such specific 
and general cases, where this patient’s information may need to be published are cases, where it is very necessary 
to understand the privacy concern for the individual. On one hand, the patient may benefit by sharing his data for 
a research or may be not. It may so happen that the patient attracts some unnecessary attention, which he/she is 
not seeking and may be uncomfortable with sharing such information.  

A. WHAT NEEDS TO BE ANONYMIZED  

Any data set, which can be used to reveal personal information should be anonymized. It may include the data 
set, where the information is not personal to an individual but can be used to identify the individual. For example 
color of hair of a person if combined with his address, may be used to identify who the person is. So the color of 
hair of a person, may not be a personally identifiable information, but in a context, it can be used to identify the 
person. Hence there is no general rule on what should be anonymized. Rather important is to check post 
anonymization, that the individuals cannot be identified in a  

process, for which the data has been anonymized, and to ensure that the anonymized data is not used for any 
other purposed but deleted after its use for an intended purpose, leaving no trace to identify the individual.   

B. HOW IT WORKS  

Anonymization intends to alter data in such a way that the personal/ private information is removed from the 
dataset. Anonymization may be used for any data and not only private data, but sensitive data, which is not so 
private, but not something which the owner of the data is comfortable in sharing with others. One example of a 
dataset with no personal information but information, which one would not like to share is a mobile manufacturing 
company’s information on defective mobile phones and returns by its customers in a given year.   

C. METHODS FOR ANONYMIZATION  

Anonymization can be achieved using different technologies as claimed by the developer and researchers on 
those technologies. Some of those technologies include below methods.  

1) Differential Privacy - This method is attributed to be primarily developed by cryptographers. In 2006, 
published work “Calibrating Noise to Sensitivity in Private Data Analysis”, may be considered as the foundation 
of Differential privacy. Differential privacy ensures that once the data has been differentially private, the user of 
the data would not be able to identify if a given individual’s data is in the dataset being analysed or not. The user 
even if he/she has information about a given individual, whose data is in the dataset, there is no possibility to 
identify any other individual from the data set.  This is one of the most renowned methods for sharing information 
publicly as per researchers. The implementation of this concept has been done by several researchers in different 
geographies, different industries on different data sets.    

2) k-anonymity – This method is also very much used in relation to datasets, where the data can be grouped 
into levels of hierarchy. For example, villages being part of a district, districts being part of a state, and states 
being part of a country. Based on the defined rules, a particular subjects’ data can be replaced with a value, which 
is higher up in hierarchy in order to protect an individual being identified. As long as there are more than enough 
individuals for a given value of a record identifier, the algorithm can keep doing aggregations. There have been 
improvements in this algorithm, with l-diversity and t-closeness, being safer from an implementation perspective 
for this logic to avoid any personal data identification.  

3) Other methods – pseudonymization, scrambling, masking and cryptography based many other methods 
are in use today for data anonymization. Basic purpose of all these approaches is to alter the data in such a way, 
that the individual’s data in a dataset, may not be revealing any information to trace back the individual and find 
out specifically, whose data is being presented.  
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D. DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY WITH SYNTHETIC DATA GENERATION  

This presents a unique approach in which the data from the original dataset is not taken after anonymization, 
but a deep learning [12] or another form or machine learning approach or a mathematical approach is taken to 
identify patterns in the data. Based on the identified patterns in the data, data elements are regenerated to retain 
those relationships. But the original data is not reproduced in the output. Such a method ensures that there is no 
way to recreate the original dataset with any accuracy, but at the same time, it is an attempt to keep the data 
relevant for use by machine learning algorithms, which need the relationship between the different attribute values 
as an input to infer meaningful output as a part of analysis.  

E. WHAT’S ACHIEVED  

Anonymization of data leads to alteration of data attribute values in order to protect the privacy of individuals 
and to avoid tracing back the individual, whose data is being observed. Such an operation also results in loss of 
utility of data. This loss of utility is a primary element in determining which method of anonymization should be 
selected. Even more evolved methods of data encryption like cryptography, appear to be appropriate in some of 
the cases. It is simply the post anonymization usage of data, which primarily drives the choice of method of 
anonymization, in combination with other elements like the source and type of data.  

 TECHNOLOGY – IS IT ENOUGH  

In a paper submitted in Open Identity Summit in Bonn, 2019, authors argue that “Anonymization is dead, 
Long live Privacy”. They advocate a paradigm shift, away from anonymization towards transparency, 
accountability and intervenability [13]. There have been several papers published on the topic of anonymization, 
over 500 papers in 2017 alone. Despite a lot of work in this area, for over 10 years, researchers have found that 
the top of class methods are still not able to make data fully anonymized, so that the individuals are not traceable 
back. There is a constant research also for algorithms to brake anonymity and de-anonymize information, proving 
that the methods are not sufficient in general and even methods considered sufficient, applied to some data, have 
been proved to be insufficient.   

A. CONTEXT TO DATA  

Overall, more than technology it is important to understand, what is being dealt with here. Data which is 
generated by individuals have their own writing styles, their own use of words, frequency of words and variety of 
words from a vocabulary. To represent the same emotion, different people may use a completely different term. 
Also, the same words used in a given context and environment/ group, may have a very direct meaning compared 
to usage of such words outside of that environment.   

For example, use of the “man with a white hat” can be very specific to a person who always wears a white hat 
in a given office. Though white hat represents “information” in case of a “six thinking hats” method of discussion. 
Hence if a text is written as “man with a white hat was responsible for breaking a glass bottle on the way” – may 
reveal the identify of the person, if the statement is given by the employees of that office in our example. Though 
if the same statement is made by someone from outside that office, maybe on a road, it may not reveal any person’s 
identity as white hat can be worn by anyone, walking on the road. Based on this example, it is easy to understand 
that whatever method of making the data not identifiable to personal level, it is very difficult to classify itself, 
which data can be personally identifiable, and context to data is very important, which is most of the time, not 
stored with data itself.   

B. ENTERPRISE DATA CONTEXT  

Other type of data, which is enterprise data, may not suffer from the same constraints as unstructured data, 
which is more in the form of text or comments. Enterprise data is more of structured data, which is generated by 
applications. These applications process personal information, for example an application to generate an invoice 
at a point of sales terminal in a shop, can process card information and attach it to the transaction, thus storing the 
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card information and other details of purchase. This application would write the data to a database, where it can 
be stored and later retrieved for reporting purposes by the company, for example to report the total volume of 
products sold from the store or the total revenue generated by the store or any other information. Later on, in time, 
if the customer is returning one of the items purchased, the application would fetch the information on the 
transaction from the database and provide that service of return of product, to the customer. When these data are 
used by a company to analyse who are the customers of the company, the company can use this information. This 
data stored with the company can be used by the company for any purpose technically.   

C. VALUE DRIVING MISUSE  

Though this data about the customer can be misused too. For example, if a person is buying medicines for 
treatment of a disease, and this data is provided by the selling shop to external parties, then this can be used by 
other companies to market products to this person or the doctor, manipulating their buying decision. Also, if this 
data is sold to a political campaign manager, they can prepare customized incentives for this person, this can 
manipulate their voting patterns in an election. Technology can be used to anonymize this data. Then the owner 
of the data, which is the business selling medicine, may provide this data to an external company, which can 
analyse how many patients are in a given area, and may increase stock of medicines. But in no way, this external 
company would have any way to reaching the individual and manipulating his buying pattern. Also, if anonymized 
appropriately, the data can be provided to a political party for example, which can design a campaign to improve 
the condition of patients in a region in general but would have no way to manipulate the votes of an individual by 
reaching out to him for bargaining on incentives.   

 WHO BEAKS THE TECHNOLOGY  – PROFIT SEEKERS OR MANIACS   

Every method comes with its limitations and with the advancement of technology, different methods get 
outdated and need to be re-defined or modified. In case of anonymization as well, there has been several instances, 
where a completely unexpected anonymized data set has been used to reveal personal information.   

A. METHODS OF ATTACK   

Some of the identified methods of attack which are invented and documented work on the basic objective to 
make it possible to identify an individual from a dataset, where the specific individual is not mentioned. Linkage 
attack, Inference Attack, Homogeneity attack, background knowledge attack, social engineering attacks are a few 
of those. Some of them are described below with examples.  

1) Linkage attack – in this type of attack, the data in an anonymized dataset, is linked with other dataset, 
where there is more personal information about the individual<ref8>. If the linkage is successful, the personal 
information of the individual, which is available in limited form in one place, can be linked to get much more 
information on the person. For example, date of birth of a person, if combined with the pin code of address of the 
person, this can form a very unique combination to identify an individual. Hence if data is published by a hospital 
with only the pin code and address of a person with details on what all diseases are being treated in a hospital for 
what age groups of people, then if combined with their published voter records, names can be obtained. And once 
names are obtained, health information including the types of disease for which the person has been treated can 
be inferred from the other dataset from hospital, making the anonymized data from hospital, deanonymized. This 
can adversely affect the individual.  

2) Inference attack - [14] In this type of attack the information is inferred from another available 
information, with a high certainty. This type of attack is done with various data mining methods and data 
engineering techniques. For example, if the location of a person can be verified with certainty and it is a location 
of a home, it can be inferred who is the person. Hence other movements based on this location information, can 
be used to make an inference about the movement of a given person. There is certainly a need of distorting this 
information with noise in order to avoid inference attacks.   

3) Homogeneity attack and background knowledge attack – these are more of data engineering attacks. 
When there is a lot of homogeneous information, meaning same value for a sensitive attribute in a dataset, with 
high certainty, this can be assumed to be true for any subject of the dataset. Hence, there is a possibility of de-
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anonymization, even though the methods like k-anonymity would have been applied. Background knowledge 
attack is simple as it states. Having a knowledge of some of the data elements/ individuals, if it is possible to 
derive information about other individuals in the dataset, by using various data engineering techniques.   

4) Social engineering attack – these attacks can be intrusive attacks, where a subject is prompted to provide 
personal information based on fake/ simulated tricks. Using this information, other information about the person 
can be revealed using their social media accounts, or corporate account or other digital accounts. For example, by 
calling an employee of an organization as the Information technology staff of the same company, attackers, can 
get access within an organization via his/her user id for that organization. Then the attackers can find out more 
information about the employee from this access of organization records about the employee. Also, they may gain 
access to the same information that the employee has in the that organization [15].  

B. MOTIVE OF ATTACK  

Motive of attack is am important consideration in preventing attacks as in case of any crime. The motive of 
attack, clearly hints the incentives to prevent attack. If the attack is done for profits, its for benefit of an individual 
not a society, but if the attack is done for no profits, who is behind the attack and what is the real motive, needs 
to be identified as it may be for a good reason.  

1) PROFITS  

With many of these attacks described above and other attacks, the objective of the attacker is to get information 
about an individual, which is not published. Using this information, the attacker, may gain a financial advantage, 
like withdrawing money from individuals accounts, blackmailing individual, to return some favors or bullying in 
general in the cyber space. There have been instances, where the whole institution has been put on hold by the 
attackers, who could muddle with data in such a way that the organization or the individual affected had to pay 
ransom to the attackers in order to get their data back. This was called ransomware attack and affected hundreds 
and thousands of users and organizations [16] as reported in 2017.   

2) NOT FOR PROFITS  

Apart from these direct attacks, which are for immediate benefit by the attacker, there are attacks, which were 
done for no profit seeking but only to prove that the method used for anonymization are insufficient. These kinds 
of attacks are done by intellectuals and researchers, in order to expose vulnerability in the system. At the same 
time, a lot of data is exposed but it gives an alarm to authorities to deploy other methods of anonymization to save 
individuals data [17]. This type of attack saves other attacks and misuse of data and help the practice of data 
security advance further.  

 WAKE UP TECHNOLOGY  – CAN TECHNOLOGY BEAT TECHNOLOGY ALWAYS  

Technology is created based on certain theories and research. Hence the attacks to break technology as well. 
There are several methods, created with accuracy, which cannot be broken down by attackers[18]. Things like 
hash algorithm, which were supposed to be unbreakable, could be broken with advanced power of computing, but 
new hash algorithms were created with more sophisticated technology and are not broken yet, like the HSA256. 
Similarly, the field of cryptography has seen a very successful history, with evolving practices and technology to 
safeguard data and its subjects. The researchers are ahead or the hackers, is always a question of subjective bias, 
as who is a researcher and who is a hacker. Though considering the geopolitical situation across the globe, it has 
been quite established fact that hackers are not different than the creators of technology. Something which is loss 
for one is seen as an opportunity by the other.   

A. CASE WITH NO PERSONAL DATA   

Netflix, a popular movie streaming service, published the comments on movies removing the individuals who 
have made those comments. Netflix assumed that by removing the individuals, there is no conflict with privacy. 
But in due course of time, researchers proved that with only little knowledge of the users from some other movie 
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service, it was easy to identify the people who gave those comments on Netflix by Cross reference attack[19]. Do 
we call such an attack as an attack by Maniacs or by profit seekers?  

 Actually, this attack was done in 2006 and the attackers were not profit seekers but researchers. This attack 
prevented Netflix from starting their second similar challenge. In one way, it was an eye opener at its time and 
gave one of the first alarms on how sensitive data is and what seemed to be impossible can be easily possible.   

B. CASE WITH UNIQUE ATTRIBUTES – SPARSE DATA  

In a famous case in US, data of the Governor of Massachusetts [20], could be identified, with matching the 
Date of Birth and zip code of address for the person, against other identifiers for Mr. Governor like his filing for 
election etc. Just with this little information, it could be said with certainty that the person was Mr. Governor. As 
zip code and date of birth are not common. In a given area, with several people living, rarely two people are born 
on the same date. So just getting the zip code of the area and the date of birth of the person in one place can be 
misused to identify the person.   

With different patterns for zipcode across the globe, some places, zip code is called, pin code, some places 
EIR code and some places with other name, and also the way zip codes are organized is quite different. For 
example, in Ireland, every individual house has its own EIR code. In UK, a small location has a given EIR Code, 
and in a location like India, a pretty large population has one PIN code. Hence this rule to match a date of birth 
with an address based code, may not be leading to a unique person in a data set. And there may be exceptions, but 
important point to note is that this can be as option to expose personal information. This is good enough to create 
safeguards, to avoid such an exposure. Can we say in this case, it’s the fault of technology, or maybe on a lighter 
note, the fault is for the state which allocates same address codes to more than one people born on the same date?    

C. TECHNOLOGY – IS IT SUFFICIENT TO ENSURE DATA PRIVACY   

What we advocate is that technology alone may not be enough, to provide a completely safe data security 
framework [21]. There is a human element, which drives the need of technology. There is a human element, which 
also drives the need of hacking this technology (so that hackers/ sole profit seekers cannot harm individuals). So, 
what is the resort to provide data security to individuals. Based on the discussion for a social drive turning into 
legal drive, it can be easily seen that society is definitely looking to provide more security to individuals, so that 
innovation can flourish. Vulnerable individuals are provided protection from the resource rich parties, in order to 
avoid any temptation of being tricked into giving up whatever they have in hope of leading a better life. Even then 
the cost they pay to better their lives is at times compromising their integrity.   

D. TECHNOLOGY FOR TECHNOLOGY OR HUMANITY  

Anonymization technology is designed in order to prevent and data privacy loss. But at the same time, its 
technology and has, as in most other cases, more than one purpose. Not only it has to protect data privacy, but 
also it has to retain usage of data after anonymization. For example, if all names and all personally identifiable 
information is removed from a dataset, like Date of birth, address, card number, any unique transaction value, 
transaction timestamp, and so on, the dataset, may be of no use as these would be needed to make any meaningful 
analysis of the interaction with this individual by the institution, which is storing this data and intends to analyse 
it. This make the anonymization technologies, vulnerable in one way or the other, as they have to ensure that the 
post anonymization utility of data is retained. This may clearly mean some sort of compromise for the method to 
be chosen. This itself may lead to attacks and may need additional steps to improve the effectiveness of method 
of anonymization [22] in order to protect data privacy in view of this vulnerability.  

E. THE TIME FACTOR  

If technology can always beat technology be true, it’s the time lag, which it takes between the creation and the 
breaking of a technology, which is the lifecycle of that technology. There has to be identified frameworks, which 
advocate the use and also evolution of technology in order to protect the privacy of individuals. Of course, putting 
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legal directives can be one of the methods to keep check on what can be done by the resource rich parties, but at 
the same time, these guards have to be flexible enough, that the individuals can enjoy the benefits of technology.   

What comes out to be important is not possibly a static framework but an evolving framework, which enables 
to keep in line with the latest technology and also enables the new innovations using these technologies.  

WHY NOT PROFITS – WHO HATES MONEY  

Entities storing information on individuals, often have great utility of this data, in order to drive efficient 
handing of these individuals as their customers. Also this vast amount of data they store can be used by these 
parties, in doing machine learning and other innovative solutions, which can drive efficiency and cost saving for 
these companies. The analytics on the dataset apart from the analytics needed for driving operations, may also be 
a source of income for these companies. Companies can provide many value added services by analysing the data 
of a group of individuals and using the conclusion from the wide data analysis to provide one individual with a 
value added service.   

A. INTERNET FACILITATES AND CREATES VALUE  

An example from data on internet can be that small information like what an individual is searching on a search 
engine, itself is good enough for a website to publish a relevant advertisement and make money from the 
advertisement. If a company can identify what triggers a user to buy a product by analysing their social media 
feed and their behaviour on internet, it can be a great deal for the company to increase their revenues from their 
customers. If an electricity supply company can predict the consumption of electricity of its customers, it would 
be in a very good position to save on its electricity purchase from the grid, saving it a lot of money. If a company 
can predict with a good accuracy the price of a product and the optimal volume which users would be happy to 
buy, the company can magically improve its margins.   

B. WHAT IS THE URGENCY  

Not that these things have never been done, these are done by companies all through these years. What is 
added with the new technologies – to handle big data, communicate in real-time with 5G, store massive amounts 
of data and retrieve with unlimited calculation potential with cloud computing, and compute month long 
calculations within seconds using quantum computing (the list goes on) – is a great potential to do more. Provide 
more value added services to individuals and at the same time reward the innovators, to promote innovation based 
societies.  

C. WHAT TO DO BY PRIVATE PARTIES  

 ‘Other Parties’ have to carefully select the methods to anonymize in order to ensure that the objective they 
intend to use data for, do not in any way affect any specific individual whose data is concerned. Also, in no way, 
there should be a possibility of identifying the individual at the end of analysis or via other methods of attack on 
anonymized data, to protect the individual. Once this has been achieved, the individual is no more vulnerable.   

D. CONTRACTS INSTEAD OF CONSENT  

This may or may not be possible for data in a public domain, though for data in a private domain, where the 
access to data is restricted, this can be definitely possible. Those who have access to such data, are bound by 
confidentiality agreements on data protection and use for only a specific purpose to perform their duties. In case 
of Enterprise data, it is common to have the data access pretty bound by the contractual agreements between the 
people who have access to data and the organization which holds ownership to that data. If an organization intends 
to use the information it has collected from individuals, for a purpose, for which the information has not been 
collected, the organization is restricted by laws in doing so. Moreover, if the purpose for which the organization 
wants to use this data is covered in the contractual agreements between the organization and the individual/ party, 
whose data is in question, then still, the access of this data has to be ascertained in such a way that there can be 
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no harm/ disadvantage for the individual. Anonymization can easily provide the needed alteration in data in order 
to protect the individual in such cases.   

E. WHAT REMAINS AFTER ANONYMIZATION  

After this anonymization, if the data is suitable for any use, is definitely not the case. As the anonymization 
would alter the utility of data for post anonymization usage. For example, if the data is stripped of personal 
information like contact number, there is no way after anonymization to contact the individual, hence in this case, 
the data cannot be used as a basis of running a marketing campaign via phone. Though this data can still be used 
to find out other important facts about the marketing campaign. Segmenting the users, with random ids, can help 
the company find out what attributes are there for running a successful marketing campaign, based on the purchase 
history of these users, whose identity has been replaced with these random ids. Many other usage of this data are 
possible like in case of fraud detection, demand forecasting and likes.  

F. WHO GETS THE REWARD  

Innovation always comes with new usage and expectations never seen before. And the innovator in most cases 
expects a  

reward for his/her innovation. The rewards can be in any form and may not be monetary. Innovations in general 
do not consider rules and regulations like the ones for data privacy. Innovations lead to new rules being formed 
in order to make the innovation benefit individuals in particular and society in general.   

G. IS DECISION SCIENCE WORTH A SPECIAL MENTION FOR DATA SECURITY  

With new set of tools in the recently prominent field of decision science also known as data science, there has 
been several new methods invented with the aim of discovering new information from data. Though business 
users and Enterprise has traditionally relied on data and experience to take informed decisions, decision science 
tools, have been quite instrumental in making this practice more and more scientific and transparent giving it a 
structure and repeatability, also substituting “experience” in some sense. The practice of creating machine learning 
models for a machine to learn from past data, is practically an attempt to replace experience in the traditional 
decision-making process.   

Though this is still an emerging field of study and yet to find an acceptable place in day to day business of the 
Enterprise, this practice has created a high demand for data to be available for machines to learn. Such data has 
never been exposed to any individual who would design and review and prepare such machine learning 
algorithms. This has created a void, where technology is ready with a lot more to offer. But businesses cannot 
spare so much of data to this technology, due to restriction on data exchange and high risk in this valuable 
(including personal data) being misused. Anonymization can be a solution to fill this void and open new 
possibilities.   

H. WHO MAKES MONEY  

Companies which are leading in the field of machine learning are definitely leaving no stone un-turned to 
make it reach the masses. For example, the use of location data from individuals to provide accurate travel 
statistics to other in general using differential privacy to protect data privacy while still using this data generated 
by individuals [23]. Another example of Apple using differential privacy in ios10 to improve quick type and emoji 
suggestions and others [24]  [25]. These companies have proved that the usage of anonymization techniques can 
definitely open new use cases and can benefit the individuals with innovations, at the same time ensuring data 
privacy.   

I. CHANGING PARADIGM IN SOFTWARE WITH CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS  

With the data increasingly residing in cloud environments, the importance of data security is further amplified. 
Most of the users of social media technology are not even aware of the fact that their data is available in public 
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cloud environment. Though this does not pose any risk, but the recent breaches due to failed security standards 
maintained by companies on MongoDB [26]  leading to compromise of several accounts clearly indicates a need 
of awareness.   

Not only social media, but all the Enterprise companies, colleges and eventually everyone including 
governments as well, may move to cloud environments to store their data. All this not alone for technology 
adoption, but definitely for saving money too. Technology and innovation has always helped companies to save 
money. Money has always been a driver for innovation. Hence we cannot ignore the fact that data privacy can be 
taken as an excuse to restrict “other parties” from using the vast store of data they have for deriving more workable 
information, in order to benefit the individuals at the same time, making these other parties increase their profits 
and reward the innovators.  

CONCLUSIONS  

In this paper, we have analyzed the different aspects related to Data privacy in addition to the technology 
aspects. As data is never alone, but always has a meaning with a context, so is the technology for data security. 
The technology used to provide protection to the privacy of individuals, needs to be safeguarded with appropriate 
framework, in order to evolve itself. GDPR and other such framework being established form a good basis on 
data management. These frameworks do not have any dependence on technology. Also, they do not recommend 
or restrict any technology as long as the objectives set under the framework are met. Though the impact of such 
a framework is yet to be seen as individuals do not need the companies to pay fines, but more that the safeguards 
are adopted to protect individuals, without them even worrying about the same.   

For public data availability, which is a primary responsibility of Govt. and other public entities, it is vital that 
not only the personal information, but also personally identifiable information is appropriately redacted or 
anonymized appropriately from the primary collected information. There is a constant need to keep a watch on 
the technology getting outdated. It is of paramount importance to keep updated with the latest technology in case 
of data anonymization. Would this also advocate removing some publicly available datasets, from time to time – 
maybe not, but for sure, keeping a close watch on the publicly available datasets and remove them, as soon as any 
vulnerability is reported by the researchers or the hackers. A proactive approach would always be the best under 
a defined framework.   

When these OTHER parties, want to utilize the individual's data to improve their services in general and not 
specific to that particular individual, they need to anonymize the data. The ‘other parties’ cannot use the data from 
individuals for any purpose other than what the data was collected for, as per the data protection regulations like 
GDPR, CCPA and others across the globe. This clearly indicates that the companies and other entities storing 
information on individuals, must have proper safeguards in place to protect the privacy of individuals. The 
analysis of fines in the last 18 months under GDPR clearly indicates that the fines are not for the breach of 
technology, but for the non-compliance in general. The technology has proven to be enough only if all other 
safeguards are maintained by the organizations. 
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ABSTRACT 

A key challenge in the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is to route the aggregated data from different applications to 
sink in an efficient and reliable way under mobility consideration for improving throughput, energy consumption and 

delay. In this context, the paper proposes efficient; delay tolerant Energy Efficient Hybrid Routing Protocol (EEHRP). 
The core of EEHRP is optimization of multiple metrics for selection of the best route. Multi-Objective optimization is a 

NP-hard problem from optimization theory. EEHRP tries to obtain a Pareto optimal solution for selecting the best 
route based on multi-objective optimization. Simulation results demonstrate that, EEHRP is energy efficient, has less 

delay as compared with state-of-the-art solutions. 
Keywords- Delay; Energy Consumption; Multi-objective; Routing; Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). 

INTRODUCTION 

With increased application areas of WSN, the data handling requirements are demanding careful attention to 
reduce the energy consumption and minimize the latency in communication. Since nodes used for data collection 
and communication with proper route to the sink are scarce with energy, availability of communication 
bandwidth, computational speed and storage memory. Also the lifetime of the WSN depends on the energy usage 
during communication of aggregated packets to destination as sensor nodes consumes more energy in 
communication than computation and sensing. Also unlike with traditional networks like WI-FI it is difficult to 
change the energy source of sensor node in the WSN and is the most distinguishing attribute since depletion of 
node energy results to network failure. For applications in IOT where huge data is collected from different sources 
(non-smart and smart objects) need reliable transport to destination with efficient route. Hence, a proper balance 
needs to be achieved between the reliability and energy conservation for an efficient routing in WSN. The effort 
to choose the efficient route need to consider the single or multi-hop communication, time required to reach 
destination (transmission delay), energy consumption in deciding the path, the number of packets transmitted and 
the number of nodes involved in transmission [1].  

WSNs are used to collect useful information from the applications. It is different from the other traditional 
network like ad-hoc and cellular due to First, WSN has large number of sensors deployed and difficult to get the 
global addressing hence it is important to deal with data rather than its identification. Second, mass data 
communication happens in one and multi-hop from source node to Cluster head and finally to sink. Third, the 
nodes used for sensing and communication are scares with resources like energy, memory and communication 
bandwidth. Fourth, Mobility of nodes in the network increases the overheads with energy depletion and reduces 
the life-time. Fifth, WSN are application specific and data collected will be based on common phenomenon with 
increased redundancy [2-3].  

The potential sources of energy consumption and delay is the collisions due to multipath data propagation, 
when a receiver node receives more than one packet at the same time. All packets that cause the collision have to 
be discarded, and the re-transmissions of these packets increase the energy consumption. Also, the delay 
introduced in retransmission of packets needs to be calculated for performance evaluation. As the packets 
generated by the nodes are of different in numbers and, they are routed to BS in the different time slot [2 - 4].  

The different methods used to reduce energy consumption during finding the shortest route may include duty-
cycled scheduling and synchronization of routes which does not guarantee the efficient and reliable delivery in 
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time. In this connection, with increased data handling capacity and finding the efficient route in terms of reduced 
latency, energy consumption, and routing overheads, demands for the development of lightweight multi-objective 
protocol. With increasing demand of applications with energy saving and reduced latency in communication, 
Multi–objective routing is a promising technique to achieve the better QoS parameters in WSN. Furthermore, this 
novel routing can also guarantee the minimum delivery latency from each source to the sink. The policies of 
routing in WSNs are impacted by countless thought-provoking issues. These issues must be overthrown prior to 
effective communication in WSNs. Node placement, Energy concerns, Data transfer model , Node/link 
heterogeneity, Fault acceptance, Scalability, Network activity, Transmission means, Association, Exposure, Data 
accumulation[5].  

The focus of paper is elaborated with different sections as; section II presents an overview of related works 
focusing on the requirements of Multi-objective in WSN-IOT. Section III gives information about proposed 
EEHRP. Section IV describes assumptions and system model. Section V and Section VI describes the energy and 
mobility models of EEHRP. Section VII discusses simulation setup and results, and finally paper is summarized 
with fruitful conclusion in section VIII with future work. 

RELATED WORK  

Many researchers based on various, criteria, design issues and applications in order to increase energy 
efficiency have proposed several multi-objective routing protocols [4]. Nevertheless, no routing protocol is ideal, 
which can be used the different routing schemes are proposed in [6] with different addressing scheme on the basis 
of location, structure and working methods. In [7], the lightweight routing protocol (LNDIR) is proposed which 
works on the state of nodes radio. It adjusts the duty cycle while scheduling the activities of nodes in the network 
to achieve minimum latency with increased energy efficiency. In [8], author proposes the method to reduce the 
communication delay and overheads between source node and destination with congested network. It also takes 
into account the routing paths while transmitting the data. Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm based on 
Decomposition (MOEA/D) [9] is intended to resolve the energy preservation, MOP problem simultaneously by 
means of precise awareness about problem specific knowledge and Euclidean distances amongst the weight 
vectors. AACOCM [10] proposes a multi-objective model based on energy consumption, network delay, and 
packet loss rate for route optimization AACOCM attempts to lessen energy, delay, and PLR. Functioning of 
AACOCM is dependent on ordinary-, greedy-, unusual- ant nodes. Here routing tree is built, data is transmitted 
and feedback is taken from destination. As convergence ratio is more, AACOCM is appropriate for the large-
scale network. [11] Proposes scalable, multi-objective framework based on native awareness of every node where 
routing is determined by Source_id, Unicast/Multicast, LRC and Purpose. LRC and RO is eliminated by avoiding 
low-energy, hazardous areas. Simple Hybrid Routing Protocol (SHRP) [12] chooses the finest route built on the 
metrics such as hop-count, LQI, and Residual-energy. In SHRP, the route is updated if there is a variation in the 
value of the metrics or periodically Typically, SHRP prefers a route that has smaller hop-count and larger 
Residual-energy. SHRP tackles the fragile connection and dead neighbor problem using LQI. DyMORA [13] is 
an extension of SHRP which is banking on multi-objective hybrid strategy and Hierarchical Routing Algorithm 
(HRA). DyMORA makes fewer comparisons for selecting Pareto optimal route. Due to MO mechanism it needs 
more processing time.  

EEHRP: ENERGY EFFICIENT HYBRID ROUTING PROTOCOL  

Most of the conventional routing protocols direct the data based on single metric. They adopt a policy where 
a threshold is set for a metric as a reference. A fraction of total number of nodes is responsible for sending the 
data from source to the base station and other nodes are in the sleep mode. This strategy causes quick exhaustion 
of the energy amongst the energetic nodes. In due course, these energetic nodes will exhaust their energy and will 
become inactive. This phenomenon will end up with a partitioned network. To alleviate this problem EEHRP 
takes on route selection based on multiple metrics. Optimization of multiple metrics simultaneously helps to 
balance the energy amongst various nodes in the network with different paths available from source to base 
station. The proposed EEHRP tries to find out the optimal route based on a fitness function derived from multiple 
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metrics such as energy, overhead, response time LQI, hop count. The fitness function is given by the following 
equation [5]. 

𝑓𝑓(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛)=𝛼𝛼.𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑦𝑦(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛)+(1−𝛼𝛼).[ 𝛽𝛽.𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛)+(1−𝛽𝛽) 

[𝛾𝛾.𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛)+(1−𝛾𝛾)[𝛿𝛿.𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛)+(1−𝛿𝛿)[𝜂𝜂.𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠(𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛)]]]] ------------- (1) 

Where α, β, γ, δ, ε are weighing factors. 

ASSUMPTIONS, SYSTEM MODEL OF EEHRP  

A. ASSUMPTIONS TO IMPLEMENT EEHRP:  

Node Assumptions  

• All nodes are homogeneous.  
• Nodes don’t have GPS capabilities.  
• Every single node has a UID.  
• The Base Station (BS), CHs are static and few nodes (20% of the total no of nodes) are mobile.  

Network Assumptions  

• There is a single BS in the network.  
• The network is divided into clusters; every cluster has a CH and CM.  
• CH election is based on the outcome of multi-objective function.  
• Within the clusters a BHT is formed by all the CMs the root of the BHT is a CH.  
• Intra cluster communication is single hop.  
• The links are bidirectional.  

B. SYSTEM MODEL OF EEHRP:  

The whole target territory is split into tiny clusters. Every cluster has CH and CM. The sensor nodes are 
indiscriminately placed within the objective territory and that they are immobile. All the sensor nodes are similar 
regarding initial energy. The CMs are accountable for sensing the events within the close region. Every one of 
the CMs goes with themselves for choosing the CH. The CMs communicate solely with the CH of that cluster or 
the CMs of the similar cluster. They’re not allowed to speak to CMs or perhaps CH of the opposite cluster directly. 
The CHs have a second level of hierarchy. The CHs can connect with the CHs of another cluster. The Base Station 
(BS) could be a high-energy node arranged far from the topographic point. The CM, CHs and the sink node are 
immobile. At the outset, the density of sensor nodes within the topographic point is very high because it helps for 
the cluster based routing.  

As appeared in Fig. 6-1, WSN is exhibited as a graph (G). Here, the vertices of the graph are nothing but 
sensor nodes. The graph G= (V, E) where V= {V1…..Vn} is set of vertices, and E {(ni, nj) Vi X Vj | i ≠ j} is a 
set of edges between vi and vj. The intra-cluster and the inter-cluster communication is categorized into different 
levels of hierarchy. At the first level in the hierarchy, CMs within the cluster elect a CH based on a fitness function 
mentioned in section III. The CMs will logically organize themselves like a BHT. As we move, up in the BHT 
the value of the fitness function increases. The root node of BHT is CH. The procedure is repeated for every 
cluster. After consecutive rounds of communication, the role of CH is switched among the various CMs to 
balances the energy within the entire network. At the second layer of the hierarchy, all the CHs will organize 
themselves into BHT and the process is same as that of intra-cluster communication. The designated CH will 
forward the accumulated data to the BS. 
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Figur 6-1 A Clustered Wireless Sensor Network 

EQUATIONS OF ENERGY-EFFICIENCY OF EEHRP  

Each node is non-rechargeable and has the opening energy of E0. Energy depletion while transferring a packet 
beginning with ith node to jth node uses a free-space as well as multi-path fading model banking on the distance 
amongst source and target. The source and target node has radio electronics for energy depletion. Depending 
upon distance and whether a node is a child or parent node in BHT the energy depletion varies for all packet of 
size Ps.  

When the child node transfers Ps bytes of data, then the energy depletion is specified as: (Ref. eq. 1 to 5) [14]  

𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷(𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛)= 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒∗𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠+ 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝∗𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠∗||𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛||4 𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓 ||𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛|| ≥𝑒𝑒0 ----------- (1) 

𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷(𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛)= 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒∗𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠+ 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝∗𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠∗||𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛||2 𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓 ||𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛|| <𝑒𝑒0 -------------- (2) 

Where, Eelec is electronic-energy centered on coding, distribution, modulating, filtering and amplification. dij 
is the distance amongst ith and jth node. When the jth node accepts the packet of size Ps the energy dissipation is 
specified as:  

EDISSI(Nj)= Eelec∗Ps --------------- (3) 

The energy cost of all nodes is amended after transferring or reception of packet of size Ps.  

𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛+1(𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛)= 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛)− 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷(𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛) --------------- (4) 

𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛+1(𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛)= 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛)− 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷(𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛) --------------- (5) 

The procedure of data transferal and energy cost amendment is recurrent until every node is dead. 

EQUATIONS OF MOBILITY-AWARENESS OF EEHRP  

In EEHRP, movable nodes are well thought-out to be traveling alongside a one-dimensional territory also the 
pause-time of the nodes are exponentially disseminated. EEHRP utilizes Random-Way-Point (RWP) model for 
mobility. In this model interval for the travel phase is governed by endpoint and speed. The end-users don’t have 
control on this. The following section illustrates thru mathematical equations how the mobile state dissemination 
go forward over time.  
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Notations  

[a1, au] – Area where the sensor node can travel  

λ - Exponential distributed pause time  

d – Destination Point  

r(d) – Random Distribution  

Vmax – Upper bounded Speed  

K(t) – Instantaneous State of the node  

∅(t) – Instantaneous Phase of the node either {Move or Pause}  

A(t) – Instantaneous Position belongs to [a1, au]  

V(t) – Current Speed belongs to [−Vmax ,Vmax] in case ∅=move  

D(t) – Current destination belongs to [a1, au].  

P(a, v, d, t) – Cumulative probability at time t in case ∅=move  

Q(a, t) – Cumulative probability at time t in case ∅=pause at position A(t)∈[ a1, a]  

When the mobile node move in the region a first they select d according to r(d). Then they select the speed 
permitting to the distribution fV(v|d,a)=0 for v>0. fV(v|d,a)=0 belongs to the interval [−Vmax, Vmax],∀ d,a. the 
dynamism of the mobile node can be described in terms of Markov-Process in which K(t) is characterized 
by∅(t)∈ ∅={move,pause}. The probability at time (t) of a mobile node is (Ref. Eq. 6 – 13) [15]  

𝑃𝑃(𝑎𝑎,𝑜𝑜,𝑒𝑒,𝑠𝑠)≜∅𝑠𝑠{∅(𝑠𝑠)=𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒,𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠)∈[a1,a],𝐷𝐷(𝑠𝑠)∈[𝑎𝑎1,𝑒𝑒],𝑉𝑉(𝑠𝑠)∈− Vmax,𝑜𝑜)} ------------ (6) 

Q(a,t)≜∅r{∅(t)=pause,A(t)∈[a1,a] ----------- (7) 

Introducing the densities  

p(a,v,d,t)= ∂3P(a,v,d,t)
∂a ∂v ∂d 

 ------------ (8) 

q(a,t)= ∂Q(a,t)
∂a

 ------------ (9) 

Subsequent pair of equations can be obtained  

∂p(a,v,d,t)∂t = −v ∂p(a,v,d,t)∂a+ λ fV(v|d)r(d)q(a,t)---------- (10) 

∂q(a,t)∂t = λq(a,t)+ ∫v p(a,v,d,t) dv ----------- (11) 

Boundary Situation  

It depicts the chance of a mobile node hitting the boundary is null  

p(al,v,d,t)=0 ; p(au,v,d,t)=0 ∀ v,d,t ------------ (12) 

s(al,t)=0 ; s(au,t)=0 ∀ t ------------ (13) 

The initial situation  

p(a,v,d,0)=p0(a,v,d) ;q(a,0)=s0(a) ------------- (14) 

Which is an appropriate pdf for mobile node’s original position, speed, and endpoint. The procedure for 
building neighborhood relationship is given in Fig. 6-2. 
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A. EEHRP FLOWCHART 

 
Figure 6-2 Flowchart of EEHRP 

SIMULATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS  

The simulation is carried out using Network Simulator (ns2.34). The aim of the simulation is to comment on 
the QoS parameters and compare the Throughput, Average Residual Energy (ARE), and End-to-End delay, 
Control Overhead in EEHRP, SHRP, and DyMORA[13]. SHRP is not multi-objective but uses single value metric 
and used to validate the performance of EEHRP, following simulation parameters stated in Table 6-1 are used.  
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Table 6-1 SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Wireless Physical  
Network interface type  Wireless Physical  
Radio propagation model  Two-Ray Ground  
Antenna type  Omni-directional Antenna  
Channel type  Wireless Channel  

Link Layer 
Interface queue  Priority Queue  
Buffer size ( ifqLen)  50  
MAC  802.11  
Routing protocol  EEHRP, DyMORA, SHRP  

Energy Model  
Initial energy (Joule)  20  
Radio Model  TR3000  
Idle power (mW)  13.5   
Receiving power (mW)  13.5  
Transmission power (mW)  

24.75  

Sleep Power (µW)  15  
Node Placement 

Number of nodes  50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100  
Number of sink  1  

Placement of the Sink  
Bottom right corner of the simulation area  

Placement of nodes   
Nodes are placed randomly in the given area  

Node placement  Random  
Number of simulation runs  

10  

Miscellaneous Parameters 
Area(m)  500 * 500  
Simulation time (s)  2000   
Packet size (bytes)  64   
Hello Interval (s)  5   
CH Election Interval (s)  20  
Packet Interval (s)  0.2   
Mobility  20% nodes are mobile  

A. THROUGHPUT  

Throughput is a degree of how quick data can be send through a network. Fig. 6-3 demonstrates the throughput 
of EEHRP, SHRP, and DyMORA. The reason why throughput of EEHRP is higher than DyMORA and SHRP is 
the hybrid nature of the protocol. For development of EEHRP multiple metrics are optimized simultaneously 
from different layers of WSN. EEHRP has throughput higher by a factor of 39.19 % and by a factor of 22.71% 
with reference to SHRP and DyMORA respectively. The throughput endorses the efficiency of EEHRP for data 
forwarding. 
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B. AVERAGE RESIDUAL ENERGY(ARE)  

ARE is a ratio of sum of the residual energy of different nodes to the sum of total number of nodes. Fig. 6-4 
shows the average residual energy. ARE of EEHRP is higher than DyMORA and smaller than SHRP in quite a 
few conditions due to tiered grouping. EEHRP beats DyMORA by a factor of 7.7 % and SHRP by 9.2 % in terms 
of ARE. This conservation of energy prolongs the life expectancy of the system and proves the usefulness of 
EEHRP. 

 
Figure 6-3 Throughput 

 
Figure 6-4 Average Residual Energy. 

C. END-TO-END DELAY  

The end-to-end delay (delay) is the time variance between the first data packet a source node produces after 
identifying an event and the time the data packet is received at the sink.. Since EEHRP uses reaction time as one 
of the optimization metric for finding the best route, the delay is less by a factor of 24% contrasted with DyMORA. 
SHRP is better protocol compared with EEHRP in terms of delay by 16.22% as seen in Fig 6-5. 

D. CONTROL OVERHEAD (COH)  

COH is the number of control packets essential for network communication. Fig. 6-6 illustrates the comparison 
of COH. EEHRP has lesser COH than DyMORA and greater COH than SHRP. SHRP picks the finest route 
centered on a single metric and is not a true MOHR protocol. Additionally, EEHRP is efficient in terms of COH 
equated with DyMORA. EEHRP improves COH by a factor of 10.85% as equated with DyMORA. 

 
Figure 6-5 End-to-End Delay 

 
Figure 6-6 Control Overhead 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  

This paper put forwards a novel QoS guaranteed energy competent Multi-Objective Routing Protocol called 
EEHRP for WSNs. The foremost aim of EEHRP is to pick best path up to base station reliant on multi-objective 
principles. EEHRP is verified and compared with SHRP, and DyMORA. EEHRP is better protocol in terms of 
energy efficiency, throughput, control overhead, and delay with reference to SHRP and DyMORA. The routing 
protocol can be further tested by replacing homogeneous sensor nodes with heterogeneous and by assigning 
mobility to them. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) is the interconnection of tiny sensor nodes which is fixed or incorporated 
within the human body. Sensors are used to sense the biological factor of the human body like pulse rate, temperature, 
blood pressure, etc. These sensor nodes are integrated with a limited source of energy. The power consumption of these 

sensor nodes has to be reduced in order to enhance the lifetime of the network. The proposed CoAP (Constrained 
Application Protocol) based Energy-aware Cluster-based Mobility management Protocol (CoECMP) is designed to 

reduce energy consumption by creating a cluster head (CH) for a group of a cluster. The modified firefly algorithm is 
proposed to optimize the effective cluster head (CH) using the parameters like residual energy, distance, path loss and 

node density. These optimized cluster heads collects the information from the member nodes and forward the information 
to the client (caretaker or doctor) via WMMS (Web-of-things Mobility Management System). The proposed protocol is 

very much effective in reducing the energy consumption and increasing the lifetime of the network. The mobility 
management using handover operation is also employed when the patients move from one Base station to another base 

station. The numerical analysis and the result impose performance and the proposed scheme has been simulated in terms 
of network stability, network lifetime, and residual energy. The experimental result shows that by using the proposed 
protocol the energy consumption by the nodes has been reduced when compared with the previous existing protocols. 

Keywords—Cluster Head selection, cluster formation, energy consumption, Firefly Algorithm, WMMS (Web-of-
things Mobility Management System), Hand over 

INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays there is tremendous growth in healthcare monitoring of mobile patients using compact wireless 
sensor nodes [1]. Wireless sensor nodes play a vital role in health care environment. It is a platform that provides 
status, location, and tracking of patients. WSN provides a guaranteed infrastructure for tracking both the users 
and assets [2]. In WBAN, nodes are capable of expensing vital body signs such as, temperature, blood pressure, 
sugar level, location, heartbeat, oxygen level etc. WBAN can easily monitor aged, handicapped and people in 
coma stage [3].  

This network interacts with IoT (Internet of Things) which means that these sensor nodes make links with 
internet; WBAN starts to transmit and receive signals, which reduce human interventions, which makes it very 
helpful to save the life of a patient in emergency conditions [4]. These sensor nodes are wearable in fashion 
and it transmits both the health condition and general information about the patient. The information exchanged 
between WBN is very sensitive and security is a main constraint [5].  

In real-time, WBAN sensors sense the signs of the patient along with the biological factor and it processes and 
transmits it to the sink node. Doctors will access the condition of the patient through the sink node [6]. In this 
WBAN, the patients may change their position and location hence WBAN is not a fixed network. WBAN is 
separated into inter, intra and beyond WBAN communication based on their location in the human body. [7].  

In these nodes, power consumption is a challenging factor and a wide range of health monitoring is assisted 
and the devices are equipped with limited capacity. Energy limitation is the main factor that makes the usage of 
WBAN [8] less. According to the application, these tiny sensor nodes are implanted inside or outside the body. 

mailto:mrinai@yahoo.co.in
mailto:shailaja.rscoe@gmail.com
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The energy consumption of the nodes fixed on the body is more compared to that of nodes fixed inside the body. 
MAC protocols are implied to increase the lifetime of the network. Delays and packet loss also leads to decrease 
in the network lifetime [9].  

These sensor nodes are powered by batteries and the lifetime of these batteries is an important factor; for 
exampleimplanted nodes like pacemakers require at least five years of a battery lifetime. In this application, the 
power consumption is important to increase the lifetime of the WBAN. Several MAC protocols designed for the 
energyefficient reliable data transmission has poor efficiency [10] These MAC protocol based on Quasi sleep 
prompt algorithm used the sleep mode of the nodes in WBAN which reduces the energy consumption. This 
algorithm can be adopted only for fewer applications [11].  

Previously Low energy clustering adaptive hierarchy (LEACH) was implied for energy consumption. The 
wireless sensor nodes fixed on the patient were grouped to form a cluster and one node acted as a cluster head 
and the other nodes were member nodes. These member nodes send the vital signs to the cluster head (CH) and 
the CH transmitted the vital signs of the patient to the Base station which lead to less energy consumption [12]. 
In this paper, the proposed system CoAP based Energy-aware Cluster-based mobility management (CoECMP) 
protocol is cluster-based and it will first identify the effective clustering heads using the modified firefly algorithm 
and then member nodes join the CH according to their threshold. Then the cluster head node of each cluster 
transmits the information to the base station and in this method the power consumption is less.  

The contribution of this paper includes,  

• The elaborate design of CoECMP and a detailed process of information transferring process from 
the sensor nodes to the client.  

• The newly adopted modified firefly algorithm is used for the cluster head selection and the energy 
consumed is reduced.  

• Mobility management is implemented using hand over operation.  

The systematic work is arranged as shown here: the section 2 describes about the related works in clustering 
of sensor nodes in WBAN. The section 3 illustrates about the, proposed cluster based CoAP-ECMP model. The 
section 4 deals with the results and discussion about the proposed work and section 5 describes about the 
conclusion.  

RELATED WORKS  

In WSN, the energy consumption is a great issue, because of low power batteries that are installed in the sensor 
nodes. The related works are summarized below, based on the clustering techniques without power consumption.  

 Anguraj DK et al. [13] introduced a Multi-Objective Firefly Algorithm (MOFA) in which the parameters, 
delay and throughput were used to select the CH. If the distance was increased the attractiveness got reduced. The 
attractive nodes moved towards a cluster Head to form a cluster. Member nodes send the information to cluster 
heads and the cluster heads forward it to the sink node and then to the hospital database. This scheme identified 
malevolent nodes and data transmission occurred. Even though, the energy of the malevolent nodes soon got 
reduced, there was a network failure associated with it.  

Choudhary et al. [14] proposed an Energy budget based multiple attribute decision-making algorithm (EB-
MADM). In this cluster head selection was based on, the node residual energy, the node connectivity, and the 
node proximity. A sensor node sensed the data and transmitted it according to two conditions; they are-data should 
be different from the previous one and out of threshold limits. Thus the redundant bits were removed from the 
transmission. These methods reduced the data traffic and increased the throughput, even though; the delay is 
higher during the emergency data transmission.  

Saha S et al. [15] presented a clustering scheme in which nodes listened to the medium if there was any ongoing 
transmission. When the nodes detected the cluster head within its range, the regular operation got started. When 
more than one beacon was heard the node which is very close to high receiving power is assigned as cluster head. 
When no beacon is heard least noisy frame will be selected to transmit its beacon signal till the timer is expired. 
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During this period, if a beacon was heard timer stops and automatically starts the normal operation. Once the 
timer expired, the node assigns the position of cluster head and sends the beacon signal. This reduced some defects 
of clustering and it utilized the bandwidth. Still, this scheme failed to consume the energy of the sensor nodes.  

 Jamshidi M et al. [16] proposed an algorithm with two phases; they were scan phase and an examination 
phase. In the scan phase, the CH calculated the average distance. Then CH scanned the member table of member 
nodes with greater than average distance and saved it in a list called suspicious list. In the second phase, CH 
selected an experimental sample (ES) whose distance was more from CH; then each cluster heads sends the ES 
to other cluster heads. Every CH stored the ES of its own and other CH in a list called ES list. The cluster head 
with maximum distance was selected as a malicious node. All the cluster heads transmitted the information to 
this malicious node and this node sends the information to the base station. Malicious node would transfer the 
information of all other nodes continuously which lead to drop down of energy very soon.  

Sundararaj V et al. [17] presented a variable step size firefly algorithm (VSSFFA) using the parameters such 
as headcount, node degree, energy and distance. The fireflies are unisex and it attracts using the brightness. When 
the distance reduces the brightness increases and it decreases with the increase in distance. The low brightness 
nodes move towards the brighter nodes to form a cluster. The fitness function of CH was evaluated based on 
distance, residual energy, node degree, and headcount. The best location was chosen using these attributes and 
the sensor which was near to the best location was assigned as the cluster head. These cluster heads sends 
messages to the other nodes in the specified area and form a cluster using the request and accept messages. Now 
the cluster head transmits the information to the base station. The cost of placing the header node was reduced in 
this method, even though there was some unnecessary energy drainage.  

 Ullah Z et al. [18] proposed a Dual Sinked Software defined Networking approach using clustering in a BAN. 
In this, two sink nodes were used in a human body and all other sensors fixed on the body formed two clusters 
under these sink nodes S1 and S2. These sink nodes had good battery power, memory, and transmission power 
compared to other sensors fixed in the body. If any of the critical data was sensed by any of the sensors in the 
body then it transmitted the critical data to the sink node, which means; to the cluster head. These sink nodes 
would send the information to the base station. This concept improved throughput and delay but there were little 
gaps regarding energy consumption.  

Isabel RA et al. [19] presented an Improved Evolutionary Particle swarm optimization (IEPSO). The aim of 
this algorithm was to make the fittest node as a CH. PSO is that concept in which head searches for the food spot 
and the birds altogether move towards that spot. In this, the fittest node is obtained by the entire location they 
move. The main goal of this algorithm was to position the CH nodes in the best possible position. This CH node 
collected data from the cluster and transmited it to the base station. The energy dissipation was quite high due to 
alive of nodes in the entire transmission.  

Ullah Z et al. [20] proposed an E-HARP (Energy efficient Harvested-Aware clustering and co-operative 
Routing Protocol) focused on energy efficiency and on the path loss of the sensor nodes which was fixed on the 
patients. In this, the sensor nodes fixed on the human was grouped into two clusters using two fixed sink nodes. 
These sink nodes collected the information from the cluster heads and forwarded it to the client via the base 
station. The sensor node in this WBAN harvested energy from the solar and on behalf of this energy the network 
lifetime increased. Moreover, there is a little gap in fulfilling the reduction of energy consumption.   

In the previous papers regarding the energy consumption in WBAN the authors considered only the network 
lifetime using the sleep and alive nodes. The sensor nodes in WBAN were designed with limited power and 
the energy was maintained for the entire communication to save the life of the patient. For this purpose, the 
proposed CoAP based Energy-aware Cluster-based mobility management (CoECMP) protocol was 
implemented in which the sensor nodes of the patients were grouped under a cluster head (CH). These CH 
nodes collected the information from the member nodes and forwarded it to the client-side via WMMS. Using 
this, the energy consumption of the nodes got reduced by grouping the nodes under CH. The energy efficient 
nodes were selected as CH. The cluster head was changed for every iteration. Handover operation was also 
performed to maintain the communication to retrieve the information while the nodes were moving. The 
existing methods had gaps in satisfying the above needs. 
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DESIGN OF HEALTH CARE ENVIRONMENT USING CLUSTER-BASED COAP  

This section describes the architecture of the CoAP based Energy-aware Cluster-based Mobility management 
Protocol (CoECMP) and it gives a clear note about its implementation. This protocol is designed to reduce the 
power consumption of each node in the network and manage the data communication throughout the network. 
Fig. 7-1 shows the architecture of the proposed system.  

A. ARCHITECTURE OF THE CLUSTER-BASED CoECMP  

In this proposed system model, the sensor nodes are placed on a human. The energy efficient node is selected 
as cluster head and other nodes are member nodes. The data transmission in this BAN network is processed 
through the cluster Head and this cluster head maintains overall information of the sensors in a human body. The 
components of this proposed system are COAP sensors, Web-of-things Mobility Management system (WMMS) 
and COAP clients.   

 
Figure 7-1 Architecture of the CoAP based Energy-aware Cluster-based Mobility management Protocol (CoECMP). 

This framework consists of hundred sensor nodes, which are fixed on the human body (patients). These sensor 
nodes are grouped to form a cluster by selecting some nodes as cluster heads and others as member nodes.  These 
cluster heads gather the information from the member nodes and forward it to the gateway 1. Due to the mobility 
of patient if any sensor nodes moves away from a particular network. Handover operation takes place and it 
transmits the information through gateway 2. Then the information retrieve from the gateway is forwarded to the 
WMMS via internet. This WMMS forward the information to user domain (doctor, medical information database, 
emergency).  

The cluster head selection process takes place according to the attributes given by the proposed algorithm. 
Then the cluster head ID is distributed to all the sensor nodes. All the sensor nodes receive the ID of the cluster 
heads. Then the nodes send the reply POST message to the cluster head to form a cluster. Hence at the end of the 
configuration phase, the details of the total sensor get updated on the cluster head.  

The cluster head transmits the data to the WMMS through the gateway and then to the client (Caretaker). In 
WMMS, the permanent IP address is denoted as P_Addr of the CoAP device node that’s listed at the healthcare 
database. Then, the temporary IP address is denoted as T_Addr of the gateway and H_flag denotes the handover 
standing of the set of sensors. Then the data initialization takes place using WMMS system and the client-server 
sensor node is selected as the group head. This is executed by sending a POST topic of all the sensor nodes 
through the cluster head to the WMMS. Then the WMMS sends a response message that is created to all sensor 
nodes through the cluster heads. The information from the sensors is sent to the WMMS through the gateway. 
The cluster head sends a post request. This request is forwarded by the WMMS through the gateway to the client. 
The clients will respond to cluster head with an acknowledgment. Then the client sends the control messages to 
the WMMS and WMMS forwards it to the cluster heads. During data transmission, the sensor sends multicast 
information to collect the data of the sensors in the network.  
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Next, the handover operation is performed while the user is moved from one base station (BS) to another BS 
without terminating the session. During this process, when the signal strength falls below a particular range the 
handover is carried out by sending the request for holding messages. Hence in the final stage, the group head 
changes its communication from the first gateway and gets attached to the second gateway for further 
communication in the body network.  Because of this handover operation the WBAN transforms the information 
without any loss of data which can save the precious life of the patient who is critical. The proposed model of 
cluster-based COAP consists of energy consumption at the sensor nodes and mobility management throughout 
the communication network. Fig. 7-2 shows the signal flow diagram which explains the flow in the basis of three 
phases, they are; configuration phase, initialization phase and hand over operation.  

1) Procedure for clustering using CoECMP: WBAN system consists of a set of sensors fixed on the human 
body. These sensor nodes include Blood pressure sensor, motion sensor, ECG sensor, pulse rate sensor, EMG 
sensor etc. These sensor nodes are fixed on different parts of the body. The sensor nodes sense the vital signs of 
the human body and send it to the cluster head. For enormous number of nodes there is a WBAN installed on the 
human body and these nodes are grouped to form clusters each having its own cluster heads. After receiving data 
every CH forwards it to WMMS. In this, configuration phase is partitioned into two:  

• Cluster head selection process  
• Cluster formation  

 
Figure 7-2 Process flow of the CoAP based Energy-aware Cluster-based Mobility management protocol. 

a) Cluster head selection process: In the configuration phase, the clustering of the nodes takes place; there 
are a number of nodes fixed in a WBAN. These nodes are grouped under a cluster head to form a cluster. Here 
the modified Firefly Algorithm is used for the cluster head selection process. In this, the cluster head selection is 
assigned using a fitness function. The attributes to find the fitness function is the distance, residual energy, node 
density, and path loss.  

To improve the execution and the lifetime of the network the fitness function has to be improved.  Firefly is 
the little insect which emits light. These insects are unisexual and its attractiveness is based on the brightness of 
the light. According to the light intensity, it will attract other fireflies having low light intensity. When the distance 
increases the light intensity gets decreases. The firefly algorithm is used to find the perfect cluster heads in a 
WBAN.  Here the fitness function is based on the parameters given. A Modified firefly algorithm is proposed in 
which the residual energy, distance, path loss, and node degree are the primary attributes. These parameters are 
used to find the best cluster head. Based on the values obtained from the above fitness function the final cluster 
head is predicted.  
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The mathematical investigation of the cluster head selection process is shown below. The fitness function is 
calculated to improve the network lifetime and also to make the network energy efficient.  

The residual energy of a node is the overall energy saved by the node and is calculated as,  

                       (1) 

Where ND
(i) denotes the number of sensor node. ND

(i)*Er
(i)(k) is the total energy received from the sensor nodes.  

Once receiving the information from all the nodes, the sensor node which is elected as a cluster head will transmit 
the information to the base station.   

The transmitted energy based on the data transmitted is given by, 

                

           (1) 

For receiving the information that is send 
from the base station to the sensor nodes in WBAN, energy is required and the receiver energy is computed as,  

                                                             (2) 

Where Eele denotes the electronic energy consumed by the node. K * Efs * d2 and k * Emp * d4 denote the amplifier 
energy with respect to the distance.  

Path loss in WBAN is based upon two factors they are frequency and distance. Distance is an important factor 
because the range of the WBAN is limited, 

                                          (3) 

Where α and β are the linear fitting co-efficient (-27.6, 46.5). Ndf is the normally distributed variable (157 
dB). f and d are the frequency and distance.   

The distance between the nodes is taken into consideration because it is also an important factor to reduce 
energy consumption. In this, the distance dist (i, j) is the Euclidian distance between the node i and node j. Here 
the distance of i and j is calculated using equation (5),         

       

 (4) 

Node density is the node which is placed in the dense area of the network and is selected as a cluster head. 
The node degree of the node i is calculated by the equation (6) which is given below,  

                     (5) 

In the above equation, Nbr 
(i) represents the set of nodes at the one-hop distance from node i.  

From the above function the residual energy, path loss, distance and node degree are used to make a fitness 
function to make an efficient node as a cluster head,  

  (6) 

 

Where w1, w2, w3, w4 are the weights for the parameters,  0 ≤ w1, w2, w3, w4 ≤ 1. The values are adjusted as 
per the application of the WBAN.  

According to the firefly algorithm, the intensity of the fireflies is calculated. In this proposed algorithm firefly 
is the set of sensor nodes. The intensity I f 

(i) of the firefly is calculated as per the equation given below,  
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(7) 

 

In every iteration, numbers of fireflies are populated and each firefly evaluates the intensity value that is 
fireflybest. Remaining fireflies updated their node by randomly selecting the nodes of fireflybest. Then the 
calculation of the intensity of the fireflies is done again and each firefly compares the intensity of the fireflies 
with the fireflybest. If any of the updated fireflies gets better intensity than the previously selected fireflybest then 
it will be considered as the fireflybest. The process continues till the iteration ends. These finally selected cluster 
heads perform the process of the transmission, reception, and aggregation of information with minimal loss of 
energy from the residual energy.  

The Algorithm of the cluster head selection based on the firefly is shown below,  

1 Initialization   
2 Set of sensor nodes {n1,n2,n3 ……………}is the input  
3 Each node calculate ERes(i),PL(i),dist(i, j),ND(i) .  
4 All the nodes calculate the fitness function using the equation (7)  
5 Fireflies are generated and each firefly is the cluster head.  
6 calculate the intensity based on the equation (8)  
7 The node, which is having maximum intensity, is the firefly best.  
8 Update the nodes randomly as per the firefly best.  
9 Calculate the intensity values.  
10 if( a new set of fireflies is more than the firefly best) then  
11 current firefly is considered as the cluster head  
12 else  
13 firefly best is considered as cluster head.  
14 Repeat steps 8 to 14 until it met the termination criteria.  

b) Cluster formation process. Following the selection of the cluster head, this cluster head broadcasts the 
Discovery ID message to the sensor nodes in its sensing region. The nodes which are in the transmission range of 
the cluster head node replies to the cluster head within a time slot with a requisition message POST ID topic. 
Then the cluster head counts the total number of the POST ID topic and confirms the nodes by sending Register 
ID topic message. The sensors which receive the register ID are the members of a particular cluster. The member 
nodes send the information to the cluster heads. It helps in low energy transmission while sending the information 
to the cluster head.  

In the initialization phase, the selected cluster heads transmit the vital signs of the human body to the base 
station. The initialization phase is done with the help of the WMMS system using the sensor node that is the 
cluster head which was selected in the previous phase. The nodes in the WBAN which are related to the WMMS 
exchange the control messages. Then the verification process is carried out between the client and the server. The 
data exchange takes place between the client-server using Encryption Standard Cipher Feedback Message 
Authentication Code (AES-CFMAC) algorithm. This is done by sending the POST messages with the registered 
topics to the mobility management system and the client. Based on these messages, the WMMS maintains the 
information of each body sensors. During data transmission, the sensor sends multicast information so as to collect 
the data of the sensors in the network.  

Handover is a necessary process because in WBAN the sensors are fixed in the human body and the person 
will be moving from one place to another. The network area of the nodes gets changed according to the mobility 
of the patients.  

The mobility management is done through the handover process. In the hand over process the cluster head will 
detect the RSS from the gateway 1. The node finds the Radio Signal Strength (RSS) and accomplishes to connect 
gateway 1 from the sink. The RSS from the gateway 1 drops below the threshold value and the nodes prepare for 
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handover operation. The message using the PUT request/response message along with H_Flag is forwarded to 
WMMS. If the set of body sensors assessed along with H-flag set to 1, then it is in the handover status. If the 
H_Flag set to 0, then the sensors are not in handover status. A lifetime binds the P_Addr of a set of body sensors 
and T Addr of gateways is effective. At the time of handover operation, the H_Flag can stop packet loss of the 
nodes. A pair of network domains coated by gateway1 and gateway 2 will acquire a new temporary IP address 
from gateway 1. In order to update the gateway, the node sends a PUT request message to WMMS. As the WMMS 
receives the PUT request message for binding the update, the T_Addr and H_Flag are updated in WMMS. During 
this process, the cluster head node and web client can exchange their data during handover operation without 
packet loss.  

NUMERICAL RESULTS  

The analysis of CoECMP is based on network stability, network lifetime and residual energy. In the proposed 
scheme, energy consumption is very much reduced. This can be mathematically analyzed and compared with the 
existing schemes like Co-Laeeba and E-HARP regarding energy efficiency.  

A. NETWORK LIFETIME  

Network lifetime denotes the total lifetime of the network. The lifetime of the WBAN is based on the lifetime 
of the sensor nodes. The sensor nodes are mostly battery operated and it has limited energy and this energy would 
have to be saved to improve the lifetime of the network. Here the analysis is done by comparing with previous 
protocols: Co-Laeeba and E-HARP. The simulated result of the lifetime of the network is analyzed using the 
number of rounds the sensor nodes survive. Fig.7-3 clearly shows that in the previously generated algorithms the 
nodes start to die from 6500th round itself. In our proposal, the last node is surviving above the maximum of more 
than 16000th round. The network lifetime of the CoECMP is higher as compared to that of the previous 
algorithms. The effective selection of the CH makes the network lifetime enhanced. 

B. NETWORK STABILITY  

The network stability is computed based on the time before the death of the first sensor node in the body area 
network. It is one of the primary criteria to estimate any of the strategies in the sensor network. It can also be 
defined as the total period of the sensor node alive. The analysis of the network stability of the proposed system 
is compared with the previous systems and the result is shown below. This shows that the network stability is 
increased in the CoAP based Energy-aware Cluster-based mobility management (CoECMP) than the previous 
schemes. This improved performance of the proposed protocol regarding network stability is due to the efficient 
cluster head selection and cluster formation. 

 
Figure 7-3 Analysis of network lifetime 

 
Figure 7-4 Analysis of network Stability 
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C. RESIDUAL ENERGY  

The residual energy refers to the remaining energy of a sensor node in a BAN. In WBAN the energy is absorbed 
by processes like sensing, processing, transmitting and receiving of the information. To enhance the network 
lifetime and the network stability the energy consumed by the sensor nodes must be reduced. Few of the previous 
techniques took effort to minimize energy consumption. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the proposed protocol 
with the previous schemes like Co-Laeeba and E-Harp in terms of the residual energy. It clearly indicates that the 
energy of the nodes stays long for the proposed system. It concludes that the proposed protocol works efficiently 
in reducing the energy of consumption.  

 
Figure 7-5 Analysis of Residual energy 

 
Figure 7-6 Analysis of Energy Consumption 

D. ENERGY CONSUMPTION  

Energy consumption is always a great issue in the WBAN network. Our proposed CoECMP achieved good 
energy consumption when compared to previous IHMAC and EDSMAC protocols. The average energy 
consumption using the proposed protocol is less than 6.5 micro Joule in each nodes. Because of the better 
enhancement in the energy consumption of the sensor nodes in WBAN the lifetime of the network increases.   

CONCLUSION  

In this paper, the CoAP based Energy-aware Clusterbased Mobility management Protocol (CoECMP) is 
presented in which the energy consumption is reduced by cluster Head selection process using the modified firefly 
algorithm and the optimization is done using the parameters residual energy, distance, path loss, and node density. 
In particular, in this paper the cluster formation takes place and it reduces the energy consumption by distributing 
the load evenly to all sensor nodes. The average energy consumption in each node is less than 6.5 micro Joules. 
The handover operation is also integrated into the network to get the information without loss when the sensor 
moves from one base station to another base station. The comparative performance is evaluated between E-HARP, 
CO-Laeeba, and CoECMP in terms of residual energy. Our performance analysis results confirm that the total 
energy consumption of using the proposed CoECMP is reduced when compared with that of using existing 
schemes.  
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ABSTRACT 

 This paper signifies that communication and access to internet is also for the population residing in remote locations and 
off-grid areas. The vital necessity is to charge the gadget to access the network. Most predominantly mobiles phones are used 
for communication. Therefore, it is essential to charge the mobile phones even in off-grid areas. Sustainable solutions like 
solar and thermoelectric mobile charger will be helpful to uplift access to communication for such regions. The thermoelectric 
generator is integrated into a cookstove for power generation. The two technologies are broadly discussed with its design and 
development in this paper mainly to uplift rural areas for access to 5G communication.  

Keywords–thermoelectric generator (TEG); biomass; combustion; Solar; mobile charger. 

INTRODUCTION  

The mobile phone has to keep charged to provide instantaneous communication under off-grid conditions. The 
challenge is to charge the mobiles even where there is no electricity and still people has access to internet 
communication. The electrification rates in Indian rural areas are daunting. One third of the rural population of 
India (approximately 8.2 million household) still remains un-electrified [4]. The majority states are, Meghalaya, 
Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Nagaland and Uttar Pradesh. Together these states held nearly 80% of the total 
remaining un-electrified household base. There are other conditions like camping, hiking, some military 
operations in remote areas where un-interrupted communication is required. Hence, charging of mobile phones 
become extremely necessary in these conditions. Therefore, two technologies are demonstrated in this paper to 
provide charging of phones in off-grid areas.  

The first technology is a thermoelectric generator integrated biomass cook stove. In rural areas people use to 
cook food in traditional biomass cook stove. The heat of the burning biomass can be harnessed and a 
thermoelectric module can be introduced to convert the heat energy into electricity. The electricity generated can 
be used for charging the battery of a mobile.  

 The second technology is a solar PV mobile battery charger. The conversion of sunlight into electricity through 
semiconductor materials exhibit PV effect. This electrical energy can be utilized to store in a battery and later 
used for charging mobile phones. The major drawbacks of solar PV battery charger is that it require high initial 
cost, low efficiency and they are weather dependent. Therefore, to maintain maximum power from the PV 
panel, a maximum power point tracker (MPPT) is developed. The developed PV mobile charger is portable and 
almost maintenance free. The novelty is the design of a compact battery charger by solar PV whose power can 
be used for charging mobile phone and lighting LED so that the mobile has not to be kept along the solar panel 
for charging. Otherwise the intense heat may damage the device.  

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT  

A. STOVE TECHNOLOGY  

A biomass cookstove is a heating device that helps user to cook food in traditional way mostly in developing 
countries. The fuel required for cooking in cookstoves are usually organic waste like fire wood, cow dung cakes, 
crop residues, corn cobs etc. The burning of organic waste results in high harmful emissions in the form of smoke 
and soot. The emissions are the resultant of incomplete combustion of fuel due to insufficient air-to-fuel ratio. 
Approximately half of the world’s population cooks food on biomass cookstoves. The harmful effects of indoor 
air pollution are affected to women and children. The gathering of fuel for cooking sometime leads to women 
drudgery due to travelling longer miles to fetch fuel [1]. The traditional biomass cookstove is generally 
manufactured by the cook itself with the use of clay, biomass and bricks. The making of these biomass cookstove 
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is the most convenient procedure for rural people due to its simplicity, effectiveness, low or almost no cost of 
manufacturing and ease of re-building once damaged. The concern of harmful emissions from the biomass 
cookstove has led to researchers to put efforts on building improved cookstove with less emissions and low fuel 
consumption. The forced draft biomass cookstove provides better mixing of air with fuel which results in better 
combustion and low emissions compared to all other types of designs. There are numerous designs of forced draft 
biomass cookstoves in the market. These forced draft cookstoves run their fan with the help of power supply or 
rechargeable batteries.  

To make an off-grid forced draft cookstove a TEG is used to run the fan. The excess power generated by the 
TEG is used for charging a battery whose power is later used to charge mobile phones. 

B. SOLAR PV TECHNOLOGY  

An uninterrupted power supply is required for the charging of mobile phones. Technology and communication 
are intertwined with each other closely. Communication has become wireless and done with the help of mobile 
phones. These mobiles are operated with the help of rechargeable batteries. Therefore, it becomes necessary to 
charge these phones for the access of network. Statistics indicate that about 24 percent population have smart 
mobile phones in India. According to TRAI (Telecom Regulatory Authority of India) data, tele-density in rural 
India is growing at a much faster rate than in urban India [3]. The penetration of smart phones will be even more 
if the charging will be hassle free, portable and uninterrupted. Many rural household do not have smart phones 
because they are not connected to grid supply to charge their mobiles. To make communication accessible to off-
grid population a solar PV mobile charger could be used. 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF TEG  

When a semiconductor is heated the charge carrier tend to flow from hot junction to cold junction. The non-
uniform distribution of charge carriers help to build charge that results in back e.m.f. and restricts further flow of 
charge. This phenomenon of conversion of heat energy to develop electrical power is known as Seebeck effect. 
This effect was first observed by Thomas J. Seebeck in 1821. The junctions of the TEG are made up of dissimilar 
p-type and n-type materials as shown in figure 8-1. They are connected electrically in series and thermally in 
parallel [6]. The p-type junctions have more number of holes and n-type junctions have more number of electrons. 

 
Figure 8-1 Arrangement of junctions in a TEG module 

If we consider hot side of the module at temperature TH and cold side of the module at temperature TC, the 
charge carriers will flow from TH to TC. The arrangement is such that alternate p and n junctions are connected 
with each other with the help of metal plates to allow flow of current. The resulting voltage that is developed by 
connecting two dissimilar materials of p-type and n-type whose junctions are a two different temperatures is given 
by equation 1. 
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V =   (TH - TC).      (1) 

Where α is the Seebeck coefficient V/°C, TH is the hot side temperature °C, and TC is the cold side temperature 
°C.   

The schematic of TEG integrated cookstove is shown in figure 8-2. 

 
Figur 8-2 Schematic of TEG cookstove [8] 

The figure 8-2 shows that a stainless plate with probes is inserted inside the combustion chamber. The TEG 
is sandwiched between the heat plate and the heat sink. The heat plate serves as the hot side of the TEG and the 
heat sink serves as the cold side of the TEG. The temperature difference between the hot side and the cold side 
of the TEG is proportional to the output voltage. The rise of voltage is from 0V to a maximum of 5V with a 1.4W 
load of a DC fan. The DC fan runs at a voltage of 12V. Therefore, it becomes necessary to steup the output 
voltage of the TEG. A DC-DC boost converter with the capacity to stepup minimum input voltage of 1V to output 
voltage of 12V is used for the fan. The TEG is capable to generate a power output of 8W. The fan and other 
electronics take around maximum of 2W. The remaining power is utilized to charge the mobile phone battery. 
The cookstove has multiple advantages. It provides clean combustion with less harmful emissions and also has 
the facility to charge the mobile for communication and internet access. The actual power output of the TEG is 
given by equation 2,  

Pactual = Vload x Iload        (2) 

Where, load is the DC-DC step up converter, fan and LED light.  

 
Figure 8-3 omparison of load voltage with respect to time where black marker shows that the voltage is not significant 

for any application with respect to time, green marker shows the range of running fan only, and red marker shows the 
running of fan and lighting 
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The figure 8-3 shows that the fan takes around 2-4 minutes to start after ignition of the biomass inside the 
cookstove chamber. The fan runs for around 20-25 minutes and thereafter the power output is sufficient to light 
a 2W LED light. The cookstove is feed with 1kg of biomass for one hour. This enable TEG to power LED light 
for one hour. In place of LED light a mobile phone battery can also be connected for charging.  

From the figure 8-4 it may be observed that the maximum power output of the TEG is nearly 6W. The 
electronics and the dc-fan consume nearly 3W and thus nearly extra 2-3W power is available for other 
applications. A  LED light of 2W is tried simultaneously with dc-fan for lighting purpose without compromising 
the speed of the dc-fan. 

 
Figure 8-4 Comparison of power output with respect to time. 

SIMULATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR PV  

A low power solar battery charger can solve the above problem off-grid mobile charging. But though solar 
energy is available throughout the day its insolation varies from morning to evening and with changing climatic 
conditions. As the efficiency of solar PV panel is quiet low it becomes necessary to extract maximum power from 
the PV panel at any given period of time. Therefore, Perturb and Observe algorithm is used to track the maximum 
power point. It deals with the designing and implementation of low power PV integrated solar battery charger 
which can store charge energy and can be used whenever needed. As it is portable it can be carried anywhere 
easily. High frequency DC-DC Buck converter is used to interface the PV panel with load. A rechargeable lithium 
ion battery is connected across the terminals of the buck converter for storing the charge. A low power PV panel 
can also be used for tracing the maximum power and voltage by using maximum power point tracking methods. 
There are many MPPT methods such as Perturb and Observe, incremental conductance, Fractional short circuit 
current, Fractional open circuit voltage etc. Out of which Perturb and Observe method is used as it is easier to 
implement and also the time complexity of the algorithm is very less. Lithium ion batteries are rechargeable and 
use renewable sources for recharging like solar power. They also tolerate movement and temperature changes, as 
well as maintain their power delivery during use. A combination of both low voltage PV panel and lithium ion 
battery can be used for solving various power shortage problems. 
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As the working model to be developed has to be of cost efficient as well as less bulky, the ratings and 
specifications of the PV panel and battery chosen are as shown table 8-1.  

Table 8-1 Ratings and specifications of the PV panel and battery 

SNo. Components Ratings and Specifications 

1 PV panel Voc=15V , Isc=1.3A, Pmax=16.2W Vmax=13.5V, 
Imax=1.2A 

2 Lithium Battery Nominal Voltage=4.2V,  Rated 
Capacity= 5Ah 

A buck converter is used to step down the voltage obtained from the PV to a voltage suitable for charging the 
battery. Since the load used here is lithium battery which is a nonlinear load, so for the designing of buck 
converter hit and trial approach is used. Considering maximum value of duty cycle as  

Dmax = Vout/Vin = 6/13.5 = 0.45    (3) 

 As MPPT algorithm P&O is used to track the maximum power point, the duty cycle will vary accordingly [9]. 
Below are the results shown with various values of inductor L and capacitor C.  

 

Figure 8-5 Block diagram of solar PV mobile charger 
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Figure 8-6 Output voltage and current 

characteristics for  L=0.10 mH , C=0.1𝜇𝜇𝐹𝐹 
 

 
Figure 8-8 Output voltage and current 

characteristics L=1Mh, C= 1uF 

 
Figure 8-9 Output voltage and current characteristics 

L=15mH, C= 10uF 

 

Figure 8-7 Output voltage and current 
characteristics L=1mH  C= 0 1uF 

Figure 8-10 Buck converter design 
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As here it is observed that there is huge amount of ripples, so to reduce it the values of L and C has to be 
increased. First keeping the value of C same, L is increased. Similarly, with this approach L and C values are 
further increased for getting minimal ripples possible. 

The design of converter is shown in figure 8-10 

 
Figure 8-11 Design prototype of solar PV mobile charger 

The testing the MPPT code simulation is done and the results are matched with the reference values. 

 
Figure 8-12 Value of power after simulation 
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Figure 8-13 Reference values of maximum voltage and power as generated 

From figure 8-13, it is observed that the value of maximum power after simulation is nearly equal to the 
reference as generated from the PV panel. So it successfully tracks the maximum power from the PV panel 
using MATLAB.   

Figure 8-14 Reference power versus voltage generated from PV for 
different 
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As the maximum value of voltage is maintained constant for different values of irradiations, it can be concluded 
that the MPPT code is successful in tracing the maximum power point. Final values of parameters for designing 
the buck converter is shown in table 8-2. 

Table 8-2 Parameters for designing the buck converter 

Sl. No.  Components  Rating  

1  PV panel  Voc=15V, ISC=1.3A,P=16.2W  
2  Inductor for buck converter  15mH  
3  Capacitor for buck converter  10µF  
4  DC link for buck converter  300µF  
5  Switching frequency of PWM  5000 Hz  

Now for testing whether the battery is charging, the initial State of Charge (SOC) is kept at 2% and 
simulation is performed. The observed charging characteristics of the battery are as shown below:  

 
Figure 8-15 Simulation results for different irradiations (1, 0.8, 0.6 KW/M^2) 

 
Figure 8-16 . Output waveforms showing SOC (state of charge), battery current and voltage respectively (for 1000 

kw/m^2S) 

 
Figure 8-17 Output waveforms showing soc(state of charge),battery current and voltage respectively for changing 

irradiation 
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The charge is increasing as can be seen from the waveforms and it can be concluded that the battery is charging. 
Hence the proposed model is working successfully.  

The method presented here use Perturb and Observe method for tracing the maximum power point according to 
solar irradiance and match load impedance with source impedance to provide maximum power. The MPPT 
model is more suitable because of less cost, easier circuit design and also better efficiency. Here a rechargeable 
Lithium ion Battery is used to store the charge and its charging characteristics is shown. As the simulation is 
successful, its hardware implementation can be done.  

COST ANALYSIS  

The effective cost of the two technologies has to be estimated as it will be disseminated in rural off-grid areas. 
Thermoelectric generators available in Indian market do not provide sufficient output. The TEG is imported from 
Marlow industries, USA. Hence, the cost of the TEG is a bottleneck to make the technology affordable. But, when 
TEG integrated cookstove is manufactured in bulk the cost reduces effectively.  

Table 8-3 Effective cost of TEG integrated cokstove 

Parts TG1208-1LS(INR) 

TEG+ ceramic wafer + grease 2665 

Hot plate 520 

Heat Sink 520 

Electronics 200 

Batteries 150 

Stove 1000 

Miscellaneous 200 

Total 5255 

 

Table 8-4 Effective cost of solar based mobile charger 

S.No. Component Rating Price (Rs) 

1 PV panel 16W 700 
2 arduino -- 350 
3 Lithium ion battery 3.6V 100 
4 capacitor 10uF 35 

  300uF 100 
5 inductor 15mH 40 
6 IGBT 313W 120 

 Total  1445 

The scaling up of both the technologies will help to reduce the cost of the products. Therefore, on 
successful implementation of the two technologies, bulk manufacturing is appreciated to make the products 
affordable and accessible to rural households.  
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CONCLUSION  

 Internet has become affordable to most of the population in India. But, a great deal of people residing in rural 
areas is derived from internet because of being off-grid. Mobile charging in off-grid areas is a challenge. 
Therefore, the   TEG integrated cookstove will have positive impact on health as well as charge mobile phone 
and the solar PV mobile charger is cheaper, portable and will help charging mobile in off-grid areas. Hence, not 
having a power supply will not pose as a barrier to access internet even in remote rural areas. The TEG integrated 
cookstove has been developed and running successfully in some parts of India. The cookstove efficiently cuts 
down harmful emissions resulting from biomass burning and improves thermal efficiency of the cookstove. It is 
also capable of mobile charging and lighting a LED lamp. The low watt Solar PV mobile charger has been 
simulated in MATLAB and successfully executed.  In future the PV integrated solar mobile charger has to be 
developed as a product with efficient design and test the results for validation in field.  
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ABSTRACT 

Big data analytics can benefit the healthcare sector by incorporating improved situational analysis, 
database management, real-time decision making and new ways of diagnosis and treatment. However, its use 

opens critical security and privacy concerns. This paper surveys the open challenges of collecting and 
accessing health data, and the different types of possible breaches of privacy and security that are the key to the 

successful deployment of eHealth systems. To mitigate the privacy hindrance issue with the medical data, we 
propose an eHealth data privacy model, which will add transparency in to the personal data collection, 

aggregation, handling and storage. Transparency in healthcare sector have different interpretation at different 
level. We’ll look at some different segments in the healthcare industry working to adapt to the call for 

transparency. The model builds upon the Information Accountability protocol for the transparency. The user will be 
the player and take decision on their data, how is to be used and shared. 

Keywords—Big Data; e-Health; e-Health Data; Data Security and Privacy 

INTRODUCTION 

A typical eHealth system should be highly secured, responsive, and controlled and one, where the users’ 
privacy and the protection of their personal data, remains intact. eHealth systems demand integrity, accessibility 
and availability along with interoperability, which is even more important with the colossal pool of data defining 
the infrastructure of today. Many everyday applications and services rely on the collection, storage, processing 
and analysis of data, often user-related, and often made available to different sectors irrespective of boundaries 
ranging from machine learning and engineering, to economics and medicine [1].   

The amount of data generated in healthcare sector is increasing and will continue to increase with the 
technological enactments, creating room for new data handling and analysing techniques. Big data analytics 
provide tools to benefit healthcare for example; it provides customized medications, anticipated analytics, risk- 
intervention etc. [2]. It has marked a presence in handling and analysing data generated via the social media but 
it offers promising solutions for handling efficiently eHealth data (also, commonly referred to as “health big 
data”). Big data analytics includes data aggregation, processing, storage of eHealth data to make decisions and 
evolve new ways of treatment, keep the population healthy etc. [1].   

The health-related data are usually stored and processed at distributed repositories at different levels [3]. There 
are numerous security and privacy concerns in moving the health data under the big data approach. The privacy 
of the patients and the safeguarding of their personal data are major issues in applying big data analytics to 
eHealth.   

A recent survey published in [4], suggested that the lack of adequate security measures had resulted in 
numerous data breaches in the healthcare sector, exposing certain patients to economic threats, mental stress, and 
even social embarrassments. Sharing the patients’ personal information without the user’s official consent is one 
critical privacy breach for the healthcare sector. The authors in [5] have summarized the issue of connected 
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healthcare and requirement of appropriate protections to safeguard the privacy of the patients and for minimizing 
the medical error. Therefore, an appropriate equity is needed to maintain privacy and security of data and the 
patient’s personal space in healthcare.   

In this paper, we survey and analyse the privacy and security issues in healthcare when using big data analytics. 
Based on the investigation, we propose an eHealth Data Privacy Model for enabling transparency in the flow of 
data over the network and that only the data relevant to a particular health service provider would be delivered. 
The model is based on the concept of Information Accountability [6] which enable patients to decide the usage 
of their data on a shared platform. It advocates transparency in the data usage and enable one with the ability to 
track the appropriate use of data under the predefined rules.   

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the current state of the art in the area. We elaborate the 
concept of eHealth data, and survey the associated threats and vulnerabilities, the potential attack zones and how 
data are transmitted and received in the network. Section III analyses the key factors and issues related to the flow 
of information in an eHealth scenario. We explore the different aspects of information security related to 
healthcare and the user. We highlight the issues in eHealth for data privacy and formulate the need for a data 
privacy model. In Section IV, we propose the health data privacy model and the related functionalities, modules, 
protocols and required networking. Section V highlights the issues and challenges involved in implementing the 
proposed model. Section VI concludes the paper.  

STATE OF THE ART  

The healthcare sector spans over a vast landscape demanding cooperation and the active participation of public 
and private bodies, the individual user along with innovations and initiatives from various fields including 
marketing, finance, education and many more. The eHealth’s objective is to avail medical services and amenities 
accessible and available at a reasonable cost and available resources while maintaining the quality of care and 
productivity. In an eHealth scenario, both, the patient and the medical service provider will be connected for the 
health monitoring, routine check-ups and even emergency services, facilitated by real-time secure data exchange. 
The healthcare industry dominates the data volume per person per day ratio generated. To handle data, Big Data 
can make significant revolution without resulting into additional infrastructure. It is an emerging technology for 
the future generations, which can analyse wide variety of voluminous data. It enables the processing of high-
volume, high-velocity, and/or high variety of data aiding optimized results, better and efficient analysis, improved 
decisionmaking etc.   

A. EHEALTH DATA AND DATA FLOW STRUCTURE  

In an eHealth scenario, human and associated data are the most valuable and vulnerable assets. The medical 
reports generated electronically, called Electronic Health Records (EHR) are documents containing the patient’s 
personal details (i.e., that have been used for registration over the network, the personal social security numbers 
used for the medical insurance, the medical reports, the diagnosis reports, the discharge summaries etc.) The 
medical data represents the patient–doctor relationship (e.g., the information including the patient-identification, 
the medical history, the digital renderings of the medical images, the treatment received, dietary habits, sexual 
preference, genetic information, psychological profiles, employment history, income, and physicians ‘subjective 
assessments of personality etc. [3], [7].)  Figure 9-1 shows the flow of medical data within the healthcare system. 
The patient shares their medical history, symptoms and personal identification details to the primary health 
services’ unit. The primary health service unit then registers the patient using a unique identifier and creates the 
patients’ file, which is shared with restrictions with the billing unit (relevant treatment charges and genuine user 
detail) and organization’s IT unit (billing details and treatments’ summary). The primary health services are 
responsible for the various test reports, clinical data, laboratory activities etc. and accordingly communicate with 
the secondary health services, pharmacy and regional health centers using patients’ identifier and hiding other 
background details. The primary health services also share the details with its employees, which are strictly 
service-based i.e. ground staff are only exposed to the details like medication timings, test routines while doctors 
get detailed medical history irrespective of personal details. Third party IT services are used to store the health 
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record files. They have an access to patients’ personal data (identifiers) and medical data (contributed by health 
organizations) and make the same available on demand.  

 The information transfer and storage in organization’s and third party’s IT servers are critical [4] as even a 
single careless activity can expose a patient’s details.  The data of the patients can be used to improve the 
efficiency within the healthcare system, to drive the public policy development and the administration at a state 
and federal level, and in the conduct of the research to advance the medical science apart from the personal care 
[8][9].  

 
Figure 9-1 Data Flow in eHealth Scenario 

B. DATA BREACHES 

A medical data breach can lead to everything from an identity theft to billing fraud to blackmail, some breaches 
ultimately have little consequence on the patients affected. Whenever a medical data breach occurs, it signifies 
that there is a lack in security, while handling the information of the patient. In recent years, the survey [4], [10] 
recorded that 43 per cent of the total data breaches involved healthcare data. The healthcare breaches originated 

Figure 9-2 Attack Areas in Healthcare system 
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mostly from the service provider organization and/or a third party associate. It has been reported in [10], that 
about 90 percent of healthcare organizations had suffered data breaches, such as cyber attacks, employee mistakes, 
theft etc. Most common breaches are data and identity theft, unauthorized access, hacking the transmission, the 
loss of data in transmission, improper disposal, denial of service etc.  

Figure 9-2 summarizes the vulnerable areas in each segment of the eHealth scenario cycle. The healthcare sector 
can be defined broadly into four sub-sectors, namely, theuserendpoint, the cloud storage and analytics, the medical 
endpoint and the tranmission. At the user end, the breaches mainly would be the result of ignorance or access to 
wearables, documents etc., unethically. At the storage and the analytics end, the unauthorized access, a 
compromised node/ employee, the lack of security measures and the improper disposal of data may cause medical 
breaches. The staff’s negligence, unauthorised access, third-party service dependency are some of the root causes 
to breaches. Hacking or jamming the transmission of information also contribute to compromised and lost data.  

C. THREATS TO PATIENTS’ PRIVACY AND DATA SECURITY  

 A threat scenario is defined by the motives, resources, accessibility and technical capability. The threats to 
the privacy of the patient are a major outcome of the illegitimate usage of data either by internal/ external agents 
or by a third party agent in the data flow chain. The authors in [7], [8] summarized various threats to the user 
integrity and life. The threats impose different level of risk depending on the motive, the attack zone, the 
sensitivity and the mitigation and prevention strategies. The threats were categorized as the threats arising from 
accessing the patients’ data inappropriately either by internal or external sources, and as the threats arising from 
data exposure over the network.  

INFORMATION IN HEALTHCARE  

The increased use of Web-based services has significantly raised the bars for the privacy concerns of the users. 
Published research has summarized the user content among a wide range of users, which include students, 
employed, senior citizens etc. The disclosure of data is user-dependent, i.e. a user agreement is needed in eHealth 
to verify the consolidation of the user to disclose personal data for research and development and/or other 
healthcare related needs. The current security and privacy in health data was summarized into the following 
subcategories [11-17].  

A. DATA ACCESS AND SECURITY IN EHEALTH:   

The healthcare institutions appeal to have security measures to govern the data access. Some of the common 
steps taken in that direction include access control systems, intrusion detection systems, policies etc. In [11], the 
authors have used a game theoretic approach to model the optimal levels of access. Remodeling the existing access 
control policies in the healthcare scenario is challenging apart from being highly expensive. In healthcare, we 
have individuals having different sets of roles, dependent data streams, independent data systems, dynamic 
configurations etc.   

Data security requires concrete frameworks and defined protocols to identify, solve and mitigate the related 
security issues as stressed in [3], [5]. The emergence of ubiquitous access to patient data via mobile devices has 
exposed the vulnerabilities of the patients even further.  

B. AUTHORIZED DATA DISCLOSURE AND INTEGRITY:  

Attributing public health, the privacy policies should be made strongest when it comes to individual and 
communal interests. For each solution proposed, it should be carefully outweighed how much data gets disclosed 
and at what span [12]. Health services should be available on demand, which requires a full-time data protection.   

Healthcare systems are getting more and more vulnerable to cyber security incidents nowadays. Factors like 
voluminous data generation; extensive usage of IT technologies to connect patients and healthcare utilities; data 
exposure over the network; diversified nature of healthcare systems; outdated applications and systems; poor 
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security algorithms; expansion in devices with enhanced capabilities and many more have contributed to the 
exponential increase in the number of incidents in the healthcare [16], [17].  

C. EHEALTH AS A CRITICAL DATA PLATFORM   

The above mentioned factors along with the data breaches makes the healthcare sector critical. A healthcare 
platform deals with asset classification and requirement to form a base layer of the healthcare system and the 
components may include index services of the user and/or service provider, registration proofs, identifiers etc. 
The data privacy, security and integrity involves network elements and storage (internal/external clouds). Access 
is determined using identifiers. Availability is the crucial among all as it can cost even life of the patient in case 
of emergencies.   

D. CHALLENGES IN THE HEALTHCARE DATA  

The authors of [14], [16] and [19] suggested that to maintain the users’ privacy and in order to establish a 
balance in the economic constraints, quality of service and care and availability are the main challenges in 
healthcare. They advocated on the efficient and effective solutions for privacy maintenance at affordable and 
operative costs.  

E. TRANSPARENCY IN HEALTHCARE  

In healthcare sector, transparency is needed at every sector and individual end-point. Transparency has its 
individual definition from patient, doctor, healthcare organization, payers and providers [20]. From patients’ 
perspective, transparency is needed in data acquisition and its usage and the cost for quality and services. The 
data collected from patients are in silos hence it becomes more important to check how data moves into the 
network both online and offline. With each bit of data comes an individual role and responsibility of data managers 
in healthcare sector. Data are subjected to limited access grants to protect patients’ confidentiality.   

F. DATA ANALYTICS  

 “Big Data” in health is defined as a voluminous complex and distributed data set, which imposes difficulty 
for conventional technologies in analysing and maintaining the information [19].   

In order to safeguard the user privacy and tackle issues with interoperability and data repositories, we need a 
data model, which will be transparent, secure and able to analyse to produce the desired results. The data model 
should be able to manage widely distributed and scattered data. The data scheme should address user privacy and 
data sharing within agreement.   

PROPOSED MODEL FOR DATA TRANSPARENCY  

Health data are sensitive and demand appropriate and authenticated usage. While implementing digital data 
records, the required security measures for data storage, access and monitoring should also be put in place [14], 
[15]. Our proposed data privacy scheme allows for transparency in data-handling. It reinforces mechanisms to 
mitigate the illegitimate (unauthorised access, modification, disclosure to unintended user etc.) use of data [13], 
[21] and to best exploit the benefits gained from sharing the health data.   

In our proposed data privacy model, the patients set the usage authority for their information and decide the 
extent, to which data can be aggregated with others. The data is shared under well formulated set of rules, 
guidelines and policies.   

A. COMPONENTS AND PARTICIPANTS  

The proposed model is shown in Figure 9-3. The following agents are the entities in the eHealth scenario; 
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Figure 9-3 Proposed Data Privacy Model 

 Patient: Patients are the data owners. They can view the records of accesses made at any time and can submit 
their queries on unauthorized accesses.  

 Healthcare Utility:  These are the healthcare authorities, responsible to aggregate the patients’ personal data and 
medical history, test reports, medication briefs etc. These are often referred to as Data Providers. They are 
responsible to provide data to the data aggregator, which maintains, stores and analyzes using big data analytics 
and policies imposed by a system manager. They also maintain data logs to manage risks.  

 Governing Body:  These system managers make and set policies to regulate the shared eHealth system and avoid 
misuse. These are responsible for the data integrity and log authenticity.  

 Data Users: Data users would make use of the aggregated data. Healthcare professionals, approved researchers, 
and government studies are examples of data users. Data users will be able to access specific log entries regarding 
their own access to patient information. They will be able to review the entries when they receive an inquiry 
requesting that they justify why they needed to access the relevant information in the given situation.  

 Data Aggregator: It collects information from the data providers. It works based on a policy set that considers 
the data provider and owner and allows aggregation of unobjectionable data.  

 Data Management System: It acts as the main governing body that maintains interoperability among various 
participants as well as the services in the eHealth scenario.  

The Data Management System regulates and governs each of the related entities, to ensure that there is no 
hindrance to the patient’s privacy. It sets usage policies that allow for inflow and out-flow of data for research-
based applications, for maintaining logs, and for making the logs available for the patients to review anytime.   

The data management system is responsible for establishing default policies and maintaining logs and other 
information for the governing body. The data aggregator and data management system coordinates while 
maintaining the retrieval policies and recording the logs events. The data management system also sets policies 
for the smooth functioning among the clinics, hospitals, laboratories and other medical end utilities. The data 
aggregator sends and receives data requests and responses from the laboratories and other users responsible for 
generating viable health information. The legitimate user sends requests to the decision making body to execute 
the request. The decision making body on receiving the request from a legitimate user, generates a query data and 
sends it to the data aggregator for approval.  
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B. DESCRIPTION AND WORKING PRINCIPLE  

The proposed data protection model, shown in Figure 3, allows for transparency on how the patient’s data are 
used within the healthcare system. The model guarantees no data usage without the users’ consent or agreement. 
The model uses the secure key management scheme as proposed by the project MAGNET and MAGNET Beyond 
[23]. It explains a new key agreement protocol based on elliptical curve cryptography and personal public key 
infrastructure. The patients have control over the data access by intended or third-party users. The Governing 
Body, responsible for regulatory policies have power to grant/deny any request to access the user-data without 
hampering their privacy.  

 The model creates log for all the successful and unsuccessful accesses, which can serve as a database to 
validate future requests. The patients can refer to the log to check their access details periodically. The data 
management system monitors and controls all accesses together with the system manager, a patient and data 
aggregator. In the case of an unauthorized request, patient can go for inquiry and ask justification. The data 
management system is responsible to answer the user’s inquiry.   

The basic working principle is explained through the flowchart in Figure 9-4. The model works based on the 
policies that take into consideration the interests and concerns for the patient as well as the healthcare utilities. 
The following section describes briefly the Model’s working;   

GOVERNING POLICIES  

 Healthcare Utility: Data providers share their data under predefined set of usage and collection policies. These 
policies are user-friendly and do not interfere in the services provided. Policies would only govern the data usage 
and access for the healthcare development and facilitate research.  

 Patient: The user controls the personal data shared on the network for maintaining health and disease control by 
setting up policies, which let them, decide when, how and by whom the data is to be accessed. The policies also 
govern the amount of visibility depending upon the usage, purpose and motive. The users can invoke filters at 
their choice.  

 Governing Body:  the system managers are the government bodies, which set up certain rules and regulations to 
maintain a social balance and to restrict privacy hindrance to the individual.   

DATA COLLECTION AND AGGREGATION  

In the model, a data aggregator collects information from the data providers and the data owners. Only the 
permissible data would be stored and analysed further for other purposes intending to develop an overall eHealth 
scenario.  

 REQUEST TO ACCESS DATA  

When a data user executes a query in the system, the query service retrieves a policy for the data user. This 
can include rules regarding, which data they can access, how they can use data, and required de-identification of 
the results. If they are permitted to perform the query, the retrieved rules are then applied to filter the result set, 
removing restricted information. The information access request is logged, and the policy versions used to 
determine the access request is stored with the context-aware log entry. 

MAINTAINING ACCESS RECORDS  

The logs produced in an accountable system can contain sensitive information themselves and must be 
appropriately protected, including restricting who can view these logs and for what purpose.  
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IMPLEMENTATION  

The implementation of the proposed model involves the formulation of rules and policies, data collection and 
aggregation, request to access data and creation and maintenance of access record-logs.  

The governing policies are framed at three levels or working groups, comprising the healthcare utility, the patients 
and at the governing body as explained in the previous section. Each of the entities have their own requirements 
and accordingly set policies. For example, the doctors may share patients’ symptoms and behavior for expert 
comments but the system would hide the personal data and identification; similarly, the patients would participate 
in guiding the usage of their data. The policies are generally depicted in the Open Digital Rights Language 
(ODRL) [22], which encourages the adoption of open international specifications for expressing policies in 
language. For data collection, aggregation and access, we will implant filters that will prevent restricted data 
access and maintain context-aware log entry. The model also incorporates a context aware security management 
scheme, which allows having virtual identities and including various agents to ensure trust, privacy, security and 
disclosed information. It authenticates uncompromised nodes and make decision on what to be shared keeping 
the patient aware of it.  

CHALLENGES:  

The proposed eHealth data privacy model would have to comply with the required scalability, heterogeneity 
and performance metrics assuring the data storage in the knowledge of the user and the concerned authorities. 

Figure 9-4 Working Principle of Proposed Data Privacy Model 
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The successful implementation of the proposed data privacy model in eHealth Big Data Analytics use cases 
requires to be overcome the challenges imposed by big data alone and also the adverse effects in healthcare sector.  

Analyzing random as well as discrete data in eHealth will be complex and it will be difficult to maintain the 
exponential growth in the operation and computation time. The log maintenance will be difficult. Access grant 
against the query while maintaining its privacy will be a challenge. How an information is accessed, queried or 
stored including their log records will be a challenge. The major challenge for the implementation of the model 
is to accumulate and correlate the information coming from heterogeneous data sets.   

CONCLUSION  

The paper proposed a data privacy model in healthcare using big data analytics, added transparency in the data 
handling and accessing. The proposed model triggers the privacy issues in data aggregation and allowed access 
by maintaining logs and seeking due consents from the users who are the data owners.  It also promotes the data 
sharing and risk mitigation in healthcare.   

Future work will incorporate solutions to the imposed challenges in system scalability, interoperability, 
heterogeneity of data sets and implementation challenges.  
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ABSTRACT 

The public concern about the possible adverse health effects of the human exposure to the electromagnetic 
radiation of cellular base station antennas has incremented in recent years. The investigation aimed to provide 
information for the variation of electromagnetic field exposure (power density and Electric field) radiated from 
antenna in the residential area in Kolhapur city. The paper summarizes the electromagnetic field (EMF) levels 
on different floors of a building due to electromagnetic radiation from cellular mobile base stations (CMBS). 

Electromagnetic field exposure was measured in culled buildings in Kolhapur area.  EMF exposure was 
measured at different floors such as ground floor, first floor, terrace etc. of a building with the help of RF 

exposure meter KM 195. The measured floor exposure is then analyzed. The maximum value of power density 
recorded was 37511 µw/ m2 and minimum 3.4 µw/ m2. The measured values of EMF exposure were well below 

the ICNIRP reference levels. 

Keywords— cellular mobile base stations, electromagnetic field exposure, human exposure, power density, floor 
exposure, reference level, urban environment. 

INTRODUCTION   

Cellular mobile towers are installed in an urban environment, consisting of a number of antennas on it. Even 
though there is a limit on a number of antennas on a single mobile tower, it is not followed by network operators. 
The antenna is an electromagnetic device which works on electromagnetic (EM) waves. It transmits and receives 
EM waves. An antenna has various important parameters such as directive gain, beam width, radiation pattern, 
operating frequency, and polarization. Antennas are classified as directional, sector and omnidirectional. The gain 
of the antenna magnifies the incoming EM signal and then radiates the power in the desired direction. Directional 
antennas only direct the signal in the desired direction. Whereas Omnidirectional antennas radiate power equally 
in all direction. Antenna gain depends on antenna radiation angles. The sector of an antenna is the angle in a 
horizontal plane where the power flux density is at least -3 dB with respect to the maximum power flux density 
[1][2][3][4].  The sector antennas having angle 1200   are widely used in GSM base stations. Such three antennas 
make a total angle of 3600 and cover the entire surrounding area. Sector antennas gain varies from 12 to 18dBi. 
Its length is from 1.5 to 2.5 meters. Omnidirectional antennas are used in highly populated areas. GSM uses 
vertical polarization hence all antennas adopt the vertical polarization [5][6].   

Down tilting of the antenna is necessary for GSM [18][20]. Some antennas were down tilted with some 
angle. Such antennas were mounted with 900 with respect to horizontal plane. Such antennas are mechanically 
down tilted at the required angle so that all radiated energy goes to a coverage area of the required radius. Sector 
antennas with Horizontal 60, 90, 120, 180 and vertical 3…to 100 respectively are widely used [11].  

 The electromagnetic field generated by the base stations of the cellular mobile communication system is 
highly dependent on mechanical and electrical down tilting angles of antennas [6]. Actual values of the EM 
radiation should match with design values in the radiation pattern [22-25]. Exposure to RF field from a cell phone 
is short term but exposure to RF field emitted from cellular base stations is of long duration. Nowadays these base 
stations were mounted in densely populated areas in the urban environment. Actually according to norms antenna 
tower must be away from the residential area, more correctly it should be away from the residential area by 300 

mailto:amarrenke@hotmail.com
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meters, but mobile tower operators, different network operators do not obey this. Thus people living in the 
building/apartments are exposed to EMF radiation. Hence people are asking questions about EMF exposure. 
Kolhapur is one of the well-developed city in recent years. So tall buildings, apartments and commercial business 
towers were built-up in the city. Thus quantification of power density and electric field in such tall building and 
apartments will be useful in determining the electromagnetic field (EMF) exposure levels of the general public in 
each floor of the building/apartments and this, in turn, determines whether the exposure levels are within the 
maximum permissible limits or not[12][13].  

MATERIALS AND METHODS   

A. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE  

Here the main aim is to measure electronic radiation in building/apartment, the distance between the building 
and mobile tower, the number of antennas on each tower etc. and then data is analyzed. Initially, electromagnetic 
field exposure is measured in terms of power density and electric field. Their units are µw/m2 and mv/m 
respectively. The device used to measure the EM radiation on different floors of the building is KM 195 three 
axes RF field strength meter. The KM 195 is capable of measuring the RF field exposure from base stations. The 
meter is calibrated precisely over the frequency range of 50MHz ~ 3.5GHz. There are different sources of 
electromagnetic field such as TV transmitters, Radio broadcast transmitters, and cellular mobile towers etc. Due 
to these transmitters, electromagnetic field exposure increases in surrounding areas and people get exposed to it. 
It measures electric as well as the magnetic field. KM 195 three axis exposure meter measures this EM radiation. 
The meter having units mV/m, V/m, mA/m, mA/m, mW/m2, mW/m2, mW/cm2 etc.  

B. SITE SELECTION  

Before measurement of EM exposure, we culled the measurement sites i.e. identified buildings at different 
locations in Kolhapur city [15]. Average floors on the identified buildings are around five. Exposure is quantified 
indoor and outdoor on each floor of a building.   

Mobile tower is mounted on some of the buildings/apartments. The height of the antenna is around 5 to 10 
meters when is mounted on the rooftop of buildings. Most of the buildings/apartments are selected in such a way 
that in front of that site there will be a mobile tower. Exposure was measured on each floor, inside the room and 
also on building a terrace. It is measured in μw/m2 and V/m. Total 5 buildings/apartments are selected for the 
floor exposure measurement. Different building sites selected for the floor exposure measurement and their 
average exposure are listed in Table 10-1.  

Table 10-1 LIST OF BUILDING SITES AND AVERAGE EMF EXPOSURE 

Building Location 
Table Column Head 

Average Power density µw/ m2 
Average 

Electric field v/m 

Hanuman Nagar 1902 666.09 

I.T.I 
Kolhapur 

3330 697.80 

Devkar Panand 91.76 117.14 

Hockey stadium 67.30 250.03 

Ambai 
Tank 

8192.86 2430.08 
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C. SITES SELECTED  

First building site selected is near Hanuman Nagar consisting of six floors. Measured EMF exposure shows 
variation in exposure at each floor due to number of reasons such as location of mobile base station tower from 
building, at which side of the building antenna tower is located, what is the antenna tilt angle etc. in case of site 
1 building highest exposure is at floor six, medium is on the first floor and low at remaining floors. This is shown 
in figure 1.0. Average power density and electric field at floor six is 1823 mv/m and 8830 µw/m2.  

The second building site is close to I.T.I. Kolhapur. It also consists of six floors. Here floor 3 is more exposed 
and the exposure level is 5686 μw/m2 .lowest exposure is on the last floor which is 1075 μw/m2. On an average 
mobile tower, antenna covers almost all floors except floor six. 

 

Figure 10-1 ELECTRIC FIELD INSIDE A 6-STOREY BUILDING AT THE MIDDLE OF THE ROOM. 

The third building site is at the west side of Kolhapur i. e. Devkar Panand. 5 kilometers from a central place. 
Since the location of the mobile tower site is far from the building site exposure is less on the floors. Maximum 
exposure measured is 308.35 mv/m and the minimum is 26.71mv/m. The fourth site is at hockey stadium it is a 6 
story building on which mobile tower antenna is mounted as shown in figure 2.0. More than 20 antennas are 
installed on the tower. More are used for voice and data communication and few for traffic transmission from one 
base station to another. Since the antenna is mounted on building itself, therefore, the exposure level found is less.  

 
Figure 10-2 SIX STORY BUILDING SITE AT HOCKEY STADIUM. 
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The fifth site is Ambai tank near Rankala. The building consists of five floors. Highest power density is 
observed on floor 2 which is 88560 μw/m2 and the highest electric field is on the first floor which is measured as 
12401 mv/m. The radiation standards accepted in some countries such as India is based on ICNIRP guidelines of 
1998 for the safe power density of f/200, where frequency (f) is in MHz. Thus, for GSM-900 transmitting band 
(935-960 MHz), power density is 4.7W/ m2 and for GSM-1800 transmitting band (1810-1880 MHz), it is 
9.2W/m2. Then 2010 DoT has reduced this level by 1/10th and revised the ICNIRP norms which are as shown in 
the following table.  

Table 10-2 RADIATION NORMS. 

Frequency ICNIRP radiation norms Revised DoT norms 

900 MHz 4.5 w/m2 0.45 w/m2 
1800 MHz 9.0 w/m2 0.90 w/m2 
2100 MHz 10.5 w/m2 1.05 w/m2 

Considering the ICNIRP guidelines, for instantaneous exposure to numerous frequency fields, the summation 
of all the radiation in particular surroundings must be taken into consideration. Thus, the addition of all the 
radiation from a mobile tower base station antennas serving two or more service providers’ signal transmission 
must also be considered.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The measurement results show that power density is more at the floor, where floor height and antenna height 
is the same and they are in the same line. Also, power density and electric flux were more in case of direct line of 
sight (LOS) buildings. According to the measurements, floor exposure was varying from ground floor to the top 
floor. Nature of graphics is changing it is not the same for all sites because the height and distance of transmitting 
base station are changing from the building/apartment under measurement. Measurement results showed that the 
antenna covers an area up to 20 meters height approximately floors from the ground to six are in coverage area 
and floors above six get less coverage. In short middle floors of a building get more EM exposure than others also 
it depends upon location and distance of the mobile tower from the building. 

A. SITE 1 RESULTS   

Site 1 is having six floors; this site is in Hanuman Nagar west side of Kolhapur district. The total number of 
antennas mounted is 19. Its height is around 100 feet. The distance between site 1 and mobile base station tower 
is 80 feet. Site 1 measured data is as shown in Table 10-3. 

Table 10-3 AVERAGE EMF EXPOSURE AT SITE 1 

No. of floors 

Electromagnetic field exposure 

Average Power density µw/ m2 Average 
Electric field v/m 

Floor 1 2224.5 1318.37 

Floor 2 33.031 123.625 

Floor 3 24.741 139.25 

Floor 4 53.287 242.375 

Floor 5 246.451 349.556 

Floor 6 8830.38 1823.38 
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From figure 10-1, it is seen that exposure was more at first and last floor. And goes on increasing from floor 
2 to floor 6. This means that the antenna tilt is not adjusted properly. As exposure in maximum at floors 1 and 
6 they are exposed more to the EMF. Average power density at floor 1 is 2224.5 µw/ m2 and on floor 6 it is 
8830.38 µw/ m2. Power density at floor 6 is three times more than power density at floor 1.  

B. SITE 2 RESULTS   

Site two is also having six floors; this site is near to I.T.I. Kolhapur west side of Kolhapur district. Total 
number of antennas mounted is 22. Its height is around 80 feet. Distance between site 1 and mobile base station 
tower is 75 feet. Site 2 measured data is as shown in table 10-4.  

Table 10-4 AVERAGE EMF EXPOSURE AT SITE 2. 

No. of floors 
Electromagnetic field exposure 

Average Power density µw/ m2 Average Electric field v/m 

Floor 1 4461.28 364.57 

Floor 2 2867.42 34.92 

Floor 3 5686.222 2459 

Floor 4 3375.526 188.37 

Floor 5 2515.33 871.1 

Floor 6 1075.38 268.889 

As compare to first site here distance between site and building / apartment is less, also antennas mounted 
on tower having direction towards the building site 2, antenna tilt angle is adjusted properly hence EMF 
exposure is more.   

 

Figure 10-3 AVERAGE POWER DENSITY INSIDE A 6-STOREY BUILDING. 

Figure 10-3 shows that floor 6 is having less EM exposure. Remaining floors get the power density level 
satisfactory. Power density is highest at floor 3. From figure, it can be concluded that floor 3 is in line with the 
transmitting antenna. In other words, the height of transmitting antenna and height of floor three is approximately 
same. Average EMF exposure for site 2 is 3330.19 µw/ m2 and electric field is 697.80 mv/m.  
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Figure 10-4, shows that floors 2, 4 and 6 are having less electric field. Middle at floor 1 and 5. And high at 
floor 3.  Here one can conclude that only floors 3 and 5 get the sufficient electric field exposure for remaining 
floors there is less EMF exposure. As electric field exposure is high at floor 3 therefore people living on this 
floor may face the problems of health effects due to excessive electric field.  

 
Figure 10-4 AVERAGE ELECTRIC FIELD AT A 6-STOREY BUILDING. 

C. SITE 3 RESULTS   

From figure 10-5 and 10-6, it is clear that the power density and electric field is high at floor six so they get 
more EMF exposure than other floors. Since site 3 is far away from building / apartment hence exposure, 
magnitude is less for both power density and electric field. As antenna tilt angle matches with floor six, therefore 
EMF exposure is more on this floor.  

 
Figure 10-5 ELECTRIC FIELD INSIDE A 7-STOREY 

BUILDING AT DEVKAR PANAND 

 
Figure 10-6 POWER DENSITIES INSIDE A 7-

STOREY BUILDING AT THE MIDDLE OF THE 
ROOM. 

Figure 10-7 shows electric field variation in a 7-storey building near hockey stadium. Here Electric field is 
maximum at terrace. In case of this site antenna tower is mounted on rooftop of a building.  

After measurement of EMF exposure at all sites that is in all building / apartments it is found that people are 
complaining about the mobile tower, particularly in case of towers mounted on rooftop of the buildings. People 
are asking questions about the electromagnetic radiation from the antenna towers. Whether it is harmful or not? 
How to measure it? What should be its standard value? In addition, what to do if radiation is excessive? Etc. 
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D. OBSERVATIONS   

• Electromagnetic field exposure from base station antenna towers is not same for all the floors in a 
building / apartment.  

• Magnitude of electromagnetic field exposure is highly dependent on distance between mobile tower 
and building / apartment site, number of antennas on base station towers.  

• Antenna tilt angle and its direction play an important role in electromagnetic field exposure on a 
particular floor.  

 
Figure 10-7 . ELECTRIC FIELD VARIATION IN A 7-STOREY BUILDING AT HOCKEY STADIUM 

E. CONSOLIDATED FIGURES AND TABLES  

Table 10-5 shows consolidated data of EMF exposure from all building / apartments sites. 

Building  / 
Apartment 

 

Consolidated Electromagnetic field exposure 

Average P.D. 
μw / m2 

Average E. field 
mv/m 

No.  of 
Antennas 

Distance 
(feet) 

Height 
(feet) 

Hanuman 
Nagar 

1902 666.09 19 80 100 

I.T.I. 
Kolhapur 

3330 697.80 22 75 80 

Devkar 

Panand 
91.76 117.14 15 150 80 

Hockey Stedium 67.30 250.03 17 0 125 

Ambai 
Tank 

8192.86 2430.08 24 50 100 

  

As seen from the figure 6.0 in Ambai tank area EMF exposure measured were highest, medium at I.T.I 
Kolhapur and lower at Hanuman Nagar.   
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From figure 10-9 it is clear that percentage contribution of EMF exposure is more in case of Ambai tank 
and it is 60%. Followed by I.T.I site and Hanuman Nagar their contribution is 25 % and 14% respectively. 
Devkar Panand and hockey stadium sites are having lowest contribution in EMF exposure.  

Measurements of the mobile base station antenna signals conducted from 10.00 AM to 5:00 PM local time 
in Kolhapur. The power radiated by base stations is extremely dependent on the number of subscribers making 
calls simultaneously. Therefore, the measured radiated power depends on local time, place, antenna direction, 
distance of measurement.   

 

 
Figure 10-8 CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC FIELD AND POWER DENSITY AT ALL SITES. 

 
Figure 10-9 % Contribution of each building / apartment site 
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CONCLUSION   

In this research work, measurements have been carried out at various places at distances about 100 feet away 
from the cell towers inside buildings / Apartments in Kolhapur. Total of 450 measurements has been taken at 
different buildings / Apartments sites in an urban environment. The results of this study show that average power 
density and electric field were 2582.23 µw/m2 and 804.02 mv/m respectively. This amount of power density is 
less than the standard reference level set by ICNIRP.   

After analysis of measured EMF exposure at different buildings/apartments, it was concluded that EMF 
exposure at a particular floor depends upon the distance between mobile tower antenna and a building as well as 
the height of the mobile tower antenna.  

If the height of a particular floor matches with mobile tower antenna height in that case EMF exposure was 
maximum at that particular floor. The maximum value of power density recorded was 37511 µw/ m2 which are 
higher than the standard reference level adopted by DoT that is 0.45 w/m2 and the minimum is 3.4 µw/ m2. The 
average power density and electric fields were 2582.23 µw/ m2 and 804.02 mv/m respectively, this value also 
exceeds the DoT reference level. All measured values of EMF exposure were well below the reference level set 
by ICNIRP and exceeds the national standard (DoT). The EMF exposure measured at each building site near base 
stations is useful for the local base station operators to install antenna properly and readjust EMF exposure in 
surrounding areas.  

Therefore, many comprehensive studies are necessary for this country, to protect people from the risk of the 
exposure to this high power density of the radiation from mobile tower base stations installed especially in 
residential areas.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper gives an overview of the existing problems and requirements for privileged access to network 
functions in a virtual multi-tenant network. Cloud networks often use already existing solutions, and each 

solution is individually configured and build for different purposes. This leads to the following problems: First, 
using a variety of authentication methods leads to an inhomogeneous level of security for the different virtual 

functions in the network. Second, security policies differ from one solution provider to the other. Third, settings 
are set on different virtual functions locally and also on different layers of software which makes the 

authentication methods difficult to maintain. Simultaneously, by exploiting the authentication vulnerabilities, 
the possibility of attacks may increase. Thus, it is challenging, but crucial providing these network functions 
with secure access which includes strong authentication and holistic logging, in order to reduce the risk of 

incidents and detect attacks. 

INTRODUCTION 

Numerous companies in various sectors [1], [2], [3], [4] are transitioning to cloud-based solutions. The reason 
to do so is cost efficiency, scalability, and flexibility among others [5]. These cloudbased solutions, however, also 
need to be operated and maintained and therefore be accessible by system administrators. This paper underlines 
the challenges that emerge with access management in a cloud environment. 

Cloud-based solutions can be separated into roughly two layers: the so-called “lower cloud” providing the 
hardware as well as the actual cloud infrastructure and the “upper cloud” which comprises of the network 
functions including software solutions from solution providers (SPs). The upper cloud also includes the 
application layer with the applications that can be actually used by an end-user. In this paper, we will use the 
words “in the cloud” to refer to the upper cloud and “cloud infrastructure” to refer to the lower cloud. 

In order to build less expensive cloud-based networks quickly, using state-of-the-art solutions from other 
companies can be used. The resulting multi-tenancy is one of the main characteristics of cloud computing 
environments1 [6]. 

Since solutions from different SPs provide and support many different authentication methods, authenticating 
users and giving them privileged access has become a complex issue. In addition, the users, like maintainers and 
developers, access the network from different entry points. The different channels used to connect to the functions 
in the network are complex to overview and to maintain. Furthermore, the 2019 Cloud Security Report analyzed 
that 31% of cybersecurity professionals have problems with setting consistent security policies in the cloud [7]. 

As the stability of the network depends on the availability of the functions within the network, the authorization 
of user actions after authenticating them is also an important factor. Users should not be able to perform critical 
actions to intentionally or unintentionally disable provided functions. 

In case someone performed malicious actions, it’s essential to trace back those actions in order to restore the 
previous status, detect the entry point into the network and fix vulnerabilities. When different authentication 

                                                           
1 defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
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methods are used simultaneously, security measures such as logging can easily get bypassed, which leads to 
unauthorized access and incomplete or nonexistent logging.  

Therefore, three main problems exist in cloudbased multi-tenant networks for privileged access management 
(PAM): An unpredictible amount of users from different environments access the network and need to get 
authenticated properly, the action has to be authorized for the requested resource, and actions on the virtual 
functions need to get logged securely without any exception for triggering alarms and for forensic purposes. 

In this paper these problems are analyzed and the resulting requirements specified. Solutions for these 
problems have been developed already2, but 72% of organizations still had public cloud related security incidents 
in the last year [7]. As a result, a more hollistic approach is needed to avoid incomplete security measures. 

This paper is structured in the following way: Introduction, followed by the problems that occur in multi-tenant 
networks with regards to authentication and authorization, then resulting requirements are listed and finally it 
ends with the conclusion. The major problems are analysed in section II and the resulting neccessary requirements 
are explained in section III. Analysed problems are numbered (P + number) and the requirements refer to the 
problems they cover. Section IV summarises the main problems and requirements for a solution providing secure 
IDM (Identity Management) and PAM in a cloud network. 

In this paper the following terms are used: 
• multi-tenant networks: network build with seperate solutions, provided by different solution providers 
• cloud provider: the owner of the cloud network 
• cloud solution provider: builds, provides and maintains a software solution for the cloud network 
• user: every subject or object connecting to a cloud solution from the tenant or cloud provider side, no 

end-users of the provided solution or network 

PROBLEMS WITH ACCESSING CLOUD-BASED VIRTUAL FUNCTIONS 

Most of the challenges cloud providers face about IDM and PAM are not neccessarily new in computer science, 
but the context has been drastically changed for cloud networks. This is due to heterogeneity in the provided 
solutions, the architecture of the virtual infrastructure itself, the distributed and decoupled character, and the 
increased amount of attack surfaces and complexity. Next to the well-known issues with IDM and PAM, cloud 
computing also comes with completely new categories of threats [11] challenging cloud and solution providers. 
The most relevant problems a cloud-based multi-tenant network comes with in terms of authentication and 
authorization are discussed in the following sections. 

A.  HETEROGENEITY IN CLOUD NETWORKS 

Heterogeneity in cloud-based networks comes in different aspects: The variety of different solutions from 
different tenants used to build the cloud infrastructure, the different user groups accessing the network from 
various environments, and the different layers of infrastructure. These aspects create heterogeneity as well as 
complexity within the network. This heterogeneity further creates new problems regarding implementation and 
operation, making IAM (Identity and Access Management) one of the three main concerns existing for security 
improvement in cloud environments [12]. The problems that the different aspects of heterogeneity create are 
explained in the following subsections. 

1) Software Layers: With cloud computing, new layers of software have been added to the infrastructure 
architecture. As every software layer needs to provide its own access methods for maintenance and change 
management on the layer itself, the provided remote access of the cloud layer increases the amount of possible 
vulnerabilities regarding access control and increases the complexity of the architecture in general. The increased 
complexity and additional authentication methods for the cloud layer increase the amount of potential 

                                                           
2 Solutions for PAM in cloud environments such as from Entrust Datacard [8], BeyondTrust[9] or Saviynt[10] 
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vulnerabilities regarding authentication and authorization. Especially when access procedures are defined locally 
on the layer itself using weak authentication methods, these vulnerabilities can create a backdoor for attackers 
(P1). 

Because efficient change management is a key factor in the success of a cloud environment [13], elements in 
a cloud network must be constantly changing, affecting every layer. Software is constantly changing as new 
features are added, faults are corrected, and code is restructured[14]. In the case of IDM and PAM, authentication 
protocols and cryptographic methods must also be supported to secure the authentication procedures. Therefore, 
authentication procedures not only have to be maintained, but also the changes have to be implemented (P2). 

2) Variety of software solutions: Professor J. Joshi defined the heterogeneity of software solutions and 
hardware components as one aspect of heterogeneity in cloud environments [15]. As this paper focuses on 
authentication and authorization of users, hardware heterogeneity should not affect IDM and PAM procedures in 
cloud environments.  

The heterogeneity of software solutions is created by the different solutions built for several purposes, e.g. 
business functions, management functions and security functions among others, built and provided from different 
SPs. The different needs require different authentication methods. One example is related to functions for logging 
purposes, these functions have to be tamper-safe and therefore require very strong authentication only for a very 
restricted selection of maintainers. A different authentication method is needed, when functions handle a large 
amount of users that stay logged in, e.g. for messaging software. Therefore, the virtual elements often have their 
own PAM solutions or interfaces implemented. The implementation is adapted to the functions’ specific 
individual needs, including how often users access and use the service, how security-sensitive the software and 
stored data is and where the service is virtually and physically placed. In addition, different standards are used for 
authentication procedures depending on the individual needs and systems already in use (P3). The points 
mentioned above affect access management and security when the integrated solutions don’t support the same 
access methods or when network settings, such as supported protocols or open ports, are set differently. 

In case standards used in the network are not supported, the missing standards or interfaces have to be added 
and the settings have to be changed from every SP with hindsight. More likely, workarounds such as local 
authentication functions are implemented as the SPs already have invested significantly in their own 
authentication systems [12]. Also most services still rely on regular accounts [16], [17] stored locally on the cloud 
function itself making them susceptible to attacks (P4). This allows users as well as attackers to log into functions 
directly without using the official authentication methods. Consequently, workarounds and local logins can easily 
lead to incomplete logging when official authentication procedures are surrounded (P5). An incomplete logging 
makes it difficult or even impossible to trace back the path an attacker took within the network and what changes 
have been applied on the elements. For example, when the user logs in to a first function in the network using a 
central authentication procedure and then connects directly to another function using local credentials, the actions 
on the first functions will be logged properly, but the actions on the second function will most likely not be logged. 
A similar problem appears when the functions log executed actions, receiving the actual time from different 
systems (P6). Actions can’t be traced back when the logs are generated using unsynchronized clocks. 

Additionally, decentralized authentication also causes problems when changes on software are required. As 
the authentication software is installed on different functions, updating software and changing configurations 
takes a lot of effort and is extremely time-consuming. Furthermore, it’s likely that changes are not holistically 
implemented which leads to vulnerabilities when some parts of the network still rely on previous versions (P7).  

Even when a global authentication method is implemented for all functions in the network, a fall-back solution 
is needed when the main authentication method is out of service. These fall-back-solutions can act as backdoors 
for attackers when they enable an attacker to bypass the central authentication (P8). Especially when fall-back 
solutions are are defined locally, logging procedures can be completely circumvented (P9). In addition, locally 
defined or distributed user accounts are difficult to maintain, which can lead to unauthorized accounts existing on 
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the elements and can create a backdoor for attackers (P10). As weak authentication methods act as an entry point 
into a network and compromise other functions, the easiest way into a network reduces the security level of the 
whole network. 

The heterogeneity of software solutions in the network is not only chaotic, but also causes incompatibilities 
when using functions interconnected by coupling them. For IDM and PAM, these incompabilities come in two 
main aspects: Incompatible security policies and incompatible authentication methods. When different 
authentication methods are implemented and supported by the provided solutions, authenticating to a service and 
coupling it to another service can cause incompatibilities when the authentication methods from different SPs 
don’t match [15] (P11). Consequently, either the elements trust already authenticated users once they are 
authenticated within the network, or the users have to get re-authenticated. 

Incompatibility also appears in security policies, for example, when different password policies or protocols 
are allowed by different SPs. Different SPs define their own password policies, such as minimum required 
password length or allowed characters. The policies from different SPs vary and therefore don’t provide the same 
level of security (P12). 

Consequently, trust management between the implemented software solutions is fundamental for 
communicating policy together with validating and evaluating access credentials before trusting the other party 
[18]. This trust is essential not only between users and functions, but also between the functions themselves. If 
untrusted functions are allowed on the network and not validated, this can lead to vulnerabilities. Unknown 
functions can be placed in the network by an attacker when the authenticity is not validated (P13). Therefore, trust 
is one of the most concerned obstacles for the adoption and growth of cloud computing[19]. 

3) Different solution providers: When the network is not completely built by the cloud provider itself, 
solutions from other companies are used to build the network. This results in unclear roles and responsibilities in 
cloud networks [20] as responsibility is divided among different groups including the cloud user, the cloud tenant, 
and any third-party vendors [21].  

While it is relatively clear who is responsible for the security of single provided functions, it is much more 
difficult to assign responsibilities for tasks that can influence the overall security of the network. The changes on 
authentication methods as they are needed to gain privileged access to every function in the network are an 
example. Even when the authentication method is considered as bug-free, it can cause vulnerabilities when the 
method is used in operation together with different elements in the network. As a result, it is unclear who takes 
responsibility of the overall security in the network (P14). 

The same problem appears when changes have to be implemented, for example when providers want to apply 
software changes that affect the security of the cloud. The functions offered are provided by different companies 
as well as assigned to different teams within the company. The boundaries between responsibilities become 
blurred when it comes to the acutal assignment of tasks, for example, when the cloud provider chooses a 
framework, the solution is not configured for or when vulnerabilities need to get eliminated on the external 
provided software solution (P15). 

Another problem that comes with the heterogeneity of solution providers is that the developers implementing 
the solutions are often not security experts, which leads to misconfigurations, buggy code and weak passwords 
exposing their services [22]. This is problematic when security-related functions as authentication or logging 
functions are implemented by developers without a review from security experts (P16). 

4) Different user groups: Heterogeneity can also be found in the user groups since maintainers and developers 
of the cloud networks are coming from different companies with different backgrounds. As the users are 
connecting to virtual functions in the cloud remotely, authentication mechanisms are required to access the cloud 
through different entry points. 

Even with properly maintained user accounts, the cloud provider does not know which persons or even objects 
use the privided accounts to access the cloud functions in the network. It is also not transparent to the cloud 
provider how SPs handle accounts, credentials and privileges on their side (P17). 
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As the users connecting to the cloud functions come from different environments, the amount of connecting 
users depends on the amount of solution providers as well as the number of people responsible for the project on 
the tenant’s side. Therefore, the exact number of users is unpredictable in multi-tenant networks, which makes it 
challenging to avoid unauthorized users accessing the network or to avoid accounts of former users that are still 
accessible (P18). 

B. CREDENTIAL MISUSE 

For authentication of a user, it is checked whether a claimed identity corresponds to the actual identity on the 
basis of well-defined and unambiguous characteristics [23]. The characteristics in form of credentials are used to 
authenticate a user and therefore the key to remotely access every type of cloud network. 

With regard to CSA’s (Cloud Security Alliance) report “Top Threats to Cloud Computing - The Egregious 
11”, security incidents and data breaches can occur due to inadequate protection of credentials, failure to use 
multifactor authentication and failure to use strong passwords among others [24]. 

Using credentials that are easy to steal, guess or faked makes the access to a network vulnerable for attackers. 
In addition, authorized users from inside the network can misuse their access privileges. These attackers are 
known as malicious insiders. The problems behind both kinds of attacks, from inside and outside, are analysed in 
the following subsections. 

1) External credential attacks: Almost every day, news about stolen user credentials, hacked databases and 
badly protected user accounts are reported. Also a report from (ISC)23 rated unauthorized access through misuse 
of employee credentials and improper access controls as the biggest perceived vulnerability to cloud security in 
their 2019 Cloud Security Report [7]. Once credentials are phished by attackers, it can lead to data breaches or 
misuse of access, financial damage through fines as well as a damage of reputation and customers trust. 

The heterogeneity in the provided solutions as described in section II A 2), also affects the type of credentials 
used within the network. Even though the CSA and many other institutions [25], [26], [24], [20], [27] recommend 
the implementation of MFA (Multi-factor authentication) to protect sensitive data against unauthorized users, 
most organizations still heavily rely on passwords [17] (P19). 

Passwords are easy to remember for users and simple to implement for SPs, but it leads users to reuse 
passwords accross different platforms and services or to write them down. Therefore, traditional authentication 
methods such as username and password are prone to password attacks and phishing and do not provide enough 
security in a cloud computing environment [25], [?]. Next to weak credentials, a lack of regular automated rotation 
of cryptographic keys, passwords and certificates leads to insufficient access management [24] 

(P20). Once an attacker compromises credentials to an account, they can misuse the account as long as the 
credentials are valid. With credential rotation an attacker who already has access to the cloud network gets locked 
out.  

But even when a secure authentication method is implemented troughout the whole network, an attacker can 
gain access to network functions using session hijacking. When the session is set up using URL rewriting or 
session tokens that get easily be stolen, an attacker can hijack the already existing session without having to 
authenticate (P21). In that case, a strong authentication method is being circumvented and doesn’t offer secure 
access control against external attackers. 

2) Malicious insiders: An insider is anyone in an organization with approved access, privilege or knowledge of 
information systems, information services, and missions [28]. Due to the previously mentioned multi-tenancy, 
many different groups of potential malicious insiders exist in cloud enviroments: cloud providers, solution 
providers and operations teams have access to the network and can misuse their access to the network. Malicious 
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insiders aren’t a new issue, but the possible damage by malicious insiders is often far greater then in non-cloud-
environments. This is due to the fact that cloud architectures necessitate certain roles which are extremely high-
risk [20] regarding their privileges. The fact that malicious insiders already have privileged access to the cloud 
and their components puts them in a very powerful position. Therefore, 30% of cybersecurity experts see 
malicious insiders as the biggest security threat in public clouds [7]. 

In order to perform attacks, malicious insiders can use their privileges to gain access to internal resources and 
their insider knowledge to adversely impact an organization. Knowing about the system and authentication 
vulnerabilities and system configurations allows insiders to perform attacks easily. Bypassing authentication can 
easily lead to surrounding logging procedures or leaking information without being detected (P22). These 
opportunities make malicious insiders extremely theatening: ENISA (The European Union Agency for 
Cybersecurity) rated malicious insiders with a high risk to cloud environments [20], the Cloud Security Alliance4 

listed malicious insiders as one main threats in the “The Egregious 11” [24]. 

Since the behaviour of a malicious insider is distinct from external intruders, they cannot be detected using 
traditional intrusion detection methods [28] (P23). Also the additional software layer as described in section II A 
3) gives malicious insiders even more enrty points to obtain access and perform attacks. As a result of their 
privileges and insider knowlege in combination with a different behaviour from outside attackers, the 
opportunities for temptations and influence are much higher, while it gets more difficult to detect them. 

REQUIRED MEASURES FOR CLOUD-BASED ACCESS MANAGEMENT 

The essential requirements arising from the problems explained in chapter II are defined in this section. 
Together they constitute a set of fundamental requirements for a secure access management solution with a 
hollistic apporoach. Requirements starting with ”I” are related to IDM, 

”A” to PAM, ”S” to Session requirements, ”T” to Trust management, ”L” to Logging and ”C” to requirements 
regarding credentials and are written in italics. Problems defined in section II: 

• P1: Authentication methods on different software layers creating backdoors for attackers. 
o I5: A global access control policy for all elements shall be defined and accepted by all 

solution providers. 
o I4: Fine-granted access control systems shall be implemented. 
o I6: A security policy should be defined as the minimum required security level.  
o A5: A strong authentication method shall be implemented and reused within the network.  
o L1: Every security-related action shall be logged. 
o C2: The credentials shall have an expiration time. 
o C4: Credentials shall not be stored locally.  
o C5: Credentials shall be stored centralized, in a well-protected database. 

• P2: Authentication methods might have to be adjusted after changes in the environment  
o A5: A strong authentication method shall be implemented and reused within the network.  
o A7: The central authentication method shall be easy to maintain and allows to apply 

changes easily. 
• P3: Different standards for authentication are used within the network 

o I5: A global access control policy for all elements shall be defined and accepted by all 
solution providers. 

o T2: Secure authentication protocols should be defined for the whole network and no other 
protocols should be used.  

o A1: SSO should be implemented for functions from same network segment.  
o A3: Common account roles shall be defined for the whole network. 

• P4: Accounts and credentials are stored locally on the functions themselves  
                                                           

4 the world’s leading organization dedicated to defining standards in cloud computing security 
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o I1: User accounts shall be stored centralized.  
o I2: User accounts shall be maintained.  
o I8: No local accounts shall exist on virtual elements. 
o C2: The credentials shall have an expiration time. 
o C4: Credentials shall not be stored locally.  
o C5: Credentials shall be stored centralized, in a well-protected database. 

• P5: Workarounds are existing, resulting into incomplete logging 
o A5: A strong authentication method shall be implemented and reused within the network.  
o L1: Every security-related action shall be logged. 
o L2: Logs shall be pushed to a well-protected logging backend. 
o C4: Credentials shall not be stored locally. 

• P6: Functions receive the actual time from different systems 
o L6: Synchronized clocks shall be used across components. 

• P7: Incomplete applied changes and updates within the network 
o I1: User accounts shall be stored centralized.  
o A5: A strong authentication method shall be implemented and reused within the network.  
o A7: The central authentication method shall be easy to maintain and allows to apply changes 

easily. 
• P8: Weak protected fall-back solutions create entry point for attackers 

o I3: A well-protected fall-back solution should be implemented. 
o I4: Fine-granted access control systems shall be implemented. 
o I5: A global access control policy for all elements shall be defined and accepted by all 

solution providers. 
o I6: A security policy should be defined as the minimum required security level. 

• P9: Incomplete logging due to locally implemented fall-back solutions  
o I3: A well-protected fall-back solution should be implemented. 
o I5: A global access control policy for all elements shall be defined and accepted by all 

solution providers. 
o I6: A security policy should be defined as the minimum required security level. 

• P10: Unauthorized, distributed accounts exist on in the network 
o I1: User accounts shall be stored centralized.  
o I2: User accounts shall be maintained.  
o I8: No local accounts shall exist on virtual elements. 
o A6: The amount of root and admin accounts shall be reduced. 
o T3: Users connecting to virtual functions from other network segments shall be 

reauthenticated. 
o L1: Every security-related action shall be logged. 
o L2: Logs shall be pushed to a well-protected logging backend. 
o L3: Logs shall be held for a sufficient time, depending on the business case and regulations. 
o C2: The credentials shall have an expiration time. 

• P11: Authentication methods from different solution providers are incompatible 
o I5: A global access control policy for all elements shall be defined and accepted by all 

solution providers. 
o I6: A security policy should be defined as the minimum required security level. 
o I7: Stronger authentication methods shall be implemented for security-sensitive functions.  
o T2: Secure authentication protocols should be defined for the whole network and no other 

protocols should be used.  
o A1: SSO should be implemented for functions from same network segment.  
o A5: A strong authentication method shall be implemented and reused within the network. 

• P12: Security policies from different solution providers are incompatible 
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o I5: A global access control policy for all elements shall be defined and accepted by all 
solution providers. 

o I6: A security policy should be defined as the minimum required security level. 
• P13: Unknown functions can be placed in the network 

o T1: The functions shall authenticate against other elements using certificates. 
o T4: Users shall only be accepted when they got authenticated from trusted instances. 

• P14: Unclear responsibilities for the overall security in the network 
o I5: A global access control policy for all elements shall be defined and accepted by all 

solution providers. 
o I6: A security policy should be defined as the minimum required security level. 
o A5: A strong authentication method shall be implemented and reused within the network. 

The cloud provider is responsible for this central authentication method. 
• P15: Assignment of tasks is complicated when changes have to be implemented see P14 
• P16: Missing reviews from security experts A8: New software and changes on existing software of 

security-related functions shall be implemented from or reviewed by security experts. 
• P17: Unclear security standards including the handling of accounts and credentials I5: A global access 

control policy for all elements shall be and accepted by all solution providers. 
o I6: A security policy should be defined as the minimum required security level. 
o A9: The implementation and configuration of provided solutions shall be documented by 

solution providers. 
o C1: A MFA authentication should be implemented. 
o C2: The credentials shall have an expiration time. 
o C3: Keys and certificates shall have automatic credential rotation. 

• P18: Accounts of former users are still accessible see P10 
• P19: Passwords used for authentication without MFA 

o A5: A strong authentication method shall be implemented and reused within the network.  
o C1: A MFA authentication should be implemented. 

• P20: Missing rotation of keys and certificates in the network 
o C3: Keys and certificates shall have automatic credential rotation. 

• P21: The authentication procedure allows session hijacking 
o S1: Strong session management shall be implemented without weak tokens or URL 

rewriting. 
o S2: The session shall be disabled after the user logged out. 

• P22: Malicious insiders can bypass authentication methods 
o I5: A global access control policy for all elements shall be defined.  
o I6: A security policy should be defined as the minimum required security level.  
o I8: No local accounts shall exist on virtual elements.  
o A5: A strong authentication method shall be implemented and reused within the network.  
o L1: Every security-related action shall be logged.  
o L2: Logs shall be pushed to a well-protected logging backend. 
o L3: Logs shall be held for a sufficient time, depending on the business case and regulations. 
o L4: Logging management solutions should be used. 
o L5: Notification and alerting rules shall be defined, the logging alone is not sufficient.  
o L7: An incident response and recovery plan shall be defined including clear responsibilities 

for operators. 
o L8: A security operations team should be build in order to identify and analyze security 

threats and react to them in a timely fashion. 
• P23: Malicious insiders cannot be detected using traditional intrusion detection methods  

o A2: User role and used authentication method should be validated before giving access. 
o A4: The least privilege principle shall be applied. 
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o A5: A strong authentication method shall be implemented and reused within the network. 
I5: A global access control policy for all elements shall be defined.  

o I8: No local accounts shall exist on virtual elements. 
o L1: Every security-related action shall be logged. 
o L2: Logs shall be pushed to a well-protected logging backend. 
o L3: Logs shall be held for a sufficient time, depending on the business case and regulations. 
o L4: Logging management solutions should be used. 
o L5: Notification and alerting rules shall be defined, the logging alone is not sufficient.  
o L7: An incident response and recovery plan shall be defined including clear responsibilities 

for operators. 
o L8: A security operations team should be build in order to identify and analyze security 

threats and react to them in a timely fashion. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the existing problems regarding authentication and authorization in cloud environments can be 
categorized into four topics: Authentication methods and credentials, security policies, responsibilities and 
logging. 

For authentication, locally implemented authentication methods and fall-back solutions can compromise the 
security of network functions themselves as well as other functions in the network. Especially then when weak 
credentials as passwords are used. Different authentication methods are often used within cloud-based networks 
which can cause incompatibilities. 

The main problem for security policies is that every SP has defined their own policies and built solutions fitting 
their own requirements, leading to an unclear level of security for the whole network. Differing security policies 
also result into a lack of trust in the network between functions and authenticated users as well as among the 
functions themselves. 

Assinging tasks becomes challenging when responsibilities are not clear. This affects the overall responsibility 
for security within the network as well as responsibilities for tasks that have to be assigned. Changes will always 
have to be implemented, otherwise workarounds are built in order to provide the missing functionality. 

Allowing many channels to access elements including workarounds in the network can easily lead to an 
incomplete or insufficient logging as it becomes then possible to bypass the official logging procedures. 

These problems require measures in order to secure and control access in the network. These measures shall 
cover a strong authentication method using MFA that is reused within the network. Fallback solutions, in case the 
central authentication method is out of service, shall be stored in a well-protected and centralized manner, 
therefore not locally. The same applies for locally stored credentials as it opens backdoors for attackers. For 
authentication between functions against each other, certificates shall be used to proof the identity and establish 
trust. For authenticating users within the same network segment, SSO (singlesign-on) solutions shall be used. A 
proper logging framework shall be implemented to log all actions that are security-related. This framework 
includes logging management and forensic solutions with clearly defined notification and alerting rules. 

Additionally, security policies shall be defined. These are mandatory for all providers in order to be able to 
provide solutions for the network. Furthermore, the solution provider shall make a documentation of the 
implementations and configurations set on the provided function transparent to the cloud provider . 

Currently, numerous solutions from different providers are offered for IDM and PAM, which often includes 
the individual implementation by the provider. However, these rarely cover all the individual needs of a 
heterogeneous cloud network. It is therefore necessary to work on a solution that is flexible enough to be adapted 
to the different needs, configurations and used standards without creating security gaps. 
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APPENDIX 

This paper has been written as part of an internship at Rakuten Mobile as a student from the Munich University 
of Applied Sciences. 
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ABSTRACT 

The year 2019 has witnessed an exceptional increase in the adoption of the internet at a global level. The count of 
network nodes has increased up to 21.7 billion which was four when the first data packets were transmitted back in the 

year 1969 [1][7]. We have noticed the change in the pattern of how technology is being used. Today, an average of 
74,500 GB of data is sent over the internet every single second. It has been noted that the overall growth has slowed 

down despite the fact that with each passing year millions of new users come online. The problem of last-mile 
connectivity still persists. A huge population all over the world is not yet connected. 

With the 5G rollouts and trial, the expectation is to reduce the gap in connectivity and communication as much as 
possible. 5G aims to provide rural connectivity by establishing a digital infrastructure along with ultra high speed and 

energy-efficient services. As the world will migrate towards the fifth generation of telecommunication 5G, the bar of 
expectations is way higher than the successive generations. 5G holds the potential to affect life in all possible aspects; 

from health to education to businesses to economic growth etc. Expectation is that 5G will be the key to IoT and Industry 
4.0. Smart cities, Industrial IoT, augmented reality, autonomous transport and digital health are just some of the exciting 

prospects that can be made real with the support of the 5G. 

Keywords—5G, Broadband Internet, Rural Connectivity, Indian Villages. 

INTRODUCTION  

The internet always been at the intersection of challenges, risks and enormous oppurtuniities in various 
sectors. The new business approaches and initiatives are extracting the best from the internet adoption. 
Providing seemless connectivity will not only transform individual’s life but it will add a huge percentage into 
the Nation’s economy, digital ecosystem, education, health, etc. and will form the foundation for a sustainable 
solution. According to ITU, 2019 marks the first full year when more than half of the world has begun to 
participate online in the global digital economy [7]. 5G internet will cover up to 65% of the world’s population 
by the end of 2025 [4].  

A. WHAT IS 5G?  

5G is amalgamation of technologies specified by 3GPP’s varios releases[2]. It is expected that Release 16 
will completely define 5G system.  It will include variety of topics: Multimedia Priority Service, Vehicle-to-
everything (V2X) application layer services, 5G satellite access, Local Area Network support in 5G, wireless 
and wireline convergence for 5G, terminal positioning and location, communications in vertical domains and 
network automation and novel radio techniques. Further items being studied include security, codecs and 
streaming services, Local Area Network interworking, network slicing and the IoT.   

The mobile communication services will continue to cater to a wider business sector, public security and civil 
defense services. The fifth-generation cellular network technology has three main usages:  

• Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) - standard consumer usage.  
• Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC) - used for mission-critical applications that 

require uninterrupted and robust data exchange.  
• Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC) - connects a large number of low-power devices 

in a wide area. 
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Under the flagship of IMT-2020, it will continue to develop 5G standards[3]. To evaluate the technologies and 
frequency bands for the next generation of mobile communication, 5G trials and pre-commercial activities are 
underway. It will be difficult to have a global standard for 5G as each participating country has its own definition, 
concepts for 5G speed and regulations for spectrum and transmissions.  

 

 

 
Figure 12-1 5G Usage Scenario [3] 

B. USE CASES  

To justify the hike in costs for 5G infrastructure and device, 5G mobile networks have stood on the capabilities 
which are beyond 4G networks. Some of the most promising use cases of 5G networks can be summarized as 
follows;  

Smart automobiles- The autonomous vehicle (AV) will be critical as it connects people with near-zero 
latency and any lack can cause lives. This will be massive machine type communication with necessary high 
coverage and low power consumption.  

Ubiquitous Broadband and media- Achievable user experience for high-quality broadband service both 
upload and download with seamless connectivity regardless of densification or extremely remote locations.   

Critical services and infrastructure control- 5G brings high reliability and low latency required to control 
critical services and infrastructure. This unlocks new opportunities for public safety, government, city 
management, and utility companies.  

Massive human-bond interaction- IoT will be accessible by everyone to include context-awareness in daily 
lives. It will fill the gap between human and IoT nodes and services.  

Sensors network- Businesses will grow with the opportunities through monitoring, tracking and automation 
on a large scale - from connected farms and agriculture to smart cities and buildings.  

Healthcare. The availability of low-latency connectivity in rural areas would revolutionize critical care 
treatment for individuals nationwide.   
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C. WHY 5G WILL BE CRITICAL?  

5G networks will amalgamate high speeds with reliable infrastructure for mobile devices, which will form 
the cornerstone. Based on promises made 5G will provide an average download speed of minimum 1GBps, 
which is average of 12-30Mbps with the 4G networks. 5G is comprised of several technology projects in both 
communications and data center architecture, all of which must collectively yield benefits for telcos as well as 
customers, for any of them to be individually considered successful. The research and innovations are broadly 
catergorised into following categories:  

Spectral efficiency– Since the spectrum and frequencies are limited, 5G tends to come up with solutions to 
optimize use of multiple frequencies and enhancing the coverage to extended distances.  

Energy efficiency– 5G should propose economical and efficients ways in which it will not add an overhead 
costs and effort to reduce cooling costs and keeping the environment green.  

Utilization– To afford the tremendous communications infrastructure overhaul that 5G may require, telcos 
may need to create additional revenue generating services such as edge computing and mobile apps hosting, 
placing them in direct competition with public cloud providers.  

With the full-fledged 5G deployment, it is said that the wires will vanish from the communication 
mainstream be it fixed devices or autonomous vehicles. The problem of rural connectivity will be solved with 
the delivery of complete digital connectivity from the tip of the carrier network to the customer.  

D. KEY FEATURES  

The key features of 5G networks will include following and more;  

• Converged service for unified carriers   
• Small cell infrastructure  
• The global technology economy   

Once complete, the 5G transition plan would constitute an overhaul of communications infrastructure unlike 
any other in history. The paradigm shift from 4G to 5G is not so much to get faster as to make the wireless 
industry sustainable over the long term, as the 4G transmission scheme is approaching unsustainability faster 
than the industry experts predicted.  

In 2020, a typical 5G smartphone will be similar to any smart device supporting both/either 5G non-standalone 
(NSA) and/or 5G standalone (SA) mode and have support for;  

• 5G carrier aggregation  
• Spectrum sharing  
• Low-band FDD and mmWave frequencies (as well as mid-band)  

STATE-OF-THE-ART  

5G currently making an impact as it strengthens its grip over the global market and built its network across 
the world[4]. With its roll-out in South Korea, 5G subscription touched the figure in millions in just a few months 
and the expectations are that it will reach up to tens of millions globally with the start of 2020. 3GPP gained 
acceleration with 5G specifications for early delivery, forming a strong platform for other industries to flourish.  

Presently, 2G, 3G, and 4G networks are dominant throughout in respect of the investments, traffic, and 
subscriptions. Thus the 5G networks are expected to improve and enhance existing networks for greater 
userexperience and performance for day-to-day business.  

A recent survey [4] suggested that by 2025, some 65 percent of the world's population will be covered by 5G 
cellular networks which will generate 45 percent of the world’s total mobile data traffic. With the ongoing 5G 
network testing, development, trials, and deployments across the world, some 1.5 billion mobile users will have 
subscriptions with 5G services in that same time period, with average expected monthly data usage of 21GB per 
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user as the faster networks allow more productivity and data consumption. That's about four times the amount of 
data expected to be consumed by the average user per month in 2018. It is expected the 5G adoption will be much 
faster than 4G. The stats estimates some 2.6 billion 5G subscriptions are expected by 2025 which in the case of 
4G networks was about 1 billion subscriptions after six years. A total of 52 percent of all mobile subscriptions 
are now for LTE. 8.9 billion mobile subscriptions by the end of 2025, out of which around 90 percent will be for 
mobile broadband.  

VoLTE is the foundation for enabling globally interoperable voice and communication services on 4G and 
5G devices, providing high-quality services to consumers and business users. VoLTE subscriptions, estimated at 
2.1 billion at the end of 2019, are projected to reach 6.4 billion by the end of 2025 and to account for more than 
85 percent of combined LTE and 5G subscriptions. 

A. 5G WORLDWIDE  

Many operators and giants in telcos are involved in 5G trials since early 2018. Auction for spectrum in 
28GHz bands followed by 24 started in November 2018. The FCC approved a plan to make more spectrum in 
the 37 GHz, 39 GHz, and 47 GHz bands available for the highest-speed communications tier for 5G wireless, 
called millimeterwave (mmWave). Following are some of the trials going around [6];  

• 5GRIT a UK Government project is demonstrating technologies for rural connectivity and targeting 
to benefit farmers.  

• Verizon's 5G Home, a broadband Wi-Fi service that bundles wireless phone with nolonger-cable TV 
service at a very pocketfriendly cost using wireless spectrum marked for 5G.   

• AT&T's "5G Evolution" targets mobile devices under 4G LTE transmitter service upgraded to 5G 
specifications. The transmitters used frequencies over and above 4G LTE reserved frequencies to 
provide, in addition to those already being used, for greater multiplexing and presumably greater 
bandwidth, although phones   

• AT&T's "5G+" a mobile hotspot service that uses a prototype of the very-high-speed mmWave 
technology that is being earmarked for 5G, in addition to existing 4G LTE.   

• Many operators have live demonstrations in sports events such as:  
o Korea Telecom in the Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang (in February 2018),  
o Verizon in the super bowl game in the New York City (in February 2018)  
o Telstra at the  Commonwealth Games in Gold Coast, Queensland in Australia (April 2018).  

About 61 countries agreed on introducing reservd spectrum bands to support 5G trials and innovations for 
terrestrial services. These countries are in allocating spectrum for use through auctions. Finland, Germany, 
Italy, Ireland, Latvia, Spain and the UK have already completed auctions of 5G spectrum and thirteen other 
will complete auction by early 2020 [6][7].  

  Figure 12-2 Subscription Penetration in 2019 [4] 
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Figure 12-3 VoLTE subscriptions by region in billion 

The rural communities long for a reliable connections that urban areas have enjoyed for the past decade. 
Ericsson partnered with Nex-Tech Wireless to enhance Kansasbased carrier’s network to support 5G capabilities 
in addition to the launch VoLTE  and Wi-Fi Calling services. Ericsson will exploit its cloud-based IMS solution 
and New Radio (NR) hardware and software.  

Ericsson also alliance with the Rural Independent Network Alliance (RINA) Wireless to make 5G reach to 
American outskirts with existing Ericsson 4G Core and Radio Access Network (RAN) [4]. 

 
Figure 12-4 Mobile Subscriptions by Technology 

B. 5G INITIATIVES INDIA  

India is taking huge steps to have broadband connectivity throughout. Various government initiatives and 
policies have been supporting different companies to develop digital economies, fostering digital transformation 
in government services and digital transitions across all sectors [8]. To have digital ecosystem, high speed and 
ubiquitous internet is elementary.  

The National Digital Communications Policy [11], 2018 was envoked to unravel the transformative power 
of digital communications networks - to achieve the goal of digital empowerment and improved well-being of 
the people of India. The policy aims to provide broadband to all, Digital Sovereignty and to established 
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connected last mile. Digital India programme launched by Government aims to provide last mile connectivity 
to India’s smallest towns and villages. The policy has envisaged attracting investments worth US$ 100 billion 
in the sector by 2022.  

LWE BTS, a solution currently implemented in rural regions which provide Wi-Fi services. The Left wing 
Extremism (LWE) are the aeas in India categorized by poor socio-economic indicators [11]. The Wi-Fi 
infrastructure was installed at existing BSNL towers where Backhaul was provided by BSNL, through 
unlicensed radio channel.  

The National Broadband Mission (NBM) launched December 2019, has the vision to fast track growth of 
digital communication infrastructure, bridge the digital divide, facilitate digital empowerment and inclusion and 
provide affordable and universal access of broadband for all by 2022. The mission also involves Development of 
Broadband Readiness Index to measure the availability of digital communications infrastructure, and foster 
conducive policy ecosystem within a State/UT [12].  

TELECOMMUNICATION IN INDIA  

In India, promotion of a competitive market for digital services, particularly for low-income consumers, 
saw the overall number of broadband subscribers reach 553.54 million as of April 30 2019 [9]. Airtel in India 
has also published a database showing all its 2G and 4G tower and network coverage data [10].  

India is currently the world’s second-largest telecommunications market with a subscriber base of 1.20 
billion and has registered strong growth in the past decade and half [6]. As of January 2019, India has witnessed 
a 165 per cent growth in app downloads in the past two years. 4.8 billion downloads of mobile applications 
were registered in India in first three months of 2019. India ranks as the world’s second largest market in terms 
of total internet users. The number of internet subscribers in the country increased at a CAGR of 45.74 per cent 
during FY06-FY19 to reach 636.73 million in 2018-19. Total wireless data usage in India grew 119.00 per cent 
year-on-year to 17,940,576 terabytes between April-June 2019. The internet subscribers reached 665.31 
million till June 2019.  

Further, India is also the world’s second largest telecommunications market, total telephone subscriber base 
and tele-density reached 1,195.24 million and 90.52 per cent, respectively, at the end of September 2019.  

In the India region, LTE subscriptions are forecast to increase by 150 million during 2019 and pass 
GSM/EDGE as the dominant technology. Mobile broadband technologies will account for 57 percent of mobile 
subscriptions at the end of the year, and the share of smartphone subscriptions is expected to have increased 
from 48 percent to 54 percent. As the transformation toward more advanced technologies continues in India, 
LTE is forecast to represent 80 percent of mobile subscriptions by the end of 2025. 5G subscriptions are 
expected to become available in 2022 and will represent 11 percent of mobile subscriptions at the end of 2025.  

In the India region, the average monthly mobile data usage per smartphone has seen an extraordinary increase 
in recent years, becoming the highest in the world. A key factor has been the rapid adoption of 4G, boosted by a 
disruptive entrant in the market in 2016. Low prices for mobile broadband services, affordable smartphones and 
people’s changing video viewing habits have continued to drive monthly usage growth in the region. Only 4 
percent of households have fixed broadband, making smartphones the  only way to access the internet in many 
cases.  

As per a recent government data, Reliance Jio, on an average, has installed a telecom tower in every second 
village as against one in ten villages by BSNL. All other operators including Bharti Airtel, Vodafone India and 
Idea Cellular have put up a telecom tower in every fifth village.  

At the end of November 2018, Reliance Jio had 2,63,775 telecom towers installed in 4,85,297 villages where 
it has offered services whereas Airtel had just 96,032 towers in rural areas covering 5,10,362 villages. Similarly, 
Vodafone Idea cover 471693 villages with 101704 towers. BSNL, the state-run operator, covers 430934 villages 
with just 43239 telecom towers.  
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In last three years, Airtel has extended its mobile services to 2686 villages, Vodafone Idea has extended to 
83354 villages, BSNL has extended to 14052 villages, whereas Jio has extended the same to 305248 villages. 

 
Figure 12-5 Technologies in Telecommunications 

CHALLENGES AND POSSIBILITIES WITH INDIA  

In defiance of considerable developments on the 5G facade, still India lacks network connectivity in most 
part of the parts. There are areas, which are technically termed as “Outage Zone” and we are no where closer 
for the 5G to be rolled out soon.  

A. WHY INDIA FACING CHALLENGES FOR 5G  

Over 43,000 inhabited villages in India do not have mobile phone services. The number of inhabited villages 
without mobile services stood at 43,088 as on July 27, 2018 (based on 2018 Survey) out of 5,97,618 inhabited 
villages in the country as per census 2011.  

Villages can be classified as small, mid-sized or large based on area and population, and can be located in 
hilly or plain areas. And wireless network topology depends on factors like size of village, distribution of 
residential houses and terrain map of village.  

Broadband technology allows high-speed transmission of voice, video and data over networks and ICT 
applications. This, along with community antennae, optical fibres, satellites and fixed mobile wireless 
technologies, can also be used in rural areas effectively. The ability to access the Internet can bring a positive 
impact on the rural society. However, there is a wide digital divide between urban and rural areas in India, 
because of uneven distribution of basic telecom infrastructure.  

Further, poverty and lack of education are also factors responsible for the lack of advancements in wireless 
technology in rural areas. Social interaction can be obtained between urban and rural masses through social 
media channels such as Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp and the like. Wireless connectivity in rural areas can 
also reduce poverty, create jobs, and increase skills and income of the population.  
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To overcome the lack of Internet connectivity for undeserved communities, Digital Employment 
Foundation and Internet Society jointly launched Wireless for Communities (W4C) initiative in October 2010. 
This project includes training rural communities on different wireless technologies, among others.  

B. TELECOMMUNICATION REALITY IN INDIA  

India has no dearth of technological and business innovations for rural areas. However, telecom policies 
and scams have created a negative impact on the growth of this sector in rural India. Certain policies have 
forced Internet service providers to rethink their investments there.  

Spectrum plays a crucial role in delivery of 5G services. The Department of Telecommunications (DoT) has 
identified 35 MHz of spectrum in the 700MHz frequency band, and 300 MHz of spectrum in the midrange 
band of 3.3GHz to 3.6GHz. However, of the 35 MHz of spectrum in the low-frequency (sub-1GHz) band, 
Indian Railways has demanded 10 MHz, leaving only 25 MHZ for telecom operators. Even the 300 MHz of 
spectrum from the midrange band is not fully available for telcos. In this band, the space and defence 
departments have staked claim to 25 MHZ and 100 MHz units, respectively, leaving only 175 MHz of spectrum 
for telecom operators.  

The Indian telecommunications sector has grown rapidly in the last few years. India now has the second 
largest network in the world, next only to China. In rural areas, tele-density was 56.87 per cent, at the end of 
August 2017, whereas in urban areas, it was 173.72 per cent.  

To enable India’s transition into a digital economy and knowledge society, large investments in infrastructure, 
both in optical-fibre cables and towers, for wireless transmission are required. The government is committed to 
extending the reach of mobile networks to around 50,000 remote, rural villages, with support from Universal 
Services Obligation Fund (USOF). In addition, investments are being made to lay optical-fibre cables for high-
speed broadband connectivity in rural areas.  

Nine states seem to be holding back India's race to achieve full rural connectivity by 2019 with Assam, Jammu 
& Kashmir and Jharkhand topping the list, according to a central government assessment.  

5G AND GLOBAL WARMING  

In May 2017, AT&T President of Technology Operations Bill Hogg declared the existing wireless business 
model for cell tower rental, operation, and maintenance "unsustainable." Some months earlier, a J. P. Morgan 
analyst characterized the then-business model for wireless providers in Southeast Asia as unsustainable, warning 
that the then-current system has rendered it impossible for carriers to keep up with customer demand. And as 
research firm McKinsey & Company asserted in a January 2018 report, the growth path for Japan's existing 
wireless infrastructure is becoming "unsustainable," rendering 5G for that country "a necessity."  

The world's telcos need a different, far less constrained, business model than what 4G has left them with. 
The only way they can accomplish this is with an infrastructure that generates radically lower costs than the 
current scenario, particularly for maintaining, and mainly cooling, their base station equipment.  

Cooling and the costs associated with facilitating and managing cooling equipment, according to studies 
from analysts and telcos worldwide, account for more than half of telcos' total expenses for operating their 
wireless networks. Global warming (which, from the perspective of meteorological instrumentation, is 
indisputable) is a direct contributor to compound annual increases in wireless network costs. Ironically, as this 
2017 study by China's National Science Foundation asserts, the act of cooling 4G LTE equipment alone may 
contribute as much as 2% to the entire global warming problem.  

According to ITU, 2019 marks the first full year when more than half of the world has begun to participate 
online in the global digital economy. This year also marks the 30th birthday of the World Wide Web, and 25 
years since the first e-commerce transaction.  
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CONCLUSIONS  

It is a capital improvement project the size of the entire planet, replacing one wireless architecture created this 
century with another one that aims to lower energy consumption and maintenance costs. It’s also a huge gamble 
on the future of transmission technology, doubling down on consumers’ willingness to upgrade.  

Once complete, the 5G transition plan would constitute an overhaul of communications infrastructure unlike 
any other in history. The paradigm shift from 4G to 5G is not so much to get faster as to make the wireless 
industry sustainable over the long term, as the 4G transmission scheme is approaching unsustainability faster 
than the industry experts predicted.  
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ABSTRACT 

The paper is inspired by the Smart Irrigation System Scheme of Government of India. The economic 
contribution of agriculture to India’s GDP is steadily declining and agricultural growth in India is slow 

because of the poorly maintained irrigation system. The major problem is the absence of a cheap and reliable 
system for monitoring of soil’s condition and this causes improper irrigation and wastage of water. This paper 
proposes a smart alert and irrigation system which monitors soil moisture and temperature using sensors and 

NodeMCU is used to send this data to the IoT platform and real-time monitoring can be done using smart 
phone or computer. The IoT platform analyses the data collected and send alert messages and controls the 

irrigation system according to the pre-set conditions 

Keywords— IoT, NodeMCU, ThingsBoard, TE215 sensor, DS18B20 sensor, MQTT 

INTRODUCTION   

Irrigation is one of the most important steps in agriculture. Each and every crop needs water for its growth. 
Around 70% of the Indian economy is dependent on agriculture. Hence, advancement and implementation of new 
technology in this field can benefit a major part of society [1]. Digitization will also reduce human effort making 
the whole cultivation process more convenient. The proposed system involves figuring out the methods to 
measure the moisture content and temperature of the soil [2] and sending data to the cloud server for processing 
[3] and sending alert messages [4] to the farmer and activating irrigation system. The IoT technology comes to 
our solution where microcontroller and sensors like soil moisture sensor and temperature sensor are used [5]. IoT 
messaging protocol is used to send data read by the sensors to the IoT platform. IoT platform processes the data 
at the server end and appropriate instructions are executed. The benefit of the project is that it can be installed at 
any agriculture field or garden and realtime monitoring [6] of the soil’s condition can be done and this will help 
us to stop wastage of water caused due to overirrigation and water logging. Thus, proper irrigation methodology 
can be developed and further machine learning can be implemented to enhance the growth of the plant in the 
coming future. This type of agricultural system is termed as Precision Agriculture [7].  

LITERATURE SURVEY  

The existing system uses Arduino Nano as microcontroller which requires separate Wi-Fi module also this system 
is a high-power consuming [8] and just does the monitoring [9] but the proposed methodology is using Node 
MCU which has inbuilt Wi-Fi module to connect with the server. This will reduce the total cost of equipment 
required as Node MCU is itself cheaper than the Arduino Nano board and additional Wi-Fi module is also not 
required. Node MCU also has less power consumption, which makes it more energy-efficient [9].  

PROPOSED SYSTEM  

The proposed system uses NodeMCU as a microcontroller, TE215 (Moisture sensor), DS18B20 (Temperature 
Sensor) and ThingsBoard as IoT Platform [10] and MQTT as IoT messaging protocol to send data to the cloud 
server [11]. The system generates alert messages and controls the irrigation system (On/Off of water pump) based 
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on the analysis done by the ThingsBoard on the readings collected by the sensor in accordance to the pre-set 
conditions. 

 

 
Figure 13-1 System Overview 

A. THE CIRCUIT  

The following diagram shows the connection of various components used in the system:  

 
Figure 13-2 Circuit Connections for the System 

B. NODEMCU  

Node MCU is an open-source IoT platform. It includes firmware, which runs on the ESP8266 Wi-Fi SoC from 
Expressive Systems, and hardware, which is predicated on the ESP-12 module. The term "Node MCU" by default 
refers to the firmware instead of the dev kits. The firmware uses the Lua scripting language. The programming 
code is being written for ESP8266 Wi-Fi chip using Arduino IDE, for which installation of ESP8266 library is 
required.  

 
Figure 13-3 NodeMCU 
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C. SENSORS  

 Soil moisture sensor (TE215) and Temperature sensor (DS18B20) are used in this system. The Soil Moisture 
Sensor measures the water content of soil using capacitance (by measuring the dielectric permittivity of the soil). 
While DS18B20 is a one-wire digital temperature sensor which can measure temperature from -55˚C to +125˚C 
with an accuracy of ±5%. 

 
Figure 13-4 Soil Moisture Sensor (TE215) 

 
Figure 13-5 Temperature Sensor (DS18B20) 

D. POWER SUPPLY  

The NodeMCU was supplied 3.3V as input using 3 AA Alkaline battery (2400mAh) along with LDO regulator 
and electrolytic and ceramic capacitor to maintain a stable input voltage. NodeMCU remains in sleep mode, 
activates for a few seconds, connects to internet hotspot and sends the reading of the sensor to the IoT platform 
and again goes into the sleep mode, thus leading to efficient utilization of power source. 

 
Figure 13-6 Power Supply Circuit  

Figure 13-7 System Circuitry Setup 

E. WATER PUMP  

It is used to pump water to the desired location in the field according to the data from the sensors.  

F. THINGSBOARD IOT PLATFORM  

ThingsBoard is an open-source IoT platform for device management, data collection, processing and 
visualization of our IoT project. It supports both cloud and on-premises deployments and enables device 
connectivity via industry standard IoT protocols - MQTT, CoAP and HTTP. ThingsBoard combines scalability, 
fault-tolerance and performance and hence the chance of data loss is minimal.  
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G. WORKING  

The sensors are placed at different locations in the field and these are connected to the NodeMCU. The whole 
system is placed in an internet hotspot zone and ESP8266 Wi-Fi SoC module in NodeMCU get connected to it. 
The NodeMCU sends the data to the IoT platform and real-time sensor reading is monitoring using a smartphone 
or computer. Whenever the pre-set conditions according to the crops are not fulfilled then alert messages are sent 
to the farmer through e-mail, text message and on Telegram app and NodeMCU also controls the irrigation system 
(On/Off of Water Pump). 

RESULT AND CONCLUSION  

The Soil moisture sensor (TE215) and Temperature sensor (DS18B20) sends the reading to the IoT 
platform at regular interval through the NodeMCU. The IoT platform- ThingsBoard stores the sensor reading 
and analyze it as per the pre-set conditions according to the crop and whenever the moisture content of soil 
goes beyond the required range, an alert mail and text message is sent to the owner and the water pump starts 
pumping water to the desired location on the field until it is in the required range and then the motor stops.  

The alert mail and messages are sent using APIs (Twilio,  SendGrid). 

 
Figure 13-8 E-mail Alert 

 

 
Figure 13-9 ThingsBoard-IoT Platform Dashboard showing sensor reading when the soil’s moisture content is low. 
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Figure 13-10 ThingsBoard-IoT Platform Dashboard showing sensor reading when the soil’s moisture content is high. 

 

The system is experimentally proven to work satisfactorily and monitors the values properly. The user not 
only gets real-time information but also previous data as well. It can be monitored from anywhere anytime by the 
authorized user.  

FUTURE ASPECTS  

The proposed system can be further extended to the application of drone for taking images of the crop and 
using image processing predicting the health of the crop and alerting the farmer about the pest affecting the crop 
and which pesticides to be sprayed. The drone can also replace the water pump used to irrigate the field. The 
concept of machine learning can be applied to the sensor’s readings observed throughout the year and can predict 
the trend of field conditions throughout the year leading to the selection of suitable crop for the agricultural field. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper a comparative analysis for realization of limit-cycle free 2D digital filters with external disturbance has 
been done. We have done a comparative analysis of earlier reported criterion with an improved criterion which ensures 

asymptotic stability with guaranteed 𝐻𝐻∞ performance with low computational complexity. In particular, improved criterion 
for elimination of overflow oscillations in two-dimensional (2-D) digital filters is described by Roesser model with 

saturation arithmetic and external interference. The criterion is represented in terms of linear matrix inequality (LMI). 
Specific examples are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed criterion. 

Keywords - Two dimension digital filters, limit-cycle, Rosser model, linear matrix inequality 

INTRODUCTION 

We analyze signals because it contains information and to obtain that information in more desirable form we 
perform signal processing. Thus signal processing is analysis, interpretation and manipulation of signals like 
sound, images, time varying measurement values and sensor data etc. [1]. When signals are transmitted, there is 
a possibility of signals being contaminated by some external noise. In order to retrieve the original signal at the 
receiver, suitable filters are to be used i.e. the signal is processed to obtain pure signal[1,2]. Digital signals are 
often desired to be processed to modify the characteristic carried out by such signals.  

In idealized form, digital signal processing is the processing of discrete-time signals. Digital filter uses  digital 
processer that performs for numeric computation on sampled values of signal to obtain the associated information 
with the signal [2,3]. The processer may be general purpose computer. 

Digital filters are vital dynamical systems in signal processing that useful for handling out the discrete signals 
[2]. Due to enormous range of applications of digital filters, which include communications, seismographic data 
processing, speech processing, image processing, control systems etc. have more importance regarding its design 
and analysis [2-4]. It can be implemented in the field of geophysics specially in signal processing to acquire 
smooth seismic data for various types of complex geological structures beneath the earth surface [31]. In case of 
seismic survey, seismic noise (4D signal) is usually detected during acquisition of 2D signal [33]. To reduce that 
effect the 2D digital filters can be applied to obtain external noise free data. 

A. TWO DIMENSIONAL DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 

The field of two-dimensional (2-D) digital signal processing has been emerging rapidly in recent years. Images 
such as satellite photographs, radar and sonar maps, medical X-ray pictures and magnetic records are typical 
examples of 2-D signals that might need to be processed [2,3]. The types of processing that can be applied may 
range from enhancing the quality of signals to extracting certain useful features from them. A continuous 2-D 
signal is a physical quantity that is a continuous function of two real independent variables [3]. A discrete 2-D 
signal is a sampled version of continuous 2-D signal. 2-D discrete signal can be modified, reconstructed, reshaped 
or manipulated through filtering. This type of processing can be carried out by using 2-D digital filters [3,4]. 

 2D digital filter can be characterized in terms of difference equations or state-space equations in two 
independent variables and in terms of matrices of transfer functions. When a 2-D digital filter is implemented in 
terms of either software on general purpose computer or dedicated hardware, signals must be stored and 
manipulated in registers of finite length [5]. When approximation step is carried out, transfer function coefficients 
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are calculated, and they must be quantized before implementation of digital filter. The net effect of coefficient 
quantization is to introduce inaccuracies in amplitude response of the filter. Signal quantization can lead to other 
problems as well, such as generation of spurious parasitic oscillations, known as limit cycles [3, 5, 6, 28, 29]. 

Like 1-D digital filters and other types of systems, 2-D digital filters can be represented by state –space models 
[7-9]. In this approach a set of internal signals referred as state variables, is used to describe completely operation 
of filter. The technique is very useful in analysis, design and implementation of digital filters [10-13,26-30]. In 
this approach, the digital filters are characterized in terms of matrices, which are easy to manipulate. State space 
models for 2-D digital filters have been proposed by Attasi, Givone and Roesser, and Fornasini and Marchesini 
[3,5,8,9]. In this paper, Roesser model is used for the realization of the 2-D digital filter. 

B. 𝑯𝑯∞ FILTERING APPROACH 

High-order digital filters are usually breakdown into various biquad filters at the time of hardware 
implementation. Among these biquad filters there exists some external interference which is unavoidable, and 
such interferences lead to disturbance [14-17]. Also in practical physical systems, statistical information on the 
signals is insufficient. When the statistical information about the external interference is insufficient, we can 
employ 𝐻𝐻∞filtering, energy-to-peak (𝑙𝑙2 −𝑙𝑙∞) filtering and peak-to-peak (l1) filtering [18-19,29,30]. Such filtering 
techniques have been studied in filtering and control problems [20,26,27]. In 𝐻𝐻∞ filtering approach, the external 
interference is assumed to be energy bounded and the energy-to-energy gain is minimized or below a prescribed 
level. In 𝑙𝑙2 − 𝑙𝑙∞ filtering the external input interference signal assumed to be energy bounded and the output 
signal to be peak bounded [21-24]. 

In this paper, we have done a comparative analysis of established criterion proposed in [25] with an improved 
criterion which ensures asymptotic stability with guaranteed 𝐻𝐻∞ performance with low computational 
complexity. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the system under consideration. A 
comparatively improved LMI criterion for 𝐻𝐻∞ stability of two dimensional digital filters with saturation overflow 
nonlinearities and external interference is proposed in Section 3. In Section 4, a numerical example is given to 
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Consider the following two dimensional digital filters: 

�𝑥𝑥ℎ(𝑛𝑛 + 1, 𝑛𝑛)
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Where  
𝑥𝑥ℎ(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 is horizontal state vector,  
𝑥𝑥𝑣𝑣(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 is vertical state vector, 
𝑤𝑤ℎ(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 is horizontal external interference, 
𝑤𝑤𝑣𝑣(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 is vertical external interference, 
𝑦𝑦ℎ(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 is horizontal output vector, 
𝑦𝑦𝑣𝑣(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 is vertical output vector. 
𝑓𝑓ℎ(. ) is horizontal overflow nonlinearity , 
𝑓𝑓𝑣𝑣(. ) is vertical overflow nonlinearity . 
𝐴𝐴11 ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠×𝑠𝑠, 𝐴𝐴12 ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠×𝑎𝑎, 𝐴𝐴21 ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎×𝑠𝑠 and 𝐴𝐴22 ∈ 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎×𝑎𝑎 are state matrices. 
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The overflow arithmetic to be considered presently is the saturation arithmetic given by; 
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𝑘𝑘 = 1,2, … , 𝑛𝑛 

Given a level 𝛾𝛾 > 0, the purpose of presented work is to establish a new LMI criterion such that the 2-D digital 
filter (1)-(2) with  𝑤𝑤ℎ(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) = 0, 𝑤𝑤𝑣𝑣(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) = 0 is asymptotically stable and  
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 <  𝛾𝛾2                                                                      (5) 

Under zero boundary conditions for all nonzero 𝑤𝑤ℎ(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) and 𝑤𝑤𝑣𝑣(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) where 𝐾𝐾1 and 𝐾𝐾2 are positive symmetric 
matrices. Parameter 𝛾𝛾 is called the 𝐻𝐻∞ norm bound or the interference attenuation level. In this case, the two 
dimensional digital filter (1)-(2) is said to be asymptotically stable with a guaranteed 𝐻𝐻∞ performance 𝛾𝛾. 

MAIN RESULT 

A 𝐻𝐻∞ stability criterion for the 2-D digital filter (1)-(2) is given in the following theorem. 

A. THEOREM 1  

For a given level 𝛾𝛾>0, if there exist symmetric positive definite matrices 𝐾𝐾1  𝐾𝐾2, 𝐿𝐿, 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒 𝑀𝑀, positive diagonal 
matrices 𝐷𝐷1and 𝐷𝐷2  such that 
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where 
𝜑𝜑1,1= 𝐾𝐾1 − 𝐿𝐿,  𝜑𝜑1,2= 0,  𝜑𝜑2,1= 0, 
    𝜑𝜑2,2= 𝐾𝐾2 − 𝑀𝑀 

Then the 2-D digital filter (1)-(2) is asymptotically stable with guaranteed 𝐻𝐻∞ performance 𝛾𝛾. 

B. COMPARISON WITH THE EXISTING CRITERION 

In section 3, a criterion for H∞ stability of 2-D interfered digital filters is presented. The criterion ensures 
elimination of overflow oscillations in 2-D digital filters described by Roesser model.  In [25] the criterion is 
reported with eight unknown variables however the proposed criterion ensures asymptotic stability with 
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guaranteed 𝐻𝐻∞ performance considering six unknown variables. Thus the proposed criterion is numerically 
simpler as compared to the criterion proposed in [25]. 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

To illustrate the applicability of proposed theorem given in section 3, we now consider the following example. 

Example 1 

Consider the 2D digital filter described by (1)-(2) with following parameters 

  𝐴𝐴11 = �−0.1 0.9
0.39 0.4�                               𝐴𝐴12=    �0.01 −0.5

0       0.35� 

𝐴𝐴21 = �−0.15 0.1
0.3 −0.1 �                              𝐴𝐴22=     �0.1 0.23

0.8 0.03� 

𝒘𝒘𝒉𝒉(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) = �
𝑛𝑛1(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛)
𝑛𝑛2(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛)

�                 𝒘𝒘𝒗𝒗(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛)= �𝑛𝑛3(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛)
𝑛𝑛4(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛)

� 

where  𝑛𝑛1(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛), 𝑛𝑛2(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛), 𝑛𝑛3(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) and 𝑛𝑛4(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) are mutually independent white noises with mean 0 and variance 
0.1. Let the disturbance attenuation level   𝛾𝛾 = 0.4 

By solving LMI (6) using Matlab LMI toolbox we obtain the following feasible solutions: 

𝐾𝐾1= �0.0013 −0.0001
−0.0001 0.0013�        𝐾𝐾2= �0.0066 −0.0027

−0.0027 0.0038� 

L = �0.0191 −0.0013
−0.0013 0.0294�    M= �0.0596 0.0050

0.0050 0.0307� 

𝐷𝐷1= �0.0296 0
0 0.0296�                  𝐷𝐷2= �0.0618 0

0 0.0618� 

Thus according to theorem 1, the system under consideration is asymptotically stable. 

Example is taken from [25] and it was shown that the given 2-D digital filter described by (1)-(2) is feasible 
for 6 unknown variables as compared to 8 unknown variables that are taken in [25]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A comparative evaluation of presented criterion with the one proposed in [25] is made. It is found that the 
criterion assures improvement over the criterion proposed in [25] as it shows reduction in numerical complexity. 
The usefulness of the presented criterion is demonstrated with the help of numerical example. The possible 
extension of presented approach to establish a criteria for 𝐻𝐻∞ stability of m-D (m>2) interfered digital filters 
appears to be an interesting problem for future investigation. These digital filters can be implemented in the 
seismic survey to minimize the noise during acquiring of data. 
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ABSTRACT 

According to the latest report, 10% people in India die because of cardiovascular diseases. This mortality 
rate can be reduced by using state of art technology which can give early warning signs of such attacks. Thus, 

Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) arrangements where remote patient monitoring is made possible can help 
in this context. Also, WBAN can reduce the cost of hospitalization and ensure comfort level of the patient. This 
paper is an outcome of our ongoing research to design robust Wireless body area network for remote patient 

health monitoring system. Our previous work confirmed that designed WBAN can be extremely useful for 
remote patient monitoring, however WBAN are prone to interference. Interference is a phenomenon of 

overlapping wireless ranges of WBANs thus there is a need to test performance of designed WBAN under 
interference. Interference reduces the reliability of the transmission of the data, the throughput and increases 
the power consumption. In WBAN vital body parameters are sensed and transmitted wirelessly to the health 
service provider. Any delay in transmission of the data due to interference could be dangerous for patients’ 

health. Thus, the efforts should be made to mitigate interference. 

Thus, performance of the designed WBAN under the influence of interference is reported in this paper. For 
performance analysis, three parameters i.e. delay, power consumption and throughput are considered. Also, 

effectiveness of two existing, concurrent Interference Mitigation Techniques (IMT) is evaluated for the 
interference reduction for Designed WBAN. First, the designed WBAN is tested under Interference environment 

without mitigation technique. Later on, a performance of SCA (Smart Channel Assignment) and ITLS 
(Interference Aware Traffic Priority Based Linked Scheduling) interference mitigation algorithms are tested 
under same interference environment and comparative statements are made. Purpose of such comparative 

analysis is to find the scope of development of new or better IMT for designed WBAN. 

Keywords: Interference Mitigation, ITLS, SCA, WBAN. 

INTRODUCTION 

The health monitoring is useful to monitor condition of critical organs and to provide immediate medical 
attention to reduce undue risk of life. Traditionally, this is being done at hospitals by using on body wired sensors 
[1]. For such wired monitoring patient has to be admitted in hospital, and wear various on body sensors; limiting 
the movement of the patient. The wireless health monitoring provides remote sensing and enhanced mobility [1], 
and comfortable life for a patient as need to get hospitalized is minimized [1],[2]. A Wireless Body Area Network 
(WBAN); which is a subset of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed of a short range communication 
and low power sensors placed on or around a human body. A WBAN system consists of biomedical sensor nodes 
for monitoring physiological data such as temperature, blood pressure, electrocardiography (ECG), 
electroencephalography (EEG), electromyography, and heart rate. These sensors may be wearable or implanted 
devices that collect and transmit vital signals to the coordinator. The collected data can then be forwarded to 
health service provider for necessary action [1]. 

Considering the population of India, health infrastructure is always going to be limited. Thus, alternative 
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arrangements where remote patient monitoring is made possible can help to reduce burden on health 
infrastructure. Moreover, Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) can reduce the cost of hospitalization and ensure 
comfort level of the patient. In India, 10% of people die every year, because of heart attack [3] and it is considered 
as a leading cause of death in India [4, 5]. The severity of the problem can be minimized by efficient heart rate 
monitoring; to give early warning signs of the heart attack. Thus, the main motivation of this research is to design 
WBAN as per the IEEE 802.15.6 standard for the heart rate monitoring.  

It is the fact that the humans are active and for daily routines they move from one place to another place. Thus, 
the sensor devices associated with arms, legs, et al., on a human body are also mobile. Thus, having static WBAN 
is almost impractical. Thus for realistic studies, mobility of the WBAN must be considered. It can also be 
understood that the mobility can be anywhere; say in hospitals, offices or market place. It is the great possibility 
in near future that in many practical environments such as hospitals, offices, schools etc. multiple WBANs can 
co-exist. Such coexistence of WBAN assisted due to mobility causes overlapping of communication ranges. This 
is called as interference. Interference reduces the reliability of the transmission of the data, the throughput and 
increases the power consumption. In WBAN, vital body parameters are sensed and transmitted wirelessly to the 
health service provider. Any delay in transmission of the data due to interference could be dangerous for patients’ 
health. Thus, the efforts should be made to mitigate interference. Since, interference causes degradation of a 
network performance, there is a need to test performance of designed WBAN under interference and to mitigate 
it.  

From the referred literature [3, 4, 5], it is understood that heart rate and pulse rate are the good indicators of 
heart disease. Accordingly, we have designed WBAN consisting three sensors and one hub (discussed in detail in 
the section 3). Our experiments and simulation with designed WBAN confirmed that it can be really useful for 
remote patient monitoring, however it has to be tested under interference environment. Thus, performance of the 
designed WBAN under the influence of interference is investigated and reported in this paper. For network 
performance analysis, three parameters viz. delay, energy consumption and throughput are considered. In 
addition, an effectiveness of two existing, concurrent Interference Mitigation Techniques (IMT) (discussed in 
detail in the section 3) is evaluated for the interference reduction for Designed WBAN. The designed WBAN is 
first tested under interference environment without any mitigation technique. Later on, SCA (Smart Channel 
Assignment) and ITLS (Interference Aware Traffic Priority Based Linked Scheduling) interference mitigation 
algorithms are applied and performance is tested under the same interference environment and comparative 
statements are made. An objective of such comparative analysis is to find the scope of development of new or 
better IMT for designed WBAN. The rest of the paper is arranged in the different sections. In the section II, 
previous interference mitigation studies are reported with important interference mitigation techniques. In the 
section III, methodology and simulation environment used for this research is discussed. Simulation results are 
discussed in the section IV followed by concluding section V. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 In the literature many studies have reported that the interference of any form causes data collision [6],[7], 
beacon loss [8],[9] and affects on signal quality which results in loss of reliability and increases power 
consumption of the network. Overall the interference causes network performance degradation. It is understood 
that the researchers have used various parameters to identify interference; average packet reception ratio (PRR) 
and SINR values [6], the SINR, emitting power, and temporal model [7], beacon delivery ratio (BDR) [8], The 
transmission efficiency (TE) and BDR [9], The received power of each sensor and packet length [10], the network 
traffic [11], and transmission schedule [12]. Different authors have proposed different IMTs, in the following 
section we have listed out few which are applicable for the current research. 

Authors [13] proposed an Almost Blank Subframe (ABS) algorithm. The proposed algorithm measures the 
load of network and provides load balancing technique. It has two gateways called as healthy gateway and WBAN 
gateway. It has a subframe called as a mandatory ABS subframe used for load management. System performance 
was improved due to load balancing technique.  
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In this algorithm interference caused by other nearby devices can also be avoided by using ABS gateway. In 
this Technique Range Extension (RE) index is used to show Range Extension which is an indicator of availability 
of devices. When more devices enter in the range of WBAN, RE will increase and which will indicate interference.  

In [14] authors uses  multihop routing for better performance of WBAN. It shows improvement in battery life, 
connectivity and reliability of the network. Author performed experiments for heavy and real interference 
situation. This environment was used to analyze effect of transmission frequencies, packet size and transmit power 
They proposed a adaptive algorithm which adjust dynamically it’s parameter with received power indicator. 

In [15] authors presented a parameter adjustment method for improving reliability of communication in 
WBAN which suffers high interference. This method includes packet size reduction, bake off time and CCA 
period reduction. In [16] authors presented a Dynamic channel assignment scheme for interference avoidance 
named as Dynamic Channel allocation Scheme for Interference Mitigation (DCAIM). In this paper, authors 
classified area of each WBAN as relay region which was synchronized by relay. In this technique each Regional 
Group creates a table of Interference Sensors and this will be broadcasted to all nearby sensors. So sensors from 
Interference sets were allocated orthogonal channels and all other may use same time slot. In this technique time 
division multiplexing was used.  

In [17] authors divided data transmitted by sensors in two types as Primary Users (PU) which are delay 
sensitive and other as Secondary Users (SU) which are throughput sensitive. All bandwidth was divided for PU 
and SU. The bandwidth was fairly allocated for critical data. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) approach was 
utilized for transmission power optimization. It was modeled as mathematical model as a Linear Programming 
Problem (LPP) and PSO was implemented for interference mitigation. 

In [18] authors, presented a Smart Channel Assignment (SCA) interference mitigation algorithm. This 
algorithm considered co-existing WBANs. In these algorithm coordinators of coexisting WBANs offers 
orthogonal channels for each WBAN. So total channel bandwidth was divided equally into time slots equal to 
total WBAN numbers and each slot of respective WBAN was further sub divided in to sensor nodes of that 
WBAN network. After orthogonal channel assignment interference set was formed based on table of received 
power of each sensor. Then coordinator broadcasts its interference list to form interference set. Nodes with 
interference were arranged with same time slot as per their previous allocation. Remaining time slots are equally 
divided into other nodes without interference. 

In [19] authors, presented Interference Aware Traffic Priority Based Link Scheduling (ITLS). This is an 
interference mitigation algorithm used for coexisting WBAN environment. In this algorithm orthogonal 
transmission was used between all WBANs and total time slots were equally divided into sensors. All WBAN 
coordinator creates Interference Sensor Group (ISG) and Non Interference sensor Group and initialize a 
scheduling vector. All sensors are assigned with priority. Along with traffic priority weighted interference of each 
sensor was calculated. ITLS algorithm was executed at coordinator of each WBAN, Contention Value (CV) used 
to define weight constraints at each time slot. The active sensor with highest CV and priority was selected.  

In summary, the purpose of the mitigation schemes is to guarantee that WBANs operate stably even in highly 
populated and interference-prone situations. These schemes must be suitable equipped with interference detection 
as well as overcoming techniques to ensure network performance. The interference mitigation technique must be 
designed or satisfy the needs to be effective. These parameters mainly include system throughput, power 
consumption, Quality of Service and Reliability. One by one these parameters are discussed below. 

A. SYSTEM THROUGHPUT 

The system throughput is related to the data rate and packet delivery ratio. In general it is understood that the 
higher system throughput leads to the more reliable communication. It is a fact that the Mobile and high-density 
WBANs adversely affect bandwidth utilization. Thus, the signal loss may result in a dangerous situation for 
patients in healthcare applications. Thus reliability in sending vital signals from a human body to the server is 
critical. So, a requirement of any mitigation scheme is to maximize system throughput.  
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B.  ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

For a long lifespan for the sensor nodes, energy efficiency or consumption is important. The power capacities 
of WBAN sensor nodes are limited due to the small size of their batteries. In interference scenarios, the power 
consumption of a WBAN increases because of contention to access the channel, retransmission, and the idle 
listening channel. Thus, interference mitigation algorithms must consider the minimization power in a WBAN as 
a main objective.  

C. QUALITY OF SERVICE (QOS) 

All WBANs have specific QoS requirements for each type of sensor or application. QoS depends on bit error 
rate (BER) or the nature of transmitted signal (Heart rate). In interference, WBANs with a high QoS constraint 
should have a high priority to access the channel and low BER. 

D. RELIABILITY 

Reliability is considered in terms of packet delay and probability of packet loss. It should be as low as possible. 
The convergence time is a time in which WBANs return to normal operation. For the more effective the 
interference mitigation scheme; the convergence time must be low to reduce delay 

. From above discussion, it is concluded that the best interference mitigation technique will have maximum 
system throughput, minimization power, a high QoS or low BER and low convergence time. Considering above 
discussion, we have considered three parameters to compare performance of Interference mitigation technique 
viz. throughput, delay and energy consumption. 

In this research, we have used IEEE 802.15.6 MAC protocol which supports dynamic resource allocation 
based interference mitigation techniques. We found SCA  and ITLS  are channel allocation methods which have 
been recently tested for Interference studies. Thus, for practical convenience, we chose to compare these two 
concurrent methods for mitigation performance for designed WBAN. 

METHODOLOGY 

Following flowchart shows methodology used for the research. In the subsequent section each part is discussed 
in detail. 

 
Figure 15-1 Flowchart for Methodology 
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A. WBAN DESIGN 

The main motivation of this research is to contribute to heart rate monitoring by developing WBAN as per the 
IEEE 802.15.6 standard. Since, the heart rate and pulse rate are the good indicators of a heart disease, we selected 
these two sensors. In addition, the third sensor for body temperature monitoring is introduced to the network. 
Each sensor, thus independently monitors vital signatures and communicates to the central Hub as shown in fig. 
2a. A single hop star topology was found suitable and selected for connecting all sensors with the hub. These 
three sensors nodes will be communicating with a single hub as shown in fig. 15-2.  

The node-0 is a heart rate sensor mounted close to heart, node-1 is a pulse rate sensor mounted near to right-
hand wrist and node -2 is a temperature sensor mounted on the left hand. A central node 3 represents Hub. 
Accordingly, the WBAN network is designed in NS2 (simulated environment) as shown in fig. 15-3. Accordingly, 
a program for four nodes is written. 

 

 
Figure 15-2 WBAN network placed on a human body 

 
Figure 15-3 WBAN in NS2 
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B. CREATION OF MULTIPLE WBANS AND INTERFERENCE MODELLING  

Since the paper focuses on effect of interference on network performance, thus it was necessary to create an 
interference environment. The interference environment is created by considering multiple WBANs coexisting at 
a single place having area of 100 x100 meters. We considered 50 coexisting WBANs initially in the first set of 
simulation to create interference environment. Each WBAN in the interference environment was similar to the 
model discussed in WBAN design section. However, every WBAN has different mobility pattern. For example, 
some WBANs are static where person is standing at a particular place and some are moving with different speeds 
to replicate walking. To simulate real time crowd environment, we kept on adding 50 WBANs in each trial up to 
300 WBANs. This replicates the situation where many WBANs communication ranges overlaps with each other. 
Thus, we tried to replicate real life situation where 300 WBANs can co-exist; thus we created interference model. 

C. SIMULATION STUDIES 

Network design in NS2 contains a Frontend and Backend structure. The frontend is used to design a WBAN. 
The designed network contains three nodes and one hub, thus four nodes are created. We used MAC 802.15.6 
protocol. Following Table 15-1 show all simulation parameters. The simulation environment consists of 100 m 
x100m area. As discussed in previous section, initially 50 WBANs with random mobility scenario were created. 
Initial energy, transmitter and receiver energy values were maintained as mentioned in the Table 15-1. We 
conducted the simulation trial for 100 seconds and then analyzed the results by applying the awk script to the 
output file of the program. We fixed the same data rate for all sensors. To check the network configuration a test 
run was carried out. The designed network worked successfully and the desired output is obtained which 
confirmed that all nodes, hub and wireless links are working properly. Simulations are carried out for three 
parameters viz. throughput, delay, and power consumption. 

Table 15-1 Network Simulation Parameters 

Network Area 1000 x 1000 

Type of Network WBAN 

Number of WBAN 50-300 

Number of Body Sensors in Each WBAN 3 

Velocity 1.5 m/s 

MAC 802.15.6 

Simulation Time 100 second 

Initial Energy 0.5 J 

Transmitter energy consumption 16.7 nJ 

Receiver energy consumption 36.1 nJ 

Interference Mitigation techniques SCA, ITLS 

D. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Objective of the paper is to evaluate effectiveness of interference mitigation techniques to mitigate or minimize 
interference. As discussed in section II, the best IMT would improve throughput with less energy consumption 
and less delay. Thus the first trial run was conducted without any IMT and the results are tabulated for throughput, 
delay, and power consumption and this data was used to compare with results obtained by trial run by applying 
SCA, ITLS interference mitigation techniques. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
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In this section, we will discuss network performance under interference environment with and without 
interference mitigation techniques. The performance parameters are throughput, energy consumption and delay 
analysis. 

A. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS 

Following fig. 15-4 shows throughput analysis and Table 15-2 shows throughput analysis comparative for 
different Interference Mitigation Techniques. From fig. 3, it was observed that as we increase number of WBANs, 
the throughput goes on reducing. We have taken readings by varying number of WBANs from 50 to 300. Due to 
coexistence of these many numbers of WBANs in particular area, 84% decrease in throughput for AODV protocol 
was observed. Thus, we can conclude that co-existence of multiple WBANs decreases throughput. However, 
efforts should be made to improve throughput by applying interference mitigation technique. So, we took reading 
by applying mitigation techniques and checked whether it has an impact on throughput. When we applied ITLS 
mitigation technique throughput reduction was improved and it was 49.55% and for SCA throughput was even 
better and reduction was observed up to 46.66%. With these results, we can conclude that throughput will be 
better if we use mitigation technique for better performance. In general, SCA has shown marginally better 
throughput performance than ITLS.  

 

Following table 15-2 provides throughput analysis for multiple WBANs in interference environment. It can 
be seen that throughput is increased considerable with IMT as compared to without IMT. SCA has shown better 
performance than ITLS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 15-2 Throughput analysis comparative for different Interference Mitigation Techniques 

Number of WBANs Without IMT ITLS SCA 

50 322.1 547.66 581.54 

100 229.45 455.01 488.89 

150 182.92 408.48 442.36 

200 154.26 379.82 413.7 

250 104.44 330 363.88 

Figure 15-4 Effect of increasing number of WBANs on 
throughput for different Interference Mitigation Techniques 
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300 50.72 276.28 310.16 

B. DELAY ANALYSIS  

Following fig.15-5 shows Delay analysis and Table 15-3 shows Delay analysis comparative for different 
Interference Mitigation Techniques. From fig. 15-6, it was observed that as we increase number of WBANs the 
delay goes on increasing. From readings, when no mitigation technique was applied then there was 7.167% 
increase in delay without IMT. We intended to check effect of applying mitigation techniques. We found 
improvement in delay due to IMT. When we applied, ITLS mitigation technique, delay was improved to 6.05% 
and for SCA delay was 6.1%.  

With these results, we can conclude that delay goes on increasing as we increase number of WBANS. By 
applying mitigation technique, delay was reduced and performance was enhanced. ITLS and SCA have similar 
effect on delay, so no clear distinction can be made between these two techniques. Both techniques can be tested 
for more number WBANs beyond 300 to get this distinction; which is beyond the scope of this research. From 
fig. 4 it was observed that there was gradual increase in delay up to 250, whereas sudden increase in delay is 
observed beyond 250 WBANs. 

Following table 15-3 provides delay analysis for multiple WBANs in interference environment. It can be seen 
that delay is decreased considerably with IMT as compared to without IMT. ITLS has shown marginally better 
performance than SCA. 

 

 
Figure 15-5  Effect of increasing number of WBANs on 

delay for different Interference Mitigation Techniques 

 
Figure 15-6 Effect of increasing number of WBANs 
on energy consumption for different Interference 

Mitigation Techniques Initially 

Table 15-3 Delay analysis comparative for different Interference Mitigation Techniques 

Number of WBANs Without IMT ITLS SCA 

50 0.047 0.036 0.038 

100 0.049 0.038 0.039 

150 0.087 0.065 0.068 

200 0.089 0.089 0.089 

250 0.164 0.142 0.146 

300 0.383 0.255 0.273 
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C. ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS 

The fig. 15-6 shows energy consumption analysis and Table 15-4 shows energy consumption analysis 
comparative for different Interference Mitigation Techniques.  

Table 15-4 Energy consumption analysis comparative for different Interference Mitigation Techniques 

Number of WBANs Without IMT ITLS SCA 

50 0.011 0.012 0.011 

100 0.011 0.013 0.012 

150 0.011 0.013 0.012 

200 0.012 0.014 0.013 

250 0.014 0.015 0.014 

300 0.015 0.017 0.016 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Without Interference Mitigation Technique (IMT), we observed large reduction in the throughput. With the 
application of IMT, considerable improvement in throughput is observed. Thus, it is concluded that for better 
network throughput in interference environment use of IMT is recommended. From delay analysis, it is concluded 
that delay goes on increasing as we increase number of WBANS. With an application of IMT delay was reduced 
considerably as compared to without IMT. Thus, we can conclude that with mitigation technique delay can be 
reduced and network performance can be improved. 

It is understood that IMT improves throughput and delay however it increases energy consumption of the 
network. Results have shown that this increase in energy is marginally more with IMT than without IMT. 
Considering, importance of WBAN for monitoring the patient’s vital parameters, it is essential to have lesser 
delay, and better throughput. Although, energy consumption is compromised with IMT, it is strongly 
recommended to use IMT. Comparing SCA and ITLS, we found that both techniques were effective to maintain 
better throughput, lesser delay, and marginally higher energy consumption. However, difference between these 
two IMTs is marginal. Thus, we see need of better improved IMT which can have comparatively better results 
for designed WBAN. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the physiological changes that occur in fruits during the storage and ripening period, 
using EIS technique. Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy technique as clear from the name is used to analyze 

the electrical properties of the fruits and thereby assists a lot in investigating the relationship between the 
Nyquist plot obtained from the impedance spectroscopy and the equivalent circuit. Electrical equivalent circuit 
has been modeled relative to the Nyquist plot obtained. Followed by modeling of electrical equivalent circuit 

the suitable fit has also been obtained. In the present work Non destructive technique has been used for 
estimating the impedance of orange. Here in this paper, Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) studies on 

orange tissues has been conducted over a wide range of signal frequencies starting from 50Hz and ending up to 
1MHz.The number of points between start to end frequency are 100. The Nyquist plot obtained for the orange 

tissue sample shows that the electrical equivalent circuit of the tissue sample contains a Constant Phase 
Element. Variations in weight of the fruit with ripening have also been analyzed in this paper. The impedance 

as well as the weight measurements was monitored once a day for six days. 

Keywords—Non–destructive technique, Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fruits are rich source of nutrition and contribute a lot in human healthy diet. Fruits are not only known for 
their colorful appearance and flavor, but they also serve a lot as a source of energy, vitamins, minerals, and dietary 
fiber [1-3]. Day by day with the increased standard of living demands for fresh fruits in markets is also increasing. 
Thus before bringing the fruits to market it must be assured that the fruits that are to be sold are free of damage. 
As the physiological conditions of fruits are greatly influenced by certain environmental factors such as 
temperature, humidity, and hence it is necessary to monitor the changes in the physiological status of fruits. 
Damage in fruits may be due to various reasons (surface injuries, impact bruising, vibration bruising etc.)[3]. If 
the damage is external i.e. due to fall from height or chilling injury, it is visible but sometimes the damage is 
internal and cannot be seen. Therefore technique of physiological assessment is not always possible and hence in 
order to check the internal properties of fruits a very popular technique called impedance spectroscopy (EIS) or 
AC impedance has been used.EIS technique has proved its usefulness not only in the biological field but also in 
the field of Chemistry. All the biological tissues are composed of complex impedance [4]. Complex impedance 
consist of both the resistive and the capacitive elements [5].Electrical impedance measurements were also 
conducted in some agricultural products such as in apple [6-7], nectarines [8-9],  persimmon fruit [10], Kiwifruit 
[11],  cucumber [12-13] ,graut citrus [14], potato [15], banana [16], avocados [17] and many others. Due to 
conductive behavior of the fruits it has been possible to perform the EIS technique on fruits as well. Electrical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measures the electrical properties of subject of interest as a function of 
frequency.EIS technique for quality assessment of fruits has been advantageous over technique of physiological 
assessment for quality determination because of being simple and non-destructive [18-20].Thus impedance is a 
complex quantity and changes with variations in the signal frequencies.EIS technique is used for measuring the 
impedance, of the biological tissue and thereby reveals the electrical properties of the biological material. By 
analyzing the impedance of the biological material it is possible to relate the measured electrical values of the 
subject under test to their physiologic equivalents. The analysis of EIS measurements at different frequencies 
assists a lot in understanding the intrinsic properties of the sample of intrest.EIS technique has been in use since 
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several years for investigating the fundamental electrical properties of subject of interest and has proved itself as 
useful tool in detecting the changes in behavior under different physiological conditions. Due to EIS technique it 
has been possible to built electrical models of the measured material in the form of an electrical circuit consisting 
of  resistors and capacitors and analyze its response to alternating current source signals of variable amplitude 
and frequency [21].EIS technique is very powerful and easy to use and provides information about all the passive 
components i.e. resistive, capacitive and inductive within very short span of time with the help of appropriate 
equivalent circuit model [22]. Modeling of electrical equivalent circuits is very much necessary in order to 
characterize experimental frequency response of impedance [23][24].Once the Equivalent electrical circuit is 
obtained it is important to obtain the best possible fit in order to obtain the best values of the unknown parameters 
of the circuit. But before building any electrical model, it is necessary to be familiar with the investigated sample 
structure. 

BASIC STRUCTURE OF PLANT CELL 

The word ‘cell’ was first coined by British scientist Robert Hook in the year 1665. All the living objects either 
plant, animal or human bodies are comprised of cells and tissues. Body of every organism is made up of cell, and 
each cell arises from pre-existing cell. Cell is the basic structural and functional unit of life. Plant cells are 
eukaryotic cells which contains membrane bound organelles and nucleus. Generally plant cells are larger than 
animal cells and are mostly similar in size but different in structures. Plant cells are similar to animal cells in 
being eukaryotic and they have similar cell organelles. Basic cell structure consists of cell membrane also known 
as plasma membrane bounded by a rigid cell wall made up of cellulose and chitin. The basic function of the cell 
wall is to provide shape to the cell. Cell membrane is thin, elastic, living, double layer, and permeable membrane, 
made up of protein and lipid molecules. The basic function of cell membrane is to regulate the movement of 
molecules inside and outside the cells. The presence of molecules inside is responsible for the conductive 
properties of biological tissues. The basic cell structure mainly comprises three important elements which are cell 
membrane, intracellular fluids and extra cellular fluids. Cell membrane maintains ion concentration gradient 
between the intracellular and extra cellular spaces. The extracellular fluids conduct at high frequency as well as 
low frequency range, whereas the intracellular fluids show the conductive property only at high frequency range. 
The intracellular fluids containing the cytoplasm and nucleus shows resistive behavior to the alternating current 
signal. The cell membrane consists of a layer of a layer of non-conductive lipid material sandwiched between two 
layers of conductive protein molecules and hence it behaves like a capacitance contributing a capacitive reactance 
to the alternating current path [25].Hence the equivalent circuit model of the biological samples is comprised of 
intracellular fluid resistance, extracellular fluid resistance and a cell membrane capacitance. 

A. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The experiments were carried out on a matured unripe orange which was brought from local market. The 
experiment was carried out for six days. A big green orange was chose and stored at room temperature till ripening. 
Impedance measurement was done using Impedance Analyzer. The readings were taken at the frequency range 
starting from 50Hz and ending upto1MHz.Experiments was carried out using non-destructive technique. Electrical 
contact with the orange was made using ECG electrode. Before placing the ECG electrodes, the orange was cleaned 
properly with distilled water. The position of ECG electrodes was arranged properly for accurate reading. A 
constant current source of 1mA was applied, and the number of points taken was 100.Application of constant 
current source is very much important for estimating the impedance of the sample of interest. Impedance of the 
orange was estimated by measuring the voltage source that developed on account of constant current source 
injection through the electrodes. Experiments were performed using two-terminal method.  
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Figure 16-1 Experimental Setup for impedance measurements. 

The surface electrode through which the current is injected is called the current electrode or driving electrode 
and the one on which the frequency dependent ac potential is measured is called the voltage electrode or the 
sensing electrode.Here in these Experiment two terminal methods was used where two electrodes were used for 
impedance measurement and hence current injection and voltage detection was conducted with the same pair of 
electrodes. The Experimental setup for obtaining the impedance parameters as a function of frequency of orange 
tissues has been shown in Fig.16-1 Weight of orange was also measured till the orange was not overripe, as the 
overripe fruit is not desirable. So the weight was measured for six days using weight measuring instrument. Both 
the impedance as well as weight measurements were monitored once a day for six days. 

CONSTANT PHASE ELEMENT (CPE) 

In biology, an equivalent circuit model is a circuit yielding the same impedance as a biological tissue in a 
given frequency domain. The most commonly used model to characterize electrical properties in tissues is 
composed by two resistors and capacitor which behaves like a CPE where the capacitor has a Laplace variable 
with an exponent called fractional power(pseudo capacitor). As, tissues composed of many cells produces time 
constant distribution therefore Cole-Cole plot is described as distorted semicircle in a vertical direction. Thus in 
order to model this distorted semicircle, Constant Phase Element was introduced. The Constant phase element 
(CPE) is a non-intuitive circuit element that was discovered while looking at the response of real-world 
system.CPE can provide a useful modeling element, even if the true nature of the system is known. An ideal CPE 
is defined as an element whose admittance or impedance has constant phase over the entire frequency band from 
0 to ∞ and that is why the name given is constant phase element [26].The ideal CPE is a two- terminal network. 
Impedance of an ideal CPE is given by. 

1
( )CPEZ

Q s α=         (1) 

Where j  is the imaginary unit and ω  is the angular frequency in s jω= . The parameters α and Q in the 
CPE impedance are the exponent factor and the CPE constant respectively. CPE exponent is the factor within the 
range of 0 to 1 which describes time constant distribution in the system. When   1α = the system is described 
by a single time-constant and the parameter Q has units of capacitance; otherwise, Q has units of 2/s cmα Ω  Its 
name is in the reference to the phase angle, which is independent of frequency and dependent only on the order 
α, given as α𝜋𝜋

2
. The values of α from experimentally calculated are typically in the range of 0 1α< < . 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

It is observed that at the end of six days of monitoring the weight decreases each day with ripening as shown in 

Fig.16-2. After this, result of  impedance parameters ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),  ,  , ,Z R Xω ω ω θ ω  with respect to the signal 

frequency is shown in fig.16-3, 16-4, 16-5 and 16-6 respectively.  

It is observed from fig .16-3 that the magnitude of impedance of 1st day is higher at low frequencies and then 
decreases slowly as the frequency increases. On the 2nd day of observation again the same variation with respect to 
frequency is observed but with increased magnitude of impedance as compared to 1st day.  

Similarly on the 3rd and 4th day there was slight increase in the magnitude of impedances as compared to the 1st 
and 2nd day but on the 5th and 6th day it is observed that there is greater rise in magnitude of impedances as compared 
to other days. Larger variations are seen in magnitude of impedances of different days at lower frequencies whereas 
at higher frequencies the variations are very less. Variations in magnitude of impedances are very high on the 5th 
and 6th day of observation.  

Again in Fig.16-4 the variations in magnitude of resistance for different days are seen with respect to frequency. 
The variations in magnitude of resistance are found almost similar as that of variations in magnitude of impedance 
up to six days of observations.  

Here again the magnitude of resistance as seen on the 1st day  is high at low frequencies and then decreases 
slightly with increase in frequencies. On the 2nd day again the magnitude is found high at low frequency and then 
decreases slowly as the frequency increases but with higher rate as compared to the 2nd day.  

Similarly, the variations increases   on the 3rd and 4th day of observation but again rapid variations in magnitude 
of resistances with frequencies is seen on the 5th and 6th day of observations as compared to other days. Observation 
up to six days from the fig. reveals that every day the magnitude of resistance goes on increasing.  

Now in fig.16-5 variations of reactance with respect to frequencies up to six days is shown. It is observed from 
the fig. that the magnitudes of reactance on 1st day increases gradually at lower frequencies and at the frequency 
range of 500 Hz-600Hz it attains its maximum position thereby forming a peak and then again starts decaying 
constantly at higher frequencies.  

On the 2nd day of observation again the magnitude of reactance increases with increase in frequency, attains 
maximum value in the frequency range of 500Hz-600Hzand then again decreases constantly with increasing 
frequencies but the magnitude of reactance increases as compared to the 1st day. Same variations in magnitude of 
reactance with frequency  is observed up to four days but every day a little increase in peak is observed. But on the 
5th and 6th day of observation it is seen that there is rapid increase in the peak of 5th and 6th day as compared to the 
other four days. Thus it can be concluded from the fig.16-5 that every day the reactance increases with increase in 
frequencies attains maximum value at frequency range (500Hz-600Hz) and starts decaying at a constant rate 
thereafter but at the same time it is also observed that the value of reactance increases continuously with days. 

Fig.16-6 shows the variation of phase angle (theta) with respect to the applied frequency response. On the 1st 

day of observation it is seen that the phase angle value increases constantly with frequency, attains maximum value 
in the frequency range of 70-80 kHz and starts decaying and decays constantly at higher frequencies.  

Similarly on the 2nd day the variations in theta with respect to frequency are same but the values of theta 
increases compared to the 1st day.  

On 3rd day the variation of theta with frequency is almost same but the value of theta decreased compared to the 
2nd day and hence the curve of 3rd day falls down the 2nd day at lower frequencies but again in the frequency range 
of 40-50KHz the values of theta becomes almost the same and hence the two curves overlaps in this range and 
thereafter the values of theta for the 3rd day increase with respect to the 2nd day at higher frequencies.  

On the 4th day the theta   rises slowly at lower frequencies region attain the peak somewhere in the frequency 
range (60-70 KHz) and then gradually decreases thereafter with increasing frequencies. On 5th day value of theta 
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increases as compared to other days at lower frequency regions and then somewhere in the range of (50-60 KHz) 
attains nearly same values as that of 4th day and thereafter decreases very rapidly at higher frequency regions.  

The curve of the 6th day as clear from fig.16-6 is same as that  is seen that the values of theta of 5th and 6th day 
are very near to each other at lower frequency regions and then increases rapidly and attains peak at 55kHz and 
then decrease  gradually at higher frequency regions. 
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Figure 16-2 Variations in weight with ripening 
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Figure 16-3 Variations in impedance with frequency for 

different days 
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Figure 16-4 Variations in real part with frequency 

for  different days. 
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Figure 16-5 Variations in imaginary part with Frequency 

for   different days. 
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Figure 16-6 Variations in Phase angle (theta) with 

frequency for different days. 
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Figure 16-7 Variation of impedance components with   

frequency. 

Fig 16-7. Shows the variations of the real (resistance) as well as the imaginary (reactance) part of the electrical 
impedance with respect to the applied frequency response. It is very clearly observed from the fig. that the 
variations in both the real as well as the imaginary part of the complex impedance is greater at lower frequencies 
and very less at higher frequencies. The Nyquist plot obtained for the orange tissue is one complete semicircle. The 
Nyquist plot obtained for the orange tissue demonstrates that the equivalent model of the tissue sample contains a 
constant phase element (CPE).Fig.16-8.shows the electrical equivalent model of orange.  

 

Figure 16-8 Equivalent model of orange. 
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Figure 16-9 Nyquist plot fit of orange showing the relationship between reactance and resistance. 

Here R1 is the series resistance, R2 is the parallel resistance, and C1 is the capacitance and α is the Constant 
phase element. Once the Equivalent model is obtained seeing the Nyquist plot, it is helpful to fit the experimental 
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data with that model. Here non-linear fitting has been done using the origin pro 8 software. Fig.16-9 shows the 
Nyquist plot and its fit. The dotted points of black color represent the experimental results and the dotted points of 
red color are the fitted results. From the fitted results we get the values of R1, R2, C1 and α as 235Ω, 15789Ω, 
5.04nF and 0.56 respectively. 

Table 16-1 Day wise variation in electrical parameters alongwith standard error 

Sl. No. ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS STANDARD ERROR 

DAY 1 

Rs =  234Ω 
Rp= 15789Ω 
Cp=5.04nF 

CPE(α)=0.56 

12.28089 
56.05283 
5.2E-11 
0.00268 

DAY 2 

Rs = 246Ω 
Rp=20768Ω 

Cp=4.9nF 
CPE(α)=0.59 

10.4847 
50.719 
3.1E-11 
0.00188 

DAY 3 

Rs = 247Ω 
Rp=22789Ω 

Cp=3.6nF 
CPE(α)=0.59 

16.49941 
73.86186 
3.3E-11 
0.00259 

DAY 4 

Rs =247Ω 
Rp=24623Ω 

Cp=4.1nF 
CPE(α)=0.60 

11.27265 
54.07745 
2.44E-11 
0.00172 

DAY 7 

Rs =333Ω 
Rp=34947Ω 

Cp=6.3nF 
CPE(α)=0.60 

21.78491 
118.71724 
5.06E-11 
0.0028 

DAY 8 

Rs = 266Ω 
Rp=44883Ω 

Cp=5.6nF 
CPE(α)=0.60 

20.73482 
168.93582 

4.8E-11 
0.00212 

CONCLUSIONS 

In summary we can say that the variations in electrical properties of orange tissues are monitored here. It is 
concluded from the above results that the, electrical parameters of orange tissue including impedance, resistance 
,reactance and phase angle shows large variations in the lower frequency range ,however at higher frequencies 
also slight variations are observed. It is observed from the above results that the impedance parameters decrease 
with increasing frequency but increases continuously with days. Thus it is concluded that according to the tissue 
properties the magnitude of Z (ω), R (ω), X (ω) and θ (ω) are changed with the change in frequency and hence 
the nature and behavior of any biological tissues can be closely distinguished by plotting the impedance 
parameters with respect to the applied signal frequency. Moreover from the equivalent electrical model obtained 
for orange it is also observed that the value of constant phase element (CPE) remains almost constant. 
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ABSTRACT 

There is an excessive growth in the usage of social networking sites.  Because of this an increasing number 
of social network mental disorders (SNMDs), such as Cyber-Relationship Addiction, Information Overload, and 
Net Compulsion, have been recently reported. Passively observed symptoms of these mental disorders lead to a 

delayed clinical intervention. In this paper, the authors argue that mining online social data provides an 
opportunity to find out SNMDs at an early stage. The mental state cannot be observed directly from online 
social data because of that it is difficult to identify SNMDs. Our approach, instead of relying on the self-

revealing of those mental factors via questionnaires  proposes a new system, namely, the Social Network Mental 
Disorder Detection (SNMDD). Our system is evaluated through a user study with number of users of the 
network. We perform a feature analysis and also apply SNMD in large- scale data sets and analyze the 

characteristics of the three types of mental disorder. We will be providing text area and a questionnaire to 
calculate the depression level. On the basis of depression level we will be providing basic solution which 
includes books, videos, music, foods, exercises, and also chatbot and messenger to overcome some easy 

situations. 

Index Terms—social network, mental disorder detection, feature extraction, Decision Tree classifier. 

INTRODUCTION 

Mental disorder is becoming a threat to people’s health now a days. With the rapid pace of life, more and more 
people are feeling mentally disturbed. It is not easy to detect the user’s mental disorder early enough[1,4] .With 
the penetration of web-based social networking, individuals are used to share their day by day activities and 
interact with friends, making it possible to use online social network data for mental disorder detection[2]. In our 
system, we find that the user’s disorder state is closely related to that of his/her friends in social media, and we 
employ a large-scale dataset from real-world social platforms to systematically study the correlation of user’s 
disorder states and social interactions. We first define a set of mental disorder-related textual, visual, and social 
attributes from various aspects. Though mental disorder itself is non-clinical and common in our life, excessive 
and chronic disorder can be rather harmful to  the people’s physical and mental health[3]. The user’s social 
interactions on social networks contain useful cues for stress detection. 

Social psychological studies have made two interesting observations. The first is mood contagion: a bad mood 
can   be transferred from one person to another during social interaction. The second social interaction: people 
are - known to the social interaction of the user. With the advancement of social networks like Twitter, Facebook 
and Sina Weibo, an ever increasing number of people share their every day events and moods, and interact with 
friends. Due to the influence of - Facebook post content attributes and social interactions become enhance factors 
for mental disorder detection[5],[6].  

Clinical depression is a serious condition that negatively affects how a person thinks, feels, and behaves. In 
contrast to normal sadness, clinical depression is persistent, often interferes with a person's ability to experience 
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or anticipate pleasure, and significantly interferes with functioning in daily life. Untreated, symptoms can last for 
weeks, months, or years; and if inadequately treated, depression can lead to significant impairment, other health-
related issues, and in rare cases, suicide. 

After detecting a disorder level, the system can recommend hospitals to the user for medical advice, with 
reference to a Google map and how to take precaution for avoid disorder. 

MOTIVATION  

These days, many people spend a large portion of time on the Internet, whether it is for work, social interaction, 
gathering information, or entertainment. There is a fine line between what can be considered a healthy amount of 
Internet usage, and what is kn own as addiction disorder  [10],[11]. Disorders may contain online relationship 
addiction, net compulsion, information overload. Because of online social relationship there may be issues like 
physical absence of the person, identity issue, people may get addicted to a virtual relationship with wrong person. 
Likewise, the compulsive usage of social networking sites may lead to problem of addicted behavior towards net-
gaming[11]. People who are net-gaming addicts cannot stop playing games (e.g. PUBG players) on the Internet. 

Information overload addicts are addicted to the unlimited information that can be found on the Internet. They 
spend countless hours reading and organizing data they find, often times developing obsessive-compulsive 
tendencies.  Information overload addicts will work less productively in their careers and especially in their 
personal lives. So, to overcome all these problems there is a need of automatic detection of these mental disorders. 

Today, the identification of potential mental disorders often falls on the shoulders of supervisors (such as 
teachers, employers, or parents) who can observe the aforementioned symptoms better than others but only 
passively. There are very few notable physical risk factors, the patients usually do not actively seek medical or 
psychological services to reduce these symptoms. Passive observation of symptoms of an increasing number of 
social network mental disorders (SNMDs) is resulting in delayed clinical intervention. It is desirable to have the 
ability to actively detect potential SNMD users on OSNs at an early stage.  

STATE OF ART 

K. Rameshwaraiah, et al. [1] presented a system for detecting the users’ psychological stress states from the 
users’ weekly social media data, leveraging tweets’ content as well as users’ social interactions. To fully leverage 
both constant and social interaction information of users’ tweets, we proposed a hybrid model which combines 
the factor graph model (FGM) with a convolution neural network (CNN). 

Experimental results show that the proposed model can improve the detection performance by 6-9 percent in 
F1-score. By further analyzing the social interaction data and, it is possible to discover several intriguing 
phenomena.  

Huijie Lin et al. [2] showed that long –term stress  may lead to many severe physical and mental problems. 
Traditional psychological stress detection usually relies on the active individual participation, which makes the 
detection labor-consuming, time-costing and hysteretic. 

A novel method is proposed for detecting psychological stress from micro blog utilizing cross-media micro 
blog data; Three-level system is construct to formulate the problem, and propose a middle-level representation 
according to psychological and art theories, which can narrow the gap between low-level cross-media features 
and high-level stress semantics; here designed a Deep Neural Sparse Network based classification model to solve 
the problem of sparse in cross-media data. 

Author’s investigate the social correlations in psychological stress to further improve the detection 
performance. Jennifer Golbeck, et al. [3] Users’ Big Five personality traits can be predicted from the public 
information they share on Twitter. Our subjects completed a personality test and through the Twitter API, we can 
collect publicly accessible information from their profiles. After processing this data, we found many small 
correlations in the data. Using the profile data as a feature set, we were able to train two machine learning 
algorithms - ZeroR and Gaussian Processes to predict scores on each of the five personality traits to within 11% 
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- 18% of their actual value. With the ability to guess a user’s personality traits, many opportunities are opened for 
personalizing interfaces and information.  

After surveying this paper questions about how to present trusted, socially-relevant, and well-presented 
information to users. Andrey Bogomolov, et al. [4] The goal of this paper was to investigate the automatic 
recognition of people's daily stress from three different sets of data: a) People activity, as detected through their 
smart phones;b) Weather conditions; and c) personality traits. The problem was modeled as a 2-way classification 
one. The results convincingly suggest that all the three types of data are necessary for attaining a reasonable 
predictive power. As long as one of t hose information sources is dropped, performances drop below those of the 
baselines. 

Automatic stress detection based on mobile phone data can take advantage of the extensive usage and diffusion 
of these devices, it can be applied in several real world situations and it can be exploited for a variety of 
applications that are delivered by means of the same device. 

Sho Tsugawa, et al. [5], Depression has become recognized as a major public health problem around the world. 
Aim was to establish a method by which to recognize depression by analyzing the large-scale records of users’ 
activities in social media. The extensive evaluation of effectiveness of a user’s social media activities is used for 
estimating degree of depression. The degree of depression of Twitter users can be measured using the results of 
a web-based questionnaire. Several features are extracted from the activity histories of Twitter users. By using 
these features, we construct models for estimating the presence of active depression. Features obtained from user 
activities can be used to predict depression of users. 

Comparing with [1-4] above references learning robust uniform features for cross- media social data by using 
cross auto encoders take a more time. Feng-Tso Sun, et al. [6]; A multimodal approach is used to model the mental 
stress activation affected by physical activities using accelerometers, ECG, and GSR sensors. Accelerometer data 
is necessary to improve mental stress detection in a mobile environment. Here Decision Tree classifier has the 
best performance using 10-fold cross validation. This activity-aware scheme for mental stress detection can 
facilitate the development of many affective mobile applications using physiological signals (e.g., stress 
management, affective tutoring, and emotion-aware human computer interfaces). 

Repeated information in relevant answers requires the user to browse through a huge number of answers in 
order to actually obtain information. Liqiang Nie, et al. [7]; A medical terminology is used to present an 
assignment scheme to bridge the vocabulary gap between health seekers and healthcare knowledge.  

A novel scheme is used to code the medical records by jointly utilizing local mining and global learning 
approaches. However, the local mining approach may suffer from information and low precision, which motivates 
us to propose a global learning approach to compensate for the insufficiency of local coding approach. Extensive 
evaluations on a real world dataset demonstrate that this scheme is able to produce promising performance as 
compared to the prevailing coding methods. In [7] problem faces about investigation how to flexibly organize the 
unstructured medical content into user needs-aware ontology by leveraging the recommended medical 
terminologies. 

Kimberly s. Young [8], some people get addicted the internet in same way to drugs or alcohol, online social 
users get addicted to. Research among sociologists, psychologists, or psychiatrists has not formally identified 
addictive use of the Internet as a problematic behavior. this study developed a brief eight-item questionnaire 
referred to as a Diagnostic Questionnaire (DQ), which modified criteria for pathological gambling to provide a 
screening instrument for classification of participants. 

Gap found in briefing of  techniques to better incorporate multi-word terms and out-of-vocabulary words; 
advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques for learning word relations from free-form text; 
evaluation of latent concept relation suggestion, and predicting the type of relations. Yuan Zhang, et al. [9] 
focused on human emotion is one important part, which is affected by the dynamics of social networks. They 
proposed a system that  consists of MoodCast method based on a dynamic continuous factor graph model for 
modeling and predicting users’ emotions in a social network. Based on the information history MoodCast learns 
a discriminative model for predicting users’ emotion status at time t. For model learning, it uses a Metropolis-
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Hastings algorithm to obtain an approximate solution. Experimental results on two different real social networks 
demonstrate that the proposed approach can effectively model each user’s emotion status and the prediction 
performance is better than several baseline methods for emotion prediction. 

Young Min Baek, et al. [10]; tested the effect of Social Networking Sites (SNS) on the users’ psychological 
condition, in terms of subjective loneliness, interpersonal trust, and SNS addiction. This study distinguishes types 
of SNS relationships, and investigates their relationships with social isolation, interpersonal trust, and SNS 
addiction. A gap was found in parallelization, which is considered  in our algorithm in order to scale it up further. 

Katherine Chak, et al. [11] found that some patterns of internet use are associated with loneliness, shyness, 
anxiety, depression, and self-consciousness. Here, the study attempted to examine the potential influences of 
personality variables, such as shyness and lack of control, online experiences, and demographics on internet 
addiction. 

Results indicated that the higher the tendency of one being addicted to the Internet, the shyer the person is, 
the less faith the person has, the firmer belief the person holds in the irresistible power of others, and the higher 
trust the person places on the chance in determining his or her own course of life. 

Kiwon Kim et al. [12], defined Internet Addiction (IA) as a psychological dependence on the internet, 
regardless of the type of activities once logged on. The aim of this study was to investigate the association between 
suicide attempts and sleep among community-dwelling adults with IA. Among adults with IA, poor sleep quality 
was found to be associated with more severe IA and lifetime suicide attempt. A variety of poor sleep quality 
indexes associated with IA were shown in [12] and the association showed a positive correlation with IA severity.  

The disadvantages of this proposed system is that, this is a cross sectional study, using questionnaires and 
interview depending on subjective memory therefore; there are limitations to objective measurement related to 
sleep. This is overcome in our proposal. Based on the assumption that Net-generation has unique characteristics, 
the study in [13], examined (1) how internet addicted differ from the non-addicted and (2) how these attributes, 
together with the seductive properties of the Internet, are related to Internet addiction. 

Internet addicted are also strongly linked to the pleasure of being able to control the simulated world in online 
games. 

John T. Cacioppo, et al. [14], showed that network linkage data from the population-based Framingham Heart 
Study can be used to trace the topography of loneliness in people’s social networks and the path, through which 
loneliness spreads through these networks.  

Results indicated that loneliness occurs in clusters, extends up to 3 degrees of separation, is disproportionately 
represented at the periphery of social networks, and spreads through a contagious process. An important 
implication of this finding is that interventions to reduce loneliness in our society may benefit by aggressively 
targeting the people in the periphery to help repair their social networks. By helping them, we might create a 
protective barrier against loneliness that can keep the whole network from unraveling. 

To achieve this it is required  to make a process of data collection required as a combination of manual and 
automatic effort in order to produce satisfactory results. Budhaditya Saha, et al. [15], showed that mental illness 
has a deep impact on individuals, families, and by extension, society as a whole. Co-occurring mental health 
condition provides the focus for our work on classifying online communities with an interest in depression. Input 
to the system model is psycho-linguistic features expressed in the posts.  

A joint modeling system was formulated in order to classify mental health-related co-occurring online 
communities from these features. Empirical validation of the model is performed on the crawled dataset where 
our model outperforms recent state-of-the-art baselines. Result showed the potential of social media and online 
communities in the early screening and monitoring of mental health-related communities with an interest in 
depression. 

Rohizah Abd Rahman, et al.  [16] performed  a literature survey of mental health detection techniques for  
OSN (Online Social Network) users. It was shown that there may be possibility that mental health detection 
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techniques are not limited to one language. However, it was used only Twitter as their OSN platform for data 
collection instead of other types of OSN.  

Helmut Appel, et al. [17], showed that the co-occurrence of depression and envy is both plausible and 
empirically established. In a quasi-experimental online study, depressed and non-depressed participants indicated 
their self-esteem and were then presented with specifically set up Facebook profiles that were either attractive or 
unattractive. The connection between depression and envy was demonstrated with an experimental elicitation of 
envy for the first time. The results strongly suggest that low self-esteem and consequent feelings of inferiority 
play a crucial role in depressed individuals’ elevated levels of envy. This paper proposes a system for early 
detection of the condition and referral to the qualified medical staff. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

For early detection of mental disorders we propose a new system called  Social Network Mental Disorder 
Detection (SNMDD ) by mining online social data. We formulate the task as classification problem to detect three 
types of social network mental disorder using machine learning system: 

• Cyber-Relationship Addiction, which shows addictive behavior for building online relationships. 
• Net Compulsion, which shows compulsive behavior for online social gaming or gambling. 

Information Overload, which is related to uncontrollable online surfing. The proposed architecture of SNMDD 
system for mental health detection consists of several steps such as social network, data extraction, data pre-
processing, features selection, data classification using machine learning algorithms and early mental health 
detection. Figure 17-1 illustrates the proposed architecture of SNMDD system. 

 
Figure 17-1 System Architecture 
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In our proposal, we fill the gap of the following constraints:- 

• A novel hybrid model - a factor graph model combined with Convolution Neural Network. 
• Deep sparse neural network used for trained the data sets 
• Machine learning algorithms - ZeroR and Gaussian Processes 
• An ensemble of tree classifiers based on a Random Forest algorithm 
• Support Vector Machine classifier also implemented for seamless results 
• Continuous factor graph model 

Steps: 

 The users are online social users i.e. Facebook users and the - input to the SNMDD process is the 
social posts of the users e.g.  Facebook posts. 

 The SNMDD process is the consists of  the users several steps for the detection of mental disorder:-  
 Data extraction is the process of data retrieval from various sources. Here SNMDD process extract 

data from online social media i.e. Facebook data. 
 Data preprocessing is the data mining technique which is used to transform raw data into 

understandable format. 
 In this step, the  tokenization process is performed to convert sensitive data into unique set of 

characters that retain all essential information without compromising security. 
 The feature selection process is also known as variable selection or attributes selection process. 
 This is the process of selecting a subset of relevant features. 
 In the SNMDD process the  following features are  retrieved-  
 PR (Personal Relationship), SC (Social Comparison), checkAvgLogin, checkPostLikes, 

checkFriendRequest, checkTimeSpend, age, prediction, NC (Net Compulsion), CRA(Cyber 
Relationship Addiction) and IO(Information Overload). 

 In ‘classification’ we categorize data into given number of classes. The main goal of a classification 
problem is to identify the category/class to which a new data will fall under. 

 In the SNMDD process, the classification phase categorizes data into two classes i.e. whether user is 
a normal user or user with mental disorder. A decision tree algorithm  is used as classifier. The 
outcome of the decision is whether mental disorder detected or not detected. 

 If mental disorder is detected then user gets recommendation of nearby hospital and precaution list.  

REALISTIC METHOD   

 We formulate the disorder detection task as classification problem.  

The general motive of using Decision Tree is to create a training model, which can  be used to predict a class 
or value of target variables by learning decision rules inferred from prior data (training data). 

Input: Symptoms Set 

Output: Disease Set 

Algorithmic Steps: 

 Create dataset 
 Tokenize data 
 Select feature from tokenized data  
 Create root node for the tree 
 If (all inputs are positive, return leaf node positive) If Else (if all inputs are negative, return leaf node 

negative) 
 Else (Some inputs are positive and some inputs are negative, check condition (Positive¿ negative—

—Positive ¡negative), then return result) 
 Calculate the entropy of current state H(S) 
 For each attribute, calculate the entropy with respect to the attribute X denoted by H(S, X) 
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 Remove the attribute that offers highest value from the set of attributes 
 Repeat until we run out of all attributes or the decision tree has all leaf nodes. 

The entropy of the current state H(S) 

𝑯𝑯(𝑺𝑺) =  ∑ − 𝒑𝒑(𝒄𝒄) 𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥𝐥𝟐𝟐 𝒑𝒑(𝒄𝒄)𝒄𝒄∈𝑪𝑪      --------- (1) 

Where, 

S is current data state for which entropy is being calculated. 

C is set o classes in S (C = yes or no). 

P(c) is the proportion of the number of element in c to the number of elements in set S 

Select the attribute which has maximum value of IG(S, X), we use (2): 

𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰(𝑨𝑨, 𝑺𝑺) =  𝑯𝑯(𝑺𝑺) −  ∑ 𝒑𝒑(𝒕𝒕)𝑯𝑯(𝒕𝒕)𝒕𝒕∈𝑻𝑻  --------- (2)    
Where, 

     H(S) is entropy of set S. 
  T is subset created by splitting set S by attribute A. 
  
𝑝𝑝(𝑠𝑠) is the proportion of number of elements in t to the number of elements in set S 
    𝐻𝐻(𝑠𝑠) Is entropy of subset t. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION    

In the following, we compare the  SVM classifier to the  supervised learning approach used in SNMDD (i.e. 
Decision Tree classifier) for single accurate prediction result. Best classifier for any task is it-self task dependent. 
As shown in Table 17-1,  the accuracy of the decision tree classifier is more (i.e. 86%) than support vector machine 
classifier used in existing system (i.e. 72%). 

Table 17-1 Comparison between classification techniques 

Sr. No. Existing System Proposed 
System 

Algorithm Support vector 
machine Decision Tree 

Accuracy 72% 86% 

In the proposed SNMDD system as shown in Figure 17-2, the value of precision is 50%, value of recall is 
58%, value of F-measure is 53.70% and accuracy is 86% . 

 
Figure 17-2 System Performance 
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The system performance was evaluated using the following parameters : 

1. Precision = 

Precision is the fraction of relevant instances among the retrieved instances  

It is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observation to the total predicted positive observations as give by 
(3):-. 

 
𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻

𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻+𝑭𝑭𝑻𝑻
   𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏                       ------- (3) 

Where, TP is true positive 

            FP is false positive 

 2. Recall = 

Recall is the fraction of relevant instances that have been retrieved over the total amount of relevant instances. 
It is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observation to the all observations in actual class –yes. 

 
𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 

𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃+𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁
∗ 100                ------- (4) 

Where, TP is true positive 

            FN is false negative 

 

 3. F-Measure = 

F-Measure is a measure of a test’s accuracy. The F-Measure is defined as the weighted harmonic mean of the 
test’s precision and recall. 

F1 score is the weighted average of   Precision and Recall. 

𝟐𝟐 ∗  (𝑻𝑻𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒄𝒄𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷 ∗ 𝑹𝑹𝑷𝑷𝒄𝒄𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹)
𝑻𝑻𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝒄𝒄𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷+𝑹𝑹𝑷𝑷𝒄𝒄𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹

      ------- (5) 

 

 4. Accuracy = 

 Accuracy is the most intuitive   performance measure and it is simply a ratio of correctly predicted 
observations to the total observations. 

(𝑻𝑻𝑭𝑭+𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻)
(𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻+𝑭𝑭𝑻𝑻+𝑭𝑭𝑻𝑻+𝑭𝑭𝑻𝑻)

  𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏     ------- (6) 

Where, TP is true positive 

            FP is false positive 

            TN is true negative 

            FN is false negative 

In proposed SNMDD system as shown in graph 1, value of precision is 50%, value of recall is 58%, value of 
F- measure is 53.70% and accuracy is 86%. 

The proposed SNMDD system detects three types of mental disorders i.e. cyber relationship addiction (CRA), 
net compulsion (NC) and information overload (IO). Figure 17-3 shows that among the total users of SNMDD 
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system, 10% of the users are addicted to cyber relationship (CRA), 5% of the users are addicted to a net 
compulsion (NC) and 11% of the users are addicted to information overload (IO).  

 
Figure 17-3 Analysis of SNMD Types 

CONCLUSION    

A system was proposed that consequently recognizes potential online users with SNMDs.  Accordingly,  we 
displayed a structure for recognizing clients’ Mental Disorder states from clients’ per day online networking 
information, utilizing Facebook post’ content just as clients’ social associations. Utilizing a genuine internet based 
life information as the premise, we considered the connection between users’ Mental Disorder states and their 
social collaboration practices.  
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ABSTRACT 

The importance of Internet in our lives today cannot be overemphasized. So much so that access to Internet 
has been declared a fundamental right of citizens in several countries such as Finland, Spain, and Greece [1]. 
In most of the developed countries, high-speed Internet connectivity is enabled through wired communication 

infrastructure such as Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) and Very high bit-rate Digital Subscriber Line (VDSL). 
Unfortunately, the situation is not particularly encouraging in developing countries due to non-availability of 
such a pervasive communication infrastructure. The difference in the fiberdeployed-to-population ratio across 

developed and developing countries further underscores this disparity; while this ratio is 1.2 in USA, it is 
barely 0.1 in India [2]. Owing to this inadequacy of fiber/DSL availability, cellular access technology has 

emerged as the primary broadband access mechanism in developing countries. 

However, the penetration of cellular network is limited in rural areas as its deployment becomes unviable 
due to challenges such as low average revenue per user, sparse population density, and intermittent availability 

of electricity. This situation leaves majority of the rural people unconnected thereby creating a massive rural 
urban digital divide. The next generation cellular system along with the use of unlicensed Wi-Fi Technology 
can bridge this divide if we overcome the above-mentioned challenges. However, since the Fifth Generation 
(5G) cellular technology has focus on requirements such as 10 Gbps data rate, 1 ms latency, and very high 
speed mobility, the problems of coverage and affordability are likely to persist, further widening the digital 

divide [3]. This article explains how Wi-Fi is being used for affordable high speed broadband in rural areas. A 
successfully implemented case study of Jharkhand state is also presented, and it can be adopted as reliable 

business model for 5G or 5G type services in rural areas. 

Keywords : Broadband, Wi-Fi, 5G 

INTRODUCTION    

We are stepping into a new age of mobile communication where everything is expected to be connected: high-
speed information sharing shall be enabled between all kinds of devices, i.e cell phones, tablets, smart watches 
and wearable's, at any time and no matter where we go. Thus, to meet the everincreasing user demand in high 
data rate service with seamless connectivity, 5G wireless access must extend far beyond the previous generations 
of mobile networks with revolutionary solutions utilizing new radio access technologies.  

A cross-nation study of mobile broadband affordability in ethic perspective pointed out that affordable 
broadband internet connectivity should be considered as a vital aspect in social justice and 5G is at the danger of 
losing its next million users entirely without affordable wireless access. It is widely observed in global map the 
close relation of internet connectivity gap and GDP growth gap between urban and rural communities. The rapid 
growth in internet connectivity and mobile internet access has accelerated the economic boost in the urban 
communities around the world, and it in turns leads to improvements in public service sectors, such as education, 
health, and banking, and attract investment in business and industrialization, which motivates further development 
of the region. Thus there is an urgent need for continuous efforts from governments and information and 
communication community to devote in development of mobile broadband access network and related researches 
to connect the remote rural areas.  

mailto:cgm_jhk@bsnl.co.in1,ramjee@btech.au.dk2
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Mobile access to internet in all areas is considered to be one important component of social justice that cannot 
be compromised due to economic reasons, just as the equal rights to other important resources for everyone like 
water, electricity and education. Low revenue per user in rural area compared with case in urban scenarios has 
been dragging down the development of mobile network in rural areas for years. With growing attention and 
support from governmental and academicals filed, In this scenario our Government should motivate network 
operators to better drive network development in rural areas, by proposing and evaluating cost efficient solutions 
targeting rural scenario.  

Rural areas of countries continue to be sparsely covered and are not considered as a viable business case by 
telecommunication operators. Recent growth of tele-density in urban areas, fuelled by mobile technology, has 
shown that the digital gap between rural and urban areas has widened. Rural population needs to be provided with 
mobile telephony with data and wireless broadband access in addition to simple voice mobile telephony, by 
connecting remote areas to the broadband core networks. Choosing efficient, cost-effective and fast-deployment 
technologies – whether wired or wireless networks – will improve digital accessibility.  

The key challenges for the provision of telecommunication services in rural areas are driven by both 
technological and economic considerations. Setting up backhaul connectivity remains a high-cost exercise. Erratic 
power supply or complete lack of power sources is a major barrier, wherein Solar Power supply is increasingly 
becoming a viable alternative. But the requirement to maintain alternate backup systems raises capex costs 
substantially.  

There is a gap in internet adoption between rural and urban areas and a lack of infrastructure is responsible in 
many cases for this division. In 2019, enabling digital connectivity in rural areas is still an underlying issue for 
the developing nations, however there are upcoming developments in place to ensure there are a range of 
technologies that can deliver next generation connectivity.  

To achieve country-wide Internet access is an important goal to sustain the progress of our societies. 
Nevertheless, there is important gap between the urban and rural areas in terms of Internet Connectivity that is 
mainly due to a lack of interest by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in deploying a wired infrastructure in these 
areas; such lack of interest is expected to be maintained since the estimated Return of Investment (ROI) is not 
attractive. Also, it is widely accepted that new information and telecommunication technology are needed to 
alleviate a wide range of obstacles for economic and social development in rural areas. This is particularly true 
for internet accessibility, since it offers a global platform for retrieving and sharing information. During past few 
years, there has been a remarkable progress in the most developed countries in terms of telecommunications 
facilities. However, outside the main urban areas, there are significant handicaps that make Internet connectivity 
a complex and costly task. 

THE POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

Knowing the fact that there is no business case for the telecom operators in rural areas. So, there arises a 
question – Are we prepared for that and how this rural-urban digital divide will be bridged? Actually, objective 
is to reach the bottom of India’s digital pyramid with the inclusion of these far-flung rural areas, Digital India 
programme of Govt. of India is really helping to bridge the digital divide, but lot is still to be done. It is the fact 
that rural Indians have been increasingly getting online and are expected to catch up with urban India by 2020 
where 48% of the online population will be from Rural India. But such trends would exist during 5G also? That 
we have to check.  

The penetration of the broadband networks in such remote and rural areas demands new thinking and methods 
to make the broadband network operations economically viable. Suitably modified deployment architecture 
needs to be explored to address the rural broadband internet requirements and innovative business model 
developed to operate in a sustainable mode. Actually, the connectivity requirements of the rural areas are very 
different from that of the urban areas. Thus, in order to make rural broadband connectivity better feasible and 
have better penetration in the un-served and under-served remote and rural areas, we need low cost, indigenous 
and high-performance solutions.  
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A. TESTED SOLUTION OF JHARKHAND:  

One of the best solutions which is already implemented in Jharkhand state by provisioning of LWE BTS in 
rural areas, (funded by Govt. of India)and provisioning of Wi-Fi services on these LWE towers & around, 
(sponsored by Jharkhand state government) is a perfect solution or can be a Business model also. A detail report 
of this solution implementation in Jharkhand state is given in section- 4 and further 5G or 5G type services can 
also be given with the help of latest Wi-Fi in pockets of rural areas based on this or similar models.  

POSSIBILITY OF ROLLOUT OF 5G OR 5G TYPE SERVICES IN RURAL AREAS:  

It is useful and timely to pose the question on the future of communications - a future that talk of 5G & also 
goes beyond 5G. Notably, it is also important to understand which technology disruptions are required to enable 
‘Wi-Fi Technology’ not only to survive but also to thrive in an increasingly competitive technology and business 
landscape for affordable solutions.5G is the next big revolution in mobile connectivity, is expected to be able to 
handle the increasing traffic related to the higher need for mobile data. The 5G wireless technology aims at 
providing better mobile broadband connectivity and speed for a wider range of customers.  

The cellular technology is mostly an urban technology that has been unable to serve rural areas in same 
manner. This is because the traditional cellular models are not economical for areas with low user density and 
lesser revenues. In 5G cellular networks, the coverage dilemma is likely to remain the same or increase only, thus 
widening the rural-urban digital divide further. It is about time to identify the root cause that has hindered the 
rural technology growth and analyse the possible options in 5G architecture to address this issue. We firmly 
believe that it can be accomplished.  

Our aim is to ensure the availability of Internet in a costeffective manner. This is only possible if the 5G rural 
model adopted is able to attract the attention of service provider in the first place. By focusing on cost 
effectiveness, parameters such as throughput and latency can be compromised because these are managed 
according to the user requirements and are not deemed critical for a new user located at a remote/sparsely 
populated area. In addition, the infrastructure cost has also to be practicable because the vendor would never risk 
a huge sum for a pilot project. Since the profit-loss breakeven point would occur at lower revenues, therefore 
more rural population would be encouraged to reap the benefits of low-cost Internet. Once the rural access to 
Internet gains momentum and results an increase in number of users, the core problem would be addressed and 
would subsequently be wiped off the ‘investment blacklist’ from a service provider’s perspective, then the 
increased rural demand would motivate the service providers in facilitating the users with better connectivity and 
improved performance that would invariably lead to technological advancement in the rural areas and bridge this 
technology gap [4].  

In the recent years, there has been a significant growth of cellular wireless communications. Despite this 
growth, a large part of the world is still deprived of broadband connectivity. For example, in India, while the 
number of cellular subscribers is over 1.2 Billion, the broadband penetration is mere 600 million [5]. Moreover, 
the broadband penetration in rural areas is even marginal. It is estimated that 3-4 Billion population of the world 
still do not have access to Internet. Using existing cellular wireless systems including Third Generation (3G) and 
Fourth Generation (4G) technology, there are significant challenges in providing broadband access. These include 
- High capital and operations expenditure with low Average Revenue Per User (ARPU), lack of affordable 
backhaul, energy cost which is worsened by lack of reliable power supply and geographic accessibility including 
issues such as right of way.  

These challenges require a re-thinking on developing next generation wireless system for connecting the 
unconnected world. Mobility is not a major driver for designing such systems, rather fixed primary broadband 
access is the most important requirement. A simplified IP based network architecture with dynamic spectrum 
sharing and a low-cost wireless backhaul can set the vision of 5G for Rural Areas for connecting the unconnected 
[6]. 
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While affordable fixed access can be provided using a dense deployment of IEEE 802.11 based Wi-Fi 
Hotspots, one of the major impediments for widespread deployment of such Hotspots is the lack of connectivity 
to Wi-Fi access points.  

Fiber [7] connectivity in terms of backhaul is limited in such countries and may currently reach only at 
designated points in a town or city. In such a scenario, the problem of connecting the core network to the access 
network can be addressed using wireless middle-mile network as shown in Figure 18-1. 

This paradigm opens up several directions for technology solutions. These include dynamic spectrum sharing 
for multioperator co-existence, scalable control and management of such access and middle mile network through 
software defined network controller among others.  

 

 
Figure 18-1 - Envisioned Architecture for Backhaul Issues 

To enable a broadband access network that is calibrated according to rural connectivity requirements. We can 
consider a tiered wireless communication network involving a Core Network and an Access Network as shown 
in Fig 18-2 below. Access Network facilitates last mile connectivity to end-users, whereas Core Network provides 
connectivity with the external data network. In some scenarios, Access Network may also provide connectivity 
with the external data network. Access Network, considered here, is heterogeneous in nature, i.e., it consists of a 
Macro Base Station (BS) and a number of Wi-Fi Access Points (WLANs). The Macro BS is collocated with the 
PoP which is available in the vicinity of the given rural area.  and provides blanket coverage to the end users in a 
large geographic area. Owing to the clustered settlement of people in rural areas, Wi-Fi Access Points are 
deployed only in clusters. 

IEEE 802.11 based Wi-Fi Access Points can be chosen for the last mile as it facilitates fixed high-speed 
broadband access to the end-users in a cost-effective manner. The major challenge in designing the Access 
Network is to backhaul the traffic generated by WLAN APs. This is enabled via wireless Middle Mile Network 
that connects the WLAN APs to the PoP. The architecture proposed here (Fig 2) mirrors the rural population 
distribution and helps in efficient delivery of services to the users.  
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Figure 18-2 Deployment Architecture for 5G in rural 

There’s a lot of work happening in Wi-Fi industry around how do you take Wi-Fi connectivity and make it 
work better, but also make it work better in conjunction with other technologies whether they come from the Wi-
Fi side of things, the broadband side to connect people, or the narrowband side to connect things. 5G [8], which 
is expected to make its debut in fixed-wireless form in 2019/2020, also the 802.11ax chipsets are already being 
announced and products are likely to hit the market soon. We have to ensure their commercial rollout, and 
whatever roadmap or arrangement we take should have concurrent milestones.  

Here are some other reasons why Wi-Fi will continue to thrive in a complimentary way along with the 
launch of new cellular technologies like 5G:  

The Wi-Fi market is growing, not shrinking. According to an international survey report by Market stand 
Markets,  

the global Wi-Fi market will be worth 33.6 billion by 2020. Wi-Fi traffic, from both mobile and Wi-Fi-only 
devices, will account for more than 50 percent of total IP traffic by that time.  

Also, Wi-Fi understands dense deployments. The 5G future is dense. Grids will be composed of small cells 
and ubiquitous antenna to enhance capacity and coverage - a scenario that Wi-Fi already understands. Also, the 
rural Last Mile connectivity is possible using WLANs only because Wi-Fi provides best implementable business 
strategies for rural & remote geographies. The detailed Scheme is shown in Figure 18-3. 

 
Figure 18-3 Wireless Broadband Network for Rural Connectivity Aimed at providing affordable primary broadband 

connectivity to rural areas 
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WI-FI SERVICES IN LWE AREAS OF JHARKHAND [9]  

The Left wing Extremism (LWE) affected areas in India are characterized by poor socio-economic indicators. 
Lack of infrastructure development has been identified as one of the causes for its backwardness. Telecom 
connectivity (both voice & data) would help in fostering economic development of the region and enable security 
forces to deal effectively with extremism in their areas.   

In recent years, mobile connectivity has emerged as one of the transformational phenomena. Mobile telephony 
has transformed access to communication in emerging markets. But rural areas have traditionally been no-go for 
incumbent telecos as far as Data Connectivity is concerned due to perceived lack of a business case. Today, almost 
90% of the country’s population is covered by mobile phone signals, yet there are still two third of the population 
who don’t have access to voice and data connectivity.  

Earlier, reaching out to the rural areas presented particular technology and economic challenges. Solutions that 
worked typically well in urban settings – copper, fibre, cable and mobile – were unreliable in rural areas or 
prohibitively expensive. For example, premises near bigger town, small towns and villages are often too dispersed 
to make the rollout of fast fixed-line solutions economically viable. In these, there are limits on asymmetric digital 
subscriber line (ADSL) speeds and also, the cost per premise for fibre to the node (FTTN) is several thousand 
dollars. At the same time, rural areas are not remote enough to justify satellite technology’s incremental cost per 
unit of performance. So, we came out with our quite efficient and innovative technological solution which made 
the use of unlicensed Wi-Fi Technology.   

On August 20, 2014, the Union Cabinet approved the extension of mobile telephonic services to 2,199 
locations affected by Left Wing Extremism (LWE) in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, 
Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha, Telangana, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal. The Project was 
executed by Bharat Sanchar Nigam  

Limited (BSNL). BSNL through VNL has already installed towers at these locations giving a network 
coverage to many villages as well as camps of security forces. BSNL has created 782 GSM sites in the un-
connected areas of the state of Jharkhand under LWE project phase-I.  

These 782 sites are pure 2G GSM BTSs indigenously developed by VNL, equipped with solar panels and last 
mile RF connectivity to take care of any outage due to fibre cut & power failures. These BTSs are low power 
equipment designed to cope up to 72 hours of "black out" environment also. Initially even GPRS service was not 
provided. So with commission of these towers though very good mobile services were made available in these 
in-accessible areas, but without any data services.  

Traditionally entering a typical rural area for private telecom operators’ means not just capex & opex issues 
but the perception of existing hostility in these regions make the organisation vulnerable and think twice before 
they enter these areas. But On initiative of BSNL, state government came forward for viability gap funding for 
provision of WiFiservices at these LWE towers with revenue gap funding. After that BSNL with GoIP&Blue-
Town (as technology partner of GoIP) took this project on revenue share basis.  

BSNL & state government initiative to promote an alignment between technology, demand, standards & 
regulations has enhanced efficiency in network reach into zero data access regions. Now people living in these 
regions have access to better education, better and timely medical services all because of BLUETOWN’s efforts 
as Managed Hotspot Service Provider (MHSP) with BSNL, which complimented the Govt. initiatives to bridge 
the Digital Access deficit.  

WI-FI BROADBAND ACCESS ON LWE TOWERS PROJECT: DATA LIMITATION OF 
EXISTING LWE 2G SERVICES  

As on these existing 2G GSM BTSs, there are 48 timeslots for voice and data both. Effective speed of data is 
only 20Kbps. This speed was not sufficient for data communication and cashless transaction. As Govt. of 
Jharkhand is trying to expand digital network in rural areas so that the mass can get benefit of e-Governance 
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services. For effective implementation of Digital India scheme, data speed should be high. Hence, Govt. of 
Jharkhand decided to install Wi-Fi hotspots in those areas using existing mobile towers.  

The objectives of this project were:  

• High speed connectivity to citizens  
• Provisioning of data connectivity to Govt. offices  
• Penetration of Digital India Programme in LWE areas.  

BSNL issued the Work Order in 2016 for setting up, own and operate Wi-Fi Hotspots at public places through 
BSNL POP on Revenue Share basis to GOIP, in turn to Blue-Town business & Technology partner.  

Project was monitored directly by DoIT (Government of Jharkhand) or the agency authorized by DoIT. DoIT 
or its authorized agency will inspect working of Wi-Fi system.  

A. RESPONSIBILITIES OF BSNL-BLUETOWN PARTNERSHIP FOR THE PROJECT  

 Roles and responsibilities of BSNL-BLUETOWN and the activities expected to be carried out in the process 
are summarized below:  

• BSNL ensured Internet Bandwidth of 2Mbps with Public IP Addresses at all the LWE Locations.  
• BLUETOWN Installed operated and maintained the equipment required to create Wi-Fi hotspots 

at these LWE sites.  
• Uptime SLA: Uptime of 98% is guaranteed, as below:  

o Avg. annual uptime>= 98% full payment  
o Avg. annual uptime>=92% and <98%, 4% shall be deducted  
o Avg. annual uptime<92%, full 10% payment shall be deducted at the end of year.  

• Revenue Sharing: BSNL will share the revenue (received from the Jharkhand State Government 
i.e. Bulk Revenue and any revenue received from Retail Customer Recharges i.e. Retail Revenue) 
as per the Work Order Referred above.  

• All DoT Guidelines: Regarding Wi-Fi Hotspots and user interfaces and records were to be 
maintained.  

• BLUETOWN have to provide dashboard for monitoring of the function of Wi-Fi system.   

B. THE SOLUTION PROVIDED FOR THIS PROJECT:  

All the Wi-Fi network equipment’s such as antennas, Access Points and Controller are utilizing the BSNL 
towers and Backhaul infrastructure. The special equipment integrated is a miniaturized, low-powered and low-
cost Wi-Fi Access Point Controller powered by solar panel and rechargeable  

SMF batteries. The power requirement of 3APs and a Controller being less than 20 Watts only, the system can 
work up to 30 hrs. Without any charging. The AP Controller provides the functionalities of Power control, Charge 
control, RF control, Content server, bandwidth management, quality, security and authentication management as 
well as POE for APs. In its functionality, it is similar to BTS of a cellular network and facilitates the creation of 
a managed Wi-Fi Hotspot, while utilizing off-the –shelf outdoor APs.  

The innovative solution deployed is summarised, as below:  

Outdoor Solution – Everything on Tower  

• Access Point Controller (Housed in an IP67 weather proof outdoor box)  
• 3 weather-proof Sector Antenna assembly located on BSNL existing Tower. This includes the 

following components  
o 120 Degree Sector Antennae’s (3 in Number)  
o Bandpass filters (3 in Number)  
o 2.4 Ghz Access Points (3 in Number)  
o Backplates to support the Antennae assembly (3 in Number)  
o Antennae Mounts  
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o Solar Power system including the following: Solar Power Unit with Batteries (Housed in an 
outdoor IP67 box); Solar Panel; Solar Cables & Connectors.  

o 4th Access Point with an OMNI/Sector Antennae (as per requirement) to be installed at a 
location upto 1 Kms (like a school, PHC or GP etc.) away from the tower  

o Internet backhaul was provided by BSNL  using existing network.  

C. SALIENT FEATURES OF THE PROJECT:  

• Range of 0.5 Km radius with 15meter tower height and 0.3 Km radius with 5meter (rooftop) mast was 
achieved, while restricting the APs power to permissible limits.  

• System can sustain for 30 hrs. Without availability of any electricity and can charge itself through solar 
panel beyond that.  

• All the requirements of Authentication were achieved through pre-paid coupons or OTP based 
authentication through mobile connection.  

• Users experience has been better than 3G Data connection even it can be said as 4.5G like experience.  
• Use of miniaturized SMF batteries in the project having 30 hrs capacity without charge.  
• Miniaturized, integrated Wi-Fi Access Point Controller powered by solar power which were capable of 

handling:  
o AAA Authentication  
o Bandwidth Management & RF Control  
o Power Control & Battery Management  
o Remote Access for system maintenance  

• Extremely low voltage (16V) and power consumption (20W) of access point controller and outdoor 
access point.  

• Use of existing infrastructure of BSNL to reduce the CAPEX. 

D. GENERAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE:  

The Figure 18-4 network architecture was implemented at the LWE sites most of which are located in remote 
areas. The Wi-Fi infrastructure was installed at existing BSNL towers where Backhaul was provided by BSNL, 
through unlicensed radio channel. 

 
Figure 18-4 LWE Architecture 

E. PROMOTIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS: 

• As the project is funded by state government under viable gap funding. So, the opening page is 
designed for state government.  

• Figure 18-5 shows, Wall painting Banners and Posters were used for proper knowledge awareness in 
public in addition to those Leaflets were also distributed for value addition.  
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• Organization of road shows& door to door campaign to do survey as well as spread awareness of 
services with practical demonstration of how villagers can use different government schemes & e-
commerce services. 

  
Figure 18-5 Posters, Banners, Leaflets for Knowledge Awareness 

CONCLUSIONS:  

Success of this project has vindicated our belief that there is a sustainable business case for Broadband in Rural 
parts of the country whereas the incumbent Telco’s are not there yet as they are concentrating in the urban areas 
and it has been showcased that this LWE project, was mainly possible because of our innovative solution (Low 
cost, Low maintenance, Low power and our “Managed Service” based business model.  

BSNL-BLUETOWN partnership vision & mission would enable the people living in rural areas with no data 
connectivity to the world of Internet at an affordable price. Also, with each hotspot being created there was one 
job also that was created as a local person would be required to do the sales/marketing & basic maintenance of 
the Wi-Fi hotspot.  

This synergy strategy amongst manufacturers, R&D centres, and service providers for achieving efforts for 
deployments into the remotest parts of the country would eventually lead to a roadmap for Grand India Dream. 
Because a good connectivity is citizen right, they say, not a privilege.   
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ABSTRACT 

Businesses have until today put most emphasis and practice on human leadership of Business Models and 
Multi Business Model Innovation. However, advanced technologies integrated in Business Models and Multi 

Business Model Innovation processes introduce a new leadership and management agenda. Fast development 
of sensorsoring, persuasive and virtual Business Models will soon be operating autonomously primarily by 

machines. Businesses will be able to, build Multi Business Model Innovation competence and advanced Multi 
Business Models Innovation Brains capable to innovated and operate Business Models in even different types of 

Business Model Ecosystems. This will change the classical way of how business performed leadership of 
Business Models, operated and innovated Business Models. It will also open up to new Multi Business Model 
Innovation potential and create a new generation of Business Models, new practice of Multi Business Model 

Innovation.  
The paper is a first attempt to propose a conceptual Multi Business Model Brain and How it could operate 

supported by advance wireless and sensor technologies. The paper discuss how the Multi Business Model 
Innovation Brain can be evolved and how artificial intelligence technologies, deep learning, persuasive 

technologies, Multi Business Model Innovation pattern analysis and archetypes will be important supporting 
tools to the Multi Business Model Innovation Brain.  

Keywords: The Multi Business Model Innovation Brain, Advanced Business Modelling, AI, Deep Learning, 
Business Model Innovation, Sensors, Persuasive Technologies, Physical, Digital, Persuasive and Virtual 

Business Models 

INTRODUCTION 

In today’s digital age artificial Intelligence (AI) and Deep Learning (DL) in a world of persuasive business 
models (BM) [2] could potentially propose all possible archetypes of BM´s. Multi Business Model Innovation 
(MBMI) Processes and corresponding interaction archetypes patterns of any BM interactions can be carried out 
with 

• Human Intermediary BM Interaction 
• Machine Intermediary BM Interaction 
• Mix of Human and Machine Intermediary BM Interaction 

MBMI patterns analysis, MBMI Library combine with AI and DL could potentially support a MBMI Brain in 
its leadership and management of BM´s and MBMI in any Business Model Ecosystem (BMES) Interrelated BM 
Interaction.  

There seems therefore to be enormous potential of constructing a MBMI Brain embedded, supported and 
operated with AI, DL, MBMI pattern analysis, MBMI Library and advanced sensor technology. Many 
businesses are trying already to do this (AMAZONE, FACEBOOK, GOOGLE, APPLE), but the majority of 
businesses are just able to “seeing”, “sensing” and realizing MBMI in a classical human based MBMI form.. 
These businesses are mainly – compared to the above mentioned - capable of using very simple BMI tools and 
frameworks – often “of and from the past”. These businesses are leading MBMI not supported by machines. 
This puts them into a very critical position in the future, when larger and larger part of MBMI is taken over by 
machines and machines that can work especially faster than human brains.  

These businesses MBMI approaches and tools seems not capable and able to “tailor made” MBMI fast and 
flexible enough in a world of 5 and 6G. They have very large difficulties to adapt to BMES´s and BM´s that 
change very fast. They are in other words not prepared to lead BM´s and MBMI of the future – meeting 
competition with changing, persuasive and virtual BM´s. They are not advanced enough to support creating, 

mailto:peterli@btech.au.dk
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capturing, delivering, receiving and consuming the real potential of MBMI and related BMES [3] in the right 
time, to the right cost and at the right performance [11]. However, their seems to be a lack of knowledge about 
MBMI Brains constructions in these businesses – and How could a generic MBMI Brain be constructed? 

A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR MBMI BRAIN INTERACTION WITH BM´S AND 
BMES 

A conceptual model for a MBMI Brain´s environment were earlier described in our article - Advanced 
Business Model Innovation Supported by Artificial Intelligence, Deep Learning, Multi Business Model Patterns 
and a Multi Business Model Library [8]. However, the construction of the MBMI Brain was not covered and the 
article did not provide an overview of the requirements to a MBMI Brain. In this articles we intend to increase 
the approach to cover a combination of digital, virtual and physical representations of BM´s supported by a MBMI 
Brain. 

Conceptualizing on the perspectives to construct and implement a MBMI Brain, in this context, will mean 
explaining the vision of the MBMI Brain construction. How it will be able to create, capture, deliver, receive and 
operate BM´s with a mix of human and/or machine interaction physically, digitally, virtually, simultaneously and 
autonomously. The MBMI Brain could hypothetically - at an optimum - propose and operate any BM in any 
BMES anytime, anywhere to anybody and anything. A conceptual model in figure 19-1 shows the MBMI Brain 
working in its Business Model Ecosystem (BMES) together with MBMI AI, MBMI Machine Learning and 
MBMI Deep Learning. MBMI Library and MBMI Pattern analysis support and continuously update BM´s 
archetypes and combination of BM´s based on the “learning” gain through the interaction with BMES´s. 

 
Figure 19-1 The MBMI Brains Interaction with Business Model Ecosystems with Human and Machine interaction 

inspired by [1], [6], [8] 

THE MBMI BRAIN 

The MBMI Brain is as proposed earlier [8] supposed to be supported by MBMI Artificial Intelligence (AI), 
MBMI Machine Learning, MBMI Deep Learning (DL), a MBMI Library and MBMI Patterns analysis. These 
parts are expected to be special “centers” and “tools” placed outside the core MBMI Brain. Human and/or machine 
based sensors interacting in the BMES business reality – “at the frontend” in the BMES - as indicated in figure 
19-1 with the red circle continuously operating known BM´s and learning new BM´s. Sensors adapt and transmit 
sensor data to the MBMI Brain through tangible and intangible relations. These parts lays outside the core MBMI 
Brain and the MBMI Brain operate on behalf of these data transmitting backwards and forwards through the 
MBMI´s Brains relations to the Business BM´s in the respective BMES´s. MBMI AI, ML and DL algorithms 
help to optimize and suggest change of existing BM´s and help propose new BM´s directly to the responsible 
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person or/and machine in the business to pass on to e.g. the user and/or customer. Based on other BM´s success 
in other BMES´s MBMI AI, ML and DL algorithms will support implementing of change into the business reality 
based on its analysis carried out together with the MBMI pattern analysis and available BM´s and combination 
of BM´s in the MBMI library.  

A. MBMI Artificial Intelligence (AI)  

MBMI Artificial Intelligence we define as a broader umbrella under which MBMI Machine Learning and 
MBMI Deep Learning come. In Fig. 19-2 we sketch how we expect MBMI AI, MBMI Machine Learning and 
MBMI Deep Learning are related with each other and interact with the MBMI Brain.  

Inspired by Poole [14] AI can in relation to MBMI be defined as the study of  "intelligent MBMI agents": any 
MBMI device that perceives its BMES and takes actions that maximize its chance of successfully achieving its 
Business objectives”.  

Inspired by Russell [15] and Kaplan [24] we further developed AI related to MBMI by characterizing MBMI 
AI as “a MBMI system’s ability to interpret external data from the BMES and learn from such data to use those 
learnings to achieve specific objectives and tasks through flexible adaptation of the offered BM´s”. 

 
Figure 19-2 he MBMI Brains Interaction with MBMI AI, MBMI Machine Learning and MBMI Deep Learning inspired 

by [1], [6], [8] 

Artificial Intelligence related to MBMI can be called MBMI machine intelligence in contrast to the MBMI 
human intelligence displayed by managers responsible and caring out MBMI. The term MBMI AI can be used to 
describe machines (or computers) that mimic "cognitive" functions that humans associate with the human mind, 
such as "learning" and "problem solving" related to MBMI [16]. As machines become increasingly capable of 
operation MBMI, tasks considered to require human "MBMI intelligence" are removed from human MBMI 
Managers to machines. Hereby also, inspired by the literature on AI true MBMI AI can be defined as  

“whatever BM and combination of BM´s that hasn't been done and introduced to the any BMES yet"  

and then is moved to hypothetically machines. Inspired by McCorduck [17] “the MBMI AI effect” is yet 
extremely difficult to machines to carry out 100% as it includes elements that still distinguish humans to other 
species and machines. MBMI AI – we propose can be divided into three different types: 

• Analytical MBMI AI 

o Analytical MBMI AI has characteristics consistent with cognitive intelligence; generating 
a cognitive representation of the BMES and using learning based on past BMES 
experience, BM archetypes and MBMI to form future MBMI decisions. 

• Human-inspired MBMI AI 
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o Human-inspired MBMI AI has elements from cognitive and emotional MBMI 
intelligence; understanding human emotions, in addition to cognitive elements, and 
considering them in their decision making on BM and MBMI. 

• Humanized MBMI AI  

o Humanized MBMI AI shows characteristics of all types of competencies (i.e., cognitive, 
emotional, and social intelligence), is able to be self-conscious and is self-aware in 
interactions.  

The challenges of MBMI AI research include MBMI- reasoning, knowledge representation, planning, 
learning, language processing, perception and the ability to change and manipulate BM´s and combination of 
BM´s – persuasive multi business modelling [18]. General MBMI intelligence is among the MBMI Brains field's 
long-term goals [7] including MBMI statistical methods and patterning, computational MBMI intelligence, and 
traditional MBMI symbolic AI. Many tools is expected to be used in future MBMI AI, including versions of 
search and mathematical MBMI optimization, artificial MBMI neural networks, and MBMI methods based on 
statistics, probability and economics – including both monetary, nonmonetary and mix of such value propositions 
and value formulas. The MBMI AI field is expected to be a cross interdisciplinary field and will draw upon 
computer science, information engineering, business mathematics, business psychology, business linguistics, 
business philosophy, business intelligence and many other fields related to MBMI.  

The field of MBMI AI is found on the assumption that human MBMI intelligence can be so precisely described 
that a machine or more machines together can be created to simulate humans “MBMI Intelligence". This raises, 
however a philosophical discussion about the nature of the mind and the ethics of creating “MBMI artificial 
beings” endowed with human-like MBMI intelligence. These issues has not been explored yet much by myth, 
fiction and philosophy but we consider MBMI AI to be a potential danger to MBMI human driven business, if it 
progresses unabated. Others believe that MBMI AI, unlike previous technological revolutions, will create a risk 
of mass unemployment. [19] 

In latest years, MBMI AI techniques have developed and experienced a resurgence following and supported 
by concurrent advances in computer power – quantum computing, access to large amounts of data, and increased 
BM theoretical understanding; evolving MBMI AI techniques have become an essential part of yet a limited 
group of some businesses. However, AI in MBMI has been lacking behind and is still on a very early stage that 
has to be developed further in the next coming years. 

MBMI Deep learning can be defined inspired by [39][20][21] as deep MBMI structured learning or 
hierarchical MBMI learning and can be regarded as part of a family of MBMI machine learning methods based 
on MBMI artificial neural networks. MBMI Learning can be supervised, semi-supervised or unsupervised. Deep 
learning MBMI architectures such as deep MBMI neural networks, deep MBMI belief networks, recurrent MBMI 
neural networks and convolutional neural MBMI networks can be expected in the future to be applied to all fields 
including MBMI machine based vision, audio, speech, taste, smell, sound and feel recognition [4]. MBMI 
language processing, MBMI social network filtering, MBMI machine translation, MBMI bioinformatics, MBMI 
design, MBMI medical image analysis, MBMI material and service inspection, where they will continuously 
produce BM proposals and combination of BM proposals comparable to and in some cases superior to human 
MBMI managers [42][43]. 

MBMI Artificial Neural Networks (MBMIANNs) can be inspired by information processing and distributed 
communication nodes in biological systems. MBMI brains could have various differences from biological brains. 
Specifically, MBMI neural networks tend to be able to be static and symbolic, while the biological MBMI brain 
of most living physical Businesses and BMES should be formed as dynamic and analog inspired by [22][45][46]. 

B. The MBMI Library 

The Multi Business Model Library is proposed to consist of two parts 

• A library of Business Model Archetypes 

• A library of Archetypes of combination of Business Models divided into 3 categories  
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o Incremental – small changes in BM dimensions and combinations of BM´s [13] 

o Radical – Radical changes in BM Dimensions and combinations of BM´s [13] 

o Disruptive – Disruptive changes in BM Dimensions and combinations of BM´s [13]    

The Multi Business Model library will host or be a memory like a “MBMI knowledge home” including all 
previous known BM archetypes and combination of BM and their construction related to BM portfolio, BM 
dimension and BM component level as seen in figure 19-3 beneath. 

 
Figure 19-3 Levels of MBMI and combination of BM´s Inspired by Andersen et all [12] 

Table 19-1 The Multi Business Model Library 

 
The MBMI Library will continuously learn and adapt new archetypes of BM´s and new archetypes of 

combinations of BM´s. Today there is still very little solid literature and knowledge on generic BM´s and 
combination of BM´s, which could help us or in the future machine based MBMI Brain to identify best possible 
BM archetype to any specific BMES context.  

Literature on combination of BM´s is still lacking and this is something that is important to be added to the 
existing BM literature and our conceptual model [8]. There is further very little research on lifetime of BM and 
combination of BM´s over lifetime related to BMES context. The choice of generic BM and combination of BM 
in a certain life stage of a BM, combination of BM and BMES is highly interesting to investigate. 

C. The Multi Business Model Patterns Analysis 

The Multi Business Models Patterns Analysis is expected to consist of: 

Existing known MBM pattern typologies 

A MBMI pattern is a set of MBM data that follows a recognizable form, which MBM analysts and tools then 
attempt to find in the current data. A pattern is a regularity in the BMES, in human-made, machine-made or a mix 
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of Human- and Machine-made MBM design. The MBM pattern typologies will be able to support choice of BM 
and combination of BM related to lifetime of BM and BMES. In abstract, the MBMI Pattern typologies will give 
support to the MBMI Brain on how a MBMI design could look like on behalf of the available MBM data and 
BMES context. As such, the hypotheses is that the elements of a pattern of the life of a BM or a life of a 
combination of BM´s – could repeat in a predictable manner. A MBMI pattern is a kind of pattern formed of 
“geometric shapes” of the lifecycle of a BM or the lifecycle of a combination of BM´s and typically repeated like 
a typical BM or combination of BM´s life cycle design. Any of the senses of the MBMI Brain model embedded 
in the BMES as shown in fig 19-1 may directly observe or register valuable pattern data for MBMI pattern 
analysis. 

MBMI process typologies.  

The Business Model Innovation (BMI) process typologies inspired by Taran [9] – Open proactive, Close 
Proactive, Open Reactive and Closed Reactive BMI process typologies - can be identified for single BM´s. BMI 
typologies are hereby already available today but MBMI process typologies for innovation of combination of BM 
are however not available today and still needs to be investigated to find out  

• What different MBMI process typologies exists? 
• How businesses can design new, novel and innovative BM´s in combination? 
• open proactive, close proactive, open reactive and closed reactive and not least defensive MBMI 

processes inspired by Martins et all 2015 [10].  
• Combinations of BMI typologies is far more complex to classify and study than single BMI, because 

it is like leading a chess game with many pawns, where single BMI process are just played with one 
pawn. 

THE MBMI BRAIN´S CONSTRUCTION 

Some basic characteristics seems to be vital to be present inside a MBMI Brain.  

A. The MBMI Brain must be able to sense data, operate and make decisions on behalf of these data, 
which it receives from where the BM´s meet and interact with other BM´s in their respective BMES 
- the business reality as shown in the conceptual model fig 19-1. 

B. The MBMI Brain must also be able to act on - what is really going on in the BMES and how the BM 
is performing. Sensor data will include valuable information that the MBMI Brain must be able to 
receive and capture from sensors – either human or machine based sensors.  

C. The MBMI must have tangible and intangible relations to sensors embedded in the BMES and BM´s 
to be able to receive data – “values” – from the sensors.  

D. The MBMI Brain must be able to work with the data and create new data to the BM´s. These data 
have to be delivered back to the BM´s again through the tangible and intangible relations so they can 
be received and consumed by BM dimensions.  

E. The MBMI Brain must be able to download, see and sense MBMI data in real time. It must act as a 
“downloading”, “seeing” and “sensing” – “organ” – and at the same time be able to “calculate” – and 
do algorithms on behalf of MBMI data given, delivered and available. On behalf of these deliver back 
communiation and change request to BM´s in realtime.  

F. The MBMI brain have at the same time to be “creative” and be able to create and capture new or 
changed data to later value its business BM´s in the respective BMES´s. The last is considered a 
difficult part to fulfillment of the MBMI Brain - a very difficult request that up to now have only 
been reserved and possible for humans. The MBMI Brain should be able to address broad, open-
ended and ambiguous BM problems like developing competitive business model strategies. 

G. The MBMI Brain has to be able to ” act and do” on behalf of its MBMI Brain process and let the 
solution and related data be transmitted and communicated back to the BM´s in the BMES.  

The complete MBMI process that the MBMI Brain must be able to take care of and operate on are shown in 
fig 19-4. 
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Figure 19-4  MBMI Brain Process inspired by Andersen et all [23] 

As can be seen in the figure 19-4. the MBMI Brain has to be able to continuously improve and innovate the 
value proposition of the BM to the user or/and the customer in accordance to what it learns from the interaction 
process. 

A simplified model of a pure human bond MBMI Brain process and a pure machine based MBMI process are 
explained with 2 case example in figure 19-5. for an insurance BM case including two BM – one BM for police 
signing and one BM for repair and for a cosmetic BM case in figure 19-6. 

 
Figure 19-5 Two BM´s on an insurance business operating with tangible and intangible relations to the two BM´s 
receiving and sending data (values) backwards and forwards between the insurance business and the customer 

In the above shown example the two BM are operated as pure Human based MBMI process “using the Brain” 
of a two humans (claims processor and sales person) to act-do and lead the two BM´s operation and MBMI 
process. However, it could be equally operated as a machine based MBMI operation and process. The role of 
humans hereby will play a diminish role in business modelling and in their place machines, algorithms and 
“passive MBMI management” will become more and more important. Practice.  

L’Oreal one business that have entered this new MBMI praxis as it expanded in 2019 its Virtual Try-On 
Service BM to adapt the trend to become among several cosmetics businesses turning to augmented reality and 
artificial intelligence to boost sales and its business models value proposition. 
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Figure 19-6  pure machine based MBMI process embedded with Augmented reality and AI is shown [24] 

L’Oréal´s U.S. subsidiary rolled out this BM that lets shoppers use their phone’s camera to simulate various 
hair-color shades from L’Oréal products Garnier Nutrisse and Garnier Olia using augmented reality technology. 
Using the Google Lens image-recognition mobile app, made by Google Inc., shoppers can point their phone 
cameras at the hair-color boxes to activate the virtual try-on service. The application identifies the product and 
color and then activates the virtual try-on service, powered by technology from ModiFace, a business that L’Oréal 
acquired in 2018 for an undisclosed amount. Customers can use the feature anywhere the two Garnier products 
are sold, but 500 participating Walmart Inc. stores will have signs near the products demonstrating on how the 
virtual try-on service can be used. [24]. The last showing an example of a mix physical, digital and virtual value 
proposition output of a mix human- and machine based MBMI operation and process.  

When online and in-store customers use the advanced technologies that lets them virtually try on in this case 
beauty products before purchasing them, L’Oréal have seen three times the rate of customers purchasing their 
BM´s. L’Oréal has been working with Modiface’s augmented reality technology since 2012, and decided to buy 
the business after coming to appreciate its potential and considering this technology to be a critical MBMI 
competence to have for L’Oréal in the future.  

“We realized that AR and AI would really change the consumer experience for L’Oréal and the BMES,” 
L’Oréal Chief Digital Officer Lubomira said. “We decided that partnership was not enough. We really wanted to 
source that competence and capability internally.” [24] Another example of how we can expect business at the 
core business level to be changed on the competence level.  

“It is difficult to determine how certain products, especially hair color, will look on a person until they try 
them on. There’s a real advantage to guiding your consumer to find the right color,” Ms. Rochet said.  

And while retailers may offer makeup samples in stores, customers might not have time to try on multiple 
shades and wipe them off, or they might not want to experiment with samples that have already been used. ’Oréal 
is among several cosmetics businesses turning to augmented reality and MBMI AI to boost sales. Cosmetics 
retailers that offer similar virtual try-on services include Ulta Beauty Inc., which recently acquired two startups 
that specialize in augmented reality and AI, and Sephora, owned by LVMH Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton SE. 

Sales for L’Oréal between January and September of 2019 were about €22 billion, up by about 8% compared 
to the same period in 2018. The business said in October that one of the main drivers of growth was increased e-
commerce sales, which grew about 49% during the first half of 2019 compared to the same period last year. In 
other words growth in sales is in both the physical and the Digital BMES of the cosmetic BMES. Shoppers are 
spending more on L’Oréal products online, partly thanks to ModiFace’s technology. 
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A customer using the ModiFace tool typically tries on more than 20 different shades of makeup, Ms. Rochet 
said. Clicking a “try on” icon next to a product lets the app use the customer’s laptop or phone camera to generate 
a preview. Simulations of makeup and hair color have gotten more true-to-life with advancements in quality of 
the camera on smartphones, as well as processing power in the phones, said Parham Aarabi, chief executive of 
ModiFace, “It took a long time for the technology to get better,” Mr. Aarabi said. 

Websites such as Amazon.com Inc. and Sephora also allow shoppers to virtually try on L’Oréal makeup 
products including lipstick, eye shadow and foundation using ModiFace’s technology, Mr. Aarabi said. The same 
feature is also offered on in-store tablets at bricks-and-mortar stores including Sephora.  

The ModiFace technology uses an AI system called a neural network technology to automatically identify 
parts of the user’s face and apply the right shade of makeup on the right part of the face. Mr. Aarabi said. The AI 
systems also analyze the background lighting to simulate the makeup color correctly. Neural networks are 
composed of layers of interconnected artificial “neurons” that automatically learn about the features of a specific 
object based on large amounts of training data.  

 
Figure 19-7 Machine supported MBMI brain process with a mix of human and machines based MBMI leadership, 

management and advanced sensor technologies inspired by [26] [27] [28] 

Reports from other BMES in September 2019 document the same trend e.g. that the pot of passive equity 
assets MBMI operation and process measured at a stock of $4.3 trn exceeded that operated by humans [25]. The 
ability to create such MBMI systems with multiple layers has led to advances in several sensor technology 
research areas e.g. speech recognition and computer vision. Still we have not identified pure machines based 
“MBMI brain´s” that are able to sense all 5 senses. Smell, taste and touch is still a challenge but several research 
labs are experimenting with these sensors to be built in to BM´s. In figure 19-7. we show an example on how we 
conceptual expect future MBMI brains to operate including all senses in the near future. 

A. How can the MBMI Brain be inspired by The Human Brain? 

A first inspiration to construct a MBMI Brain could naturally be adapted by studying and imitating one of the 
most advanced sensing organs in our world – the human brain. The human brains sensor part and its ability to 
downloading, seeing and sensing its environment and even its own body – and not least its creativity part – where 
the human brain do the sensing part of the MBMI process – is a very good basis and inspiration for the future 
constructing of a MBMI Brain. The Human Brain make the human and the body act and do through relations and 
make the body live its life as its “strategy moves” along its life. The human sensors measurement systems helps 
continuously the human brain to measure the human bodies performance – “downloading” and “seeing” - let it 
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interacts according to and with the environment, machines, spices and humans around – “sensing” and “act and 
do”. This is “at first glimpse” a perfect competence and capability to adapt 1 to 1 into the MBMI Brain. As an 
inspiration an illustration of the human brain is shown in figure 19-8. , showing the brains 5 critical senses – 
smell, hearing, touch, vision and taste. 

 
Figure 19-8 The MBMI human brain and its 5 sensing centers [29] 

The human brains 5 sensor centers that each receive, capture, translate, analyze, create and deliver sensor data 
is a good starting point and vision for the construction of the MBMI brain. A manifold and different types of 
“human sensor centers” receives data from sensors placed different strategical places in the human body and 
support the Human Brain with performance measurements – e.g. data for touch, taste, vision, hearing, smell. The 
human brains sensor centers and the sensors collaboration enables the brain to “understand” and “react” on all 
kinds of sensor data. However the MBMI Brain together with its sensors could potentially be constructed even 
more advanced in the future to become more intelligent and different than the Human Brain. In other words 
overcoming the barriers, weaknesses, threats and limits of the human based MBMI brain – combining the 
advantage of the human and the machines competences and capabilities.  

Drawing an analogy to our proposed future MBMI Brain construction - we propose in this construction attempt 
that the MBMI Brain has initially the same sensors, sensor centers and communication systems, competences and 
capabilities built into the MBMI Brain construction as the human brain.  

With its 5 sensor centers that will be able each to receive, capture, translate, analyze, create and deliver sensor 
data from both human and machine based sensors it will allow the MBMI brain to have more advanced sensor 
functionality than the pure MBMI Human Brain as it would be able to access more data as the human MBMI 
brain and managers brain have and can access. At the same time when supported by quantum computers the 
MBMI Brain will even be able to operate faster than the pure human MBMI brain. 

With its 5 sensor centers that will be able each to receive, capture, translate, analyze, create and deliver sensor 
data from both human and machine based sensors it will allow the MBMI brain to have more advanced sensor 
functionality than the pure MBMI Human Brain as it would be able to access more data as the human MBMI 
brain and managers brain have and can access. At the same time when supported by quantum computers the 
MBMI Brain will even be able to operate faster than the pure human MBMI brain.  

One of the core difference to humans compared to other species and yet also machines is that humans can be 
creative. According to David Englemann [30] humans have a litle expansion of the coretex part in front of its 
brain and human brain got a lot more of it than other species. That lets to more space between input and output, 
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which means that humans take more time to work with the in and out data – “thinking” - about the data in- and 
output before it act. Other species are much more reflective. 

 
Figure 19-9 The creative and the logic side of the MBMI Brain embedded inspired by Reebooble.com [47]and Saghaug 

et all [56] 

The Human Brain enables humans “to unhook from time and think about future” – “simulate What IFs”. 
Humans are constantly rehearsing, trying out and predicting possibilities. This enables humans “to let its 
hypothesis to die in its head” [48]. 

“Creativity is the humans biological mandate” [48] 

Humans when creative – or doing MBMI - actually spend very little time on here and now. However research, 
shows that todays business managers and employees spend very little time on MBMI and strategic MBMI, 
because they are forced to and taught to spend most time on operation, routines and daily work. Some of previous 
findings shows that many businesses spend 85 – 95% of their time on operational task. 

Data sensed by humans “gets matched up” with other things and what comes out is constantly what the human 
brain spin out of the world around – the BMES that the BM is living in - and is experienced by the MBMI Brain. 
Humans continuously keeps doing this process in the same way if they are not forced or motivated to do opposite 
– which we can construct the MBMI Brain to do. This is what we call “pushing the MBMI process to go the 
opposite way as the clock does” and basically push the cognitive process the opposite way in 3 MBMI processes: 

1. Binding 
2. Breaking  
3. Blending 

In the construction of a MBMI Brain we need to consider how to develop a platform to enable the MBMI 
Brain to do so - both in the creative and the logic processes. We have to construct the MBMI Brain to go “opposite 
way as the clock” which is yet not possible to do by machines and often very difficult for many human brains, as 
they most often try to “drive” the easiest route. However, there is no easy route to the best MBMI Brain 
construction and the superior BM´s. MBMI Brain activity demand high focus to the human brain and demands. 
Much energy has to be provided to power the MBMI Brain processes. Measuring the brain activity in the brain 
when sensing or working with something new or different shows clearly that MBMI Brain activity requires access 
to much energy. We therefore also have to consider from where and how to power the MBMI brain. 

If we continuously keeps on learning the MBMI Brain our past and “feed” it with both the human and machines 
knowledge one basic fundament or platform for creativity and creating “bobbles”, ideas, concepts, prototypes is 
established. Equivalent to what the humans brain in an MBMI Manager can do, if they have skills for this and are 
well trained. Knowledge – and most bobbles and ideas – some say all – are created generously out of our past 
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knowledge – and learning. New bobbles and ideas does not come out of “the blue sky”. Every bobbles and idea 
evolves and have a history to it – are based on learning.  

That’s why it is important that the MBMI Brain can “download” the business and its related BM´s history to 
create the fundament for the new or different BM and also “see” from the outside its history and impact on other 
BM´s. It is the basic for MBMI learning – “the raw material” to all MBMI.    

“What we do with machines is that when we stuff data into them they come out later with data on that”  

The human brain is however nothing like that [48] and a future MBMI Brain should not be constructed just as 
a machine that we stuff MBMI data into and it then just come out with data on that.  It should be better and much 
more advanced – and more advanced than the human brain and definitely todays machines brain. 

Therefore, let´s begin our approach on the MBMI Brain construction by downloading, seeing and sensing all 
the advantage of both humans and machines “brains” together and then merge these observations and build on 
the top of this knowledge. The aim is to create a new Brain – A MULTI BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION 
BRAIN – that is better, faster, more flexible and dynamic – and strategic smarter. 

B. How can the MBMI Brain construction be inspired by “machines brains”? 

When Advanced machine based and related sensors embedded in each BM start acting in the different BMES 
– the BM´s environment together with AI and Machine Learning will provide us with mega data. These data can 
be put into computers – or machines – and then they can analyze these and come out with results according to the 
rules or programs put into them or “learned them”. The sensors can be attached to and embedded in humans, 
species and/or in machines as part of the one or more BM´s operating in the BMES as indicated in figure 19-10. 

 
Figure 19-10 Sensors embedded in any Business Model with anything, anyone, anybody, any place, any time, any 

context inspired by [31],[32],[33] 

With AI, machine learning and deep learning the machines can begin to learn more and come closer to be what 
is regarded as being intelligent. The MBMI Brain has however to communicate, navigate and sense continuously 
through tangible and intangible relations as shown in figure 19-5, enabling that the MBMI Brain receives and 
delivers data. The relations are however maybe the most important and vital to the construction of the MBMI 
Brain. The MBMI Brain has to be able to receive and deliver data – and value to the BM´s though the relations. 
If the MBMI Brain and its related BM´s are constructed with autonomous and intelligent sensors that are able and 
allowed to act autonomously, then the value proposition capturing, creating, delivering, receiving and 
consumption process can take place decentralized or autonomous to the MBMI Brain – but only if there is 
relations. The MBMI brain can hereby save time and can focus on receiving and/or delivering data e.g. to change 
strategically a BM or change a combination of BM´s. The MBMI Brain can be constructed to use more time to 
strategic leadership of MBMI than human management and operation of MBMI  
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As the MBMI Brain becomes more and more advanced through continuous MBMI learning, it will be able to 
take over more and more MBMI tasks – and even strategic tasks of MBMI from the human management 
responsible for MBMI. Thereby not just do routine MBMI tasks, but also advanced dynamic, persuasive and 
virtual MBMI tasks. This will increase the speed of changing or innovating the BM´s and combination of BM´s 
even more. The human being will be challenges on MBMI to keep up with speed of MBMI but also to think out 
strategic best choice of a BM construction and/or combination of BM´s. MBMI practice will face a situation equal 
to when big blue played the chess game against the world champignon chess player Mr. Garry Kasparov 22 years 
ago. 

 
Figure 19-11 Picture 1.: and Picture 2.: Mr Garry Kasparoy playing and loosing to the IBM Super Computer Deep Blue 

In defeating Kasparov on May 11 1997, the machine called “Deep Blue” made history as the first machine to 
beat a human world champion in a six-game match under standard time controls. Kasparov had won the first 
game, lost the second and then drawn the following three. The computer was continuously learning and updating 
its “knowledge home” – exactly what we expect the MBMI brain will be able to do in the future. When Deep 
Blue took the match by winning the final game, Kasparov refused to believe it - what we could expect business 
managers also will do when the MBMI Brain is reality and really come into operation in the near future.  

It appeared that AI 22 years ago had reached a stage where it could outsmart humanity – at least at a game that 
had long been considered too complex for a machine. Bigdata, MBMI AI, MBMI ML, and MBMI DL in 
combination 22 years later combine with MBMI library and MBMI Pattern analysis lead by a strong, rigid, un 
human like commitment to cold, hard logic in a MBMI Brain have already begun to demonstrate human creative 
style of thinking and learning [30]. The application of MBMI simple rules on a grand scale seems already to have 
been reached in some businesses and BMES – especially in ICT, ecommerce and social media BMES. The face 
of Kasparov’s emotional behavior in Picture 2 seems soon also to be reality for managers responsible for 
businesses MBMI, if they do not convince their businesses to invest heavily in MBMI Brain technology to support 
them in their MBMI processes.  

As more and more business will realize and accept that MBMI has to be carried out differently and to use 
MBMI constructions with MBMI Brains - future MBMI will expectively become quite disruptive, more dynamic, 
agile and faster related to previous MBMI forms and types. This will eventually adapt more risk to the businesses 
[31]. However the risk of MBMI will become less if the different MBMI Brains commence to act with incremental 
MBMI [23] under controlled forms. If the MBMI Brains begins to act autonomously then the MBMI process can 
in worst case get out of control.  

DISCUSSION 

Sensors, wireless, persuasive, AR and Virtual technologies in businesses everyday MBMI will change BM 
and BMES - and will continue to develop exponentially [4] and create new types of MBMI. Numerous software 
and sensor innovations attempt to enhance the MBMI creating, capturing, delivery, receiving and consumption 
process and capability. When an internet user googles some BM of interest – shoes, sailboat, house for sale – 
the MBMI Brains have already for several years analyzed the data received from the sensors and few seconds 
later pushed promotion not just on the first website – first BMES - entered by the user but also to several other 
websites – BMES´s - that the user enterers afterwards. In figure 19-12 and illustration of this is shown where 
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the MBMI BRAIN of German Lloyd business push BM value propositions through newspaper BMES (BT) e-
newspaper, music channel (Youtube BMES) webpages, E - Shopping Mall (Boost.com - BMES) and direct 
through own loyalty E-commerce site (Lloyd.com).  

How will these frameworks, tools and persuasive BM´s impact and enable managers responsible of MBMI 
to do better and more strategic MBMI in the future? When advanced technologies [6] and advanced MBMI 
Brains “melt” and work together - meaning that BMs will act anywhere with anybody, anything, anytime and in 
any BMES – either physical, digital or virtual. Hereby the potential for business MBMI Brain increase 
tremendously because the individual BM´s value proposition becomes more tailor made to the user, customer, 
network partner and not least the Business.  

By the introduction of a MBMI Brain construction, it will be possible to play more and more advanced 
“games” of MBMI – and faster MBMI games. The MBMI Brain would be able to combine the business different 
BM´s and play them together in the best value formula combination in the preference of the business.  This has 
previously been carried out by managers responsible for MBMI – like a football manager setting the team and 
shifting the players through the game in accordance to how they perform, how they performed together, how the 
opposite team played the game and how the game proceeds.  

 
Figure 19-12 Illustration of MBMI Brains working in different BMES 

A MBMI Brain would change the MBMI game from purely human controlled to machine based controlled – 
or even a combination of human and machine based MBMI leadership. One effect of implementing a MBMI 
Brain is that the potential to the individual business increase as it is now able to offer the business BM´s to a 
larger group of users and customers in the BMES – but even also to vertical and horizontal BMES [24]. If different 
MBMI Brains collaborate - complement each other even also including competitors acting together [24] – acting 
in coordinated swarms of BM´s - then the user, customers and network will be able to experience better, more 
advanced and more precise value propositions. In other words “the cake” becomes larger and the BMES increases 
or even melt together.   

The BM community will definitely be pushed to adapt MBMI Brains and related advanced technologies to be 
able to act faster, change strategic mindset more often and technological MBMI setup within split seconds. While 
the advance MBMI technologies grows mature, businesses will be more and more dependent on their MBMI 
Brains setup. That will enable them quickly to get a deep understanding of how BM´s and BMES really works 
and is expected to work in near future – and do the MBMI Pattern analysis together with choosing the most 
suitable BM archetype.  

Businesses have continuously to know how their BM´s are operating (AS IS BM´s) and how they should be 
constructed (TO BE BM´s) and this makes business very dependent on the relations to the BM´s and the sensors 
embedded in their BM´s. That is the reason why we see heavy investments in advanced sensor technologies 
integrated with wireless technology systems [25]. Businesses have to continuously know how and what their 
BM´s really can “do and act”. Simulations of BM´s and combinations of BM´s becomes hereby important MBMI 
support tools together with AI, DL, MBMI Pattern analysis and MBMI library.  
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The proposed conceptual model consists of the MBMI AI, MBMI ML and MBMI DL section, which 
represents the interaction between MBMI DL patterns analysis, the BM and combinations of BM´s, the humans 
and the machines. The Multi Business Model Library will over time, consist of all existing known Business model 
Typologies, typologies of combination of BM´s and typologies of MBMI processes within the business – a 
“Knowledge Home” for MBMI. This is equal to the chess player Mr. Kasparov or Deep Blue computer from IBM 
– who and which based their play on their knowledge in the human brain and Deep Blues knowledge.   

A MBMI Brain will become required competences of many Businesses in the future and when fulfilling this 
requirement – also eventually become a core competence to some businesses [26]. The Multi Business Model 
library, The Multi Business pattern analysis, MBMI AI, MBMI ML and MBMI DL systems surrounding the 
MBMI Brain will continuously adapt new types of business models and combination of Business Models. They 
will be “learning” MBMI as they operate. From the above mentioned the conceptual model for the construction 
of a MBMI Brain must have 4 key supporting sections as described above:  

• “Artificial Intelligence  
• “Deep Learning” 
• “Business Models patterns analysis  
• “Multi Business Model Library” 

The MBMI Brain – inside the MBMI Brain – must also have “sensor center” or more sensor centers. System(s) 
taking care of the reception and processing of sensory information. Information - received through “the MBMI 
Brains relations” in the conceptual model, and directly to the centers of the brain exposed to the values running 
forwards and backwards through the relations to the BM´s and between BM´s.  

The MBMI brain will be able to receive, interpret and deliver information from its special senses responsible 
for vision, smell, hearing, taste and touch. However, the MBMI Brain is challenged as it has to deal not just with 
one sensor signal, but with mix motor and sensory signals. These have to be integrated and understood by the 
MBMI Brain as the MBMI brain will receive data and has to send data back coordinated from and to a mix of 
BM´s. The last “bit” is challenging – and would expectedly also be why one MBMI Brain could be developed to 
be more intelligent than another one – and hereby perform core competence to one business related to other 
businesses.    

Though, we fully recognize that much more research has to be carried out to extent our understanding of the 
MBMI Brain´s construction it gives us a hypothetical basis to begin experimenting and do verifications on the 
different proposed components and prototypes of the MBMI Brain. At the same time more archetypes of AI and 
DL for MBMI, add to archetypes of BM, combination of BM´s, MBMI process archetypes as a kind of MBMI 
knowledge home will be verified and possible to add and built finally the first MBMI Brain. On behalf of AI, DL, 
Multi Business Model Innovation library and Multi Business Model patterns analysis we are however just in the 
very beginning of building and understanding the foundation of a MBMI Brain in our new CGC LAB. Our own 
estimate is that it will take another 3 – 5 years to develop a functioning construction of a prototype of the MBMI 
Brain including sensor and relations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

MBMI Brains support by AI, DL and advanced sensor technologies are and will be increasingly developed 
and integrated in Businesses BM´s and MBMI operation. This will created not just a new generation of BMs but 
also new combination of BM´s – never seen before. With the support of MBMI Brains businesses will be able to 
find BM´s archetypes and combinations of BM´s not seen before. 

The MBMI Brain will allow development of BMs operating and innovating autonomously in all types of 
physically, digitally and virtually layers of the business, BM, combination of BM, MBMI processes and BMES. 
Hereby the agenda and practice of MBMI will change disruptively and humans and machines will come to play 
a very different role together in MBMI – with more power to the machines and MBMI Brains. The paper in this 
context elaborated on a conceptual model for how a generic MBMI Brain could be constructed and how it could 
look like. Different examples/illustrations/analogies to human brain and other brain constructions were discussed 
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to show how we expect future MBMI Brain and operations will be constructed and operate. The paper describes 
the importance of the relations of the MBMI Brain – relation between the MBMI Brain, its expected sensor centers 
and its supporting tools, knowledge centers, BM´s and The MBMI Library, The MBMI Pattern Analysis center, 
AI, ML and DL. If these tangible and intangible relations cannot be created, captured, connected and opened for 
value transformation then the receiving and consumption process cannot take place. 

The MBMI Brain is expected to be “the central organ” – or “spider” - of any business in the future and a vital 
part of its “nerve system”.  With the manifold of tangible and intangible relations forming the value transformation 
system in “the business internal and external nerve system” the MBMI Brain strategically will lead all MBMI 
activities of the business. The MBMI Brain will take care of all MBMI processing, integrating and coordination 
of the information it receives from related sensors. The MBMI Brain will analyze, create and deliver value back 
to each BM´s dimensions and components – either it is human and/or machine based BM´s and make decisions 
as to the instructions sent to the rest of the business as illustrated in figure 19-12.  

FURTHER RESEARCH 

In our review of the current multi business model innovation literature and the previous proposed conceptual 
we found a gab in current body of knowledge, even the current understanding of the MBMI process have not been 
investigated to its full extent. We propose a further study, supported by the advanced technology and MBMI 
Knowledge in our Global spread CGC Lab´s, in understanding the MBMI Brain, its environment and the success 
factors, before extending the MBMI process with any further digitalization factors. Secondly, we propose to use 
the output of the previously suggested study in conjunction with the proposed MBMI conceptual model [1], [2], 
[8] and extend the MBMI process with further digitalization in the areas of interaction archetypes and interaction 
archetypes patterns of the conceptual model. We will further investigate the impact of the exponential growth of 
these BM´s and advanced MBMI technologies discussed in our future research at the MBMI and Technology 
research lab at CGC. 
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20. Use of Digitization in Rural  
Umesh Sah, Director IT & eGov, CEO Jharkhand Communication Limited & CEO ABVIL at Govt of 

Jharkhand, India  

 

“The soul of India lives in its villages.” Mahatma Gandhi. The Indian economy is predominantly rural with 
over two-thirds (65.97 %) of its population and workforce residing in rural areas. Rural India contributes a 
substantial part of the total net value added in many sectors, with an overall 46% contribution to our national 
income. With a population of 833 million people residing in 640,867 villages, it is projected that, by 2050, more 
than half of India’s population will still be rural, despite rising urbanisation. Thus, the growth and development 
of the rural economy is imperative for inclusive development and overall growth of the country. Apart from this 
Urban India is not able to provide proper space livelihood and proper amenities to increasing population. The 
report speculates that by 2050, the urban population will have increased to 87.7 million and the rural population 
will account for 78.3 million people. However, this overhaul will take place somewhere after 2045 itself, suggests 
the data. The urban population of India has seen a rise from 17.1 per cent to 29.2 per cent between 1950 and 2015. 
Meanwhile, the rural population declined from 82.9 per cent (in 1915) to 2015's 67.2 per cent. The speculation 
for the year 2050 suggests that the urban-rural segregation will be 52.8 and 47.2 with a difference of 5.6 per cent.  

Within a decade of globalization, the rate of urbanization increased by one-third of its previous growth. This 
has resulted in stress on the country's urban conglomerations.   

Rural FMCG market accounts for 40 per cent of the overall FMCG market in India, in revenue terms. 
Businesses in India are optimistic about growth of the country's rural consumer markets, which is expected to be 
faster than urban consumer markets. The report highlights the better networking among rural consumers and their 
tendency to proactively seek information via multitude sources to be better informed while making purchase 
decisions. With increasing contribution to development and exposure to needs, the buying capacity of rural 
Indians has taken a sharp upward turn. However, rural consumers have a strong value-formoney orientation, 
significant local cultural affinity, and a more conservative financial outlook. Their purchasing aspirations are 
often constrained by easy availability. Digitisation and technology can facilitate access and availability of more 
and more services and products be made available to meet the rising aspirations of the underserved and unreached 
rural India. This is being driven strongly through the government’s Digital India programme. One of the key 
enablers is the growing internet penetration, expected to grow from 25% in 2016 to 55% by 2025.  

Only 38% of the 117,200 branches of scheduled commercial banks are working in rural areas, and a meagre 
40% of the households have bank accounts. Thus, India is home to 19% of the world’s unbanked population. 
Financial inclusion is an important priority of the government. This gap at the last-mile is being filled by banks 
through a combination of finance and technology enabled by business correspondent agents.  

 India is an agrarian economy with agriculture supporting 60% of our population. Indian agriculture is highly 
dependent on human labour and good rainfall. While most developed economies have mechanised farming and 
reduced dependency on rains through state interventions and good planning, Indian farmers still plod along with 
obsolete farming techniques to support a growing population. Yet the contribution of this major sector to GDP 
has been steadily declining and currently stands at 15%. On the other hand farmers don’t have access to market 
their product on current prevailing rate.  Farmers need timely information about farm production, pest control, 
inventory management and tracking. Farmers also need Climate-Smart Precision Farming to avoid rain 
dependency.    

In 2012, only 27 percent of adult Indian women had a job, or were actively looking for one, compared to 79 
percent of men. Rural jobs have been decreasing and not enough rural women have been able to make the 
transition to working in urban areas. India could boost its growth by 1.5 percentage points to 9 percent per year 
if around 50% of women could join the work force. India’s maternal mortality rate is high and accounts for 20 

http://www.financialexpress.com/tag/digital-india/
http://www.financialexpress.com/tag/digital-india/
http://www.financialexpress.com/tag/digital-india/
http://www.unicef.in/Whatwedo/1/Maternal-Health
http://www.unicef.in/Whatwedo/1/Maternal-Health
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percent of global deaths occurring due to preventable causes related to pregnancy and childbirth. In India Infant 
Mortality rate is 29.848 which is worse than Bangla Desh (24%) and Sri Lanka (7.1%).   

Digitization can facilitate some of the key needs of rural India including governance services, banking and 
financial services, educational and healthcare services, mobile/DTH recharge, e-ticketing services, online 
shopping, etc.   

A. EGOV SERVICES :  

Following major services are being provided to rural citizen after digitization.   

• eDistrict Services- Under this services citizen can apply online for Birth Certificate , Death 
Certificate, Residential Certificates, Caste Certificates and other certificates and can get it within 
prescribed timeline. This has eliminated and helped them to get all relevant certificates from their 
villages and they can devote their valuable times in study/farming/other household activities and can 
increase productivity.  

• PDS: In its bid to better target subsidies and ensure leakage-free distribution of foodgrains, the 
government used automated ration shops. This helped to extend benefits to needy at the same time it 
also helped to eliminate bogus beneficiary and Govt saved around 5000 Cr yearly. This fund is being 
used in other development work.  

• PMJAY(Ayushman Bharat): The scheme’s aim is to provide cashless hospitalization to 50 crore 
Indians (mostly rural) to the extent of Rs 5 lakh per family in any hospital in India. All this at no cost 
to the individual. This is possible due to digitization of individual records.  

• Land Record Digitization: A complete computerised compilation of land data, starting from the 
original owner to the present status of land, including an image of the property and the landowner for 
identification purposes, will reveal the total area of land owned by a person. Making land records 
available to all is helping to contain/check property frauds. This is also helping rural mass to know 
all record in a single click. Land registry mutation and fee payment can be done from village center 
itself.  

• MGNREGA( Job Guarantee to Rural People):  Digitization has helped to reduce false job cards and 
beneficiary can get payment directly to their account through DBT.  

B. USE OF DIGITIZATION IN AGRICULTURE  

• Expert Advice:  In this project the village information centre (VIC) receives information by voice, 
mail and SMS with help of IMD/ISRO/CSIR. Farmers receive advice on rotation of crops, fertilisers 
and pesticides. Digitization technology can be used for  on-farm sensing technology to records 
various soil, environment and crop parameters and uses artificial intelligence and data science to 
make on-farm predictions. Some of the major benefits we can get from Climate-Smart precision 
farming are -  

o Costs savings in terms of water, energy, fertilizers, and pesticides. * Product losses 
prevention by controlling weather conditions to adequate harvest times. Optimizing farmers 
daily tasks by automating processes.  

o Getting real-time alerts about crop’s conditions to make adjustments to reach optimal growth 
conditions.  

• Marketing Support: It is helping farmers and buyer through Real Time Price Discovery, Better Price 
Realization For Producers, Reduced Transaction Cost For Buyers, Stable Price and Availability to 
Consumer. In April 2016, Govt launched eNAM (National Agriculture Market), an online platform 
for farmers that integrates agricultural markets online, allowing farmers and traders alike to view all 
Agriculture Produce Market Committee-related information and services, commodity arrivals and 
prices, and buy and sell trade offers, thus helping farmers bid for the best prices across markets.   

http://www.unicef.in/Whatwedo/1/Maternal-Health
http://www.unicef.in/Whatwedo/1/Maternal-Health
https://housing.com/news/will-land-reforms-help-property-buyers/
https://housing.com/news/will-land-reforms-help-property-buyers/
https://housing.com/news/will-land-reforms-help-property-buyers/
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C. USE OF DIGITIZATION IN RURAL EDUCATION SYSTEM  

• Improvement in Quality Education: Recent numbers point out that there are 97,273 single teacher 
schools in India, which account for about 8.8 percent of the total schools in the country. These 
obstacles don’t just lead to poor quality of education, but also contribute to high dropout rates in rural 
schools—nearly 50 percent by the age of fourteen.  
Education can be digitised in rural areas by providing multimedia teaching tools to teachers and 
engaging students through learning methods that utilise digital tools, such as smart-boards, LCD 
screens, videos, etc., to teach them different concepts. By making it possible for one teacher to deliver 
information remotely across several locations, interactive digital media will also help address the 
shortage of teachers in these schools. Some of the state has started doing this.  

•  Monitoring of Attendance : Attendance of teacher as well as student can be monitored through GIS 
based APP.   

D. USE OF DIGITIZATION IN RURAL HEALTH SYSTEM  

India has a lower than average doctor to patient ratio, which is further skewed by concentration of medical 
facilities in the urban centers. medical professionals through Telemedicine.  

Availability of care: The impact of digitization holds strong significance for rural services as there is a huge 
dearth of hospitals with modern facilities and quality medical practitioners. Accessibility to healthcare setups and 
unavailability of doctors is a huge concern in rural India.  

Quality healthcare services through digital devices can now reach small towns and villages through local health 
camps and/or Primary Health Centers, as small portable devices now provide accurate health readings.  Advanced 
telemedicine: Digital devices, that provide real time health readings, negate the requirement of manual 
intervention for diagnosis like heart monitoring, Blood Pressure data, sugar levels amongst others vital statistics 
and offer continuous data management while providing access to quality medical practitioners through connected 
devices.  

Access to timely specialist and super specialist advice: Digital Devices, can substitute the need for physical 
presence of specialist medical practitioners and large medical setups across the underdeveloped interior locations 
of the country, providing similar services at reduced costs. This can be an effective low-cost solution given the 
existing network of primary healthcare centers and district hospitals which can be leveraged.  

Affordable care: The cost of quality treatment is quite high in India with majority of leading hospitals located 
in major metros or Tier I locations. Government aided hospitals cannot cater to the rising population and growing 
need of medical assistance across all age groups. Portable medical devices, available at affordable costs, help 
monitor health readings from the comfort of one’s home negating the need to travel and visit hospitals for every 
small medical need. These devices can be shared through mobile apps with doctors and concerned family 
members and can be continuously monitor through connected devices.  

GIS based Ambulance Services: Using GIS 108 Ambulance services are being provided to rural people. It is 
quick and cost effective. Rural citizen can be connected to nearest health care system and during transportation 
expert care can be also be provided through call center.     

E. USE OF DIGITIZATION FOR WOMEN EMPOWERMENT AND FAMILY WELFARE IN 
RURAL AREA  

Women and child Health Recording and timely assistance: A  6.15 per cent reduction since the last survey 
figures of 2014-2016 has been observed in Maternal Mortility Rate. ASHA workers are using Smart Phones and 
Mobile APP to provide following data :  

• Identifying and registering new pregnancies, births and deaths,   

https://blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/minorityview/time-to-end-the-menace-of-single-teacher-schools/
https://blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/minorityview/time-to-end-the-menace-of-single-teacher-schools/
https://blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/minorityview/time-to-end-the-menace-of-single-teacher-schools/
https://blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/minorityview/time-to-end-the-menace-of-single-teacher-schools/
http://www.financialexpress.com/jobs/digital-classrooms-in-schools-is-rural-india-ready/401931/
http://www.financialexpress.com/jobs/digital-classrooms-in-schools-is-rural-india-ready/401931/
http://www.financialexpress.com/jobs/digital-classrooms-in-schools-is-rural-india-ready/401931/
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• Mobilizing, counselling and supporting the community to demand and seek health services and 
connecting to doctors at block/district level  

• Identifying, managing or referring cases of illness  
• Tracking and completing timely immunizations sessions, health records to provide timely assistance  

Women Empowerment: Women in Rural area using Smart Phone to sell their products to middle level system 
and getting money directly into their account.   

F. USE OF DIGITIZATION FOR RURAL ECOMMERCE:  

Now using technology rural producer can also connect their product through Amazon, Flipcarts etc   
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INTRODUCTION 

The ‘Digital India’ initiative was launched by Hon’ble Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi in 2015 and after 
a lapse of 4-5 years, there have been significant improvements in all of its facets such as, in the creation of digital 
infrastructure, electronic delivery of public services, financial inclusion and in enhancing digital awareness and 
literacy. 

Further, 5G and new technologies and applications such as AI, AR/VR, IoT/M2M, Cloud computing, big data 
analytics, machine learning etc can unleash new economic opportunities and societal benefits giving it the 
potential for being a transformational force for Indian society. It can help the country leapfrog the traditional 
barriers to development as well as advance the ‘Digital India’ vision. The cumulative economic impact of 5G on 
India can reach one trillion USD by 2035. 

Mobile has already played a central role in realizing the ambitions of the Digital India initiative, and will also 
be central to realizing the NDCP-2018 goals to ‘Connect India’, ‘Propel India’ and ‘Secure India’. The key 
strategic objectives of NDCP 2018 planned to be achieved by 2022 are: 

• Broadband for all 
• Creating 4 Mn additional jobs in the digital communication sector 
• Enhancing the contribution of the digital communications sector to 8% of India’s GDP from ~6% in 

2017 
• Propelling India to the top 50 nations in the ICT Development Index of ITU from 134 in 2017 
• Enhancing India’s contribution to global value chains 
• Ensuring digital sovereignty 

However, a number of challenges need to be addressed if India is to achieve the NDCP-2018 objectives and 
see the significant investments from telecom sector. The following figure depicts telecom evolution in India over 
the years: 

 
Figure 21-1 Telecom evolution in India 

mailto:tilakrajdua@gmail.com
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At present, India has around 1.2 Bn mobile and 655 Mn internet subscribers, making it the 2nd largest digital 
communications market in the world as of Oct’2019. India has witnessed a major technology transformation in 
the last 4-5 years and has emerged as the 2nd fastest digital adopter among 17 major digital economies. The Indian 
telecom sector continues to grow rapidly and as per the National Digital Communications Policy-2018, digital 
communications sector is expected to contribute 8% to GDP by 2022 as compared to 6% to GDP in 2017. As per 
GSMA Intelligence report, India will top seven countries who will account for half of new subscribers to 2025. 

Smartphone users in India use their smartphones frequently to access and consume a range of digital services 
and content. In a number of areas, Indian smartphone users score well above the global average. While the number 
of users is significantly lower, there is a clear appetite in India to access government services through apps and 
online. In the area of digital commerce, India is broadly in line with global averages but lags significantly behind 
leading markets such as China. The rapid adoption of smartphones means that by 2025 it will be the 2nd largest 
smartphone market, with almost 1 Bn devices. 

The rapid and unprecedented proliferation of the mobile phone, the internet, social media platforms, and the 
rapid expansion of digital payments, data consumption and generation across India indicate that the data economy 
and digital technologies and services are no longer the prerogative of the privileged few; but empowering more 
than a billion Indians.  

This rapid growth has been propelled by both public and private sector alike. India’s lower-income states are 
bridging the digital divide, and the country has the potential to be a truly connected nation in next 4-5 years i.e. 
by 2025. All Indian stakeholders will need to gear up to the opportunities and challenges of being a connected 
nation. 

Higher speed networks and the growing base of smartphones have fueled rapid growth in data volumes in the 
Indian market; the increased viewing of video content is an important factor in India, as in many other markets. 
The TRAI has highlighted that mobile data usage per month in India increased from 39 petabytes in June-2016 
to 4,178 petabytes in September-2018. Ericsson estimates that in 2018 India generated more traffic than the whole 
of Western Europe, with total data volumes set to increase 4x by 2024. 

 
Figure 21-2 New Users 

 
Figure 21-3 Global Smartphone Users 

 

Public sector is one strong catalyst for India’s rapid digitization. Aadhaar has become the largest single digital 
ID programme in the world—and a powerful catalyst of digital adoption more broadly in India. Today, more than 
1.2 Bn Indians have Aadhaar digital identification, up from 510 Mn in 2013. 
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Figure 21-4 Average Mobile Data Usage  

Figure 21-5 Mobile traffic per user 

 
Figure 21-6 Aadhaar Generation Trends 

 
Figure 21-7 Data Price 

 

 
Figure 21-8 Data quantity per connection 
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Also, the Goods & Service Tax Network (GST), commenced from 2017 bringing all business transactions 
involving around 10.3 Mn indirect taxpaying businesses onto one digital platform, created incentive for 
businesses to digitize their operations. 

Coming to the Private-sector, innovations has helped digital services to reach millions of consumers. 
Competition in mobile services has triggered further innovation and competitive pricing across the sector. Data 
costs have dropped by more than 95% since 2013: the cost of one gigabyte fell from 9.8% of per capita monthly 
GDP in 2013 to 0.37% in 2017. As a result, monthly mobile data consumption per user has grown up to 152% 
annually, more than 2x the rates in US and China. 

With both public and private sector contribution to the digital usage, India’s States have also started to bridge 
the digital divide. Low-income States have shown the fastest growth in digital infrastructure and services. Citizens 
in such States can now read the news online, order food delivery via a phone app, video chat with a friend, shop 
at a virtual retailer, send money to a family member through their phone, or watch a movie streamed to a handheld 
device. 

Even after these digital advances, these States have a lot of further scope to grow in digital terms as only 
around 40% of the population has the broadband connection as of now. Despite the growth of m-banking and 
financial inclusion, majority of retail transactions are still in the form of cash as many businesses are still reluctant 
to adopt the digital payments in all their transactions. 

DIGITIZATION OF BUSINESSES 

India’s businesses have a relatively uneven pattern of digitization, as compared to the adoption by consumers. 
As per the Survey from McKinsey Global Institute, Differences in digital adoption within sectors are greater than 
those across sectors. 

As per the survey, sectors like transportation and construction are considered resistant to technology and 
sectors such as ICT, education, healthcare, financial services, manufacturing have more digitized firms on 
average. 

Leading digital companies in India adopt strategies that make them stand out from their peers in several ways. 
They centre their strategies on digital, let digital technologies shape how they engage with customers, and invest 
more heavily in digital than their peers. Digital leaders also make digital investment a priority. 

Small businesses are closing the digital gap with larger firms and are ahead of them in accepting digital 
payments. While the large companies having high investment capabilities, invest in new technologies such as 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Internet of Things (IoT), growing high-speed internet connectivity and shrinking 
data costs are opening digital opportunities for many small-business owners and sole proprietors. Infact the small 
companies/ businesses are ahead of large companies in accepting digital payments. 

CHALLENGES FOR DIGITAL INDIA 

The Digital India programme, launched in 2015, has made significant progress in implementation of the 
various initiatives. However, some challenges are being faced during the execution which need to be addressed 
on priority. 

The challenge for Digital India is to provide last mile connectivity to India’s smallest towns and villages. 
Digitizing these inhabitations require massive investments in digital infrastructure. While the government has a 
role in making investments, bulk of this investment and innovation must come from private sector may be in the 
form of Public-Private partnerships. 

Success of Digital India further depends on the innovative policy and enabling framework that government 
creates. It is equally important that apart from being an investor, the government must also act as an innovation 
and investment enabler and plays that role well. 
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Inadequate Digital Infrastructure: The biggest challenge faced by Digital India programme is slow and 
delayed digital infrastructure development. India’s digital infrastructure is inadequate to tackle growing increase 
in digital transactions. 

Regulatory Uncertainty: The private participation in government projects in India is poor because of long 
and complex regulatory processes and commercial unviability. Various proposals issued by the Govt. are not 
picked up by competent pvt. Sector as they are commercially unviable. Some of such projects include providing 
mobile/telecom connectivity to uncovered villages in LWE, remote areas, Andaman & Nicobar Island etc 

Central-State Coordination: There is still a large gap in alignment between Central and State Government 
in various policy initiatives such as the taxation, Right of Way, restrictions of placement of infrastructure, 
mandatory provision for availability of Government land and building for installation of telecom infrastructure 
etc 

Rural Investment: There is a wide digital divide between urban and rural India. Till now funds have not been 
deployed effectively to meet the cost of infrastructure creation in rural areas. There is no incentive for operators 
to invest in rural and remote areas where the scope of returns is very less. 

Unclear Policy Framework: Taxation and regulatory policies have proved to be a major bottleneck, such as 
M&A and FDI policy in telecom sector. There is no Single Window Clearance process for faster timebound 
approvals. At present, M&A applications take around 2-3 years for approval by the nodal department due to lack 
in inter-departmental coordination. Further, there is no clarity on the process and timeframe for processing the 
applications. 

Digitization of Services and Digital Literacy: While the digital services and content are becoming available 
in local languages, there is still a lot of content and government services which do not support local languages. 

Awareness & Education: Creating an awareness about benefits of Digital India scheme among common 
masses is also a great challenge. There is a need for upskilling/reskilling of existing resources to be able to meet 
requirement for rollout and operations of 5G and various upcoming technologies. 

Breach of Privacy: Fear of cybercrime and breach of privacy has been deterrent in adoption of digital 
technologies. Most of the technology including cyber security tools are imported. We do not have requisite skills 
to inspect these for hidden malwares. 

ROBUST DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE - KEY TO ACHIEVING “DIGITAL INDIA” 

Indian Telecommunication Sector has been at the core of social and economic development of this country 
and telecom infrastructure sector has been the bedrock for a Digital Economy. Telecommunication and 
Telecommunication Infrastructure is the backbone of ‘Digital India’, where future technologies like mobility, 
analytics, cloud, Internet of Things (IoT), Machine to Machine (M2M) Communications are playing a key role in 
implementing the Digital India vision. 

The government has taken several initiatives to improve the digital infrastructure in the country which are in 
various stages of implementation. These initiatives extend beyond physical infrastructure and also address 
software and security infrastructure as all the three aspects are required in tandem to ensure the success of Digital 
India. 

A robust telecom infrastructure will play a key role in seamless connectivity, which is the essence of true 
“Digitization.” It is imperative to develop ‘state of the art’ network architecture just like other infrastructure 
facilities such as water, sewage, railway, roads and transportation etc. as telecommunication services nowadays 
have become an integral and essential necessity of our daily lives. 

The overall development of telecommunication services in the past few decades has been phenomenal with 
the help telecom infrastructure supporting these services at the backend. With the government’s thrust on Digital 
India and Smart Cities, it is needless to say that industry will unfold more new business avenues in the forthcoming 
time. 
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Creation of a robust telecom infrastructure will help the country to leap-frog in a knowledge driven economy 
by enabling the requisite telecom infrastructure for future technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Block chain, 
IoT and M2M etc. 

To boost the potential of the Digital India vision, a defined policy framework for digital infrastructure was 
required. With this vision, the NDCP-2018 was hence formulated and gazette notified by the Department of 
Telecommunications, Government of India in Oct’2018. 

 
Figure 21-9 Initiatives taken 

REFRESHED “DIGITAL INDIA” 

The Prime Minister has recently set a new national goal of India becoming a 5 trillion-dollar economy by the 
year 2025, and there is little doubt that the refreshed ‘Digital India’ programme will play a critical role in realizing 
this audacious ambition. What is really exciting is that the realization that India’s digital transformation saga has 
only just commenced. The creation of a nationwide digital infrastructure, allied with potential new technologies 
such as AI, Big Data, AR/VR, IoT/M2M are expected to raise sectors that affect the well-being of every Indian, 

Initiative Description
Bharatnet Broadband Access to 2,50,000 Gram 

Panchayats (GPs) through a network 
of Optical Fibre Cable

Smart Cities Creation of 109 Smart Cities by 2022
Rs 5Bn allocated to every city over 5 
years for this project

Common Service 
Centres (CSC)

CSCs through which e-governance 
and related services will be made 
available to villages

Post Office 
Digitization

Digitization including setting up 
centralized data centres, networking 
of all post offices & enabling digital 
payments

Universal Access to 
Mobile

Mobile access to more than 55,600 
villages that do not have mobile 
coverage

Public Wi-Fi Creation of public Wi-Fi hotspots in 
India to enable citizens to access 
content without depending on mobile 
data

India Stack It is a set of open APIs that enables 
development of payment-enabled 
applications, using Aadhaar as the 
base for authentication

National Cyber 
Coordination Centre 
(NCCC)

MeitY has planned to set up a center 
to safeguard India’s cyberspace 
against potential threats
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ranging from agriculture, health care, education, transportation, logistics, banking and finance etc. Indeed, there 
is practically no aspect of modern life that cannot be improved by the application of intelligent digitization. India 
is striving to become one of the early adopters of 5G technology, and it’s rollout is expected to open multiple 
possibilities and opportunities. 

NATIONAL DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS POLICY, NDCP-2018, A STEP IN THE 
RIGHT DIRECTION 

NDCP-2018 is a truly transformational and comprehensive policy document. It has embarked upon a journey 
to fulfil the information and communication needs of citizen.  The policy has rightly envisaged the achievement 
of this objective through “Connect India, Propel India and Secure India” missions. 

The key strategic objectives of NDCP 2018 planned to be achieved by 2022 are: 

• Broadband for all 
• Creating 4 Mn additional jobs in the digital communication sector 
• Enhancing the contribution of the digital communications sector to 8% of India’s GDP from ~6% in 

2017 
• Propelling India to the top 50 nations in the ICT Development Index of ITU from 134 in 2017 
• Enhancing India’s contribution to global value chains 
• Ensuring digital sovereignty 

The NDCP 2018 recognizes the importance and urgency of a strong infrastructure and has recommended to 
accord telecom infrastructure the status of critical and essential infrastructure. Keeping in view the growing 
importance of broadband in order to achieve the “Digital India” dream, the NDCP 2018 has set up ambitious 
goals under “Connect India” mission as: 

• Broadband coverage at 50Mbps to every citizen 
• 1Gbps connectivity to all Gram Panchayats by 2020 & 10Gbps by 2022 
• 100 Mbps broadband on demand to all key development institutions 
• Fixed line broadband access to 50% households 
• Unique mobile subscriber density of 55 by 2022 and 65 by 2022 
• 5 Mn wi-fi hotspots by 2020 and 10 Mn by 2022 
• Connectivity to all uncovered areas 

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS UNDER THE NDCP-2018 

Enhancement of Scope of Telecom Infrastructure Providers: In the converged environment, there is need 
of independent infrastructure players which will ensure orderly and stable growth of infrastructure. Further, it will 
also bring in economy of scale and the cost effectiveness due to the sharing of infrastructure at the backend. 
Infrastructure Players must have an active role in the provisioning of common duct, in-building solutions, pubic 
Wi-Fi etc. Government has recognized the role of Infrastructure Providers in achieving the Digital India vision 
and hence, recommends in the NDCP-2018 for the enhancement of Scope of Infrastructure Providers (IP-1) to 
promote and incentivize deployment of common sharable digital infrastructure. 

Fiberization: Tower fiberization will also play a key role for rollout of 5G and other emerging technology 
and services to achieve Digital India. As of now, 25-30% of towers are fiberized and this needs to be taken up to 
at least 70% of the towers considering growing demand of data and deployment of 5G, in line with the targets set 
up by NDCP-2018 up to year 2022. One of the Strategies identified in NDCP for implementing “Fibre First 
Initiative” under the NDCP is “Facilitating Fibre-to-the-tower programme to enable fiberization of at least 60% 
of telecom towers thereby accelerating migration to 4G/5G”. NDCP has set the stage for achieving full digital 
inclusion by declaring fiber as a critical public utility. 
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Figure 21-10 Fiberization Levels Comparison 

NATIONAL BROADBAND MISSION (NBM) 

The recently launched National Broadband Mission (NBM) by Hon’ble Minister of Communications, 
Government of India on 17th December 2019, has the vision to fast track growth of digital communication 
infrastructure, bridge the digital divide, facilitate digital empowerment and inclusion and provide affordable and 
universal access of broadband for all by 2022. 

It also includes taking OFC connectivity to 50 Lac Km from the current 22 Lac Km and deploying 10 lac 
mobile towers from the present 5.8 lac sites, with 70% fiberization in the next 3-4 years.  It aims to connect 
600,000 villages across India at an estimated outlay of INR 7 trillion including a 10% contribution from the state 
reserve (USOF) over a period of next 3-4 years. 

Annual Implementation Plan of National Broadband Mission as prescribed by the Government is as follows: 

Table 21-1Annual Implementation Plan of National Broadband Mission 

  
Years 

1 2 3 4 5 

Connectivity to villages (%) 50 60 100     

Broadband speeds (Mbps) 4 10 25 30 50 

Fiberization (Lakh Kms) 24 27 30 40 50 

Towers (in lakhs) 7 8 10 12 15 

Tower Fiberization (%) 35 45 55 65 70 

Mapping of Fiber (%) 10 40 60 80 100 
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Further, the NDCP-18 also envisages an investment of around USD100 Bn over the next 3-4 years in the 
telecom sector in order to achieve the objectives of the policy. It is estimated that most of the required investment 
is estimated to be done in creating the digital communications infrastructure as below: 

Table 21-2 required investment is estimated to be done in creating the digital communications infrastructure 

Infrastructure Component Investment (U$ Bn) 

Telecom Tower 35 

OFC Cable 30 

Spectrum, R&D etc. 35 

Total 100 

 

This envisaged investment of $100 Bn is to be catalyzed largely by the industry, with Government contributing 
around 10% of this through the Universal Service Obligation Fund (USOF). 

COLLABORATIONS BETWEEN CENTRAL, STATE GOVERNMENTS & OTHER 
STAKEHOLDERS 

NDCP-2018 recommends various other strategies which can be implemented only if all such key players come 
together to meet the objective. Areas where collaboration is required are as follows: 

• Provision of common duct infrastructure in municipalities, rural areas and national highways. 
• Amending National Building Code of India (NBC), for making telecom installations and the 

associated cabling and in-building solutions mandatory in all commercial, residential and office 
spaces. 

• Collaborative institutional mechanism between Centre, States and Local Bodies for Common Rights 
of Way, standardization of fees, taxes, costs and timelines. 

• Recognizing communication systems as essential critical infrastructure at par with other connectivity 
infrastructure like Roadways, Railways, Waterways, Airlines etc. 

• Extending incentives and exemptions for the construction of telecom towers. Promoting and 
incentivizing deployment of solar and green energy. 

SPECTRUM 

Effective spectrum management is critical to support the investment required to further expand mobile services 
once 5G and other new technologies and bandwidth intensive applications such as AR/VR, Gaming comes into 
the market. Adequate spectrum at right prices is needed to meet the rapid increase in demand particularly for data 
services and enhance the quality and coverage. 

5G needs spectrum within three key frequency ranges to deliver widespread coverage and support all use 
cases. The three ranges are: Sub-1 GHz, 1-6 GHz and above 6 GHz.  The recently concluded World 
Radiocommunications Conference (WRC-2019) in November’2019 has identified additional spectrum suitable 
for 5G. These additional frequency bands identified for IMT-2020, includes 24.25-27.5 GHz, 37-43.5 GHz, 45.5-
47 GHz, 47.2-48.2 and 66-71 GHz bands, which will be used to enhance mobile broadband, ultra-reliable and 
low-latency communications. 

For India, these decisions are also consistent with the ambitious goals as pronounced under NDCP-2018 such 
as providing 1 Gbps connectivity to all gram panchayats of India by 2020 and 10 Gbps by 2022 and universal 
broadband connectivity at 50 Mbps to every citizen. The strategies to achieve these goals include: 
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• Making adequate spectrum available to be equipped for the new broadband era: 
o Identifying and making available new Spectrum bands for Access and Backhaul segments 

for timely deployment and growth of 5G networks. 
o Making available harmonized and contiguous spectrum required for deployment of next 

generation access technologies 
• Promoting Next Generation Access Technologies in India through: 

o Recognizing mid-band spectrum, particularly the 3 GHz to 43GHz range, as central to 
India’s strategy for Next-Generation Networks 

• Enabling Hi-speed internet, Internet of Things and M2M by rollout of 5G technologies: 
o Ensuring availability of spectrum for 5G in <1 GHz, 1-6 GHz and >6 GHz bands 

The recent announcement of the government to provide a two-year moratorium on the payment of spectrum 
dues is a positive step, but given the financial stress, issues surrounding the price of spectrum for forthcoming 4G 
& 5G spectrum auction needs to be resolved by Govt. on priority basis. The operators owe over Rs 3 lac crores 
in spectrum costs alone. High reserve prices for the impending auctions could raise these costs substantially. 

Some of the other policy reforms towards transparent spectrum allocation, optimal pricing of spectrum, 
allocation of spectrum for microwave access and backbone, allocation of E&V bands and spectrum sharing and 
leasing regimes to optimize utilization would be critical. 

NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROVIDERS 
IN INDIA 

Indian Telecom Infrastructure industry has been one of the pioneers in Infrastructure Sharing Globally, 
resulted in significant operational efficiency and cost saving for industry. Over the years, pooling/sharing of 
towers and passive infrastructure – providing integrated Neutral Host platforms for service providers, has found 
success in the market. Currently, Indian tower companies (TowerCos) are amongst the largest telecom 
infrastructure companies across the globe. The transformation witnessed by the telecom industry is opening new 
business avenues for TowerCos. 

The Tower Industry has witnessed promising growth with no. of towers increasing from ~2,50,000 (2008) to 
~5,80,000 (2019). The tenancy ratio had jumped from 0.9 (FY08) to 2.13 (FY18). Sector’s overall operating 
margin was in the range of 43-44% in the past 4-5 years majorly driven by rental and energy margins expansion. 

 
Figure 21-11 Towers and BTS count 
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Indian telecom market has shrunk from 10-12 player market to a mature 04 player market. Carrier neutral 
TowerCos business has limited prospects in a market with lower no. of players. Indian Telecom market is 
expected to witness 5x increase in mobile data traffic during 2018-24, which is giving rise to the demand for new 
infrastructure and services. 

Impeding launch of new technologies such as 5G, AI, IoT/M2M has changed the infrastructure requirement 
for telcos. There is a need for denser network along with increase in fiber penetration. In the coming years, telecom 
infrastructure will not only have macro tower sites, but also small cells, fiber, wi-fi and in-building solutions 
(IBS). Bandwidth intensive applications such as IoT/M2M and VR/AR will demand network densification and 
deployment of small cells making the network more heterogeneous. 

These small cells will also require fiberization of towers due to operational complexities of using microwave 
backhaul. The Infrastructure demands of the sector are evolving and TowerCos can leverage their expertise to 
explore adjacent opportunities that fit in their core competencies. Some of the opportunities are Fiber, Small Cells, 
Wi-Fi, Smart Cities, IoT and Data Centres. 

Additionally, TowerCos can also explore other business opportunities from their existing assets, sites and 
extending their service expertise to other sectors. New Business Opportunities for IP-1 due to monetization of 
Adjacencies entailing investment of around U$ 13,285 Mn by IP-1 during the year 2019-2023: 

Fiber – Neutral Host/FTTx:  Government Programs such as BharatNet and Smart Cities & new technologies 
such as 5G, AI, IoT are adding to the demand of fiber deployment and also necessitate 100% tower fiberization. 
An independent TowerCo will be more suitable for deployment in line with global developments. 

Small Cells – Telecom networks are transforming towards densification to support the data surge demanding 
huge no. of indoor & outdoor Small Cells. IP-1 expertise in RoW and Sharing model makes them the best choice 
for Small Cell deployments. 

Wi-Fi – Lack of monetization models hindering the growth of public Wi-Fi in India. Neutral host like IP-1 
can provide shared infra supporting multiple operators, make biz model profitable for all stakeholders 

IoT – TowerCo can venture into building IoT networks in unlicensed bands. Telco can lease coverage from 
TowerCos and use it along with their network to support range of IoT use cases. 

Smart Cities – Smart City Mission launched in 2015 aims to build 100 Smart Cities which involves setting 
up of huge ICT infrastructure. TowerCos experience of priority RoW for installing Smart Poles & fiber needs to 
be leveraged. 

Data Centre –The data centre market is poised to witness robust growth at CAGR of 8.4% over 2018-2023 
due to exponential growth in data traffic. As data centre is capital intensive biz and depend on leasing capacity to 
enterprise, IP-1 may be allowed to set-up data centres as well. 

Monetization of Existing Assets: 

Co-location of Data Centre on tower site for edge computing – Low latency & high throughput applications 
such as AR/VR, robotics, remote surgery etc leading to requirement of edge computing which enables data 
processing/computing at distributed locations near the network edge rather than centralized hub at distant location. 
Tower sites are best suited for co-location of micro data centres. 

Advertisement on site structure – The TowerCo site are well-suited to leverage their distributed locations at 
highways or densely populated areas to co-locate billboards for advertising. 

EV Charging Points – In line with global interest, India is actively considering EV to reduce dependency on 
oil imports and reduce pollution. TowerCos are well-suited to provide EV charging infrastructure on their existing 
distributed site locations. 

Field Maintenance (L1) –Outsourcing L1 support to TowerCos has several benefits to telcos like cost saving 
on repeated site visits, management of various network elements. 
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Providing Space for Warehousing & Cold storage – TowerCos can leverage their existing land assets with 
reliable power supply, security and air-conditioning to provide space for warehouses and cold-storage.  

Power-as-a-service – IP-1 have expertise in managing & optimizing costs in different topographies, climate 
and grid power availability scenarios. Therefore, IP-1 are in compelling position as energy/power management 
solution provider and providing power-as-a-service. 

SUGGESTIONS AND WAY FORWARD 

Digital India program will be successful if we are able to achieve the policy changes needed to make the 
infrastructure, applications and services to reach to all the population and sections of the society. Few of the 
suggestions to make Digital India a reality is: 

• Centre-State Collaboration: Alignment of Telecom Infrastructure Policies of all States with the Indian 
Telegraph Right of Way (RoW) Rules 2016 notified by the Central Governments. 

• Financial Incentive for Investments: Promoting and incentivizing further investment in Digital 
Infrastructure. Benefits of “Infrastructure Status” needs to be extended to Telecom Infrastructure 
sector to ensure various financing options for them. 

• Rationalization of Taxes: Standardization of Fees, taxes and other levies across the States for creation 
of infrastructure. 

• Enhanced Private Sector participation: Private sector should be encouraged for development of last 
mile infrastructure in rural and remote areas. To encourage private sector, there must be favorable 
taxation policies, Single window and timebound clearance of projects and other financial incentives. 

• Spectrum availability: Adequate contiguous spectrum needs to be made available by the Government 
to the industry at reasonable prices in suitable frequency bands for rollout of 5G and new 
technologies. 

• User-friendly Content: Digitization of government services to create content. This mission needs 
content and service partnerships with telecom companies and other firms. 

• Public Awareness: Massive awareness programme to educate and inform the citizens, especially in 
rural and remote areas, about the benefits of internet services to increase the growth of internet usage. 

• Data Protection: Ensuring the maximum connectivity with minimum cyber security risks. Adequate 
measures and policy interventions to ensure safety and security of online data of citizens. 

CONCLUSION 

India now represents the 2nd largest internet user base in the world. This provides a significant opportunity to 
transform the lives of the citizens through digital technologies. 

The Digital India program is likely to further benefit the citizens over the next few years by generating 
employment opportunities, increasing speed and quality of service delivery and enhancing social and financial 
benefits. Businesses will benefit by realizing higher productivity, an improved ease of doing business and a boost 
in innovation and investments. The adoption of next generation technologies under Digital India such as 5G, AI, 
Big Data analytics, IoT and machine learnings will further boost productivity. 

While the usage of smartphones and the internet has increased, digital literacy and awareness is still low and 
is an area that requires enhanced focus. The government has initiated several programs such as National Digital 
Literacy Mission (NDLM) and Skill India program to increase IT awareness and literacy. To further strengthen 
the development of infrastructure, services, capacity building and enhance their impact, the government needs to 
take steps across multiple functional areas as suggested above. 
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 ABSTRACT  

The pressure on the Indian railway networks has increased due to higher demand for mobility and growth in 
India’s population over past several decades. There have been efforts to build more tracks, run more trains on 

the same networks, and to increase the number of coaches per train. Building more tracks or increasing the 
number of coaches or increasing the number of trains are coupled with high infrastructure cost. These 

measures have potential to solve the problem, but they come with added vulnerability in safety in running the 
system. Indian Railways with its investment of over 500000 Cr is presently struggling to make its Operating 

ratio (expenditure / earning) below 100 %. During the last 166 years of its operation many technological input 
has been made on its 

Infrastructure, Locomotives and Rolling stock but its Train Control practices have remained Conventional – 
locally controlled and experience based. The developments in the area of signal processing, communication 
systems and artificial intelligence (AI) etc. has great potential for applications in Indian Railway right from 

ticketing to movement of trains, maintenance etc. The potential of AI has been felt in different applications like 
predicting delays, preventive maintenance of tracks and rolling stocks, forecasting algorithm for railway 

system. It should be possible to do more with the use of AI by intelligently using the hardware with efficient 
software. This includes greater information sharing, lower latency, and cleverer algorithms. Such 

improvements fall squarely within the ambit of AI. This paper highlights the potential contributions of AI 
towards improvement of India’s railway system and how the application of recent technological advancement in 
Information Science and Artificial Intelligence can bring a change in the train operation scenario at a railway 

station and Control Centre and add to the profitability of Indian Railways. 

Keywords: Indian railway, Signaling, Artificial intelligence, Signal maintenance 

INTRODUCTION  

The Indian Railway (IR) system is a government-owned entity, and its network is the fourth largest railway 
network in the world by size having route length of 115000 kilometres [1]. It runs around 11000 trains everyday 
having 7000 passenger trains and ferries 23 million passengers per day and transports 3 MT freight. Train 
operation on 7312 stations of Indian Railways is controlled from 66 control centres located all over its network. 
The economic impact of this transportation system is enormous. In the fiscal year 2017-18, IR carried 8.26 billion 
passengers and transported 1.16 billion tonnes of freight, and generated a revenue of close to 2 trillion INR [2] 
and two third of this revenue was generated through freight movement. Apart from the benefits delivered to its 
users, it employed in excess of 1.3 million people in 2017 [2]. The railway system is a giant economic machine 
needing constant maintenance and repair. Furthermore, it is under increasing stress to deliver even greater value 
as the demand for cheap, efficient transport grows year on-year.   

Signal failure is one of the major cause for accidents in running of trains causing loss of lives, infrastructures 
etc. The signaling system is vital for safe train operations and the railways completely depend on the health of its 
signaling assets along with real time information. The failure of signals is one of the major reasons for train 
accidents and delays. Currently, remote monitoring of signaling is operational in Britain. Aiming to reduce the 
possibilities of signal failure, Indian Railways has undertaken remote condition monitoring of the system. This is 
a new approach for the national transporter to predict failures through the effective use of artificial intelligence 
(AI). Currently, the railways follow a manual maintenance system and adopt find-and-fix methods [3 -6].  

 A key reason to introduce AI is to effectively follow a predict-and-prevent approach. The system entails the 
collection of inputs on a pre-determined interval and sending them to a central location. As a result, any flaws or 
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problems in the signaling system would be detected on a real time basis and rectified in order to avoid possible 
delays and mishaps. The system envisages data transfer through a wireless medium (3G, 4G and high-speed 
mobile) and data based on these inputs will be utilized, with help of Artificial Intelligence (AI), for predictive and 
prescriptive Big Data analytics. This will enable prediction of signaling asset failures, automated self-correction 
and informed decisions on intervention strategies, said the official. The railways have decided that trial be taken 
up in two sections of Western Railway and South Western Railway at AhmedabadVadodara and Bengaluru-
Mysuru. Depending upon the feedback, the system would gradually be extended to other sections. There has been 
extensive studies with regard to scheduling of trains and minimizing fatalities all over world [7 – 12]. In next few 
paragraphs, we will discuss about present system and then give our suggestion for the signal monitoring using 
AI.  

CONTROL CENTRE   

Indian Railways divides its operations into zones, which are further sub-divided into divisions, each having a 
divisional headquarters. There are a total of 18 zones and 73 divisions [13]. Every division has a Control Centre 
for train operations, where all the trains in the division are controlled and monitored. There are different types of 
control rooms such as engineering control, mechanical control etc. which coordinate with operating control and 
employees of the respective department. At the Signaling Control Centre, the arrival / departure information of 
trains from station masters of his section are plotted on the section Train Chart and the movement of trains are 
monitored.  In recent years Train Charting is getting automated by using Data Loggers. The Controller takes into 
account, the train actual arrival status, arrival /departure schedules as given in the published time table and any 
priority order for the train movement. Based on his own experience the Controller gives instruction to Station 
Master for movement of the train at his station. Thus the entire process of scheduling the movement of trains is 
completely human experience based conventional. The Controller at the conventional Control Centre of Indian 
Railways has no modern technological aid / support system in his train operation decision making. He also has 
no radio communication with drivers running the train on his section except on some important trains.   

STATION OPERATION   

Train Operation on Indian Railways are conventional. A bird’s eye view of the Ghaziabad railway station is 
shown in Figure 22-1. Ghaziabad railway station is on the Kanpur-Delhi section of HowrahDelhi main line, 
Howrah-Gaya-Delhi line and New Delhi-Moradabad-Lucknow line.  It has 6 Platforms and handles 241 Halting 
Trains, 2 Originating Trains and 2 terminal Trains. Local Electric trains also run regularly from Ghaziabad for 
stations like Old Delhi station, Hazrat Nizamuddin station and Anand Vihar. Local trains, which run on a regular 
interval, are EMUs, MEMUs, and Passengers Local trains. They start in early morning hours and run until 
midnight. 

 
Figure 22-1 View of Ghaziabad Railway station of Indian Railways 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Railways
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Railways
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Train operation at each station is in stand alone mode with exchange of block working with neighboring 
stations situated 8-10 km apart. Station Master controls the train operation within his station limits i.e. Home 
Signal to Advance Starter Signal in each direction based on specific instructions from Control Centre.  

To control train operation by station masters, signaling panel (Figure 22-2) station panel/VDU key Board 
(Figure 22-2) are provided.  It enables him to set the route and give Signal for reception/ dispatch of the trains, 
the line to which the train is to be received or dispatched, priority of train at junction station, stoppage timing at 
the station, waiting time etc. This is all experience based and manual, which is likely to have errors.  

 
Figure 22-2 Signaling Panel at IR station 

 
Figure 22-3 VDU and Key Board based Station Control at EI station 

STATION MASTER    

There are Station Master at each station and he directs and control the movement of trains passing by his 
station.  The Station Master (SM) is responsible for arranging reception and dispatch of all trains and other 
shunting movements in accordance with the latest issue of G&SR’s, Block Working Manual and Operating 
Manual. He also has control for shunting in between the arrival/departure of trains or during slack period as 
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frequently as possible to the maximum extent. He shall test the interlocking gears of the station to ensure safe 
operation of trains and to avoid any conflicting movements.  

SM attends Section controller command promptly and furnish the controller with the arrival and departure of 
trains at his station well in time. The command from Section controller has to adhered. Any noncompliance would 
be treated as dispute provided they do not contravene any G&SR’s , SWR’s or otherwise leads to any kind of 
unsafe working.  

SM will promptly attend all accidents and assist in relief measures and enquiry.  He shall ensure that all failures 
are brought to the notice of the S&T maintainer immediately and entries made promptly in Signal failure register. 
He must also see that proper Disconnection / Reconnection memo is issued without loss of time.  

From above paragraphs, we observe that SM is under stress all the time and there is a possibility of error in 
attending to above function resulting in accidents and loss of lives.  

MAINTENANCE OF SIGNALLING ON INDIAN RAILWAYS    

Presently based on Time schedule laid down in Indian Railways signal Engineering Manual, maintenance of 
Signalling systems is carried out on Time Schedule basis. Over 4000 stations Data loggers have been provided to 
record the status of Signalling systems and send it to Control Centre /Test Room. Where as in all developed 
countries, Remote Condition Monitoring and Condition Based Maintenance using artificial intelligence are being 
used.  

NEW TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT ON INDIAN RAILWAYS   

Although Indian Railway have got new technology installed to modernize its infrastructures, but it is limited 
to a few sections. The trial is going on these installations and if successful, these modernization will be installed 
all over country. Some of the installations are described now.   

A. CENTRALIZED TRAFFIC CONTROL   

Centralized Traffic Control (CTC) has been recently installed in Tudla section using GSMR Train Radio 
Communication system. It has been installed over 2500 Kms of Indian Railways where voice communication 
between Controller /Station Master and Driver has been provide. A view of the CTC is shown in Figure 22-4. It 
has visual several displays with computer control to monitor the real life movements of trains. The operator looks 
at the real time movement of a train on monitor and control its future course of actions. 

 
Figure 22-4 CTC Control Centre at Tundla 
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B. TRAIN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (TMS )  

Train Management System has been introduced at Mumbai Control Centre for Suburban services. It is very 
similar to CTC control and manages the movement of suburban trains in Mumbai. TMS is already being used in 
control of Metro trains. The control room is shown in Figure 22-5.  

 

 
Figure 22-5 Train Management System at Mumbai 

C. ETCS LEVEL 2 SYSTEM  

In ETCS Level 2 system there will be visual display of train movement at Control stations as well as at 
Sectional control stations on a Video Display Board. This is illustrated in Figure 22-6. In this system, the Sectional 
Controller will also be able to control the reception & dispatch of trains at way stations. Indian railway has 
initiated the process for installation of ETCS Level 2 systems on 635 Kms route on Vizianagaram – Palasa, 
Yerraguntla - Reniguntla, Jhansi - Bina, Nagpur - Badnera sections.  

 
Figure 22-6 Future Control Centre after introduction of ETCS level2 
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APPLICATION OF DATA ANALYSIS AND AI   

In order to monitor the status of Track occupancy, the data on occupancy of tracks are either collected manually 
or by using data logger at stations on Indian Railways by point machine operation, signal aspects etc. The status 
report is sent to Station and Control Centre using digital transmission and Networking. AI can be used in efficient 
running of trains without failure [14,15].    

In future Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning Systems will be the buzz word in the train operation. 
It’s going to be used widely in operation and control of train movements.    

While the train is in movement, the train knows its location and the track by identifying known infrastructures 
and remembering it by using Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence. Visual referencing plays an important 
role in identifying the known infrastructures. It checks and anticipates any registered infrastructure. AI keeps 
most processor power looking for abnormal infrastructure operations; e.g. obstruction or trespassing person. Thus 
relieving drivers looking for abnormalities in train movements.   

The rail environment is different to road environments. Longer distance sensors & new algorithms are required 
to support rail operations. Advanced sensors are needed to gather information. AI brings operations, IoT and 
imaging together to completely the picture. The information are collected from GPS, inertial navigation, 
odometers, radars, LIDARs, cameras, and ultrasound sensors. The sensor data is integrated to create a digital 
virtualization of the operating environment for deeper processing. AI is used to monitor the total environment. 
Figure 22-7 shows a futuristic locomotives with all the accessories for AI and machine learning.  

 
Figure 22-7 Future locomotive with all accessories 

Artificial intelligence and machine learning provide the capability for a rail system to autonomous identify 
objects and hazards, rather than simply act to pre-set rules which are insufficient in complex systems. AI requires 
a deep learning processing pipeline as appropriate for rail operations. Deep learning involves detection, 
localization, awareness, dynamics and monitoring. Detection requires multiple sensor types applicable to rail as 
illustrated in Figure 22-7.   

Visual, spatial and navigational data (GPS, inertial & odometer) data integration with known infrastructure 
are needed for localization. GPS alone may not be accurate enough in multiple track areas. Image processing 
allows multiple track segmentation and it can be used to generate route reference record. This allows on board 
decision making possible.    

Signal and sign recognition, signal types, colored light are needed for train awareness. Neural networks allows 
continual learning of differences. The system must be aware of detected data using machine learning and how 
these data are interpreted. Dynamics involves managing and checking actual operations against allowed 
operations. It is necessary to monitor the train running parameters by checking the reports.  
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Track Detection consists of algorithms which identifies the tracks, provides track identification because the 
camera is orientated along the center line of travel, built off the existing body of work on autonomous cars. This 
will help in improving the GPS accuracy by localizing efficiently because we know where we are on the track.  

Geographical information are obtained from pre-recorded geographic information obtained from GPS points 
located at some fixed distance, level crossings and aspect locations. This is helped by GPS data streaming, video 
streaming and display information on particular object of interest as we approach that object.  OEMs of Rail 
Technologies in countries abroad have developed advanced sensors based remote monitoring, data analysis and 
prediction using latest development in Information Sciences and Artificial Intelligence in Rail sectors. Some 
examples are followings:   

Thales (ThalesMan): A fully integrated mobile asset management product aimed at engineering and 
maintenance teams, back-office control staff and other key business users.   

Siemens (On Track): An integrated suite of monitoring products that enables operators to access performance 
data about key assets such as power supplies, points operation, level crossings, track circuits and signaling.   

Bombardier (Orbita): An integrated suite of monitoring products that enables operators to access 
performance data about key assets such as power supplies, points operation, level crossings, track circuits and 
signaling.   

IBM (Smarter Railroad): IBM has set up a new Global Rail Innovation Center that is working on solutions 
to increase capacity and utilization and reduce congestion. These solutions include mobile-based condition 
monitoring, preventive maintenance and trainbased systems.   

Via Telemetry (μWEAVE): A Web-based monitoring and middleware platform that can be configured to 
monitor any remote asset via the Internet and GPRS networks so that remote assets can be managed centrally and 
the data then used automatically by corporate business applications.   

Balfour Beatty (AssetView): This performs a diagnostic process and predicts certain asset failure modes by 
generating statistical reports that can be used for preventive maintenance planning.   

Lloyd’s Register (GOTCHA): This is a track-based asset monitoring system with postanalysis and decision 
support. It enables informed decision-making on asset management actions — especially in maintenance and 
renewal activities. Optional plug-ins to the Gotcha system are pantograph monitoring, axle bearing monitoring 
and sound measurements.   

CDS Rail (Asset Watch): This is a fully scalable monitoring solution capable of gathering data from all 
railway trackside asset types and providing usable information through one central system.   

Strukton Rail (POSS Online Monitoring): This tool provides comprehensive, real-time insight into the 
status of rail systems, based on the data from its measuring and monitoring systems. This helps spot possible 
defects before they occur.   

Indra (DaVinci System): This package integrates all control, supervision and communications systems 
required to manage and monitor the operation of a high-speed railway network.   

Alstom (Iconis): This orchestrates operational functions and traffic management through Iconis ATS for urban 
automated train supervision, Iconis CTC for main lines and Iconis SCADA for infrastructure monitoring, in 
conjunction with interlocking and automated train control (ATC) subsystems.   

Invensys (Avantis): Working in partnership with Invensys Operations Management (IOM), Invensys Rail 
provides the highest levels of monitoring and predictive maintenance incorporating techniques that enable moving 
from “find and fix” to “prevent and predict” maintenance. The software enables real-time decision support and 
analysis of trends in the operation of signalling and other railway equipment.   

Modern sensor based data monitoring, Data Analysis and application of AI for Signaling, Track, OHE and 
rolling stock systems will enable us to predict the system deterioration in advance and introduction of predictive 
maintenance. The application of modern sensor based data monitoring, data analysis and application of AI will   
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greatly improve punctuality of train services, sectional capacity and reduce equipment failures. With these 
application the shape of future Train Control and infrastructure maintenance will take a new shape as visualized 
in Figure 22-8. 

 
Figure 22-8Block diagram of train control and infrastructure maintenance 

CONCLUSION  

Artificial Intelligence is already a reality for several applications. It has proven its value by doing high 
complex tasks that humans could never comply or doing simple tasks very efficiently. Programming and teaching 
an AI can be a lot cheaper and faster than classical logical programming. AI should never be allowed to have 
full authority in critical functions because it’s likely to fail as well. An alternate algorithm must be provided in 
the critical function operation. Use of AI in Indian Railway is likely to reduce infrastructures because with a train 
location and performance are being easily managed on board. This in turn will not distract the driver’s attention.  
The system will incorporate continuous machine learning because with each run master data sequence used for 
track reference by a locomotive’s computer systems are getting improved.  The data on hazards & changes in 
real-time from all locomotives operating on a route can be easily shared with other rail users, which is completely 
absent in present scenario. The train control can be separated from infrastructure systems by use of AI resulting 
in ultimate interoperability that a locomotive is able to independently operate over any line. Finally with a never 
distracted drivers’s assistant and technology based operation of autonomous trains in future is going to have 
improved safety.   
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ABSTRACT 

Cryptography can be implemented by digital circuits. The messages those are sent are passed through 
digital circuits.  Digital design generates cipher text. This cipher text is hidden by steganography techniques 

and are sent to the networks. To the receiver side by the reverse process of steganography generates cipher text 
and by the process of decryption original message is received to the receiver side. 

Keywords— Cryptography, Steganography, Digital   Design 

        INTRODUCTION  

In recent trends internet provides communication between peoples, defense personals, gives facility to 
electronic payment and many others. This is reason behind much concern of privacy, identifying theft, security 
etc. Recently, due to the large losses from illegal data access, data security has become an important issue for 
public, private and defense organizations.  

In order to protect valuable data or information from unauthorized access, illegal modifications and 
reproduction, various types of cryptographic techniques are used. [1]There are two kinds of cryptography 
symmetric key cryptography and asymmetric key cryptography. In symmetric key cryptography same key is used 
between the sender and receiver. While in asymmetric key cryptography two different keys (public key and 
private key) are used between sender and receiver for encryption and decryption.RSA is most famous asymmetric 
cryptography algorithm. Some security services can be implemented using cryptography. Cryptography, a word 
with greek origin, means secret writing. To the science and art of transforming messages to make them secure 
and immune to attacks. Cryptography is the art of achieving security by encoding messages to make them non 
readable.[1] Cryptography is associated with the process of converting ordinary plain text into unintelligible text 
and vice-versa. It is a method of storing and transmitting data in a particular form so that only those for whom it 
is intended can read and process it. Cryptography not only protects data from theft or alteration, but can also be 
used for user authentication. 

The word cryptography has Greek origin it is combination of two,”Kryptos” which means hidden and “logos” 
which means word and graph, means secret and writing. Cryptography is a science of converting a stream of text 
into coded form in such a way that only the sender and receiver of the coded text can decode the text. 
Cryptography plays a very important role in internet based commercial activities as many secret documents which 
include payment details, money transfer, contract documents, and business plans and other confidential 
information are to be transferred from one computer to another computer. Cryptography is a technique that allows 
a piece of information to be converted into cyptic form before being stored in a computer database or transmit 
over the secure channel. Encryption of message is done to provide extra protection in order to maintain 
confidentiality of documents. For example, if an unauthorized person succeeds in tapping the channel then 
information he has copied may not be of his use, if it is encrypted. Cryptography is primarily used to protect the 
confidentiality of information from intruders. There are two kinds of cryptography Asynchronous Key 
Cryptography Synchronous Key Cryptography In synchronous key cryptography one key is shared between 
sender and receiver. While in Asynchronous key cryptography two key is shared between sender and receiver. 
One is called public key which is publically available while another is called private key, which is kept secret. 
Steganography is the process of hiding data into a medium such that medium appears to be unsuspicious. 
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Combination between cryptography and Steganography is done by first encrypting data using encryption 
techniques and hiding it into transportation medium using an Steganography techniques (Atito et. al. 2012).  

 
Figure 23-1 Cryptography concept 

RELATED WORK 

Rivest, Adi Shamir and Adelman has invented RSA algorithm which it is widely most used   public key 
cryptosystem, this algorithm used to encrypt the data to provide security [3]. Vivek Choudhary and Mr. N. 
Praveen have proposed modification of RSA algorithm by the use of third prime number in their work, which 
increases security of RSA algorithm.[4]. Samiha Marwan, Ahmed Sawish, Khaled Nagaty developed DNA based 
cryptographic methods for data hiding in DNA Media. [5]. Alaa Hussein, Al-Hamami and Ibrahem Abdallah 
Aldariseh proposed enhancing the RSA algorithm; in this RSA algorithm they used additional third prime number 
in the composition of the private and public key. Because of additional prime number the factoring complexity of 
variable (n) is also increase. [6]. 

A. STEGANOGRAPHY 

Steganography is a technique that facilitating of a message that is to kept secret inside other messages. This 
result is the concealment of the secret messages itself! Historically, the sender used methods such as invisible ink, 
tiny pin punctures on specific characters, minute variation between handwritten characters, pencil marks on 
handwritten characters etc.Of late, people hide secret message within graphic images. For instance, suppose that 
we have secret message to send. We can take another image file and we can replace the last two right most bits 
of each of that image with (the next) two bits of our secret message. The resulting image would not look too 
different, and yet carry a secret message inside! The receiver would perform the opposite trick. [1] 

B. DIGITAL DESIGN 

The term digital is derived from the way computer perform operations, by counting digits. For many Years 
applications of digital electronics were confined to computer systems. Today the digital technology is applied in 
a wide range of areas in addition to computers. Such application as television, Communication systems, radar, 
navigations and guidance systems, military systems, medical instrumentation, industrial process control and 
consumer electronics uses digital techniques. Digital technology has progressed from vacuum tube circuits to 
discrete transistors to complex integrated circuits, some of which contain millions of transistors. [2] Digital 
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electronics is a field of electronics involving the study of digital signals and the engineering of devices that use 
or produce them.  

Electronics is the science and technology concerned with the controlled flow of electrons and other carriers of 
electric charge. It covers theory, design, and construction of electronic devices, circuits, instruments, or systems. 
[7]In digital electronics digital outputs are generated from digital inputs. If the output of the logic circuit depends 
only on the present input values, we refer to the system as not having memory. Systems without memory are also 
known as combinatorial logic circuits because they combine inputs to produce the output. Combinatorial circuits 
can be constructed with gates alone. If, on the other hand, the output of the logic circuit depends on present as 
well as past input values, we then refer to such a circuit as having memory, because such circuits remember past 
input values. Systems with memory are also known as sequential logic circuits. Such circuits are more 
complicated and require some form of memory (flip-flops) and the presence of a clock signal to regulate the 
response of the circuit to new inputs, ensuring that the necessary operations occur in proper sequence–hence the 
name sequential logic circuit. We will first consider combinatorial circuits and then proceed to sequential ones. 

Digital electronics is about designing and analyzing circuits and although this could be done using only the 
mathematical language of Boolean algebra introduced. 

 
Figure 23-2 Full-Adder 
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C. HOW TO DESIGN 

As we see the massages are sent in the form of bits, after going through digital circuit, it generates cipher text. 
In the receiver side by the reverse process of these digital circuits generates plain text to the receiver side. The 
cipher text can be hided by the technique of Steganography. 

#include<stdio.h> 
Int main() 
{ 
Unsigned long long char b=0x32; 
Unsigned long long int B; 
Unsigned long long int  D; 
//Encryption 
B=b^0x0C; 
printf (“\n%02x”,b); 
D=B; 
//Steganography 
D=D<<2; 
D=D>>2; 
B=D; 
//Decryption 
B=B^0x0C 
printf(“\n%02x”,b); 
return 0; 
} 

As shown above we have initialize an unsigned integer b=0x32.It is exclusive ored with 0x0C, the result is 
stored at B.By two times left shift operation it is the case of Steganography. Now hidden data is sent to receiver. 
At the receiver side by the reverse process of Steganography technique, we are getting actual cipher text. In 
addition, by the process of decryption we are getting actual plaintext. 

 
Figure 23-3 Obtained Result 
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CONCLUSION 

Experimentally it is found that digital circuit design of plain text hides data efficiently in the form of cipher 
text, for hiding cipher text DNA steganography is used. So, it is very difficult for unauthorized parties to get a 
real plain text. 
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ABSTRACT 

In client server computing, the clients request a resource and the server provides that resource. A server 
may serve multiple clients at the same time while a client is in contact with only one server. Both the client and 
server usually communicate via a computer network but sometimes they may reside in the same system. Here in 
this work, we have developed online calculator by socket programming. Basic requests those are sent by clients 

are serviced by remote server. 

Keywords— c,c++,tcp-ip,Linux. 

INTRODUCTION  

Client–server model is a distributed application structure that partitions tasks or workloads between the 
providers of a resource or service, called servers, and service requesters, called clients. Client/Server is a term 
used to describe a computing model for the development of computerized systems. This model is based on the 
distribution of functions between two types of independent and autonomous processors: servers and clients. A 
client is any process that requests specific services from server processes. A server is a process that provides 
requested services for clients. Client and server processes can reside in the same computer or in different 
computers connected by a network.[1] According to MIS terminology, Client/Server computing is new 
technology that yields solutions to many data management problems faced by modern organizations. The term 
Client/Server is used to describe a computing model for the development of computerized systems. This model 
is based on distribution of functions between two types of independent and autonomous processes: Server and 
Client. The client/Server architecture is based on hardware and software components that interacts to form a 
system. This system includes three main components: Clients, Servers, Communication middleware [2] 

The client is any computer process that requests services from the server. The client is also known as the front-
end- application, reflecting the fact that the end user usually interacts with the client process. The server is any 
computer process providing services to the clients. The server is also known as the back-end application, reflecting 
the fact that the server process provides the background services for the client process.  

It is any computer process (es) through which clients and servers communicate. The communication 
middleware, also known as middleware or the communications layers, is made up of several layers of software 
that aid the transmission of data and control information between clients and servers.[2].  

METHODOLOGY 

In this methodology we have used programming languages such as c, c++, Tcp-ip, Linux Unix, socket 
programming. We have developed clients, also servers. The basic requests those are sent by clients such as 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division etc. are responded by server to the client. 

A. PROGRAMMING 

As we see the massages are sent in the form of bits, after going through digital circuit, it generates cipher text. 
In the receiver side by the reverse process of these digital circuits generates plain text to the receiver side. The 
cipher text can be hided by the technique of Steganography. 
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#include<stdio.h> 
#include<netinet/in.h>     // Internet address family 
#include<sys/socket.h>     //Internet Protocol family  
#include<fcntl.h>          //file control options 
#include<sys/types.h>     //data types 
#include<unistd.h>       //standard symbolic constants and types  
int choice(int); 
int main() 
{ 
int sd,newsd;   // File Descriptor 
//char wrbuf[100]; 
//char rdbuf[100]; 
struct sockaddr_in s_addr,c_addr; 
sd=socket(PF_INET,SOCK_STREAM,0); 
if(sd<0) 
{ 
perror("socket"); 
} 
s_addr.sin_family=PF_INET;   
s_addr.sin_port=htons(2012);  s_addr.sin_addr.s_addr=inet_addr("0.0.0.0");   
 
if(bind(sd,(struct sockaddr*)&s_addr,sizeof(s_addr))==0 
printf("bind success\n"); 
else 
{ 
perror("bind"); 
return; 
} 
listen(sd,1); 
int len; 
len=sizeof(c_addr); 
printf("waiting for connectioni\n"); 
newsd=accept(sd,(struct sockaddr*)&c_addr,&len); 
if(newsd==-1) 
{ 
perror("accept"); 

return; 
} 

//if(fork()) 
//{ 
int wrbuf; 
int rdbuf; 
while(1) 
{ 
bzero(rdbuf,100); 
read(newsd,rdbuf,20); 
write(newsd,wrbuf,20); 
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calculate(wrbuf); 
 
//printf("read for data\n"); 
//printf("rdbuf=%s\n",rdbuf); 
//printf("enter data\n"); 
//gets(wrbuf); 
read(newsd,wrbuf,20); 
} 
return 0; 
} 
 
int calculate(int choice) 
{ 
 clrscr(); 
 float a, b, res; 
 char choice, ch; 
 do 
 { 
  printf("1.Addition\n"); 
  printf("2.Subtraction\n"); 
  printf("3.Multiplication\n"); 
  printf("4.Division\n"); 
  printf("5.Exit\n\n"); 
  //printf("Enter Your Choice"); 
  //scanf("%d",&choice); 
  switch(choice) 
  { 
   case '1' : printf("Enter two number : "); 
    scanf("%f%f",&a,&b); 
    res=a+b; 
    //printf("Result = %f",res); 
                                 return(res); 
    break; 
   case '2' : printf("Enter two number : "); 
    scanf("%f%f",&a,&b); 
    res=a-b; 
    //printf("Result = %f",res); 
                                   return(res); 
    break; 
   case '3' : printf("Enter two number : "); 
    scanf("%f%f",&a,&b); 
    res=a*b; 
    //printf("Result = %f",res); 
                                   return(res); 
    break; 
                        case '4' : printf("Enter two number : "); 
    scanf("%f%f",&a,&b); 
    res=a/b; 
    //printf("Result = %f",res); 
                                return(res); 
    break; 
   case '5' : exit(0); 
    break; 
   default : printf("Wrong Choice..!!"); 
    break; 
  } 
  printf("\n------------------------------------\n"); 
 }while(choice!=5 && choice!=getchar()); 
 getch(); 
} 
 
Bshop School near bahu bazar 
sunday     11.00-1.00 
Tuesday,Thirsday holiday 
Rest of all 5.00-7.00 
 
//client 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<sys/socket.h> 
#include<unistd.h> 
main() 
{ 
int sd,newsd,len; 
//char wrbuf[128],rdbuf[128]; 
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struct sockaddr_in s_addr,c_addr; 
sd=socket(PF_INET,SOCK_STREAM,0); 
if(sd<0) 
{ 
perror("socket"); 
return; 

} 
s_addr.sin_family=PF_INET; 
s_addr.sin_port=htons(2012); 
s_addr.sin_addr.s_addr=inet_addr("127.0.0.1"); 
connect(sd,(struct sockaddr*)&s_addr,sizeof(s_addr)); 
printf("connect success"); 
//if(fork()) 
//{ 
int choice; 
int result; 
while(1) 
{ 
//bzero(wrbuf,128); 
printf("enter choice\n"); 
gets(choice); 
read(sd,choice,20); 
//} 
//} 
//else 
//{ 
//char rdbuf[128]; 
//while(1) 
write(sd,result,20); 
printf("%s\n",result); 
} 
} 

CONCLUSION 

It seems the excellent way to design client server architecture by socket programming. We can design it 
excellently by languages c, c + +.linux,unix,tcp-ip. Client–server model is a distributed application structure that 
partitions tasks or workloads between the providers of a resource or service, called servers, and service requesters, 
called clients. On line calculator is designed to the server side, and requests are sent by the clients to the remote 
server i.e. server side. 
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ABSTRACT 

RFID Radio frequency identification is a form of wireless communication that uses radio wave to identify 
and track objects. Radio-frequency identification uses electromagnetic fields to automatically identify and track 
tags attached to objects. The tags contain electronically stored information. Passive tags collect energy from a 

nearby RFID reader's interrogating radio waves. [1] RFID (radio frequency identification) is a form of 
wireless communication that incorporates the use of electromagnetic or electrostatic coupling in the radio 

frequency portion of the electromagnetic spectrum to uniquely identify an object, animal or person. 

Keywords— Microcontroller 8051, Embedded C 

        INTRODUCTION  

The “Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is an automatic identification system. RFID uses RF to identify 
“tagged” items .The tag items means identification of an object. This involves identification, location or 
specification about an object. Manual system to collect tall tax is time consuming. This reduces automatic fuel 
consumption. This technology ensures smooth flow of traffic in efficient and faster way by collecting the toll tax 
automatically. In this system drivers need not to take any cash is the one of the main benefit of electronic tolling 
system. The other benefits namely; less waiting time, reduction in vehicle emissions, increase in lane capacity 
etc, It will also help in controlling congestion level accurately. 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a generic term for technologies that use radio waves to automatically 
identify people or objects from a distance of several inches to hundreds of feet. This ian Automatic identification 
(Auto-ID) technology [1] by which any object can be However, their possible area of use is much larger [4]. RFID 
terms as Radio frequency identification, It is wireless communication technology. Radio waves are used to 
automatically identify, track, and authenticate items or people by the RFID technology. RFID is an automatic 
identification like smart cards, bar codes, and voice recognition etc. used in machines to identify objects. [5] The 
antenna enables the chip to transmit the identification information to a reader. The reader converts the radio waves 
reflected back from the RFID tag into digital information that can be passed to computers to make use of it. [6] 

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a contactless form of automatic identification and data capture. 
Dating back to World War II, RFID transponders were used to identify friendly aircraft. The RFID system consists 
of a reader, transponder, and antenna utilizing several frequency ranges. Over 40 million RFID tags will be used 
in 1999 with sales projected to break the one billion-dollar mark before 2003 (Frost & Sullivan, 1997).Radio 
frequency identification is used in access control, asset control, and animal identification. The advantages of RFID 
are the capability for multiple reads, ability to be used in almost any environment, and the accuracy. The 
Automatic Identification Manufacturers, International Standards Organization, and the American National 
Standards Institute are currently developing standards. Barcodes have been developed in the railroad business to 
keep track of the various cars. Out of this system of identification grew the U.P.C. (Universal Product Code) 
which is now used in almost all manufactured goods. UPC is used to store the manufacturer code as well as the 
product code in a form that can be easily read by various scanners - even from a distance. But there are limits to 
the use of barcodes. There must be a direct line of sight between the reader and the code. The barcode can be 
obscured, for example by paint. One only has read-access to the data, i.e., one cannot add new data without adding 
another label. This is the point where a relatively new technology comes in: RFID (Radio Frequency 
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Identification). In RFID electronic chips are used to store data that can be broadcast via radio waves to the reader, 
eliminating the need for a direct line of sight and making it possible for "tags" to be placed anywhere on or in the 
product. One can even write to tags made of semiconductor chips, thus enabling updating of data. This write 
function introduces new capabilities, such as the updating of the manufacturing process of the attached item. 
RFID first appeared in tracking and access applications during the 1980s. These wireless AIDC systems allow 
for non-contact reading and are effective in manufacturing and other hostile environments where bar code labels 
could not survive. RFID has established itself in livestock identification and automated vehicle identification 
(AVI) systems because of its ability to track moving objects. To understand and appreciate the capabilities of 
RFID systems it is necessary to consider their constituent parts. It is also necessary to consider the data flow 
requirements that influence the choice of systems and the practicalities of communicating across the air interface. 
By considering the system components and their function within the data flow chain it is possible to grasp most 
of the important issues that influence the effective application of RFID. The RFID reader is designed for fast and 
easy system integration without losing performance, functionality or security. The RFID reader consists of a real 
time processor, operating system, virtual portable memory, and transmitter/receiver unit in one small self-
contained module that is easily installed in the ceiling or in any other convenient location. [7].  

RFID APPLICATIONS  

Here are some RFID applications 

• Credit card that you don’t need to swipe 
• Inventory tracking 
• Attendance tracking 
• Control access to secure building 
• Tracking library books 
• Manufacturing and Processing 
• Inventory and production process monitoring 
• Supply Chain Management 
• RetaiInventory control and customer insight 
• Auto checkout with reverse logistics Security 
• Access control 
• Counterfeiting and Theft control/prevention      
• Location Trackin 
• Traffic movement control and parking management 
• Wildlife/Livestock monitoring and tracking 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This system provides fast and efficient method for toll collection. The major function of this system includes 
vehicle theft detection, automatic tax collections, tracking speed of vehicle and avoidance of signal breaking. 
These mechanisms are done by single RFID toll gate control. If vehicle is stolen it can be tracked by RFID toll 
gate control. In the database information of tag is stored. Vehicle identification number matches with the 
information of tag. If match occurs stolen vehicles are identified and are caught by the police. Even speed of 
vehicle above 100% accuracy can be caught. These mechanisms are done using single RFID tag therefore saving 
the efforts of carrying money and records manually. As explained in the figure 1, the RFID readers which are 
mounted on the toll booth will notify the arrival of the vehicle. The prepaid RFID tags are fixed on vehicles checks 
for the unique ID. If the vehicle is not registered then the tax is paid manually. If the ID is registered, it gets the 
details from the database and checks the balance amount and automatically deducts the required amount. In case 
of insufficient balance it deducts the amount from the account holder and shows negative value. Once the 
transaction is completed the gate is opened. 
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Figure 25-1  Proposed System 

 
Figure 25-2 Working of RFID 
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PROGRAM 

 
C51 COMPILER V7.08   RFID                                                                  02/28/2004 08:31:41 PAGE 1 
C51 COMPILER V7.08, COMPILATION OF MODULE RFID 
OBJECT MODULE PLACED IN C:\ISP's\SP_ISP\bin\Debug\RFID.obj 
COMPILER INVOKED BY: C:\Keil\C51\BIN\C51.EXE RFID.C BROWSE DEBUG OBJECTEXTEND OBJECT  

(C:\ISP's\SP_ISP\bin\Debug\RFID.obj) 
 
line level                       source 
 
1          #include<reg51.h> 
2          #include<string.h> 
3          #include"lcd.h" 
4          #include"uart.h" 
5          char buf [20]; 
6          int i=0,j=0; 
7          int count=0; 
8 
9          main () 
10          { 
11   1      char buf1 [20] ="4600D04632E2"; 
12   1      lcd_init (); 
13   1      init_uart (); 
14   1      //IE=0x90; 
15   1      for (i=0;i<12;i++) 
16   1      { 
17   2      buf[i] =uart_rx(); 
18   2      } 
19   1      if (strcmp (buf1, buf) ==0) 
20   1      lcd_string ("id matched"); 
21   1      else 
22   1      lcd_string ("id not matched"); 
23   1 
24   1      //uart_tx ('A'); 
25   1      //void harsh (void) interrupt [1] using [3] 
26   1      /*lcd_cmd (0x80); 
 
27   1      lcd_data ('h'); 
28   1      lcd_data ('a'); 
29   1      lcd_data ('i'); 
30   1      lcd_cmd (0x84); 
31   1      lcd_string ("your name is"); 
32   1      lcd_cmd (0x01); 
33   1      lcd_string ("harsh sahay");*/ 
34   1      while (1); 
35   1      } 
36 
37 
 
 
MODULE INFORMATION: STATIC OVERLAYABLE 
CODE SIZE        =    246    ---- 
CONSTANT SIZE    =     46    ---- 
XDATA SIZE       =   ----    ---- 
PDATA SIZE       =   ----    ---- 
DATA SIZE        =     26      23 
IDATA SIZE       =   ----    ---- 
BIT SIZE         =   ----    ---- 
END OF MODULE INFORMATION. 
 
C51 COMPILATION COMPLETE.0 WARNING(S), 0 ERRORS(S) 

EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 

The designed model of automatic tollgate system will automatically detects the identities of vehicles and 
performs the billing in accordance to the identity of each vehicle. Once all the rate. As all the test cases are passed 
system will automatically detect the vehicle. As the vehicles are identified doors are automatically closed or 
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opened. RFID tag are read are RFID those are present in each toll gate. The information of vehicle such as owner 
detail, vehicle number, vehicle tags number and owner bank detail will be stored in database of microcontroller. 
If the vehicle number does not match with the detail of the microcontroller the process is terminated. If the vehicle 
in the toll gate matches with the record of database processes are further processed. Based on the kind of vehicle 
the tax amount is automatically deducted from the owner’s bank account. The information are sent to the owner’s 
mobile by GSM service and the status of vehicle are displayed to the LCD scrren.There is no network problem 
for this process, vehicle have no need to wait in a queue. Tax amount those are paid to the vehicle differs from 
vehicle to vehicle. 
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ABSTRACT 

With the rapid advancement’s of technology to fulfill the necessities of humans and overconsumptions of 
resources to drench their thirst of  led to worsening the environmental condition. Various factors like 

industrialization, urbanization, deforestation  etc. contributed to this adverse situation. The other most 
important factor behind this scenario is negligence or improper real time monitoring. Real time monitoring of 

the Air Pollutants with IoT based technology will provide ambient data with the cloud service will help in 
controlling this degrading Air Quality. This paper concern about providing an mobile and portable Air 

Pollution monitoring device to monitor the concentration of pollutant which would be powered with 3.3V only. 
The data monitored can be sent to the cloud which can be remotely accessed using android applications. This 
will facilitate the users to fetch the data of remote areas in the real time and also be displayed over the VGA 

display interfaced with microcontroller. 

Index Terms— Video Graphics Array; Particulate Matter2.5; Air Quality Monitoring; IoT. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the present Era of development, environment is left with increased concentration of air pollutants. Air 
pollution is the main concern for all the developing as well as the  developed countries. As per the studies after 
poverty Air pollution is the major problem faced by the world today. Humans are at the verge of treating 
development and advancements compromising with the life-threatening issues.  The rapid increase in the 
concentration of various harmful gases in our atmosphere causes have adverse effects on humans and ecological 
community[1]. Air pollution may be linked with lung’s impairments[2],[3], cardiovascular diseases[4], lung 
cancer, community acquired pneumonia.This paper deals with the monitoring of harmful pollutants and 
simultaneously displaying the sensors data over VGA display. Along with monitoring of gas pollutants, making 
people aware of  the adverse effects of those  is required by keeping regular track of these gases. Suspended 
particulate matter (SPM), carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of nitrogen (NO), oxides of sulfur (SO), lead aerosol, 
volatile organic compounds (VOC) are the main constituents of air pollutants [5][6].This will led them to take 
some precautionary measures and steps to fight or overcome these silent Killer pollutants [7].These not only 
making our live worse but also decreasing their average life expectancy  by 1.8 years [8]. If people along with 
theinitiative taken by the government contribute to fight against this problem, the can be controlled and reduced 
up to some extent for the better future. The rise of population in the upcoming century, mainly in the developing 
countries there is a lack of capital for the major concern like air pollution control and it signifies that gradually 
the conditions will worsen in many more cities that will reach megacity status.[9]. As far as sustainability is 
concerned the ozone depletion, poverty and air pollution is the major problem faced by the world.[10] According 
to the data estimated by WHO 12.6 million of global deaths is due to environmental factors[11].  
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This paper presents real time wireless monitoring of the harmful pollutants and simultaneously displaying 
sensors data over VGA displays[12].The VGA(video graphic Array) standard display is able to both read and 
write hardware registers and offers increased 640×480 color resolution [13].So, we in way of providing a simplest 
and modular Air Quality Monitoring device which will send the sensor data over cloud and then it will be fetched 
using Mobile Applications.[14] It can be also displayed over VGA display panels mounted for forecasting the 
concentration of gases of different areas replacing those LED display panels. These displays will not  give out the 
sensors data and also used for displaying precautionary measures in case of alarming increase of concentration of 
pollutants. These displays are less power intensive than the older one and provide good interface and performance. 
Along with sensing, making this device compatible to IoT (internet of things) will provide an easy access to the 
sensors data and make data acquisition lot easier [15]. This will provide a kind of real-time air pollution 
monitoring and forecasting system by sending the data over cloud platform and then fetching the data on mobile 
applications. 

PROPOSED MODEL  

To meet the requirements of the advancement in the field of electronics the need of decrease the device size 
in order to increase its compatibility and mobility is important. By using single chip microcontroller this model 
took a form of standalone device.  Various Gas sensor, temperature and humidity sensor along with Wi-Fi enabled  
chip ESP8266 makes it easier for real time monitoring of gasconcentration of the atmosphere. The data fetched 
by the sensor also uploaded over cloud storage in real time so that it can also be remotely accessed.  

 
Figure 26-1 Circuit diagram of the model 

 
Figure 26-2 Hardware model 

These circuit diagrams in fig.26-1 represent real time air pollution monitoring device. The data received from 
the device will be sent to cloud, stored and will also be displayed over VGA displays. The use of several 
semiconductor sensors has advantage of low cost, small size and high precision. This will provide a wireless real 
time air pollution monitoring system, designed using a microcontroller to measures the levels of various air 
pollutant’s concentration.[16]Converting sensor acquired data from analog to digital value of air pollutant i.e. 
Co,NO2&SO2 etc. these are sent to the cloud using the Wi-Fi modem. Although the display board used so far for 
displaying air pollution monitoring is power intensive and bulky, so we use here is the VGA based display 
monitors. the microcontroller is been interfaced by the VGA monitor display for displaying the data of air 
pollution monitoring. the circuit connection of microcontroller is done with the help of resistance matrix and 
VGA cable. the resistance matrix connects the incoming output signal of microcontroller to the VGA connector 
cable to display the sensor data output in a required format. This will provide regular update of Air Quality 
Index(AQI) in the vicinity of the device. Based upon this AQI the quality it has been categorized in six levels 
namely Good, Moderate,Unhealthy, Very Unhealthy, Hazardous.[17] 

 The sensor data can also be displayed over VGA monitor such that it can provide these 
information over large displays. This can display the variation of sensor data due to changes in the concentration 
of gas in the surrounding. the signal generation of the VGA display can be done by obtaining the Arduino pin 
voltage to certain specific value in order to get different colours. This can be done by using resistances of different 
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value to drop the pin voltage of Ofarduino to certain value. in order to get the balck color the voltage at the vga 
pin should be 5V and similarity based upon these resistance values colour signal will get generated.  

The sensor output is fetched through the microcontroller and simultaneously displayed over the VGA display. 
This interfacing approach overcomes the scalability of size of displays used. The Video Graphic Array display 
provides color interface with the help of resistors of different values in order to regulate the voltage which 
corresponds to different color combinations. 

 
Figure 26-3 circuit Diagram of Arduino due to VGA port 

This provides an easy access to get the desired data of whatever needed within short span of time.So, we are 
also working on the same. We are likely to provide these sensor data on Android Apps fetching the sensor data 
from cloud platform. The steps for initializing the uploading the sensors data over the cloud platform are to 
connect the microcontroller to Wi-Fi module with the specified pins mentioned in the data sheet. Then with the 
help of boot loader code has been uploaded to the board using specified burner software. 

  

Figure 26-4 Circuit connection of VGA interfacing with Arduino Duo 

Different Sensor for monitoring the air pollutant has been used which will provide the concentration of various 
gases. These consist of three air quality sensor, temperature and humidity sensor. The MQ series sensors used are 
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resistance based whose conductivity increases with the rise in the concentration of gases in air. Along with this 
Particulate Matter sensor have been used to measure the concentration of PM2.5 & PM10 which is  laser driven. 
These sensors are low cost and are accurate, precise, small in size and microcontroller compatible.[18]Sensor’s 
specification used to measure the concentration of pollutants is shown in tabular form. 

 
Figure 26-5 Block diagram of uploading data to cloud storage 

Table 26-1 sensor’s specification 

Sensor Sensing Gas Operating Range 

DHT22 Humidity & Temp 
-40 - 125 C 

0 - 100 % 

SDS011 PM2.5 & PM10 0.0-999.9μg/m3 

MQ7 CO 10 -10000ppm 

MQ135 CO2, NH3, Benzene 10 – 1000 ppm 

SDS011 is used to calculate the concentration of particulate matter in the atmosphere using a laser scattering 
technique. The low cost and precise size of this sensor made it suitable for use to sense air pollution by particulate 
matter emitted by traffic, building construction and industrial combustion.Concentration of PM gets influenced 
by several factors such as particle mass, chemical composition and shape as well.  For the measurement stream 
of air is allowed to pass through the air channel to the measurement chamber. The light from laser diode get 
scattered and converted into electrical pulses, with the pulse area or height using transimpedance amplifier (TIA). 
After Analog to Digital conversion (ADC) through microcontroller embedded over it the pulse information is 
used to measure the PM values. 

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

Think Speak is an open source cloud platform provided for Internet of Things(IoT) by MATLAB analytics for 
uploading sensor data to the cloud in real time which means sensing and transmitting data at the same time. The 
provide features like storing, collecting, analyzing and visualizing sensor’s data. 

The result shows the monitored data of the different sensors after the final calibration of the sensors with 
microcontroller. mainly the air pollutants that are measured by the formed device are humidity, temperature, NH3, 
PM 2.5 and CO. The table below shows the monitored data of the specified pollutants by the microcontroller. The 
monitored data has also be shown on the VGA display that is connected to the microcontroller. The monitored 
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data is displayed on the VGA display for broadcast purposes and also in colorful figures. Below are the results of 
monitored data. 

 
Figure 26-6 The monitored data on VGA display by 

interfacing with the microcontroller 

 
Figure 26-7 The figure shows the use of cloud to know 

the GPS location 

Table 26-2 Sensor's Data 

Date Humidity 
(%) 

Temperature 
(°C) 

MQ135 
(ppm) 

PM2.5 
(µ𝒈𝒈/𝒎𝒎𝟑𝟑) 

CO 
(ppm) 

2019-07-27 
20:15:57 IST 80 29 27 9 46.76141 

2019-07-28 
00:50:41 IST 78 28 27 9 46.55602 

2019-07-28 
00:52:46 IST 78 28 27 9 46.41908 

2019-07-28 
00:56:59 IST 78 29 28 9 43.95436 

2019-07-28 
00:59:05 IST 78 28 27 8 43.4751 

2019-07-28 
01:03:25 IST 79 28 27 2 43.4751 

2019-07-28 
01:05:31 IST 79 29 28 1 43.54357 

2019-07-28 
01:09:43 IST 79 29 27 10 43.74896 

2019-07-28 
01:11:49 IST 79 28 28 12 43.74896 

2019-07-28 
01:15:38 IST 77 29 28 12 41.3527 

2019-07-28 
01:16:41 IST 75 29 28 10 43.26971 

2019-07-28 
01:17:47 IST 76 28 27 12 42.58506 

2019-07-28 
01:18:50 IST 75 30 28 10 43.33817 

2019-07-28 
01:19:53 IST 74 30 28 12 43.33817 

2019-07-28 
01:20:57 IST 74 28 27 12 42.85892 

2019-07-30 
03:03:07 IST 65 29 28 12 42.65353 
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2019-07-30 
03:04:13 IST 65 29 27 10 42.58506 

2019-07-30 
03:05:16 IST 65 29 28 12 41.83195 

2019-07-30 
03:06:20 IST 65 29 28 7 42.10581 

2019-07-30 
03:07:23 IST 65 29 27 13 41.21577 

2019-07-30 
03:08:26 IST 64 29 28  

11 39.9834 

2019-07-30 
03:14:18 IST 66 30 27  

13 41.3527 

2019-07-30 
03:15:22 IST 64 30 27  

9 12.39212 

2019-07-30 
03:16:25 IST 63 30 27  

11 44.98133 

 

 
Figure 26-8 The graph shows the monitored data of air pollution monitoring device on the specified date and time in a 

graphical representation based on which Air Quality Index of the specific location can be calculated. The AQI can be 
displayed over the VGA display 

 
Figure 26-9 The below figure is the standard of Air Quality Index of the air. This shows the differentlevels of pollutants 

and their tolerance[17]. 

Air Quality Index(AQI) = Pollution Level
Pollution Standard

∗ 100   [20] 
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CONCLUSION    

The device formed provides the monitored data of the air pollutants suspended in the atmosphere and sends 
the data over cloud in real-time for the user access. the device monitors the particulate matter, humidity, 
temperature and carbon monoxide suspended in the air. The results is been arranged in the tabular form. Based 
on the results it will be possible to get the information of change in the concentration of different air pollutants 
using the specified sensors. The sensor used in the prototype device is resistance and laser based sensors. A 
microcontroller computes the amount of air pollutants in the air and it is connected to the Wi-Fi module that sends 
the data to the server with the help of GSM module that provides the internet connectivity. The microcontroller 
used was NodeMCU. the microcontroller is connected to the VGA display that shows the data in representable 
and colorful format. Few sensors data cannot be displayed by the VGA displayed due to interfacing of the 
microcontroller through the resistance array. The users can easily check the real-time measurement via 
ThingView android application, along with the data of the past. The cloud platform also provides the graph of the 
monitored data for the visualization and interpretation of data.  
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ABSTRACT 

The main aim of this project is to create a smart attendance monitoring system, which will use the concept of 
face recognition to identify students. Based on this a database will be created containing the information of 

attendance date wise. Apart from reducing time it will also help in replacing the laborious conventional method 
of using logbooks. The system also has the feature to send emails to the administrator about the student‘s 

attendance status at the time of recognition itself. At the time of closing of the camera, absentees’ names will be 
called out. 

Keywords— Feature extraction, HOG algorithm, SQLite 

INTRODUCTION   

Attendances of every student are being maintained by every school, college and university. Empirical 
evidences have shown that there is a significant correlation between students who have poor attendances and their 
academic performances. There was also a claim stated that the students who have poor attendance records will 
generally link to poor retention. Therefore, faculty has to maintain proper record for the attendance. The 
conventional methods practiced in most of the institution includes manual entering of attendance in logbooks 
which is time consuming and can be easily manipulated. Calculating the average attendance of each student is 
also laborious. Bunking the classes or giving proxies for the absentees has also become quite flexible. Hence to 
solve all these problems we are introducing the idea of automated attendance monitoring system which works on 
the concept of face recognition.  

The main motivation for the project was the slow and inefficient traditional manual attendance system. So, 
why not make if automated fast and much efficient. Also, such face detection techniques are in use by the 
department of a criminal investigation where the usage of CCTV footages and detecting the feces from the crime 
scene and comparing them with criminal database to recognize them. It is also becoming as a feature of daily life 
in China, where authorities are using it on the streets, in subway stations, and at airports.   

METHODOLOGY  

The concept is based on face recognition technique that requires the modules according our need. The system in 
which the software runs needs a web cam and internet connection. The camera starts to capture video and starts 
recognizing and marks the student’s attendance. The attendance database is saved on the system and also send to 
the user via cloud services through email which can be accessed for later verification purpose.  

mailto:rajashwin167@gmail.com
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A. FLOWCHART 

 

B. CLOUD SERVICES (IFTTT): 

 
FigurE 27-1 IFTTT service 
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C. WORKING 

The entire work is divided into two processes. 

o Recognizing the person face. 
o Storing and sending the data records. 

RECOGNIZING THE PERSON FACE. 

• Step 1: Finding all the Faces 
o Encode a picture using the HOG algorithm to create a simplified version of the image. Using 

this simplified image, find the part of the image that most looks like a generic HOG encoding 
of a face. 

• Step 2: Posing and Projecting Faces 
o Figure out the pose of the face by finding the main landmarks in the face. Once we find 

those landmarks, use them to warp the image so that the eyes and mouth are centered. 
• Step 3:  Encoding faces 

o Pass the centered face image through a neural network that knows how to measure features 
of the face. Save those 128 measurements. 

• Step 4: Finding the person’s name from the encoding 
o Looking at all the faces we’ve measured in the past, see which person has the closest 

measurements to our face’s measurements. That’s our match! 

STORING AND SENDING THE DATA RECORDS. 

   Here we are using ifttt to send a mail to user provided email id. Using the ifttt service.  It works on the 
programing conditional statement If This Then That. The automations are accomplished via applets, which are 
sort of like macros that connect multiple apps to run automated tasks. An applet is created to link a triggering 
action (face recognition) to onset an event (sending an email). 

 Now for storing database on the system we have SQLite3. We use sql queries to create tables and feed 
information in it. Each time system runs the data get automatically uploaded in the database. 

 
FigurE 27-2 Shows the use of landmarks and transforming the images to be close as possible for perfect centering. 

D. VALIDATION OF RESULTS 

• Face recognition by the system (Figure 27-3).  
• Database on user system (Figure 27-4).  
• Records on the email (Figure 27-5) 
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Figure 27-3 shows that the camera captures 

the video on live mode and extracts the face for 
recognition. 

 
Figure 27-4 Shows the tabulated record of student’s 

attendance. Here SQLite is used for database management. 

 
Figure 27-5 Shows attendance records send to the user email at the real time. Figure also shows the records are sent 

and updated to same email 
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COMPARATIVE STUDY  

The study of this paper is compared to the research related on this topic. The study related to reference number- 
[5] uses the concept of taking multiple images of a person and storing it on a separate space. This method uses 
much space and consumes extra time for creating a training dataset whereas this method uses deep neural network 
concept which is smart and efficient enough to train itself by providing a single image of a person. So time will 
be reduced and storage dependency will also be sorted. 

The study of reference number - [9] use the technique of storing records on the specific system  where our model 
stores the records on the user system as well as send the real time attendance data to user’s email using cloud 
system. So the data can be easily accessed from any place. 

 CONCLUSION  

The system uses the camera of the computer to recognize the students by showing their name below their 
picture. As soon as it identifies the student an email is generated and sent to the address provided by user to 
notify about its attendance. After the identification of all students, the camera is closed and then name of the 
absent students are called out with the help of speech synthesizer. Then with the help of the Browser we can 
see the database which was created having the entry fields of name, attendance, date and time. 
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ABSTRACT 

Quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) is one of the promising emerging technologies being investigated as 
an alternative to CMOS technology. This paper investigate the suitable design for optimized one-bit full adder 
(FA) for implementation in QCA. Also the fault tolerance of the proposed FA outputs due to the missing cell 

defects are analyzed, and the test vectors for detection of all expected faults are identified. QCADesigner 
software is used for design and simulation. The proposed designs are compared with previous works. In 

comparison with the compared previous design, the proposed FA has 25% and 26% improvement in cells count 
and area, respectively, and it is faster. For the proposed FA, the obtained results ascertain that these designs 
are more efficient in terms of area, cell count and delay. Therefore, the implementation of proposed designs 

may be used as a basic building block of a nanoprocessor. 

Keywords— Quantum-dot cellular automata, QCA, QCADesigner, majority gate, full adder. 

INTRODUCTION   

Current CMOS technology has scaled down to few nanometer technologies. Present silicon CMOS technology 
is facing exigent problems, such as quantum mechanical effects, high power dissipation and profound problem in 
feature size reduction. We must go for altered structure of CMOS or alternate of CMOS, and nanotechnology is 
an answer to these problems. The international technology roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS) report [1] presents 
various possible technology solutions. Quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) [2–5] is a nanotechnology that 
offers a promising method of computation, Signal processing and Signal transformation. Full adder (FA) Presents 
one of the most important building block of arithmetic and digital circuit. Designing a fast and smaller full adder 
is indispensable. Many researches has been targeted upon the implementation of adders with QCA technology 
[7–10]. Optimized design of one bit FA where carry is used as one of the input for implementation of sum is 
implementation in QCA has been presented here. Simulation of missing cell defects have been done and 
identification of test vectors for the detection of missing cell faults for the proposed one bit FA have been 
presented here. Comparison of the proposed FA with previous designs [7–10] have been done. Results ascertain 
that the proposed design is more efficient in terms of cell count and effective area in comparison with the other 
works referred. Further, reduction in number of clock phases, shows extremely low delay may be obtained using 
an optimized layout.   

BASIC QCA CIRCUITS  

Figure 28-1 gives schematic of the ideal QCA cell structures in ground state, which have four identical QDs 
represented as open circles, forming corners of a square. Two electrons are assumed, represented by solid dots, 
in each cell occupying the diagonal positions. The polarization is defined as given in figures 1(a) and (b), 
anticlockwise position to be -1 polarization (P = -1) and clockwise position to be +1 polarization (P = +1) 
respectively.  

In a cell the electrons are allowed to jump between the individual QDs using quantum mechanical tunnelling. 
In an isolated cell the electron will occupy the diagonal dots at ground state due to the coulombic force possessing 
either of polarization. This gives a bistable latch like behaviour with only two stable states. The nearby cells have 
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sufficient barrier in form of intercellular distance, to completely suppress the tunnelling to occur between adjacent 
cells. Coupling between two adjacent cells is governed by the coulombic interaction and clocking action. Figure 
28-2 shows the coupling between the adjacent cells, which compels cell 2 to have the same polarization as cell 1. 

 
Figure 28-1 Ideal QCA cells, with (a) -1 polarization (b) +1 

polarization, (c) dimensions of the cell (d) intercellular distance 

 
Figure 28-2 Cell 2 has the same 

polarization as cell 1 due to coulombic 
interaction. 

The physical interaction between cells may be used to realize elementary Boolean functions. The basic logic 
gates using QCA structure are given in figure 28-3. 

 
Figur 28-3 (a) Redundant inverter gate, (b) Inverter gate, (c) Majority logic gate, (d) Binary wire and (e) Inverter chain 

Majority logic function given in figure 28-3(c) is the most important logic gate, with which we can implement 
OR gate when one input is permanently fixed to logic 1, and AND gate can be implemented fixing one input to 
logic 0. Clocking is very important aspect of QCA, which not only provides a mean for synchronizing information 
flow along the circuit, but also controls the direction of information flow in a QCA circuit. The QCA clock also 
provides the power required for the logic operations. Actually, the clock is used to control the tunnelling barrier 
height of QD in a QCA cell. Clocking scheme can be divided into four regions as given in figure 28-4(a). When 
clock gets low, the electron gets trapped in QD and cannot tunnel to other QD. This is the hold phase. When the 
clock signal is high, all QD’s barrier gets lower and electrons are free to move. This may be called to be null 
polarization state or relax phase. 

Figure 4(b) shows QCA clock, each cell in a particular clocking zone is connected to one of the four available 
phases of the QCA clock. Each cell in the particular clock zone is latched unlatched, and synchronized with the 
changing clock signal. 
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Figure 28-4 (a) Clocking scheme, clock regions and corresponding barrier potential, (b) QCA clock Zone 

PROPOSED DESIGN  

The equations for a FA realized with majority gates and inverters are given by: 

𝑆𝑆 = 𝑎𝑎. 𝑏𝑏. 𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 + 𝑎𝑎. 𝑏𝑏�. 𝑒𝑒𝚤𝚤𝑎𝑎���� + 𝑎𝑎. 𝑏𝑏�. 𝑒𝑒𝚤𝚤𝑎𝑎���� + 𝑎𝑎. 𝑏𝑏�. 𝑒𝑒𝚤𝚤𝑎𝑎����  = 𝑀𝑀(𝑀𝑀�(𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏, 𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎), 𝑀𝑀(𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏, 𝑒𝑒𝚤𝚤𝑎𝑎)�����, 𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎) ..........(1) 

And 

𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷 = 𝑀𝑀(𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏, 𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎) .........................................(2) 

The schematic diagram of one-bit FA is presented in Figure 28-5. Main improvement lies in the use of carry 
output for implementation of sum. Design of logical structures using two inverters has been proposed. With the 
application of this method, the number of QCA cells has been reduced. Moreover designing two layers with a 
part of the calculation in layer 2 have been done in order to obtain the outputs, create the presented layout an 
effective design with the profound reduction in number of cells, with small size and minimum delay. Using this 
method the layout of the proposed single bit FA is obtained as given in figure 6. This design is designed with two 
layers. And multilayer wire crossing system for crossover wires have been done. The output signals can be used 
as the inputs of the other QCA circuits, as it is shown in Figure 28-6. Also as the output is not surrounded by the 
other cells therefore it can be accessed easily. Hence, this structure does not need wire crossover to transfer output 
signals. 

 
Figure 28-5 chematic diagram of the one-bit FA. 

For the proposed circuit layout and functionality checking QCADesigner version 2.0.3 [6] is used. Following 
parameters for a coherence vector engine [6] is used: radius of effect 75 nm, relative permittivity 12.8, layer 
separation 11.4 nm, temperature 1o K, relaxation time 1.1 fs, time step 0.11 fs, total simulation time 72 ps, clock 
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high 9.8 × 10-22 J, clock low 3.8 × 10-23 J, clock shift 0, clock amplitude factor 2. Also cells are assumed to have 
a width and height of 20 nm, and quantum dots have 5-nm diameter. 

 
Figure 28-6 Layout of one-bit FA. 

 FAULT TOLERANCE IN THE PROPOSED FULL ADDER   

Recently, fault-tolerant properties and characteristics of QCA for is the buzz word and have been reported 
by many researchers [7-9]. The cell misplacement, cell misalignment cell missing cell, misshapen cell, and 
additional cell defects are the identified defects as well as single electron fault, three electron fault etc as 
identified as faults in QCA circuits [11-13]. Here, simulation of missing cell defects and identification of the 
test vectors for detection of all faults for the proposed FA are provided. For all simulations, a particular cell 
labelled with the number i, shown in Figure 6, is deleted in the original (defect-free) configuration of the 
proposed FA. The new configuration has been simulated using QCADesigner with its coherence vector 
engine. The simulation results show that deleting the cells with the numbers 1 to 16 results desired output in 
output Carry; also deleting the cells with the numbers 5, 28, 30 and 31 results desired output in output Sum. 
In addition, for the input set {a b cin} = {000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111} all distinct faulty outputs in 
the output Sum are obtained: {10101010, 01001101, 00010111, 01110001, 00001111, 11001100, 11010100, 
01010101, 00101011, 00110011}; also, all distinct faulty outputs in output Carry are obtained: {00001111, 
01001101, 11101000, 00110011, 10001110}. For detecting the effects of these defects, a test sequence can be 
utilized as: {a b cin} = {010, 011, 101, 110}. This test vector can detect any cell missing defects in the 
proposed FA layout. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Waveforms of input and output signals, for the proposed one-bit FA have been shown in Figure 28-7. A 
detailed comparison between the proposed designs and previous works have been shown in Table 28-1, where 
BKA stand for Brent–Kung adder. As it is seen from Table I, in comparison with the best previous FA presented 
in [5,14], the important enhancements achieved for the proposed FA are 26% in the area, 25% in the cells count 
and 15% in the wasted area in cells, where the important improvement is obtained by the following equation:  

Important improvement = (1-X/Y)*100......................(3) 

where X is the cell count for our designs and Y is the cell count for previous designs. Also our FA is faster 
than the compared designs. 
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Figure 28-7 Simulation results for the proposed one-bit FA. 

Table 28-1 Comparison with previous designs. 

Reference Approximate Area 
(µm2) 

Approximate wasted 
area in cells Cell count Delay 

(Clock Pulse) 
Type 1[5] 0.05 84 79 5 
Type 2[5] 0.03 42 51 3 

Proposed FA 0.022 35 38 2 

CONCLUSION 

Optimized design of single bit full adder is presented in this paper. Also investigation of missing cell defect 
its characterization and finding the test vector to ascertain tolerant design of presented FA has been done. 
Minimum size, minimum cell count and faster design with minimum number of clock cycle is the main feature 
of the proposed design in comparison with other previous works. Hence, this structure can extensively be as 
the building block of QCA based circuits. 
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ABSTRACT 

Maintenance problems in mining equipment are considered as ill-structured problems for which effective 
algorithmic results are not possible due to lack of unknown nature of failures and mine conditions.  

In general, maintenance methodologies focus on equipment failure in terms of breakdown. Majority of the 
maintenance optimization models are, in general, considers a fixed value of the cost of breakdown maintenance. 

But, the cost of breakdown maintenance not only includes down time losses and repair/replacement cost, but 
may also include various indirect cost. Prior detection of faults represents the most effective way to reduce the 

breakdown but the existing Indian scenario in terms of machine maintenance reveals the predominance of 
breakdown maintenance culture in the coal mining industries in particular and industries involving heavy duty 

earth moving machinery in general. 

Various predictive maintenance systems have been used in coal mining industries to support engineering 
design and decision making. Its availability can be found in various mining parameters such as geological 

condition, mining condition, dig-ability assessment. Many researchers worked in the area of cost optimization 
in mining operation through IoT techniques. Advanced fault diagnosis methods have also been used in various 
research works such as model-based approaches, knowledge based approaches, qualitative simulation, neural 

network, genetic algorithm and classical multivariate statistical techniques.  

But, very few models focus on the investigation of preventive replacement or a perfect planned maintenance 
policy or total productive maintenance policy that restores the equipment to an as-good-as-new state through 

IoT. 

Keywords— Mine Excavator, Failure & Maintenance optimization model, IoT. 

INTRODUCTION   

A. DEVELOPMENT OF AN IOT SYSTEM 

For efficacious detection of fault and trouble shooting in machines of mining industries, a relatively new 
programming approach in the form of Artificial intelligence (AI), in particular, knowledge-based systems (KBSs) 
is available which is being used in maintenance programs of mine equipments from common malfunctions to 
rarely emergency situations.  

For effective maintenance methodologies, various fault detection techniques are used. For these techniques, 
systems are capable of utilizing human knowledge and tracing the complicated relations between different signals 
and possible results as experts do, so the same can be used in the mining industries too. 

The software and database are used to overcome the difficulties of selecting the proper maintenance 
techniques. The precise diagnosis is carried out based on the different statistical analysis of the failure data. The 
relationship between the critical values of the component and various failures data are analyzed using expert 
knowledge. This knowledge is addressed by frames. By using this knowledge source, algorithm is developed for 
the process of inference. 

The paper discusses an IoT framework for failure detection and predictive maintenance system being designed 
and developed. The proposed approach integrates conventional failure techniques with heuristic techniques 

mailto:prakashkr.prod@bitsindri.ac.in
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derived from expert knowledge and different manuals to generate a prediction model of each component’s failure. 
Detection of fault is performed by monitoring various parameters of excavators and assessing the measured and 
estimated data for abnormalities. 

Categorization and location of the fault source is performed by the event and fault locator. If a component is 
the source of the fault, the predictive maintenance functionality is activated to assess the fault. The equipment is 
categorized in three categories based on the criticality, failure frequency and down time length. Assessment of 
the present conditions of equipment is performed using techniques which range from computer driven  
instrumentation (gauges, sensor etc) to human sensing to augur failure and to economically perform maintenance 
only when a potential failure is identified and  at a time convenient to the production schedule. 

The advantage of IoT include: reduction in machine down time, reduction in skill level for maintenance 
activities, ease of maintenance, speedy response and affordable cost. The reliability of diagnosis is highly 
dependent on the accurate information and past data. This study dealt with the design and development of a 
knowledge-based system for the evaluation of mining equipment in terms of fault diagnosis.  

The method is more effective as it is designed to responds creatively like a human expert in unusual 
circumstances and can automatically modify its knowledge base as data is continuously and periodically 
monitored, and selected data is stored in the database. So, it can adjust existing rules or add new ones as the 
situation comes. It has extensions facility to provide interfaces to algorithmic programs. 

The economic merit of particular IoT systems for condition based maintenance is obvious. It reduces frequency 
of breakdowns of critical components resulting in fewer work interruptions which has positive correlation with 
higher productivity in mines. The condition-based maintenance, if administered properly through AI, can prevent 
failures and also increases the availability of the equipment.   

B. STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT 

• Different techniques like Statistical Analysis, FMEA, FMECA, Fault Tree Analysis, Pareto Analysis 
and criticality analysis were used in order to develop this IoT system. 

• Genetic Algorithm has also been used to make inferences, based on the acquired information (real 
time data) and the knowledge base, which further help to decide the suitable maintenance strategies 
in different situations.  

• IoT system, based on wide range of fault diagnostics methodologies has been developed. While 
designing an IoT maintenance system, performance of these methodologies was verified using mining 
statistical data. 

• For the development of this system, the standardization of the failure codes were classified. The 
critical components were identified and codes were given to the individual faults. Analyses were done 
through of the failure history analysis, maintenance manuals, and the expert knowledge. The rule 
base (algorithm) has been constructed and based on these algorithm program was written.  

• For developing this particular Maintenance System, JAVA programming language has been used to 
make it “user friendly” and serves as a trouble-shooter. 

• The similar methodology can also be used for different equipment 

PARETO ANALYSIS  

Pareto analysis can be applied by counting the number of defects for each of the different possible causes of 
poor quality in a product or services and then developing a frequency distribution from the data. The frequency 
distribution, referred to as a Pareto diagram, is an important visual assistance for attaining on major quality 
problems. Or in terms of maintenance management, a large majority of failures (80%) are produced by a very few 
reasons (20%). 
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A. USE OF PARETO CURVE IN RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT 

Pareto principle when applied to reliability, states that a majority of the failures may be diagnosed to only a 
small proportion of the many possible causes. These ‘vital few’ out of several causes are identified for tackling 
the problem to show significant result. ‘Pareto analysis’ indicates that factors leading to majority of the defects 
may be relatively few. 

B. PARETO DIAGRAM 

A Pareto diagram is a special type of histogram that helps us to distinguish and prioritize problematic areas. 
The Pareto diagram may involve data collected from data figures, maintenance and repair data, scrap rates of 
components or other sources. By identifying types of nonconformity from the relevant data sources, the Pareto 
diagram directs attention to most frequently occurring element. The diagram helps us to identify the root causes 
of the problems. Availability of relevant and reliable data determines the quality of the analysis.  

Hence, the application of the Pareto analysis in maintenance management facilitates to focus on those failures 
which have the most impact on the maintenance strategies. 

Tabel 29-1 Critical Components of Hydraulic Excavator EX 1200D (Troubleshooting A) 

  

Sl. 

No. 
Name of the component 

Failure 

% age/ 

Year 

Down Time/ 

Break down 

Hours 

Mandatory Service 

(1200 Hrs) (2400 Hrs) 

1 EC Sensor 3.9 04  Y 

2 Boom Angle Sensor 3.1 06 Y  

3 Oil Temp Sensor 3.6 04  Y 

4 Swing Parking Valve 0.4 03 Y  

5 Transmission Swing 2.8 08 Y  

6 Front Swing Pilot Valve 3.4 04 Y  

7 Travel Pilot Valve 0.9 02  Y 

8 Roll In Pilot Pressure 3.2 04  Y 

9 Pilot Shut Off Valve 0.7 04  Y 

10 Intercooler 0.2 02  Y 

11 Oil Cooler Fan Motor 1.9 12  Y 

12 Front Idler 0.3 02  Y 

13 Front Piping 0.8 04 Y  

14 Lubricating Piping 0.5 03 Y  

15 Pump Delivery Pressure 3.5 16  Y 

16 Engine Control Dial Gauge 3.1 08  Y 
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Table 29-2 CRITICAL COMPONENTS OF HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR EX 1200D (TROUBLESHOOTING B) 

 

 

Sl. 

No. 
Name of the component 

Failure % 

age/ Year 

Down 

Time/Break down 

Hours 

Mandatory 

Service 

1200 

Hrs 

2400 

Hrs 

1 Swing Motor 1.8 12  Y 

2 Swing Bearing 3.1 09 Y  

3 Swing Control Valve 3.6 06  Y 

4 Arm Assembly 1.6 12  Y 

5 Boom Cylinder 2.4 16  Y 

6 Main Control Valve 0.7 12  Y 

7 Signal Control Valve 1.1 04 Y  

8 Front Attachment Pilot 0.4 04 Y  

9 Spool Valve 2.1 10  Y 

10 Pump Control Valve 2.7 12  Y 

11 Pump device Cylinder 0.8 08 Y  

12 Oil Cooler Unit 0.1 08  Y 

13 Auto Lubrication Device 1.9 06 Y  

14 Track Adjuster 2.3 20 Y  

15 Upper Roller 3.2 08  Y 

16 Lower Roller 3.9 12 Y  

17 Accumulator 0.5 08 Y  

18 Wiper Unit 3.3 02  Y 

19 Actuator System 3.5 20  Y 
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Tabel 29-3 . CRITICAL COMPONENTS OF HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR EX 1200D (TROUBLESHOOTING C) 

 

C. TROUBLESHOOTING A 

Troubleshooting A refer as a procedure in which any fault codes are displayed after diagnosing the Main 
Controller (MC) using the built-in diagnosing system or the service menu of monitor unit. 

Sl. 
No. 

Name of the component 
Failure % 

age/ Year 

Down 
Time/Break down 

Hours 

Mandatory 
Service 

1200 
Hrs 

2400 
Hrs 

1 Monitor 3.4 06  Y 

2 Air Conditioner Condenser 0.5 04   

3 Air Conditioner Control Panel 1.2 06   

4 Coolant Temp. Sensor 1.8 06 Y  

5 Coolant Level Indicator 3.1 08  Y 

6 Coolant Temp. Gauge 3.7 08  Y 

7 Overheat Indicator 3.6 04  Y 

8 Preheat Indicator 3.2 04  Y 

9 Engine Oil Pr. Indicator 3.3 01  Y 

10 Engine Oil Level Indicator 3.7 01  Y 

11 Air Filter Restriction Indicator 3.9 01 Y  

12 Exhaust Gas Temp Indicator 2.4 04  Y 

13 Buzzer 3.9 01   

14 Buzzer Cancel Switch 1.1 02   

15 Transmission Oil Pr. Switch 3.4 01   

16 Pilot Pressure Sensor 2.1 04   

17 Hydraulic Oil Temp Sensor 3.1 04  Y 

18 Battery 0.1 01   

19 Starter Relay Battery Relay 1.2 04   

20 DC-DC Converter 3.2 01   

21 Solenoids Valve Unit 1.7 06   

22 Solenoids Power Circuit 2.9 08   

23 Fuel Sensor 1.6 02   
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D. TROUBLESHOOTING B 

Troubleshooting B refers as a procedure in which no fault code is displayed on the built-in diagnosing system 
although the machine’s operation is abnormal. The troubleshooting B indicates the relationship between machine 
trouble symptoms and related parts which may cause such trouble if failed. Start the troubleshooting with more 
probable causes selected by referring to machine trouble symptoms and related parts failure. 

In case any fault code has not been displayed in built in diagnostics system, we preferred to perform inspection 
of components in accordance with the Troubleshooting B procedures (for diagnosing the fault). When the fault 
code is displayed in built in diagnostics system, we referred to the troubleshooting A group and diagnose in 
accordance with that. 

Relationship between machine trouble symptoms and related parts 

The diagnostics system indicates the relationship between machine trouble symptoms and the potential 
problem parts/components, which may cause trouble if failed. So, analyses of these components are necessary. 

The trouble symptoms in this diagnostics system are described provided that each trouble occurs 
independently. In case more than one trouble occurs at the same time, we can check all faulty components while 
diagnosing all suspected components in each trouble symptom. 

 
Figure 29-1 Troubleshooting A 

 
Figure 29-2 Troubleshooting B 

E. TROUBLESHOOTING C 

(Troubleshooting for monitor procedure) 

Troubleshooting C refers as a procedure in which no fault code is displayed on the built-in diagnosing system 
although the machine’s operation is abnormal. The troubleshooting C related to monitors, such as gauges or 
indicators malfunction. This includes malfunction of coolant temperature gauge, fuel gauge, indicator light check 
system, preheat indicator, engine oil level indicator, coolant level indicator, alternator indicator, engine oil 
pressure indicator, overheat indicator, air filter restriction indicator, buzzer, LCD, hour meter and hydraulic oil 
filter indicator. 
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Self-diagnosing service mode 

Self-diagnostics service mode has three operating modes, learning value display, parameter change, and 
monitor display information setting referred as Troubleshooting A, B and C respectively. Learning value display 
includes abnormal EC sensors, engine control dial angle, boom angle sensor, pump delivery pressure, pump 
control pressure, swing pilot pressure and oil temperature etc. Parameter change includes engine speed, pump 
delivery flow rate, and solenoid valve output pressure, actuators, boom angle, swing speed etc. 

 
Figure 29-3 Troubleshooting C 

Table 29-4 COLOUR VS REMARK OF THE TROUBLESHOOTING GRAPHS 

COMPARISON OF RESULT   

Research is still continuing, as it is the case in any area of knowledge, to understand machine performance 
and maintenance in greater details. However, such investigations have been found to readdress some specific 
areas of the whole problem, including performance, maintenance, reliability, utilization, machine-material 
interaction etc. 

EXPERT SYSTEM DESIGN WITH THE HELP OF TROUBLESHOOTING SHEET   

While designing the IoT maintenance system, performance of conventional methodologies was verified 
using mining statistical data. For the development of this System, the standardization of the failure codes was 
classified. The critical components were identified and codes were given to the individual faults. Coding 

Colour Remark 

Green Failure Rate High / Down Time  High  or Medium 

Yellow Failure Rate Low / Down Time  High 

Brown Failure Rate High/ Down Time Low 

Blue Failure Rate Low or Medium/ Down Time  Low 
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process was streamlined through JAVA programming language. The JAVA programming language has an 
advantage over other programming language (LISP and PROLOG) is that: it has extensive data manipulation 
capability, incremental compilation facility, labelled memory architecture, efficient search and memory 
management procedure and also to optimize the system environment. 

Analyses were done through the failure history analysis, maintenance manuals, and the expert knowledge. 
The rule base (algorithm) has been constructed in order to develop decision support system to operational 
maintainability. Based on these algorithm program was written. The goal of the system is to provide expertise 
to the non-experts in mining industries with a list of possible failure modes and decisions to be adopted. 

The excavator’s components were categorised as Troubleshooting A, B and C according to their function 
and fault classification. The rule/knowledge based (algorithm) system (fault diagnostics system) for various 
components of excavator has been constructed and explained in next section (Algorithm for Troubleshooting). 
Based on these algorithm program was written using JAVA programming language. The Program is 
appended in Annexure I. Example of Troubleshooting / Troubleshooting A Fault: Abnormal EC Sensor is 
illustrated by Figure 29-4. 

 
Figure 29-4 Abnormal EC Sensor 
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Annexure I (PROGRAM FOR ABNORMAL EC SENSOR) 

import java.util.*; 

public class Troubleshooting_A 

{ 

public static Scanner sc=null; 

 public static void A6() 

 { 

 System.out.println("resistance between sensor side connector terminals #1 and 
#3 is less than 2.0±0.4kO.Enter y for yes and n for no"); 

 String a1=sc.next(); 

System.out.println("voltage changes in accordance with specifications when engine control 
dial is rotated.Enter y for yes and n for no"); 

 String a2=sc.next(); 

 

 if(a1.equalsIgnoreCase("y") && a2.equalsIgnoreCase("y") ) 

    { 

 System.out.println("voltage between harness end connectors #1 and #3 is 5±0.5 
V.Enter y for yes and n for no"); 

String a3=sc.next(); 

 

        if(a3.equalsIgnoreCase("y")) 

        { 

                System.out.println("Check harness between MC connector C (31P) terminal #18 
and EC sensor terminal #2 for breakage or short circuit.Enter y for yes and n for no"); 

                        String a4=sc.next(); 

 

                        if(a4.equalsIgnoreCase("y")) 

                        { 

                                        System.out.println("Faulty harness between MC and EC 
sensor"); 

                        } 

                        else 

                        { 

                                System.out.println("Faulty MC."); 

                        } 

        } 

        else 

        { 

                System.out.println("Check if voltage between EC sensor harness end connector 
terminal #1 and vehicle frame matches specification.Enter y for yes and n for no"); 

                        String a5=sc.next(); 

 

                        if(a5.equalsIgnoreCase("y")) 

                        { 
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                                        System.out.println("Broken harness between MC and EC 
sensor terminal #3."); 

                        } 

                        else 

                        { 

                                System.out.println("Broken harness between MC and EC sensor 
terminal #1."); 

 

                        } 

 

        } 

 

    } 

    else 

    { 

    
 System.out.println("Faulty EC sensor."); 

CONCLUSION  

The existing Indian scenario in terms of machine maintenance reveals the predominance of breakdown 
maintenance culture in the coal industries in particular and industries involving heavy earth moving machinery in 
general. 

Considering the high capital cost and limited life of the main excavators, breakdown maintenance is not a right 
approach wherein a machine is attended for maintenance only after a component or a sub system breaks. 

So, it is imperative to have some well researched diagnostic maintenance methodologies with efficient 
algorithmic solutions which will maintain the ill structured symptoms of failures through constant monitoring of 
the  machines health and performance to keep it at the desired or standardized availability/ reliability level. 

While designing the expert maintenance system, performance of these methodologies was verified using 
mining statistical data. For the development of this ES, the standardization of the failure codes were classified. 
The critical components were identified and codes were given to the individual faults. Analyses were done 
through of the failure history analysis, maintenance manuals, and the expert knowledge. The rule base (algorithm) 
has been constructed in order to develop decision support system to operational maintainability. Based on these 
algorithm program was written using JAVA programming language. The goal of the system is to provide expertise 
to the non-experts in mining industries with a list of possible failure modes and decisions to be adopted. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, alpha subband (8-12 Hz) is used for distinguishing between interictal and ictal states using 
Haralick features. Most of the previous methods is based on the whole frequency spectrum. This work use only 

alpha subband of electroencephalogram (EEG) for classification using image descriptors. To convert one 
dimensional EEG data into image Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) has been used. Alpha subband is cut 

from the time frequency (t-f) plane and Haralick features is used as image descriptors to fed in the k-NN 
classifier. The results have been evaluated using accuracy metric and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 
analysis. Maximum classification accuracy of 79% and maximum area under curve (AUC) of 0.84 is obtained 
to classify between interictal and ictal. Advantage of this work is rather using whole frequency band it utilizes 

only a particular band which reduces computational load. 

Index Terms— EEG, alpha subband, epilepsy, Haralick features, k-NN. 

INTRODUCTION 

Epileptical seizures is one of the most severe neurological disease in the world. Electroencephalogram (EEG) 
which measures the electrical activity of the brain is generally used for the detection of seizures due to its low 
cost and high temporal resolution. It is recorded by placing electrodes on the scalp using international 10-20 
system.  

Seizures should be delimited in time, but the borders of ictal (during a seizure), interictal (between seizures) 
and postictal (after a seizure) in EEG often are indistinct [1]. Classification between different states i.e. interictal, 
ictal, pre-ictal [2] of epileptic patients is a complex task from EEG signal acquired from patients. In [3], authors 
reported nonlinear dynamic modelling approach of global principal dynamic modes for classification between 
interictal and ictal states of epilepsy.  

To analyse the EEG pattern faithfully, it requires an expert neurologist still there is a high probability of 
misinterpretation. So there is a need to have an automated system which can assist the doctor. To make an 
automated system there are following steps: (1) preprocessing of EEG data i.e. removal of line noise and artifacts, 
(2) analyse the preprocessed data either in time, frequency, time-frequency (t-f), time-scale or any another 
domain, (3) extraction of appropriate features which characterise the data, (4) classification of data using machine 
learning techniques. This paper has used STFT, and extracted alpha subband (8-12 Hz) from the time-frequency 
plane. Haralick features are used to characterise the data and fed to the decision tree to distinguish between 
interictal and ictal classes. 

DATASET USED  

The publicly available University of Bonn, Germany EEG dataset has been used in this study [4]. It was 
collected with the use of 128 channels and includes five different classes of data, named as Z, N, O, F and S. Each 
class of the dataset consist 100 segments acquired from individual channel of duration 23.6 seconds and have the 
sampling frequency of 173.61 Hz, which is collected using 12 bit of resolution. 

Table 30-1 represents the description of dataset. The classes N and F consists data of epileptic patients but 
during seizure free periods. These data have been taken from intracranial EEG signal, data of class N collected 
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from hippocampal formation and F is acquired from the epileptogenic zone.  Data of class S is recorded from 
epileptic patients during seizures. Fig 30-1. shows EEG segment of (a) N and (b) F class (c) S class.  

Table 30-1 REPRESENTATION OF DIFFERENT CLASSES OF DATASET 

SUBJECTS TO 
COLLECT EEG DATA CLASS NUMBERS 

OF SIGNAL WAY OF DATA ACQUIRED 

Epileptic Patients 

N-(Seizure free) 100 EEG signal from the hippocampal formation 

F- (Seizure free) 100 EEG signal from epileptogenic Zone 

S-(Seizure) 100 EEG signal acquired during seizure period 

METHODOLOGY 

To detect epileptical seizures, this work has followed different steps presented in Fig.30-2. The available data 
is already pre-processed, hence without using any noise removal technique it has been used. Further, STFT has 
been applied on data. 

 
Figure 30-1  EEG segment of (a) N class (b) F class (c) S class 
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A. SHORT-TIME FOURIER TRANSFORM  

There are various time-frequency methods available to perform analysis. For real time processing STFT is 
more preferable to wavelet transform methods [5] . In this paper, STFT has been used to perform time-frequency 
analysis of EEG data [6]. This method is useful for localization of frequency in time and vice versa. It transforms 
one dimensional (time domain) EEG data to two dimension (time-frequency). In this work hamming window of 
size odd (N/4), where, N is the number of data points, has been used. STFT of message (EEG) signal x (t) using 
short duration hamming window h (t) is given by the expression (1): 

                         (1) 

 
Figure 30-2 Steps performed in the work 

B. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

In this paper, Haralick’s texture features [7] have been extracted, which is obtained from two dimensional 
time-frequency representation of EEG signals to detect any kind of seizure activity in it. Here, to extract 
Haralick’s features, STFT has been performed over EEG data firstly to get an image data. Processing it as texture 
image helps to collect visually any information related to soaring amplitude, seizure activity or normal pattern on 
it. To evaluate all these selected features, gray-level co-occurrence matrix has been obtained from two 
dimensional EEG data, represented by P (having size S×S, where S is the number of gray levels in image data). 
This matrix can be generated by evaluating how often pairs of pixel corresponding to particular values occurs in 
an image. It can be formed by pixel pairs located at particular value of distance δ and angle θ. In this paper, angle 
θ has been selected as 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o. 

C. K-NN CLASSIFIER 

This classifier is comparatively simple, nonlinear, non-parametric and a form of instance based learning 
methodology can be applied for classification purpose even though dataset distribution in unknown. This method 
response quickly for limited set of data, whereas huge data size algorithm can be slow. That is all because of 
every calculations are postponed till completion of classification. This algorithm follows brute force approach, in 
which each data points are need to compared with target. The k-NN (nearest neighbor) classifier works on the 
principle of measurement of similarity. This classifier first helps to find the k samples, which are nearer to the 
unknown sample data. With the help of k nearest sample classifier will be able to find its average, to get similarity. 
Similarity  can be measures in form of distance also termed as Euclidian distance (ED). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this research work, a total of 260 features of alpha subband has been extracted. Three experiments have 
been performed using three groups of EEG data (N, F and S). K-fold cross validation technique has been used for 
training and testing the data. Feature vector set has been partitioned into K parts of same size. One subset is used 
as testing set and left over sets are used as training set. This process is repeated K times. The average accuracy of 
all trials is taken into consideration.  The results have been shown in Table II. Maximum AUC achieved between 
interictal and ictal classes is 0.84. For all three experiments the success rate is above 80%. In [8] maximum 
accuracy achieved is 79%. Fig. 30-3 shows the ROC curve for healthy and seizure patients [9]. 

  

 

Figure 30-3 ROC to distinguish between interictal and ictal patients 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, three experiments on epilepsy patient’s data of Bonn dataset using k-NN classifier has been 
presented. STFT has been used for conversion of one dimensional data to two dimension. Textural features of 
alpha subband have been used as feature in this work. F-S and |NF-S data clusters achieved best AUC value of 
0.84. This study depicts without using full spectrum only alpha subband is able to differentiate between ictal and 
interictal groups. As a future work different classifiers with optimized parameters would be used to increase the 
accuracy.  
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we have investigated the differential group delay (DGD) behavior between different 
supermodes in 3-core homogeneous strongly coupled multicore fibers (SC-MCFs) for different core refractive 

index profiles (step index and R.I. dip) and in different possible arrangements (triangular and linear layouts) of 
cores. Further, the impacts of core pitch (Λ), relative refractive index difference between core and cladding (Δ), 

and radius (𝛼𝛼 ) on the differential group delay (DGD) between different supermodes have also been analyzed 
for all the considered configurations of SC-MCFs. The analysis presented has been done using FemSIM 

simulation platform and MATLAB. It is observed that core configurations and arrangements affect the DGD 
behavior between different supermodes of SC-MCF. Further, increase in core pitch and radius causes decrease 
in the DGD values while increase in relative refractive index difference (Δ) results in increase in DGD values. 
The DGD level is higher in linear layout compared to the triangular layout. However, there exists a particular 

core pitch below which and certain value of relative refractive index difference (Δ) above which, the DGD 
value in linear layout is lower than triangular layout. The above analysis will help in the design of MCFs with 

low value of DGD and its optimization by utilizing fiber design parameters and arrangements of cores. 

Index Terms— Multicore fiber; Homogeneous cores; Supermode; Differential group delay (DGD. 

INTRODUCTION 

The existing transmission fiber, i.e., single mode single core fiber (SM-SCF) suffers with the capacity crunch 
for future ultra-high capacity demand. Therefore, in order to cope with the future capacity demand, space-division 
multiplexing (SDM) based multicore fiber (MCF) is anticipated to be a potential technology to realize a viable 
optical network which will be capable to accommodate the several data streams originating from, namely-future 
5G communication, machine-to-machine networks, and the internet of things (IoTs) [1]. Further, MCF has been 
advocated for ultra-high capacity front-haul networks for 5G mobile networks which support several front-haul 
traffics and further enable the use of analog radio-over-fiber and optical beamforming technology [2].  

In SM-SCF, there is only core parameters, i.e., radius and refractive index (R.I.) as a degree of freedom, while, 
there exists several degree of freedom in terms of core count, core arrangement/layout, core pitch (D) i.e., the 
separation between the centers of the two cores, cladding diameter (CD), and the outer cladding thickness (OCT) 
in MCFs. Further, depending upon the core pitch MCFs are of two types, namely-weakly-coupled MCF (WC-
MCF) and strongly-coupled multicore fiber (SC-SMF). In WC-MCF, the core pitch is large enough which makes 
the individual core as a separate waveguide with adequately low mode coupling, mode density, and mode effective 
area (Aeff). Further, low mode effective area results in large nonlinearity and affects the transmission capacity of 
the fiber. In SC-MCF, cores are placed very close to each other, which causes strong core to core coupling and 
form supermodes, i.e., superposition of isolated core modes [3]. These supermodes are the eigenmodes of 
composite structures, i.e., coupled multicore structure [4]. The SC-MCF with n number of cores, exhibits n 
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number of supermodes and among them the fundamental supermode has highest propagation constant (β). In 
addition to this, supermode structure supports extra degree of freedom especially in terms of core pitch to radius 
ratio (Λ/a), to manipulate the propagation characteristics and achieve better transmission performance [5]. 
Therefore, it is important to study the supermodes properties in coupled multicore fibers. 

       Recently, SC-MCFs with homogeneous cores have been studied to analyze the properties of supermodes 
using coupled mode theory for different core layouts such as linear array [6], circular [3,7-8] and hexagonal 
distribution [9-10] in one ring and multiple rings, honeycomb multi-ring arrangement [4], and homogeneous 
trench-assisted MCF (TA-MCF) in hexagonal one ring structure [11]. The major concern in the long distance 
transmission of optical signals with high transmission capacity in SC-MCF is the dispersion phenomenon among 
the different supermodes, i.e., differential group delay (DGD). In applications areas such as, signal processing in 
5G (and beyond), fiber-wireless communications, radio-over-fiber transmission and microwave photonics 
(MWP) signal processing,  where the time-delay control and synchronization play the vital role, require a detailed 
analysis of the group delay of the different cores of the fiber [12]. Several efforts have been made in the analysis 
of the dispersion properties in SC-MCFs [5, 11-16]. In [5], DGD variation with respect to refractive index 
difference between core and cladding (Δ), and the core pitch to radius ratio (Λ/a) have been investigated in 3-core 
strongly-coupled MCF in triangular layout. It is reported that for a particular value of V-number and at a particular 
wavelength, there exist a value of Λ/a, where the DGD vanishes.  

Further, in [16], the variation in the zero DGD wavelength with the variation in separation between the cores 
in closely spaced two core fibers have been investigated; further, it is reported that by incorporating central 
refractive index dip in each core, this zero DGD wavelength can also be adjusted by variation in dip parameters. 
In [13], a compact three core fiber in triangular layout involving refractive index dip in each core have been 
proposed, and the impacts of R.I. dip parameters on the DGD value have been investigated. Further, it is reported 
that by proper control of the R.I. dip parameters result in ultra-low DGD over a wide range of wavelength. 
However, to the author’s knowledge, the effect of core arrangements/layouts, core parameters such as radius (𝛼𝛼), 
Δ, and Λ on the DGD among different supermodes in SC-MCFs with homogeneous cores have not been 
investigated in detailed.  

In this paper, we have studied the effect of variations in 𝛼𝛼 , Λ, and Δ on the DGD among different supermodes 
of 3-core SC-MCFs with homogeneous cores for different R.I. profiles (step index and R.I. dip) and in different 
possible arrangements (triangular and linear layouts). The rest part of the paper is organized as follows: Section 
2 describes the design parameters, schematic designs, and the mode profiles of strongly coupled MCFs in different 
core layouts (linear and triangular) and R.I. configurations (step index and R.I. dip). The DGD behavior among 
different supermodes of SC-MCF configurations have been discussed in Section 3 and lastly Section 4 presents 
the conclusion of the present work. 

DESIGN PARAMETERS, SCHEMATIC DESIGNS AND MODE PROFILES OF SC-
MCFS  

A. DESIGN PARAMETERS 

Table 31-1 Design parameters of the 3-Core homogeneous SC-MCFs 

Design Parameters 
3-Core Homogeneous SC-MCFs  

Unit 
Linear Triangular  Linear R.I. Dip Triangular R.I. Dip 

A 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 μm 

n0 1.444 1.444 1.444 1.444 - 

n1 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 - 

Λ 2a 2a 2a 2a μm 

where, a, n0, n1, and Λ are the radius of the core, R.I. of the cladding, R.I. of the core, and core pitch, while, d, 
and nd are the diameter of the R.I. dip structure within the core region, and the R.I. of the dip region, respectively. 
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The values of the fiber design parameters have been taken from [16]. Further, refractive index and the diameter 
of the R.I. dip region may be expressed as below [13]. 

𝑛𝑛𝑑𝑑 = �𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛1
2 + (1 − 𝑝𝑝)𝑛𝑛0

2           (1) 

where, 𝑝𝑝 = 0.5, and 𝑒𝑒 = 0.75𝑎𝑎 

B. SCHEMATIC DESIGNS AND MODE PROFILES 

The schematic designs and the mode profiles of different supermodes in different core layouts of the 3-core 
homogeneous SC-MCFs have been shown in Figs. (31-1)-(31-4). 

 

Figure 31-1 Core triangular homogeneous strongly coupled MCF (a) Schematic design, and mode profiles of (b) 
fundamental and (c), (d) higher order supermodes 

 

Figure 31-2 Core triangular homogeneous R.I. dip strongly coupled MCF (a) Schematic design, mode profiles of (b) 
fundamental and (c), (d) higher order supermodes 
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Figure 31-3 Core linear homogeneous strongly coupled MCF (a) Schematic design, mode profiles of (b) fundamental 

and (c), (d) higher order supermodes 

 

 
Figure 31-4 S-Core linear homogeneous R.I. dip strongly coupled MCF (a) Schematic design, mode profiles of (b) 

fundamental and (c), (d) higher order supermodes 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The differential group delay (DGD) between any two supermodes of coupled MCFs can be obtained by [13] 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 1
𝐷𝐷

�∆𝑛𝑛𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝜆𝜆 𝑑𝑑(∆𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

�  (2) 

 where, c is the speed of light in vacuum and  ∆𝑛𝑛𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the effective refractive index difference between any 
two supermodes. In the present analysis, we have calculated the values of DGD among different supermodes of 
various configurations of coupled MCFs using Eqn. (2) and plotted in the Figs. (31-5) - (31-8). The values of  
𝑛𝑛𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 for different supermodes have been calculated using FemSIM simulation platform. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 31-5 Wavelength dependent DGD variations in 3-core strongly coupled MCFs with homogeneous cores for 
different core layouts (a) DGD12 (b) DGD13 (c) DGD23 

Figures 31-5(a)-(c) show the wavelength dependent DGD variations among different supermodes of 3-core 
SC-MCFs. In 3-core SC-MCFs there are three supermodes, among them the supermode with highest propagation 
constant (β) is called as fundamental supermodes and the other supermodes are called as higher order supermodes. 
The supermode numbers (1, 2, and 3) have been assigned in decreasing order of their propagation constant. The 
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different DGDs namely- DGD12,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷13, and DGD23 are the DGDs between supermodes 1 and 2, supermodes 1 
and 3, and supermodes 2 and 3, respectively. The maximum value of the DGD, i.e.,|𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷|𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥  over the considered 
wavelength range in linear and triangular layouts are 4690 ps/km and 2737 ps/km respectively. Therefore, the 
core layout has significant impact on the DGD levels. Further, incorporating R.I. dip structures in the core regions 
of linear and triangular layouts have significant impact on the DGD levels, and they exhibits relatively higher 
value of |𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷|𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥  compared to their without R.I. dip structures over the considered wavelength region.  

In Figs. (31-6)-(31-8), due to degeneracy in propagation constants (having similar propagation constant values) 
of higher order supermodes (supermodes 2 and 3) in triangular layout, DGD between supermodes 2 and 3 is 
nearly zero. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 31-6 Core pitch dependent DGD variations in 3-core strongly coupled MCFs with homogeneous cores for 
different core layouts (a) DGD12 (b) DGD13 (c) DGD23 

While, linear layouts have different values of propagation constants for the different supermodes, therefore, 
they have different DGD values. This is mainly due to the symmetrical mode coupling in all cores of triangular 
layout, as each core in triangular layout has same number of surrounding cores; while in linear layout, the cores 
at the extreme end have only one neighboring core and intermediate cores have more than one neighboring cores.  
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       In Fig. 31-6, core pitch has different impacts on the DGD levels in linear and triangular layouts due to the 
different arrangements of cores. Initially for smaller core pitch values, the DGD value is higher in triangular 
layout compared to linear layout. While, there exits certain core pitch after which DGD level in linear layout is 
higher compared to the triangular layout. However, the rate of decrease in DGD levels is higher in triangular 
layout compared to the linear layout. In Fig. 31-7, DGD values in all layouts decreases with the increase in core 
radius. Further, the value of DGD is higher in linear core layout compared to the triangular layout. The maximum 
value of the DGD i.e., |𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷|𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥in linear and triangular layouts are 13,720 ps/km and 12650 ps/km, respectively. 
From Fig. 31-8, it is observed that increase in relative refractive index difference (Δ) results in increase in DGD 
values for all configurations of SC-MCFs. Although, the value of  |𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷|𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥  occurs in linear layout, but after a 
certain value of Δ, |𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷|𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥value is lower in linear layout compared to triangular layout. Moreover, the rate of 
increase in |𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷|𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥  levels is higher in linear layout compared to the triangular layout. On the other hand, 
incorporating R.I. dip structures in the two core layouts have no significant impact on the DGD levels compared 
to the without R.I. dip structures of respective layouts. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 31-7 Core radius dependent DGD variations in 3-core strongly coupled MCFs with homogeneous cores for 
different core layouts (a) DGD12 (b) DGD13 (c) DGD23. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 31-8 Relative refractive index difference dependent DGD variations in 3-core strongly coupled MCFs with 
homogeneous cores for different core layouts (a) DGD12 (b) DGD13 (c) DGD23. 

CONCLUSION  

In the present analysis, impacts of core pitch (Λ), core radius (𝛼𝛼), and relative refractive index difference 
between core and cladding (Δ) on the differential group delay (DGD) behavior among different supermodes of 3-
core homogeneous SC-MCF layouts have done using FemSIM simulation platform and Matlab. The cores of 
MCFs under consideration have been arranged in linear and triangular layouts. It is observed that core 
configurations and arrangements affect DGD behavior between different supermodes of SC-MCF. Further, 
increase in core radius and pitch causes decrease in the DGD values while increase in relative refractive index 
difference (Δ) results in increase in DGD values. However, there exists a particular core pitch below which and 
certain value of relative refractive index difference (Δ) above which the DGD value in linear layout is lower than 
triangular layout. The above analysis will help in the design of MCFs with low value of DGD and its optimization 
by utilizing fiber design parameters and arrangements of cores.  
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ABSTRACT 

Ultra-high-resolution 3D videos can be downloaded with 5G technology that is nearly 100 times faster than 
4G technology. With this technology, high data can be handled as it has larger bandwidth. Internet of Things 
(IoT) is a physical network, which comprises namely, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and cellular on a single platform.The 

healthcare industry is transforming with the growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) and result inthe development 
of the Internet of medical things. IoMT for the healthcare industry requires big data, high speed, large 

bandwidth, and reliable connectivity, which will be fulfilled with 5G technology. In this paper, we present the 
current development and future perspective of Unmanned Ariel Vehicle (UAV) for providing 5G technology in 

rural India and the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT), as application of 5G. UAV based 5G architecture is 
explained along with its application in real-time. Real-time application of 5G can be applied asIoMT is also 

illustrated in this paper. 

Index Terms— Unmanned aerial vehicle, 5G, Internet of medical things, IoT, dedicated HardWare, 
commodity HardWare. 

INTRODUCTION 

The crosstalk and poor connectivity were the common problems in the lower generation of technology but 5G 
technology will improve connectivity, cloud-based storage, and an array of connected devices and services. 5G 
technology enables us to download 3D ultra-high-resolution videos within a few seconds [9]. It can support data 
speeds of more than 100 Mbps, more bandwidth, and fewer delays due to built-in computing intelligence. 
Computing capability combined with virtual system architecture will open up a mobile internet of things (IoT). 
By 2020, the 5G network is expected to support 50 billion connected devices and 212 billion connected sensors 
as well as enable access to 44 zettabytes (ZB) of data. Fig. 32-1 shows the roadmap towards 5th generation (5G) 
wireless communication systems. 

Nowadays, cellular networks are extensively deployed in urban areas, where the user’s density is high. Thus, 
the forthcoming 5G technology is “urban” in nature. The key features of 5G are to provide multiple data transfer 
rate with very high speed to users, energy efficient and high security. On the other hand, more than one third of 
people in rural areas are still experiencing a lack of mobile broadband connectivity. One of the major challenges 
impairing the Sustainable Developing Goals is mobile broadband connectivity. In whole world, around 4.1 billion 
people are using the Internet in 2019, with a 5.3% increment compared with 2018. From 2005 to 2019, the number 
of Internet users increases by 10 percent every year. In India, 100-200 kbit/s per Internet user bandwidth usage 
[1].On the other hand, it is clear that traditional network operators are not keen to invest in such zones, which 
have of potentially low revenues. Clearly, the lack of 5G deployments in rural zones will inevitably increase the 
digital divide for the users living in such areas [2].In this situation, solutions regarding the mobile broadband 
connectivity in the rural areas are becoming of great importance. To cope with this situation, the Global Access 
to the Internet for All (GAIA) Research Group has been established by the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) 
to design alternative networks for serving rural and/or low income zones [3]. 5G networks specifically to serve 
rural zones, is rapidly gaining attention by the research community [4], [5], [6]. With 5G technology, it is possible 
to study innovative solutions to go afar the unbending structure of previous known technologies, and to include 
the GAIA standard in design and management phases of 5G. In this scenario, numerous questions may come in 
our mind, such as: a) How to cover up rural areas with a network of UAV-based Base-Stations b) How energy 
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mailto:4Amishranjan347@gmail.com
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consumption will be efficiently managed through the UAV-based BSs? c) How the available energy from the 
Solar Panels (SPs) and recharge sites will be managed at the ground? d) Is it feasible to provide a high level 
overview of a sustainable 5G cellular model to consider all the aforesaid aspects for rural areas? Is it economically 
feasible to provide 5G connectivity to rural areas user of India? What is the periodical subscription cost that 
should be charged to users of rural areas/ low income areas to compensate the installation and operational costs 
of the sustainable 5G network? One of the objectives of this paper is to identify the challenges and available 
facilities in rural India for launching 5G services at the earliest.  

The Internet of things (IoT) is the physical networks in which different technologies combined together e.g 
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and Cellular on a single platform [12-14]. The IoT for medical healthcare, which is IoMT 
requires high data, high speed and long battery life with reliable connectivity. The 5G fulfils these requirements 
with its superfast capabilities and supports IoMT for human health such as, diagnosis and treatment [16-18]. This 
paper also presents the detailed survey about how 5G has revolutionized the medical healthcare with the help of 
IoT for enhancing quality and efficiency of the wearable devices. 

This paper is divided into 7 sections. Introduction is given in section 1. UAV based 5G structure and IoMT 
for future healthcare in rural areas are explained in section 2 and 3 respectively.  Various applications of IoMT 
explained in section 4 and section 5 illustrates the benefits and challenges of Ultra Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and 
IoMT. Available solar power capacity in Indiaexplained in section 6 and summary of paper is illustrated in section 
7. 

 
Figure 32-1 Time line towards 5G wireless communication [9] 

5G ARCHITECTURE: UAV BASED  

Researchers have laid out architecture for providing 5G services using UAV [7]. It mainly consists of dedicated 
HardWare (dHW) and commodity HardWare (cHW). dHW is planted over the UAV while cHW is installed at 
ground sites. dHW is responsible for low-level functionalities whereas cHW carries out high-level virtual 
functionalities. This decoupling reduces the weight that UAV have to carry for providing lag-free 5G network. 
UAV has constraint of power of supply. For this reason, UAVs have to be recharged time and again. UAV is 
responsible for covering the region of interest. The most important constraint for Quality of Service (QoS) is the 
movement to cover an area and recharge scheduling at site has to be planned efficiently. Fig 32-2 represents the 
working strategy of UAV for recharging, moving and covering action. Since, UAV is power supply constrained 
device, time and again recharging is necessary. While charging the UAV will not be able to cover area of interest, 
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thus required amount of UAV is needed by dividing the time into slots and accordingly mapping the working and 
recharging schedule of each UAV. Fig 32-3 gives a view of dHW and cHW location. Radio link keeps the UAV 
connected with ground station. 

 
Figure 32-2 Recharging, moving and covering 

action. 

 
Figure 32-3 dHW and cHW decoupling 

INTERNET OF MEDICAL THINGS (IOMT) OR HEALTHCARE IOT-THE FUTURE 
OF HEALTHCARE  

Nowadays, to connect medical devices with networks and patients is of utmost importance in various research 
groups. As per experts forecast, by 2021 Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) market will surpass by $136.8 billion 
[10]. The IoMT will serve the sector by providing more accurate and quicker diagnoses, efficient healthcare 
services delivery, and reduced costs etc [11]. The IoMT deals with only medical devices with internet 
connectivity, however IoT includes all the ranges of web enabled devices from smart cars to smart kitchen. IoMT 
technology facilitates the medical device to process (collection, analysis and transmission) the healthcare data 
across the Web. In addition to the digital medical devices (like heart monitors), the non digital things like hospital 
beds and pills need to be connected over the internet. The basis of IoMT is machine-to-machine (M-M) 
communication, which is possible by Wi-Fi enabled medical devices [13]. To store and analyze the captured 
healthcare data, the IoMT devices link to cloud platforms like Amazon Web Services. The healthcare IoT is 
another term which is also used in place of IoMT [15]. Examples of IoMT include monitoring of remote patient 
with chronic conditions; medication orders and location tracking of patients; and mHealth wearable devices to 
communicate the data to caregivers [13]. Now many of the mobile devices come with Near Field Communication 
(NFC) radio frequency identification (RFID) tags, which allow the sharing of the healthcare data over IT systems. 
This gives way for more possible applications and developments of IoMT as IoT. The awareness of the available 
medical equipment and supplies among the hospital staffs can also be managed by deploying RFID tags on the 
healthcare items [11]. The telemedicine is the most common word used in connection with the remote monitoring 
of patient at home by the use of IoMT [10]. This technology helps the patient from unwanted travelling to the 
hospital and physician’s door for their regular change in condition and the medical questions. It also helps the 
doctor to get the data of their patients anywhere. Primarily the protection to sensitive data of the patient is 
governed by Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. These days the protected data passes through 
the IoMT is of great concern among healthcare providers. 

INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENTS FOR THE INTERNET OF MEDICAL THINGS 
(IOMT) 

The IoT in medical domain fast-growing area with several innovations being developed frequently [15]. 
Analysts showing main change in health care industry with IoT with the introduction of Machine Learning and 
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artificial intelligence (AI). Deloitte consulting work suggests that the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) market 
is set to reach $158.1 billion in 2022, owing to the rise in demand for better-quality medical technology [13]. 
Additionally, increased access to patient data is making it easier to incorporate IoMT devices seamlessly. For 
immobile patients it is essential to detect the slightest of movements on the body [11]. That is why smart monitors 
and sensors are placed on the clothing, bed, or skin of the patient to monitor their movements. This can also help 
with tracking involuntary movements to provide better insights into proper diagnosis management [10]. Apple 
launched its Movement Disorder API to help monitor patients with Parkinson’s disease. The data captured is 
encrypted from end to end, giving greater privacy to patients. IoMT-based technologies also have the potential to 
locate patients, medical staff, and visitors that further enhances the concept of smart hospitals [13]. IoMT can 
improve healthcare quality while reducing cost. MRIs, X-ray machines, CT scanners, and other equipment can 
be remotely monitored for performance issues [15]. Long before hospital staff notices a problem; the manufacturer 
or service vendor can detect issues that need to be corrected. GE, Siemens, Philips, and other companies use IoMT 
for remote diagnostics, predictive maintenance, and performance upgrades to their imaging products [10-11]. 

 
Figure 32-4 Healthcare Monitoring and diagnosis using Internet of medical things (IoMT) 

A. REAL-TIME PATIENT HEALTH MONITORING 

Due to advancements in biosensor technology there are many wearable smart devices are available which 
monitor the user’s health [15]. These devices are fixed inside apparel, attached to the skin, or implanted; on-the-
body IoMT sensors give patients freedom, and maintain close watch on their physical conditions. A critical feature 
of IoMT is to track the patient health across various parameters. Different sensors can help to track distinct areas 
of information such as heart rate, glucose level, respiration, etc. to provide a complete picture [13]. DocBox is a 
most important example of a patient monitoring platform that works with physical conditions directly [11]. The 
information is accepted directly through an API which is connected to a larger telehealth system. 

B. FITNESS TRACKING AND DIAGNOSTICS 

Now a day’s fitness trackers are a specialized area which is in high demand [10]. This fitness tracker helps to 
diagnose primary conditions through a lifestyle analysis. Starts with sleeping quality to patient heart rate tracking, 
all the information’s can be used by various insurance agencies and health care specialists [11]. This also helps 
to understand the patient conditions and also provide the status of progress report, especially in the case of 
rehabilitation and recovery. 

https://medium.com/@kayleigh.davis007/hospitals-in-the-united-states-are-deploying-smart-technologies-3a33f38f85f2
https://www.usa.philips.com/healthcare/product/HCNOCTN153/philips-healthcare-remote-services
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C. SMART GLUCOSE MONITORING 

Smart glucose monitors helps in providing information related to glucose fluctuations that will ultimately help 
to act accordingly in real time [10]. Combination of non-invasive glucose bio-sensors and wearable technology 
helps in tracking the insulin level effectively [13]. MINIMED 670G is one of the monitoring device that maintains 
the insulin in optimized way according to the core parameters. 

D. ASSET MONITORING AND MAINTENANCE 

The monitoring of health is important in the B2B side of health care systems. This includes the usual 
maintenance of machines, technology, and data systems where manufacturer of medical devices install IoMT 
devices to share asset data [15]. To ensure the functionality of machines, all assets can be tracked remotely and 
key trends can be mapped to enhance NPD and research. 

E. VIRTUAL HOME SYSTEMS 

Virtual home system is designed for getting the right treatment for seniors and homebound patients suffering 
from chronic illnesses. It introduces a interactive and a faultless mechanism to communicate with health care 
provider [13]. Lenovo Health and Orbita Health jointly developed a chronic and post-acute care system that 
worked fully on voice-inputs [11]. Smart sensors and AI technology solutions will provide greater connectivity 
at the patient’s home. 

F. REMOTE PATIENT MONITORING (RTM) 

Medical connectivity technology is known as telemedicine which extends healthcare services instead of going 
the hospital [10]. Remote Patient Monitoring (RTM) avoid frequent visit to doctors, to patients suffering from 
chronic disease. Diabetics and heart patients can benefited from RTM technology. Patients’ glucose level and 
activity of heartcan be monitored thought handy RTM devices and if any problems found it can automatically 
alert the doctor [13]. Virtual Home Assistants designed for many elderly patients, it can interact and remind with 
the patient for taking medications. It can also be accessed remotely by physicians and family. 

G. COLLECTION AND INTEGRATION OF CLINICAL DATA 

Many technologies are required for Collection and integration of clinical data. This procedure is becoming 
moreand more efficient and effective with IoHT. The generatedmedical data from the observations can be 
collected and communicated as not done before which savemoney and time by encouraging technology for the 
future. The use of IoT in healthcare is new technology as it developed with the development of healthcare software 
[12]. The demand of wearable devices is increasing day by day as it is programmed with such software, as use of 
mobile applications and healthcare solutions become easy to access to all [15]. The applications of IoT in the 
healthcare industry are bringing anexcess of applications for public healthcare. 

BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF UAV AND IOT IN HEALTHCARE: INDIA’S 
RURAL PERSPECTIVE 

Cost of UAV, recharging facility and solar power grid is one of the challenges, which will affect the acceptance 
of 5G network using UAV in rural areas. 25 UAVs are required [7] to provide 24 hrs 5G network. Since, UAV 
has limitation of altitude; buildings with more than 4 floors will create obstructions in network availability. 
Efficient scheduling of UAV for the purpose of recharging at site, moving from site to covering area and moving 
from covering area to site. 

The applications of IoT in the healthcare industry are enormous with cheaper medical cost, improved patient 
experience, and better control over wastage in the healthcare sector, Dramatic reduction in errors, Better outcomes 
of medical treatments, Enhanced manageability of medical drugs and medicinal adherence. Although IoT is 
technology has proven its mark in the improvements pertaining to the field of medicines, it does not come without 
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a downside. The primary challenges to patient   privacy is serious concern, this can be resolve with the blockchain 
technology in the near future. Hacking of data and data corruption or manipulation also can be diminished with 
blockchain technology. Activity monitoring and management of IoT devices that consists of Electronic Medical 
Records (EMR) system is also a challenge for current medical infrastructures.The Fig. 32-5 has illustrate the 
increasing number of IoTs devices in the future years [10]. 

 
Figure 32-5 Growth in IoMT devices [10] 

AVAILABLE FACILITIES FOR 5G IN INDIA 

India has 28,181 MW solar power capacities as on 31st March 2019 [8]. Most of the solar power grids are 
located near rural areas. Fig 6 proposes that India’s solar power capacity is increasing exponentially year by year. 
Thus, installing 5G network near available solar power grid will be easy and cost efficient. Indian rural areas 
rarely have 4-storey building or more than that. Therefore, the hindrance to UAV due to high rising buildings will 
not be experienced in rural areas. Thepopulation capacity of each village can be identified by the National 
Population Register. Accordingly, small cell 5G services and large cell 5G services can be provided for small 
area and large area respectively. Year wise growth of solar power has shown in fig.32-6 

 
Figure 32-6 Solar Power Capacity in India year wise growth 
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CONCLUSION  

With respect to India, it is observed that enough solar power facility is available for initiating 5G technology. 
Besides that, the need of the hour is scheduling the UAV according to rural area or low income zone(s) and 
population. In the context of 5G application, IoMT is one of the preferable and demanding areas. It reduces the 
physical presence of patient in the city hospitals. Real-time analysis of patients can be handled. Consequently, 
remote monitoring can be done due to the availability of ultra-high speed 5G network.  
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ABSTRACT 

The focus of this paper is on a tolerance space-based approach to image analysis and correspondence for 
measuring the nearness among images. The basic problem considered is extracting perceptually relevant 

information from groups of objects based on their descriptions. Object descriptions are represented by feature 
vectors containing probe function. This article calculates the Hausdorff Distance (HD), Hamming Measure 
(HM), tolerance Nearness Measure (tNM) within few set of images of different categories and the result has 

been analyzed. All of them applies near set theory to images applying Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). 
The set of images are of bus, dinosaur. The motivation behind this work is the synthesizing of human perception 
of nearness for improvement of image processing systems. The desired output must be similar to the output of a 

human performing the same task.. 

Index Terms— Hausdorff Distance (HD), Hamming Measure (HM), tolerance Nearness Measure (tNM), 
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), probe functions. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper highlights on perceptual nearness and its applications. The observation of the perceptual nearness 
combines the basic understanding of perception in psychophysics with a view of perception found in Merleau-
Ponty’s work [1]. The sensor signals gathered by our senses helps in determining the nearness of objects of an 
image. The calculation includes the distance measurement among images for perceptual resemblance based on 
features of the image itself. The features are termed as probe function of the images. The analysis tries to correlate 
the results with those of human sensation where the values are integrated by the mind. A human sense shown as 
a probe, determines the physical characteristics of objects in our environment. 

Image Resemblance is widely used various fields. Few of them includes query by image, management and 
search through digital archives of images and videos in personal, commercial and public domain image archives 
over the internet.  Medical applications, its analysis, archive and searching within database uses the concept of 
image resemblance. Application in “image registration” problem where similarity between images used to 
determine similarity between an image and its transformation. Image quality assessment where the goal is to 
assess the similarity (or differences) within a well-positioned image and an inaccurate image. Classification and 
resemblance of pictures based on content based resemblance between pair of pictures. 

 The sensed physical characteristics of an object are identified with object features. It is our mind that identifies 
relationships between object feature values to form perceptions of sensed objects. It is conjectured that perception, 
i.e. human perception of nearness, can be quantified through the use of near sets by providing a framework for 
comparing objects based on object descriptions. Objects that have similar appearance (i.e., objects with similar 
descriptions) are considered perceptually near each other. Sets are considered near each other when they have 
“things” (perceived objects) in common. Specifically, near sets facilitate measurement of similarity between 
objects based on feature values (obtained by probe functions) that describe the objects. This approach is similar 
to the way humans perceive objects and as such facilitates the creation of perception-based systems.Three 
different distance has been measured among images which includes Hausdorff Distance (HD), Hamming Measure 
(HM), tolerance Nearness Measure (tNM).  

HM calculates the distance between two metrics, the result is 0 if the corresponding bits are the same, 
otherwise, the result is 1. It is a metric which evaluates the number of bits that differ between two metrics. It is 
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widely used in variety of applications to search images based on the content. Ex: Google, telecommunication to 
estimate the error by determining the overturned bits number within a fixed-length binary word. 

METHODOLOGY  

Hausdorff distance is used to measure the dissimilarity between two images on the basis of measuring the 
distance between sets in a metric space. It is a max-min distance between all possible relative positions. It is 
defined on any nonempty closed bounded subsets of any metric space [2, 3, 4]. It calculates the distance between 
two points as follows: 

dH(X, Y) = max{sup
x∈X

inf 
  y∈Y  d(x, y), sup

y∈Y
inf 

  x∈X  d(x, y)}    (1) 

Hausdorff distance metric is frequently used in CBIR. It is used to measure the distance (d) between two points 
A and B in a metric space E. A and B are two finite point sets such that A= {a1, a2,….,ap} and B={b1,b2,…..,bq} 
[3]. It is a measure of the maximum of the minimum distance between two sets of objects [5]. 

 

If the two images are same then the value of Hamming distance is zero. Hamming distance is given as: 

𝑒𝑒𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐷(𝑛𝑛, 𝑛𝑛) = ∑ [𝑦𝑦𝐷𝐷 ,𝑘𝑘 ≠ 𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘]𝑎𝑎−1
𝑘𝑘=0        (2) 

dHAD is the hamming distance among two objects i and j, k is the key of the respective variable which states y 
out of total variable n. It provides the amount of mismatches within the variable matching by k. 

Tolerance classes is calculated using the Perceptual Tolerance i.e., for a given image X  as           

      , {( , ) * :|| ( ) ( ) || }BH X Y O O X Yφ φ ε≅ ∈ = ∈ − ≤   (3) 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have calculated HM, HD, tNM using a database of 100 images of buses and a query image. The subimage 
size taken is 20, epsilon value is 0.01, probe functions (No. of features) is 1 and the probe function is Average 
Grey. Figure 33-1, 33-2, 33-3 reveals the graphical view of calculated HD, HM, tNM respectively of buses image. 

 
Figure 33-1 Graphical view of calculated HD of Buses image 
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Figure 33-2  Graphical view of calculated HM of Buses image 

 
Figure 33-3 Graphical view of calculated tNM of Buses image 
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Similarly, the HM, HD, tNM of Dinosaur image have been calculated using a database of 100 varied images 
of dinosaur with a single query image. Here, the subimage size is 20, epsilon value is 0.01, probe functions (No. 
of features) is 1 and the probe function is Average Grey. Figure 33-4, 33-5, 33-6 reveals the graphical view of 
calculated HD, HM, tNM respectively of dinosaur image. 

 
Figure 33-4 Graphical view of calculated HD of Dinosaur image 

 

 
Figure 33-5 Graphical view of calculated HM of Dinosaur image 
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Figure 33-6 Graphical view of calculated tNM of Dinosaur image 

After experiment, we concluded that we may fix the value of threshold ‘ε’, in tolerance relation. Further 
experiments can be made by considering different geometrical shapes as objects, with an intention of obtaining 
results which matches best with perceptual satisfaction of human beings.  
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ABSTRACT 

Miniaturized antennas having multiband or wideband capability are the need for modern wireless 
applications. In this paper, a microstrip-line-fed hybrid wide-slot (HWS) antenna of compact size is proposed 
for wideband applications. The main body of the proposed antenna includes an elliptical wide-slot (EWS) and 

staircase-shaped rectangular slots merged with each other. This HWS is excited using an open-ended 
microstrip line having a characteristic impedance of 50Ω. Great improvement in percentage impedance 

bandwidth (IBW) is noticed by using a HWS over the single EWS. The proposed antenna possesses an IBW of 
109.52% (3.66–12.52 GHz) whereas the antenna structure having only the EWS shows an IBW of only 23.40% 
(10.30– 13.03 GHz). Merging of rectangular slots in a staircase fashion decreases the lower cutoff frequency 

from 10.30 to 3.66 GHz. Hence, miniaturization of 88.42% is achieved by using the HWS geometry. The gain of 
the proposed antenna varies from 1.65 to 5.8 dB along with average isolation of 26.72 dB in the entire 

operating frequency range. Compared to other reported wideband antennas, the proposed antenna achieves 
wide IBW, good gain within the operating frequency range with simple geometry and compact size of 22×24 

mm2 only.. 

Index Terms— Microstrip-line-fed; compact; wideband; hybrid wideslot; staircase; impedance bandwidth. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, more focussed efforts are being devoted to developing those antenna structures that can support 
multiple wireless standards and having compact dimensions for short-range and high-speed wireless applications. 
Microstrip antennas due to their low profile and low fabrication cost are best suited for such scenarios. However, 
their performance is affected by narrow impedance bandwidth (IBW) and low gain values. To mitigate these 
problems, several broadbanding techniques such as co-planar waveguide (CPW) [1]-[3], fractals [5]-[8] and 
defected ground structures [9]-[13] or a combination of them have been proposed in the literature. 

Coplanar waveguide (CPW) antenna structures are highly popular for their wideband response [1]-[3]. In [1], 
a simple CPW-fed rectangular microstrip patch antenna (MSPA) is proposed which shows a wideband response 
(2.7–11.7 GHz). But the overall size of the antenna is large, i.e., 40×52 mm2. A large octagonal CPW-fed patch 
antenna of size 47×47 mm2 discussed in [2] shows large operating bandwidth of 7.5 GHz (2.0-9.5 GHz). But the 
proposed antenna shows a negative gain up to 5 GHz. A more compact CPW-fed circular MSPA with multiple 
circular slots in a stacked manner is proposed in [3]. Using a shape blending algorithm, an IBW of 30.5–80.1% 
can be achieved successfully as discussed in [4]. But low gain and large size are still major issues in the CPW-
fed antennas. The self-similar and space-filling properties of fractals help antenna researchers to fabricate the 
antenna structures within highly restricted space [5]. To solve the compactness problem in MSPAs, several 
wideband fractal antennas in the last decade have been proposed [6]-[8]. In [6], a CPW-fed flower shaped circular 
fractal antenna is proposed that shows wideband characteristics from 2.6 to 13.46 GHz. A CPW-fed rectangular 
MSPA with ’+’ shaped fractal slots (up to 3 iterations) is discussed in [7]. But an IBW of only 56% (4.56-7.92 
GHz) is obtained. In [8], a wideband Fibonacci spiral MSPA based on Koch curve is proposed. But due to the 
high design complexity of fractals, their modelling and fabrication are quite difficult. Microstrip-line-fed wide-
slot antenna structures have several advantages including high impedance bandwidth, high gain and low cross-
polarization over CPW and fractal counterparts [9]. An EWS antenna in multilayer scenario with a rotated 
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elliptical parasitic patch presented in [10] shows an IBW of 68.74%. Another similar structure but having an 
octagonal parasitic patch is proposed in [11] shows an IBW of 71.38%. A hexagonal wide-slot antenna having a 
circular slot at each corner is discussed in [12]. However, the proposed wide-slot structure shows the operating 
band from 2.16 to 3.43 GHz (45.19%) only. Recently, [13] came up with an idea of using multiple EWSs of 
different dimensions to produce a large IBW. Their proposed antenna shows the IBW ranging from 5.77-13.48 
GHz. 

This paper describes a compact and wideband microstripline-fed antenna by adding an elliptical wide-slot 
(EWS) and multiple rectangular slots in a staircase manner (named as hybrid wide-slot or simply HWS). Using 
the HWS, the proposed antenna shows the wideband behaviour ranging from 3.66 to 12.52 GHz. This paper is 
categorized as follows: Section-II presents various wideband antennas that are already published in the literature 
are discussed. In Section-III, the antenna design methodology using accurate design equations and steps to design 
the proposed antenna geometry are discussed. In Section-IV, both frequency and time-domain parameters are 
discussed. Finally, the applications of the proposed wideband antenna along with few concluding remarks are 
given in the conclusion section. 

ANTENNA DESIGN AND PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION 

The proposed wideband antenna consisting of EWS and four rectangular slots in staircase fashion is shown in 
Fig. 34-1. This HWS antenna is simulated using ANSYS Desktop ver. 17.0 on FR-4 material having dielectric 
constant (εr) 4.4, loss tangent (tanδ) 0.02, and thickness (h) 1.6 mm. It has HWS in the ground plane fed by an 
open-ended microstrip-line having a characteristic impedance of 50Ω. 

 
Figure 34-1 Schematic of the proposed hybrid wide-slot antenna fed by 50Ω microstrip line. 

The distance between the open end of the microstrip-line and centre of the EWS is known as feeding distance 
(r1). The relationship between the input impedance of an EWS and r1 is given by [14] 

   (1) 
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where k is the propagation constant,  is the input impedance of the TMmn mode and depends on mth zero 
of the Bessel function of order n. The parameter kD=1.84 refers to the fundamental mode. The value of GT,mn can 
be determined by [14] 

GT,mn = Gohmic + Gdiel + Grad (2) 

where Gohmic, Gdiel, and Grad are referred to as conductance due to ohmic, dielectric, and radiation loss 
respectively and are given in [14]. The value of r1 is varied to obtain a good level of matching over a large 
frequency range as shown in Fig. 34-2. 

 
Figure 34-2 Input impedance Rin(r1) variation with feeding distance r1. 

The design evolution of the proposed HWS antenna starts with the designing of an elliptical slot excited by a 
microstripline of characteristic impedance 50Ω. The relationship between the size of an EWS and its frequency 
of operation for dominant mode TM11 is given by [15] 

GHz (3) 

where D is the length of the semi-major axis of the EWS having eccentricity e and qe,o11 is an approximated 
Mathieu function for even qe11 and odd mode qo11 which is given by [15] 

 

 

B. DESIGN STEPS 

The evolution procedure of the proposed wideband antenna is illustrated in Fig. 34-3(a). Initially, an EWS is 
etched from the ground plane which is excited with the help of 50Ω microstrip-line [Ant 1]. The major constraint 
while designing a wide-slot antenna is that the overall size of the antenna is governed by the size of the wide-slot. 
To overcome this issue, an EWS of smaller dimension is etched and afterwards, multiple rectangular slots in 
staircase fashion are etched from the ground plane. The size of the EWS and feeding distance r1 are varied to 
obtain a good matching across the large frequency band. Ant 1 provides an IBW of 23.40% (10.3013.03 GHz) as 
shown in Fig. 34-3(b). To shift this frequency band towards the lower edge, multiple rectangular slots are etched 
in successive stages, i.e., up to Ant 5 which is the final proposed antenna geometry. The addition of rectangular 
slots decreases the lower cutoff frequency and creates a lower frequency band [Ant 3]. This lower-frequency 
merges with the upper-frequency band with successive addition of rectangular slots [Ant 4]. By using these slots, 
the lower cutoff frequency gets shifted from 10.30 to 3.66 GHz, i.e., miniaturization of 88.42% has been achieved. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 34-3 (a) Reflection coefficient and (b) impedance versus frequency for the proposed wideband antenna 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The frequency domain parameters such as S-parameters, surface current distributions, impedance, gain, and 
radiation patterns are discussed in the following subsections. Time domain parameters including group delay and 
transfer function are also discussed. 

A. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN PARAMETERS 

REFLECTION COEFFICIENT AND IMPEDANCE VERSUS FREQUENCY:  

The simulated reflection coefficient (S11) of the proposed antenna is shown in Fig. 34-4(a) which is one of the 
key parameters for describing the operating bands. It is observed that the proposed antenna shows wideband 
behaviour ranging from 3.66–12.52 GHz which covers both C and X-bands, hence suitable for wireless 
applications that operate in this frequency range. Fig. 34-4(b) shows the real and imaginary parts of the impedance 
which should be ideally 50 and 0Ω, respectively. It is clear that both imaginary and real parts of the impedance 
oscillate around 0 and 50Ω within the operating frequency band, respectively. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 34-4 (a) Reflection coefficient and (b) impedance versus frequency for the proposed wideband antenna 
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SURFACE CURRENT DISTRIBUTION:  

Fig. 34-5 shows the surface current distribution at different resonating frequencies. At lower frequency, i.e., 
4.25 GHz (as shown in Fig. 34-5(a)), the surface current is mainly concentrated near the lowermost rectangular 
slot. At 6.86 GHz frequency, the surface current starts concentrating near the EWS periphery (shown in Fig. 5(b)). 
At higher frequencies, i.e., 10.85 GHz, the surface current is focussed near the EWS and staircase slots (shown 
in Fig. 34-5(c)).  

 
Figure 34-5 Surface current distribution at (a) 4.25, (b) 6.86 and (c) 10.85 GHz. 

GAIN VERSUS FREQUENCY:  

Fig. 34-6 shows the simulated gain curve for the proposed antenna within the operating frequency range. From 
Fig. 6, it can be studied that the co-polarization (CP) and cross-polarization (XP) gain of the antenna varies from 
1.65 to 5.80 dB and from -36.75 to 8.20 dB, respectively. The average value for CP and XP gain is 3.63 and -
23.09 dB, respectively. Hence, a good level of isolation ranging from 12.86 to 39.27 dB is reported for the 
proposed wideband antenna. 

 
Figure 34-6 . Variaiton in co-polarized and cross-polarized (XP) gain with frequency 
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RADIATION PATTERN:  

The radiation pattern of the proposed wideband antenna at 4.25, 6.86 and 10.85 GHz is depicted in Fig. 34-
7(a), 34-7(b) and 34-7(c), respectively. An isolation of 15.67, 33.29 and 33.86 dB is obtained at 4.25, 6.86 and 
10.85 GHz, respectively. The back radiation due to the presence of HWS leads to the near omnidirectional 
radiation pattern at a lower frequency. However, at a higher frequency, a little deviation can be observed which 
may be due to the excitation of high order resonating mode. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 34-7  Simulated 2D radiation pattern at (a) 4.25 GHz, (b) 6.86 GHz and (c) 10.85 GHz. Solid red line: co-
polarization and solid blue line: crosspolarization 

B. TIME-DOMAIN PARAMETERS 

In the previous subsection, the performance of the proposed antenna in frequency-domain has been analyzed. 
The good performance in frequency-domain cannot guarantee that the given antenna will behave well in time-
domain as well. For this, time-domain analysis using group delay parameter has been performed. 

GROUP-DELAY:  

The group delay of the proposed antenna for side-by-side (SS) configuration is shown in Fig. 34-8(a). It is 
clear that the group delay for SS configuration is below 1 ns within the operating frequency range which is a 
prime requirement for the wideband applications. 
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TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS:  

The transfer function (S21) and phase response (6 S21) of the proposed antenna are depicted in Fig. 34-8(b). 
For better time-domain response, the S21 should be below -20 dB and phase response should vary linearly. From 
Fig. 8(b) it is clear that both S21 and phase response are within their desired limits in the range where reflection 
coefficient is below -10 dB. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 34-8. (a) Group delay and (b) S21 

C. COMPARISON WITH EARLIER REPORTED ANTENNA STRUCTURES 

Since the frequency of operation and size of the antennas discussed in this paper are different hence, a 
parameter known as bandwidth-dimension-ratio (BDR) is calculated and compared with the proposed antenna. 

(5) 

where λW ×λL is the electrical dimension of the antenna. 

Table 34-1 shows the comparison of the proposed antenna with the antenna structures discussed in Section-I 
(”Introduction”). It is observed that the proposed wide-slot antenna has the highest BDR of about 1393 among all 
the reported antenna structures. 

Table 34-1 COMPARISON OF PROPOSED HWS ANTENNA WITH EARLIER REPORTED WIDEBAND ANTENNAS 

Ref./Year 
Physical size 

(WGND×LGND 
mm2) 

Electrical 
Size 

(λW ×λL) 

Frequency 
range 
(GHz) 

Peak 
gain 
(dB) 

BDR

 
Technique used 

[1]/2018 40×52 0.36×0.47 2.7-11.7 - 741.93 CPW rectangular MSPA 

[2]/2018 47×47 0.31×0.31 2.0-9.5 3.5 1328.56 CPW-fed octagonal ring MSPA 

[3]/2018 36×45 0.38×0.48 3.2-13.9 <8 678.96 CPW-fed slotted circular MSPA 

[6]/2013 43×51 0.35×0.42 2.46-13.46 7.1 937.16 Circular fractal MSPA 

[7]/2017 30.6×30.6 0.47×0.47 4.56-7.92 - 248.9 ’+’ shaped fractal 

[8]/2018 18×35 0.39×0.48 2.34-11.5 - 713.35 Koch curve fractal 

[10]/2017 25×24 0.32×0.30 3.8-7.78 11 714.05 EWS+multilayer 

[11]/2018 25×24 0.33×0.32 4.0-8.44 10.3 669.21 EWS+multilayer 

[12]/2018 40×40 0.29×0.29 2.16-3.43 2.6(avg.) 543.57 Hexagonal wide-slot 

[13]/2019 22×24 0.42×0.46 5.77-13.48 8.66 410.12 Multiple asymmetric EWS 

This work 22×24 0.26×0.29 3.66-12.52 5.8 1393.58 HWS antenna 
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CONCLUSION 

An idea of merging different shapes for enhancing the impedance bandwidth is presented in this paper. Two 
different shapes, i.e., ellipse and rectangle in the form of staircase manner are merged with each other which give 
a wideband response ranging from 3.66 to 12.52 GHz (or 109.52%). The presence of rectangular slots in staircase 
fashion reduces the lower cutoff frequency from 10.30 to 3.66 GHz, thereby leading to miniaturization of 88.42%. 
A peak gain of 5.79 dB and a good level of isolation (below 15 dB) within the operating frequency band is 
obtained. A group delay of below 1 ns and linear phase response ensure the applicability of the proposed antenna 
for wideband wireless applications. The compact dimensions of 22×24 mm2 (or 0.26λo×0.29λo where λo is the 
wavelength corresponding to lowest cutoff frequency, i.e., 3.66 GHz). All these features make the proposed HWS 
antenna a good candidate for modern wireless applications such as wireless LANs (upper band: 5.72–5.82 GHz), 
communication satellites (C-band) and military applications (X-band).  
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INTRODUCTION 

Weather and climate change have emerged as an important theme in the transport sector and researchers have 
demonstrated that human mobility can be strained by space, social relations and weather. The weather helps 
people to decide what to wear every day, but it also has an important factor in their daily life and mobility [1]. In 
general, good weather has a positive impact on mobility. As the process of urbanization continues, more and more 
people move to the city and according to the report by the UN, more than 6 billion people will be living in the 
cities. One problem of living in the cities is dealing with pollution and traffic congestion. These two areas have 
been a death within the long run, but one most important element of city-dwelling that has been left unattended 
is the mobility and how weather affects it in the cities.    

Predicting human mobility patterns is not a major problem in geography or apical economics, but it has been 
applied in several areas such as urban planning, monitoring infectious diseases and epidemiology, and location-
based service. Many models have been presented in 1930 to address the problem. The widely used method is a 
gravity model that relies on a specific parameter that has been fitted on systematic collection of data, the 
disadvantage of the method was that when any measurement required could be lacking, the model is entirely not 
applicable.  The Empiric quantification of human mobility patterns is important in human planning and the social 
network structure especially in responding to disease threats in light of the rapid growth in globalization and 
urbanization.  The research uses a Global Positioning System to data-log and tracks individuals depending on the 
prevailing weather conditions.   

The topic has attracted researchers in the past decade, most researchers concur that human mobility is mainly 
affected by space, time and social contract, and the most important factor that affects human mobility is the 
weather which receives less attention and naturally ignored in various papers. Weather naturally affects mobility 
and when people check weather reports daily, they not only check where, to begin with, but they also consider 
where to visit, for example, people would like to walk in the amusement park ina cloudy weather. Understanding 
the relationship between weather and mobility is important in appreciating the technologies that can be applied 
in enhancing mobility through an understanding of weather patterns and the development of the spatial design. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 

Does the everyday mobility of an individual get affected in different weather conditions and how can the use 
of technology and tracking devices contribute to the betterment in spatial designing?  

DATA COLLECTION  

Before the commencement of data collections, there was a need for focus groups with the population 
representatives that represented the major centers of data to be collected. The study did not include children in 
the study as it had only two groups of individuals, the students and the working class of individuals. After the 
collection of data, the data was stored in an SQL format, the procedures for data collections and storage was 
approved by the institution that monitored the study. During data collection, a group of participants was selected 
and a total of 12 participants were used. In total there was a group of University students and working 
professionals [6]. The tracking device used in the research was the GPS Application. The two different groups of 
individuals were tracked for two days to monitor their choice of mobility under different weather conditions. 
Apart from observation, other types of data were collected from interviews, where four participants were 
interviewed on a set of questions attached (See Figure 35-1).   
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Figure 35-1 Mobility Patterns 

TRACKING MOVEMENTS  

The GPS-data-loggers were continuously used in tracking the individual movements for the two days, the 
deployment of the device was agreed previously and the units were programmed to work in intervals of 3.5 
minutes and they were set to turn off just after midnight. Since the sample population was few, the data log was 
easy to track. A data reduction algorithm that aggregated the consecutive GPS readings as located in the spatial 
windows became the sole source of information to identify the geographic positions and the locations of 
individuals within a given place [2].  As shown in the limitation part of the document, there were gaps in the data 
collected because there was data loss due to signal loss or incidents of individuals leaving a place and returning 
within very short notice. The Icluster algorithm that was used was given a threshold parameter time of 30 minutes 
that separated the gap types that showed that the individual visited the area after t minutes. Based on the errors 
that arose from using the data from the parameter time= 30, the time interval was reduced to t= 15.  For each 
identified place, the total time of the visit was recorded on the GPS device, the data about the temporal patterns 
of visits was assessed by determining the times for a visit.  

QUANTIFYING MOVEMENTS OF INDIVIDUALS  

The data were quantified using the maximum likelihood methods that have been applied to the raw GPS data 
to fit various mathematical distributions such as linear decay, power-low and exponential decay.  The movement 
kernels were applied to all individuals in the study for the same sex and also applied to different age groups. The 
ages were categorized in 10 year-bins because of the existence of the limited number of individuals which meant 
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narrower groups. The difference in age categories was also applied in data and to determine the different parts of 
the city visited, a spatial angular direction was applied in a special wavelet analysis [4]. In this study, the French 
Top Hat algorithm was applied. The major metric that is derived from fitting the wavelength function to the data 
is using the wavelength position variance. The peaks that have been derived from the individual variance indicated 
directions from the homes where the most visited places were located. The Monte Carlo Simulations was applied 
in separating true patterns from random fluctuations.   

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 35-2 Interviewer Movements 
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DATA ANALYSIS  

For analyzing weather, there are two parameters used, one is temperature, pressure, and humidity. For 
mobility, two major aspects will be focused on this paper, the average number of check-ins and an average number 
of movements and movement distances under different weather conditions.  When analyzing the movements, the 
user checks in at different locations at a given weather condition is recorded. On whether the different check-ins 
at different places during different weather conditions were analyzed. From the general observations, there is 
correlation between pressure and mobility,  in areas like Barcelona, the correlation between pressure and mobility 
is negative, showing that there is no correlation between the two, another example observation is that the 
individuals who were in Boston and San Francisco have had more check-ins but shorter movements in high-
pressure days. In a city like Boston, the high pressure does not affect the average check-ins, but it leads to longer 
movements.   

Other aspects of weather such as wind speed also affect individuals' movement, for example from the 
observation, checking volumes in many cities received negative speeds. The relation between check-ins and wind 
speed is not linear though. For other cities, wind speed has similar effects as showers.   

RESULTS  

The participants were mostly mobile between 10 am and 3 pm.  During the sunny days, the mobility was 
observed in the open and shared spaces. Based on the mobility patterns, it can be summarised that the weather 
did affect the individuals who use public transport or the individuals who own cars.  The individuals who live and 
study close to the city take public transport during the rainy days. [2] There were also observed stops in coffee 
shops and restaurants during light showers.  Of the total individuals studied, only 38% showed regular and 
predictable movement patterns that relate to weather. In the case study, the impact of spatiality and temporary 
structured routines on the dynamics of transitions. The findings were also important in appreciating how 
technology can be applied to understand the role of weather on different check-ins in the city. The research, 
therefore, gives careful considerations of the human and social interactions when under adverse weather 
conditions, particularly in the rich urban centers.  

The movements were also rare in windy and cloudy weather, this accounted for only 14% of the locations. 
The low movement during this time can be attributed to the fact that people tend to stay indoors anticipating 
rainfall. In the clear mornings, the movements were further from the participant’s homes and most movements 
were only 1km from the city, which formed the kernel of the human movements. As the weather became more 
adverse, the mobility decreased, the movement of the University Students were less affected by the rainy weather 
as compared to the Lecturer. The movement for males and females varied significantly but in cloudy conditions, 
more females, 67%, stayed indoors when compared to males at 34%.  The special anisotropy decreased when 
only movements within the city were considered, the movement became non-significant at < 10 km from the 
individual’s home during cloudy and light shower weather conditions.  Over the two days, there was a standard 
deviation of 3.6 and the probability of the individual's movements analyzed using Weibull distribution. In hot sun 
and cloudy weather, the amusement parks enjoyed most visits, while the majority of the students visited stadiums.  

A. EFFECTS OF WEATHER  

The weather impacted directly the movement in different areas, from professionals to food places.  
Temperature affected most movements, with most movements occurring in moderate temperatures when 
compared to under diverse temperatures.  When the temperature was under 24oC, there was more movement than 
when the temperature was 32oC. Another factor that affected movement was the humidity, the movement was 
diverse under moderate humidity than the uncomfortable humidity. During the favorable humidity, the 
movements were outward from the participant's home during the adverse humidity where most movements end 
up indoors.  [2]  
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B. RELATED WORKS   

The work presents the first work on the use of technology to track human movement based on weather.  Most 
studies on human mobility are based on the weather and transport[6]. The study had the advantage of applying 
technology to make people’s mobility better compared to most of the researches that focus on the impact of 
weather on public transport. The research also focuses on the mobility of the users without physical constraints 
that makes the analysis more general and suitable for public consumption.  The data set is global and since the 
individual used in the study are global samples, the data fairly represents the population with various tastes and 
preferences.  

LIMITATIONS  

The research had a limited number of participants. The devices used in tracking also did not give a fair location 
since some participants forgot to track themselves. Some of the participants were more mobile than others and 
therefore were unable to track themselves. A sample of the people studied were internationals hence their 
locations could not be studied. The rates of data loss and mismatch resulted from the data collected due to the 
participants dropping or not wearing the device, dead batteries or participants misusing the devices, to minimize 
the data loss, the raw data were individually explored such as eliminating the sites not visited by the participants. 
The data was also aggregated to avoid potential bias that may emerge from the description of movement 
behaviors.  

Other limitations of the research include the errors that result from poor satellite geometry or multipath signal 
errors, other factors such as data collections within the buildings being poor due to satellite geometry, the transient 
of the visited locations can also be heavily affected by the frequency of data collections. Therefore, despite the 
reliability of the GPS systems, the information gathered might have also suffered from the limited data giving the 
full repertoire of the movements that have occurred and the data also affected by the scales and the data analysis 
methods used. The small number of the tracked individuals could not have enough information to be used the 
assessment of the temporal variation in patterns during and after a given change in weather conditions.  The 
research, therefore, suffered from common limitations when covering mobility at spatial scales. Since the study 
was carried in two days, the chances of forgetting the GPS devices were low, however, the compliance rates could 
not surplus a 78% rate [3].  The project, however, was boosted by the social behavior of the participants who 
successfully cooperated with the scientists through focus groups, identified the concerns that individuals had 
especially on the use of GPS units.  

CONCLUSION  

For Denmark residentials, the rain shelters need to be put on sidewalks for sudden showers while keeping in 
mind the swinging showers, here are also need for rain sheds. From the study, it is evident that nice weather that 
is characterized by moderate temperature, slow wind, suitable humidity, and high pressure had a positive effect 
on the user’s mobility. The mobility of the sample was less influenced in some categories when compared to other 
categories of travel such as professional obligations and entertainment.  
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the design of dual-band and lowprofile SIW cavity-backed slot antenna operating at K-band 
and Ka-band has been proposed. The dual-band antenna consists of the SIW cavity with two parallel slots 
which are etched on the ground plane of the conductor. In order to obtain dual-band, higher-order hybrid 

modes are tuned and combined to form the second band of the proposed antenna with a wider bandwidth. For 
dual-band antenna, fractional bandwidth of 5.26% and 6.15% are achieved with the maximum gain of 5.45 dBi 

and 6.15 dBi at 24.7 GHz and 27.8 GHz, respectively. In terms of antenna performances including reflection 
coefficient, bandwidth, gain, and radiation pattern, a cavity-backed antenna using via-hole along with the slot 

has been proposed. Via-hole establishes a connection between the top and bottom surfaces of the cavity 
creating a new path for the current to flow by shortening the effective length of the slot. The results show that 
the bandwidth of 4.2 GHz (15.32%) ranging from 25.3 GHz – 29.5 GHz, a gain of 7.8 dBi and 9.2 dBi have 

been achieved at 25.9 GHz and 28.8 GHz respectively. The overall volumetric dimension of both the proposed 
design including feedline is 20 mm x 14 mm x 0.508 mm. 

Index Terms— cavity-backed, substrate integrated waveguide (SIW), slot antenna, dual-band, 5G. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, 5G technology has been under the spotlight and researched extensively. Sub-6GHz 5G 
communication systems have been come into commercial use recently [1]. Meanwhile, the demand for higher 
data rates and broader communication bandwidth stimulates the exploitation of new spectral resources for 5G 
communication [1]-[2]. Millimeter-wave (mm-wave) bands have received much attention in recent years for high-
speed communications resulted from abundant spectrum resources. Particularly, frequency in the range of 24 - 30 
GHz has been selected as the 5G mm-wave communication band by many countries (e.g., China, USA, Korea 
and so on).  

  Dual-band slot antennas have been proposed for their characteristics such as their applicability to planar 
surfaces. They are easy to synthesize into planar circuits and realize high isolation between feeding elements. 
Microstrip antennas with two radiating slots have low radiation gain because of their bi-directional radiation 
patterns [3]. Substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) cavity-backed antennas are proposed, to overcome the 
limitations (in terms of bi-directional radiation patterns, gain, and bandwidth) as a solution [4]. SIW technique 
has been investigated because of the demand to achieve low-cost waveguide components with low temperatures 
and the conventional printed circuit board [5]. SIW technology can give effectively the conventional nonplanar 
waveguide to a planar substrate by using metallic via holes [5]. SIW cavities make the design of cavity-backed 
slot antennas more flexible and less expensive to fabricate. Several techniques have been investigated to enhance 
the bandwidth of the SIW-based cavity-backed antenna [6]-[8]. In [6], it has been reported a slot antenna with a 
cavity using a substrate removal, in which a partially higher bandwidth is obtained by removing the substrate 
lying beneath the resonating slot; in spite of the fact that removing substrate isn't a simple task—it makes the 
structure unpredictable and costly. The bandwidth of the proposed antenna has been increased to 2.16%. A 
compact cavity antenna with onesided ramp-shaped grooves has also been designed in [7] to force the structure 
to work in the first negative-order resonance. The other solutions to improve antenna’s bandwidth are to merge 
multiple resonant modes in an exceedingly single passband [8].  
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This paper presents, the design of dual-band and lowprofile SIW cavity-backed slot antenna supported for the 
fifth-generation (5G) wireless system for Europe, China (24.25 – 27.5 GHz), Korea (26.5 – 29.5 GHz), and USA 
region (27.5 – 28.35 GHz) [2]. Two parallel slots are utilized to obtain dual-band of the SIW cavity-backed 
antenna. To achieve wider bandwidth and high gain, a cavity-backed antenna using via-hole along with the slot 
has been also designed. The proposed antenna has a via-hole along with the slot to create a dual resonance. 

ANTENNA DESIGN 

A. DUAL-BAND SIW CAVITY-BACKED ANTENNA WITH PARALLEL SLOTS    

The proposed slot antenna has been designed at 24-29  GHz on Rogers RT/Duriod 5880 copper laminated 
substrate with a substrate height of 0.508 mm, a dielectric constant of 2.2 and loss tangent (tanδ) of 0.0009. The 
proposed antenna configuration is illustrated in Fig.36-1. The geometrical parameters of the proposed structure 
are shown in Table 36-1. By using the resonant frequency equation, the primary dimensions of the cavity can be 
calculated.  

a ≈ 580.95

√𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟
�

1
4𝑒𝑒𝐻𝐻2−𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿2

  (1) 

b ≈ 580.95

√𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟
�

1
4𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿2−𝑒𝑒𝐻𝐻2

  (2) 

Where a and b represents the length and width of the cavity, respectively (in mm), 𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 stands for the relative 
permittivity of the substrate, and 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿

 , 𝑓𝑓𝐻𝐻 are the resonance frequencies (both are in GHz). These two equations are 
derived from the resonant frequency equation of the rectangular cavity [9]. Its rectangular backed cavity is realized 
by metalized vias arrays. The requisite conditions to make the SIW cavity identical to conventional metallic cavity are 
d/s ≥ 0.5 and d/𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜  ≤ 0.1. In order to avoid the bandgap effect, d < s ≤ 2d must be satisfied.   

To provide the mechanical stability s/𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜  must be greater than 0.05. Two parallel slots are etched on the ground plane 
of the conductor. In order to obtain dual-band, an additional slot is introduced at the bottom plane of the cavity. It is 
observed that the Q factors of the two original modes are considerably reduced and also a new mode is excited in the 
SIW cavity. The strong capacitive load effect introduced by the slot changes the mode of the cavity to a lower frequency 
range and the first antenna band is generated at 24.7 GHz. By optimizing the positions, length and width of the slots,  
higher-order hybrid modes are tuned and combined to form the second band of the proposed dual-band antenna with a 
wider bandwidth. 

 
Figure 36-1 The geometrical configuration of the dual-band SIW cavity-backed antenna with parallel slots 
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Table 36-1 GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA 

Parameter Value (mm) Parameter Value (mm) 

L 18 a 6 
W 14 b 9 
Wf 3.37 SL 4.5 
Lf 8 SW 1 
Lin 2.5 d 0.4 

Wfin 1.68 s 0.6 
d1 3   

All the simulations are performed using a high-frequency structure simulator (HFSS) Ansys version 18.0, 
based on the finite element method (FEM) technique. The corresponding reflection coefficient is shown in Fig. 
36-2. All material losses are taken into account when simulating the results. The simulated resonant frequencies 
are obtained at 24.7 GHz and 27.8 GHz. The simulated -10 dB operating bands are obtained in the range from 
24.1 GHz to 25.4 GHz and from 26.8 GHz to 28.5 GHz with a fractional bandwidth of 5.26% and 6.15% 
respectively. Within the operating frequency band, the radiation diagrams in plane E and plane H are illustrated 
in Fig. 36-3 and Fig. 36-4. The level of cross-polarization in both planes is less than -35 dB with respect to 
copolarization in the direction of maximum radiation at 24.7 GHz and 27.8 GHz. The achieved simulated gain 
value is about 5.45 dBi and 6.15 dBi at 24.7 GHz and 27.8 GHz, respectively. To enhance the bandwidth and 
achieve high gain, siw based cavity-backed antenna via-hole along with the slot is designed. 

 
Figure 36-2 Simulated reflection coefficient (S11) of the dual-band SIW cavitybacked antenna with parallel slots. 

 
Figure 36-3 The radiation patterns of the proposed antenna at 24.7 GHz. 

 
Figure 36-4 The radiation patterns of the proposed antenna at 27.8 GHz. 
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B. CAVITY-BACKED ANTENNA USING VIA-HOLE ALONG WITH THE SLOT  

To enhance the bandwidth, a cavity-backed antenna using via-hole along with the slot has been proposed. All 
the design parameters are the same as discussed for dual-band siw cavity-backed antenna with Parallel slots. The 
proposed antenna configuration is illustrated in Fig.36-5. The occurrence of resonance is observed in a 
conventional cavity-backed slot antenna when the slot has a half wavelength at the operating frequency. The 
cavity size and slot length are two fundamental factors determining the frequency of this resonance. The current 
distribution during the first resonance comprises minimum current flowing to the center and a maximum current 
flows to the edges of the slot in the same direction. Via-hole establishes a connection between the top and bottom 
surface of the cavity creating a new path for the current to flow. At the time of second resonance,  minimum 
current flows to the opposite side of via-hole and maximum current flow to the left edge of the slot. The effective 
length of the slot is shortened at a higher resonance frequency. By moving the position of via-hole, the second 
resonance frequency can be shifted to a higher or lower frequency without any significant effect on the first 
resonance frequency.   

The Return loss i.e (S11) of the antenna was obtained from the simulation in order to formalize the design of 
the antenna is shown in Fig. 36-6. The frequency range used in the simulation is 24 to 29 GHz with a 10 dB return 
loss bandwidth of 4.2 GHz. From the figure, it is observed that two resonances can be merged to ensure wideband 
matching. The fractional bandwidth obtained for S11 < - 10 dB is 15.32% (25.3 GHz – 29.5 GHz). This result 
gives higher fractional BW much higher than the regular SIW slot antenna. 

 

 
(a) Top View 

 
(b) Bottom View 

Figure 36-5 The geometrical configuration of the cavity-backed antenna using via-hole along with the slot. 

 
Figure 36-6 Simulated reflection coefficient (S11) of the cavity-backed antenna using via-hole along with the slot. 
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 The radiation patterns in the plane E and plane H are illustrated in Fig. 36-7 and Fig. 36-8 at 25.9 GHz and 
28.8 GHz respectively. The level of cross-polarization in E-plane is below -28 dB and H–plane is below -35.4 dB 
at 25.9 GHz resonance with respect to co-polarization. The level of crosspolarization in E-plane is below -25 dB 
and H–plane is below -38 dB at 28.8 GHz resonance with respect to copolarization. The simulated gain value is 
7.8 dBi and 9.2 dBi is achieved at 25.9 GHz and 28.8 GHz respectively. This high gain and enhanced bandwidth 
acquired because of viahole along with the slot in the proposed structure. In addition, the planned antenna has an 
easy structure, lightweight, and planer configurations. 

 
Figure 36-7 The radiation patterns of the proposed antenna at 25.9 GHz. 

 
Figure 36-8 . The radiation patterns of the proposed antenna at 28.8 GHz. 

CONCLUSION  

The design of dual-band and low-profile SIW cavitybacked slot antenna for  5G applications has been 
presented. The design provides sufficient bandwidth at all frequencies (24.7 GHz, 27.8 GHz, 27.9 GHz, and 30.8 
GHz) for the 5G applications. The radiation performance of the proposed antenna system is also acceptable. For 
the dual-resonance antenna, a wide bandwidth is achieved by shortening the effective length of the slot at the 
higher frequency using a single via-hole along with the slot. It has been shown that the antenna using via-hole 
along with the slot can achieve high gain and broader bandwidth performance when compared to dual-band 
antenna with parallel slots. It has been shown that the designed antenna system has a miniaturized size and simpler 
topology when compared with similar antennas [10][12], which is an ideal candidate for 5G communications. 
The simulated results show that the proposed antenna system is a good candidate for 5G applications in both the 
USA and Europe regions. 
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ABSTRACT 

Coherent Microwave Photonic Filters (MPFs) are widely discovered for their ability to filter-out high-
frequency microwave signals. In this paper, the analysis of a coherent MPF has been carried out for digital 

data communication using the OptiSystem simulation software. Eye-diagram, constellation diagram, and 
Probability of Error (PoE) have been investigated for the characterization of MPF using 8-DPSK and 64-QAM 
digital modulation schemes. The PoE in received signal is calculated for various optical fiber lengths at digital 
data rate 3 Gbps. Therefore, this analysis would be useful for next generation 5G communication by choosing 

the appropriate modulation scheme and observing various parameters such as Eye-diagram, constellation 
diagram, and PoE. 

Index Terms— Digital modulation Schemes (8-DPSK and 64QAM); Microwave photonic filter; Probability 
of Error; Eyediagram; Constellation diagram. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the recent decade, the multidisciplinary area Microwave Photonics (MWPs) is a prominent area of research 
which offers the simultaneous study of optical and microwave signal in the same platform. Because of its unique 
characteristics, such as realization of delay lines for signal processing  [1], ability to handling of phase and 
amplitude of a signal independently  [2], center frequency tunability, etc., MWP has opened door for [wide range 
of applications. These applications are in the field of defense, RADAR, optical communication, photonic sensing, 
MWP filters, Fiber-to-Home or radio over fiber, etc.  

In fact, new interdisciplinary technology has been adopted for the interface between microwave engineering 
and photonics in the optical domain to filter out high-frequency microwave signal, which is commonly known as 
Microwave Photonic Filters (MPFs). It facilitates the opting of desired frequency from the microwave signals 
through the processing of optical signals and therefore, paid significant contribution in the radar monitoring, 
prediction of unknown frequency, defense and military. At high-frequency microwave signals, these filters 
eliminate the difficulty of higher heat generation and other frequency-dependent losses with conventional 
electrical microwave filters and work efficiently [3], [4], [5]. Incoherent MPF is implemented using delay lines 
under FIR or IIR configuration. The incoherent light source is used for suppressing optical interference while 
using the incoherent MPFs, whereas coherent MPF is realized by using a single wavelength light source without 
any delay line configurations.   

Also, there is no such issue of optical interference in the coherent MPF [6]. It possesses its application in 
nextgeneration 5G communication. Now a days, the demand for high data rates, service quality, and high 
bandwidth of transmission media has been increased due to increasing number of users in wireless network [7]. 
This next generation 5G communication works in millimeter-wave frequency range from 30 GHz to 300 GHz. It 
offers high bandwidth, high speed transmission of multi Gbps data, and also provides space for wireless 
monitoring through sensing network and smart city initiatives [8], [9]. Also, huge wireless transportation is 
possible in 5G communication. For this purpose, high-frequency RF signals are utilized for high speed data 
transmission. However, there is a problem to filter out these high-frequency RF signals using conventional 
electrical filters. Therefore MPFs are considered. In this manuscript, a simple, coherent MPF based on an optical 
Fabry Perot Filter (FPF) is proposed. Also, the analysis of MPF is done for different digital modulation schemes.  
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Digital modulation schemes offer higher security of data, extra information capacity, and obtainability of high 
speed system with excessive-quality of communication. Also, digital modulation schemes transfer higher amounts 
of data in compare to analog modulation schemes. Therefore, in communication systems, digital modulation 
schemes are most commonly used. Where, high-frequency carrier signal will get modulated through binary digital 
data that is imposed through varying amplitude, varying phase, and frequency of carrier signal. Now a days, 
Different types of modulations such as Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK), Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 
(QAM), M-ary Differential Phase Shift Keying (M-DPSK), Mary, PSK (M-PSK), and Quadrature Phase Shift 
Keying (QPSK), etc. are used. M-DPSK is an effective bandwidth digital modulation scheme and broadly used 
in mobile radio where the partial radio bandwidth is available [10]. Whereas, for high-capacity of transmission 
links, M-QAM having high spectral efficiency of optical signals can be generally deployed [11]. As the order of 
modulation schemes increases, the number of bits per symbol are also increasing, and bandwidth has been 
effectively utilized. Here, 8-DPSK (3 bit per symbol) and 64QAM (6 bit per symbol) modulation schemes are 
used.   

In this manuscript, section 2 gives the brief overview of block diagram of proposed MPF. Section 3 provides 
a detailed analysis of proposed coherent MPF where the quality of demodulated data is examined on the basis of 
constellation diagram, eye-diagram, and PoE. 

THEORY 

Thes chematic block diagram of the proposed coherent MPF has been shown in Fig.37-1. This proposed MPF 
consists of a Mach-Zehnder Modulator (MZM) as a Phase Modulator (PM), an optical source, a Photo Detector 
(PD), and a bandpass filter using an optical Fabry Perot Filter (FPF). Here, an optical FPF is an essential element 
of coherent MPF. A laser source is used to generate a high-frequency optical carrier signal. An optical carrier 
signal is incident to MZM, which modulates it by a Radio Frequency (RF) signal that carries digital data.  A 
Pseudo Random Bit Sequence (PRBS) is taken as digital data at rate of 3 Gbps for different digital modulation 
schemes.   

In this analysis, 8-DPSK and 64-QAM digital modulation schemes are used to analyse the performance of 
coherent MPF. At the output of MZM, an intensity modulated signal is obtained, which consists of optical carrier, 
upper and lower sidebands. The intensity modulated signal is passed through the FPF to filter out undesired 
sidebands by selecting a particular Free Spectral Range (FSR). At the output of FPF, an optical carrier signal and 
first-order upper sideband are obtained. This optical carrier signal and first-order upper sideband beat upon PD. 
An RF signal is generated at the output of PD. An electrical amplifier is used to amplify RF signal. After 
amplification process, an RF signal is demodulated using 8-DPSK and 64QAM digital demodulation schemes. 
Thus, A digital data is successfully recovered. Further, the received digital data is analysed on the basis of 
probability of error, eye diagram, and constellation diagram. 

 
Figure 37-1 Block diagram of coherent microwave photonic filter 
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SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS  

The experimental setup is conducted and simulated on the commercial OptiSystem simulation software 
platform. The filter response of proposed coherent MPF based on FPF is analysed. Fig.37-2 shows the filter 
response for sweeping range of frequency from 0 to 60 GHz of proposed coherent MPF. In this figure, it can be 
observed that the filter gives high-frequency response at only 30 GHz frequency apart from this frequency; the 
power will be degraded. The bandwidth of FPF is 0.1 GHz, and FSR is 30 GHz. The proposed coherent MPF 
filter is tuned at 30 GHz frequency. It works as bandpass filter.   

 
Figure 37-2 Filter Response of Fabry Perot Filter. 

Fig.37-3 shows the schematic diagram of modulation system. Where, initially, a PRBS is generated at data 
rate 3 Gbps by using a periodic pseudo random sequence generator and converted into two bit sequences, i.e., in-
phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q) sequence using 8-DPSK and 64-QAM sequence generator. Further, I and Q 
bit sequences are applied to two different M-ary pulse generator and converted into two  

 
Figure 37-3 Schematic diagram of modulation system. 

M-ary pulse form. A constellation diagram which shows digital modulated signal for 8-DPSK and 64-QAM 
digital modulation scheme, as shown in Fig. 37-4, is obtained using an electrical constellation visualizer that is 
connected between two M-ary pulse generator.  

I and Q M-ary pulse waveforms are transferred and get modulated at high frequency 30 GHz using quadrature 
modulator. A RF signal is generated at 30 GHz and transmitted through wireless media.  At receiver end, the RF 
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signal is received at antenna and used as a modulating signal that modulates an optical carrier signal at frequency 
193.1 THz using MZM. An intensity modulated signal is obtained at the output terminal of MZM, which is shown 
in Fig.37-4.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 37-4  Ideal constellation diagram at input for (a) 8-DPSK and (b) 64QAM 

Fig. 37-5 depicts an optical carrier signal, upper and lower sidebands. The optical carrier signal at frequency 
193.1 THz and upper sideband at frequency 193.13 THz or adjacent sidebands are separated by 30 GHz frequency 
same as an RF signal frequency. Therefore, an intensity modulated signal is passed through an FPF that is tuned 
at 193.1 with Free Spectral Range (FSR) of 30 GHz frequency. An optical carrier and upper sideband are beaten 
upon a PD, and an electrical RF signal at 30 GHz frequency is observed. The received RF signal gets amplified 
by an electrical amplifier.  

 
Figure 37-5 An intensity modulated signal at MZM output. 

Fig. 37-6 shows schematic diagram of demodulation system. Further, a received RF signal is demodulated and 
converted into I and Q electrical signal using quadrature demodulator. Furthermore, I and Q waveform are applied 
to different M-ary threshold detector that approximates signal to desired threshold level. An electrical 
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constellation visualizer is connected between different M-ary threshold detector to observe the constellation 
diagrams of received signal using 8-DPSK and 64-QAM digital modulation scheme, as shown in Fig. 37-7. 

 
Figure 37-6 Schematic diagram of demodulation system. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 37-7 Constellation diagram at output for (a) 8-DPSK and (b) 64-QAM 

Because of noise added in received signal, the symbol points have been shifted from their ideal coded value. 
After detecting an RF electrical signal, a channel recovery circuit is required for minimizing error at receiver end 
for demodulating of digital data.  Due to large carrier-frequency offsets and optical noise, large phase errors are 
introduced in received signal, that can also be tolerated [12]. Carrier recovery circuit estimates and compensates 
the phase offset of the signal, and the frequency offset between the Local Oscillator (LO) and the signal [13].  

However, some noise factors are remaining present in demodulated signal, which cannot be removed using 
carrier recovery circuit. Therefore, an ideal constellation diagram could not be recovered at receiver end. 8-DPSK 
has less symbol errors in compare to 64-QAM because of larger distance between adjacent symbol points in I and 
Q plane. Moreover, the outputs of different M-ary threshold detector are decoded using 8-DPSK and 64-QAM 
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sequence decoder. After decoding of signal, a RZ pulse generator is used to convert decoded data into electrical 
pulse form. A digital input data is effectively recovered at 3 Gbps data rate.  

The performance of the system is evaluated by measuring an essential factor known as eye-diagram. At the 
output of quadrature modulator, an eye-diagram of received in-phase Mary signal for 8-DPSK and 64-QAM is 
obtained by using an eye-diagram visualizer tool, which is shown in Fig. 37-8. By observing eye-diagram, the 
presence of Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) which limits signal to noise ratio, and quality of recovered digital 
data can be determined in high speed digital transmission.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 37-8 Eye diagram of received signal for (a) 8-DPSK and (b) 64-QAM 

The eye opening for 8-DPSK signal is larger than 64-QAM because of more ISI existing in 64-QAM signal. 
But, whenever the data rate starts to increase, the opening of eye-diagram for 8-DPSK tends to decrease and 
become lesser than 64-QAM, which will still remain the same. Therefore, 64-QAM performs better and gives 
better results than 8-DPSK for higher data rate [14][15].   

 
Figure 37-9 Probability of error vs. received power 

Another important parameter, i.e., Probability of Error (PoE) of demodulated digital data, is investigated to 
characterize the performance of digital communication system. In this manuscript, the performance of coherent 
MPF has been examined for various optical fiber lengths. The Fig. 37-9 shows that the PoE is continuously 
changing as the optical fiber length is varying from 0 to 100 Km for both modulation scheme 8DPSK and 64-
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QAM. PoE should be as low as possible so that the performance of system will be better. Hence, from this graph, 
it can be depicted that for 64-QAM, the PoE starts to increase from 10-9 after 29 Km length of optical fiber. 
However, for 8-DPSK, the PoE starts to increase from 10-9 after 8 Km length of optical fiber. Generally, the 
acceptable PoE is in the range of 10-9 or lower than this value. It is considered as optimum PoE in digital 
communication system. For larger distance and higher data rate, 64-QAM is preferred. This simulation 
experiment of coherent MPF is analyzed and justified for digital communication. This examination of analysis of 
coherent MPF will be useful in next generation 5G communication setup. 

CONCLUSION  

The simulation analysis of coherent microwave photonic filter has been analysed for different digital 
modulation scheme through the OptiSystem simulation software. Furthermore, 8-DPSK and 64-QAM digital 
modulation and demodulation schemes has been investigated in which it has been found that 64-QAM offers 
better performance than 8-DPSK scheme. Also, different parameters such as constellation diagram, eyediagram, 
and probability of error has been investigated, which indicated that the 64-QAM would be more suitable for the 
optical communication, like, 5G optical communication than 8DPSK. 
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ABSTRACT 

In order to analyze the optical properties of the hybrid mode, such as propagation loss, as well as the modal 
index of the hybrid dielectric loaded plasmonic waveguide (HDLPW), the waveguide width and thickness of 

dielectric regions have been varied at the working wavelength of 1550 nm under the restraint of optical power 
in the low-index region. The hybrid mode investigation for the propagation of hybrid fundamental and higher 

order modes have been done in the present work to find out the optimum dimension of the HDLPW. For 
applications of the sensor, multimode propagation has a vital role. Propagation length about 443 µm and 

confinement of light in the spacer region approximate 31 % have been achieved with the optimal waveguide 
dimension of 200 nm × 50 nm (width × thickness) of the spacer region of the HDLPW. Nano-scale optical 
devices are beneficial for development of the advanced optical communication devices that can support the 

efficient implementation of 5G communications and networks. 

Index Terms— Hybrid Plasmonic waveguide, Surface Plasmon polariton, Hybrid Mode, Advanced optical 
communication. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the present scenario, technology requires the high bandwidth communication services, such as high quality- 
videos/images transfer, cloud computing and data collection systems. Now days, over the internet in every minute, 
decades of video are being viewed and uploaded [1, 2]. To handle very huge number of data or user, there is a 
requirement of larger bandwidth, which can be provided by the optical communication systems and networks. 
For the optical communications, optical waveguides, optical logic gates, optical multiplexer, optical filter, optical 
switch, etc. are the basic devices. In order to achieve the high optical integrations, these basic optical devices have 
to be improved with minimum size and smaller losses. The minimum size of optical devices can be realized 
through both the dielectric and plasmonic waveguides. However, the power loss in dielectric waveguides is 
significantly lower as compared to plasmonic waveguides, but the dielectric waveguides are suffering from 
diffraction limit [3, 4]. The diffraction limit of the dielectric waveguide is the major issue for the minimization of 
the size of the waveguides and devices. Moreover, the diffraction limit problem can be solved by using plasmonic 
mechanism. In the plasmonic waveguide, the structure is consists of dielectric material and metal, which is helpful 
to propagate the light through true nano-scale size (< 100 nm) due to surface Plasmon polaritons (SPPs). At the 
optical wavelength range, the metal has complex permittivity which causes more power loss. Therefore, the 
problem arises from both dielectric and plasmonic mechanisms can be resolved using the concept of hybrid 
plasmonic waveguide, which is basically the combination of these two mechanisms [5-16]. The devices based on 
hybrid plasmonic waveguide are very helpful to connect optics with electronics. In the hybrid plasmonic 
waveguide, lower refractive index material must be interfaced with metal to achieve the low propagation loss. 
Usually, the hybrid mode is transverse magnetic (TM) nature because plasmonic mode has only TM nature [5]. 
Different arrangement of the waveguide based on the hybrid plasmonic mechanism has been explained such as, 
hybrid metalinsulator-metal [5-11], hybrid insulator-metal-insulator [7], hybrid dielectric loaded plasmonic 
waveguide [12-14], hybrid plasmonic using metal cap [6, 15-17] and hybrid metal insulator [17]. Fundamental 
mode propagation has less propagation loss, which is beneficial for the requirement of the optical device based 
on large propagation length. Multimode propagation is applicable for bio-sensing applications [18-20]. For the 
understanding of the monolithic integration of passive optical devices, silicon-on-insulator based hybrid 
plasmonic waveguide is a benefit. CMOS technology is adaptable with this technology and has the potential of 
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monolithic integration with electronic devices. PTFE-based hybrid dielectric loaded plasmonic waveguide 
(HDLPW) can be useful for the realization of monolithic integration with active optical devices.  

In this paper, the hybrid mode investigation of the HDLPW has been done in terms of propagation loss and 
modal index, at the operating wavelength (λ) of 1550 nm by changing the waveguide width and thickness of low-
index and high-index regions. Further, to analysis, optical properties (in terms of confinement factor and loss 
propagation) of fundamental hybrid mode of the HDLPW by varying in thickness of dielectric regions (both low- 
and high- index).   

This work is organized as follows. Section II demonstrates the three dimensional view of HDLPW structure 
and the properties of materials. In section III, the method of numerical analysis, i.e., the finite element method 
has been described briefly. Section IV examines the variations of modal index and propagation loss with varying 
of HDLPW dimensions. The conclusion of this work has been provided in section V. 

DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE  

Figure 38-1 shows the three dimensional view of the structure of HDLPW. In the z-direction, the light is 
propagating and optical power is confined in the x-y plane. The HDLPW structure consists of a spacer/low-index 
dielectric region, sandwiched between high-index dielectric region and metal layer and dielectric is loaded with 
metal that means the width of the metal region is greater than the width of the dielectric region. Here,  𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the 
thickness of low-index/spacer region and 𝑠𝑠ℎ represents high-index region thickness. The width of the hybrid 
dielectric loaded plasmonic waveguide is considered as W. Indium gallium arsenide phosphide (InGaAsP) is used 
as high refractive-index material, which has a relative permittivity of 11.32 [18], and polytetrafluoroethylene 
(PTFE) is used as a low refractive - index/spacer region, with relative permittivity of 1.7 [4, 10]. PTFE is useful 
for nonlinear applications and is of low cost. InGaAsP has nonlinear material properties with low nonlinear loss. 
The permittivity of silver (Ag) is calculated by Drude model, which defines the permittivity as [10],  

𝜀𝜀 =  𝜀𝜀∞ − 𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝
2

𝑤𝑤2+𝑗𝑗𝑤𝑤𝑗𝑗
  (1) 

where, Ɛ∞ = 1,  which represents the dielectric constant at infinite angular frequency, bulk plasma frequency 
and damping frequency for silver are denoted as 𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝 (= 1.39 × 106 𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒⁄  )and  𝛿𝛿 (= 3.08 × 1013 per sec) 
respectively. Hence, at working wavelength of 1550 nm, the permittivity of silver can be obtained -129 + 3.3i. 
Here, the substrate material is PTFE, and air is a cladding material. All the analysis of the optical properties of 
the hybrid mode of the HDLPW has been done at 1550 nm.. 

 
Figure 38-1 Three-dimensional view of HDLPW 

METHOD OF MODE ANALYSIS  

To investigate the hybrid mode characteristic of the hybrid plasmonic waveguide, different numerical methods 
such as, finite difference frequency domain (FDFD) method [19], finite element method (FEM) [5, 6, 8, 11] and 
finite difference time domain (FDTD) method [13] have been reported in literature.   
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In this paper, to analyze the hybrid mode characteristics of the HDLPW, COMSOL Multiphysics simulator 
has been used, which is basically based on FEM. In the 2-D FEM, all boundaries considered as perfect electric 
conductor with extra fine mesh size. The thickness of the silver layer is considered as 100 nm, to abolish the effect 
of metal (Ag) layer on the hybrid mode within the spacer region, whereas, the plasmonic skin depth of silver 
assumed constant about 20 nm at the near-infrared wavelengths. For the investigation of multimode, firstly the 
height (thicknesses) of spacer/low- and high-index regions are fixed along the y-axis at 50 nm and 150 nm, 
respectively. If the width of the waveguide is increased, then the number of propagating modes also increases. 
Figure 38-2 shows the mode profile of the various modes of HDLPW, where it has been observed that the optical 
power is restricted in the low-index region. Different possible hybrid modes for this particular dielectric loaded 
waveguide structure are fundamental hybrid mode(TM00), first hybrid mode (TM01) and second hybrid mode 
(TM02 ). The hybrid mode profile analysis has also been performed by varying the thickness of the dielectric 
regions. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 38-2 Mode profile of TM modes (a) TM00 (fundamental mode) (b) TM01 (first mode) (c) TM02 (second mode) of 
the HDLPW 

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Modal index and propagation length of the hybrid mode is carry out from real and imaginary part of effective 
index, respectively. The real part of effective index has been calculated as, 𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒(𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓) = 𝛽𝛽⁄𝑘𝑘, where 𝛽𝛽 is the 

constant and 𝑘𝑘 is the wave number for the free space medium. propagation 
length (𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙 ) of a hybrid mode is a distance at which the optical power Propagation 

is decreased to 36.7 % of the initial optical power and it can be measured as [8],  

(1) 

  

where, 𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠(𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓) represents an effective index of imaginary part and 𝜆𝜆 is the working wavelength.  
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A. EFFECT OF WIDTH OF THE HDLPW ON HYBRID MODE PROFILE  

In this part, thickness of the dielectric region is fixed as 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  50 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 , 𝑠𝑠ℎ = 150 nm  and only the waveguide 
width of the HDLPW is varying from 100 nm to 1800 nm. The purpose of analysis of the hybrid mode to achieved 
smaller size of the optical devices and low propagation loss. Hybrid mode is only those modes whose optical 
power is mostly confined in the low - index region. However, the propagation of the higher order hybrid model 
has been useful for sensing applications. When the width of the waveguide is increases, it causes the propagation 
of higher order hybrid modes in the hybrid plasmonic waveguide. Figure 38-3 shows the real part of the effective 
index of the hybrid modes at 1550 nm for the HDLPW. The figure clearly indicates that, the number of hybrid 
modes increases with the increase in the waveguide  width. At minimum width of the waveguide, where the light 
is  propagating through the spacer/low-index region is known as cutoff width of the hybrid mode. Here,  TM00 

(fundamental mode) does not show cutoff width, but the cutoff widths for TM01 and TM02  are 700 nm and 1200 
nm, respectively for the current hybrid plasmonic waveguide structures.   

The propagation length of all three hybrid modes of the hybrid plasmonic waveguide is almost constant after 
a certain increase in waveguide width, which is illustrated in Fig. 38-4. The figure shows that TM00,  TM01 and   

TM02 have a uniform propagation length after 500 nm, 1400 nm and 1600 nm, respectively. Moreover, the 
propagation loss is increasing with the higher order modes of  the waveguide. So, propagation length is greater in 
the fundamental mode in comparison to higher mode.  

 
Figure 38-3 Effective index for fundamental (TM00), 

first (TM01) and second (TM02) hybrid modes with 
waveguide width of the HDLPW. 

 
Figure 38-4 Propagation length for fundamental 

(TM00), first (TM01) and second (TM02 ) modes with 
waveguide width of the HDLPW 

B. EFFECT OF THICKNESS OF HIGH-INDEX REGION  

In this section, the waveguide width of HDLPW is fixed to 1500 nm to investigate the higher order hybrid 
mode profiles. The thickness of the low-index region is considered as 50 nm. To observe the variations in the 
hybrid mode profile of the HDLPW with the variations of thickness of the high - index region, Fig. 38-5 illustrates 
the relation between the thickness of the high - index region and real part of the effective index. The figure clearly 
indicates that the real part of the effective index increases with increasing thickness of the high - index region, 
which shows that for the significantly larger thickness of the high - index region, the hybrid mode of the hybrid 
plasmonic waveguide turns toward the dielectric waveguide. The fundamental mode propagates for all the 
assumed values of thickness of the high - index region, whereas, the first and second modes are propagating in 
the waveguide, if 𝑠𝑠ℎ ≥ 75 nm and 100 nm, respectively. Figure 5 shows that the effective index of the fundament 
hybrid mode is more than other higher order modes, which indicates the strength of the electric field, along the 
y-axis is more, so it is confined large power in the low-index region. The cutoff thickness of the high - index 
region is defined as the minimum thickness of the waveguide from which optical power starts to propagate in the 
spacer region. Here, fundamental hybrid mode  is no cutoff thickness, while for the first and second hybrid modes 
it is around 75 nm and 100 nm, respectively. Figure 38-6. shows that propagation length variations by changing 
of the thickness of the high-index region. The propagation length of the fundamental hybrid mode is firstly 
decreases, after certain value its get saturated and then increases with thickness of the high - index region, but the 
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higher order hybrid mode is only saturated and increases with the thickness of InGaAsP. The figure shows that 
the propagation length of the fundamental mode is quite larger than higher order mode.  

 
Figure 38-5 Effective index for fundamental (TM00) 

and first (TM01) modes with the thickness of InGaAsP of 
the HDLPW 

 
Figure 38-6 Propagation length for fundamental 

(TM00) and first (TM01), modes with thickness of 
InGaAsP of the HDLPW 

C. EFFECT OF THICKNESS OF LOW-INDEX REGION  

In this section, the waveguide width of the HDLPW is fixed at 1500 nm for the analysis of hybrid mode 
profiles of fundamental and higher order modes. The thickness of highindex region  (𝑠𝑠ℎ)   is assumed  as 150 nm. 
The investigation of the hybrid mode profile has been observed by varying the thickness of the low - index region 
of the hybrid plasmonic waveguide. Figure 38-7. indicates that modal index decreases with increasing value of 
the thickness of the low-index region. With the significant increase in the thickness of spacer region, the nature 
of hybrid mode turns towards the plasmonic mode. Fig. 38-8 illustrate that the thickness of the spacer region is 
increasing, propagation length increases. Figure clearly shows that fundamental mode is low propagation loss as 
compared to higher order mode.   

D. EFFECT OF THICKNESS DIELECTRIC REGION OF FUNDAMENTAL MODE OF THE 
HDLPW  

In this section, To investigate the optical properties of the fundamental hybrid mode of the HDLPW, the width 
of the waveguide is fixed at 200 nm. From the above section analysis, conclude that fundamental mode is less 
propagation loss. Figure 38-9(a). indicates that real part of the effective index is decreasing as thickness of low-
index increases and highindex decreases. Which indicates that smaller values of the high - index region is 
plasmonic nature and also higher value of the low - index region is plasmonic nature. If increasing the value of 

 
Figure 38-7 Effective index for fundamental (TM00) 

and first (TM01) modes with the thickness of PTFE of the 
HDLPW 

 
Figure 38-8 Propagation length for fundamental 

(TM00) and first (TM01), modes with  thickness of PTFE 
of the HDLPW 
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thickness in spacer region is plasmonic because hybrid mode turns toward pure plasmonic as Ag-PTFE. At a 
constant spacer thickness, if thickness of the high - index region is increasing then hybrid modes again turn toward 
plasmonic nature but due to Ag-InGaAsP. For the hybrid mode, choose between them according to the 
requirement of propagation length and confinement of light. Figure 38-9(b). illustrated that propagation length is 
increasing as increases thickness of low-index region.  

To optimize the dimension of the hybrid plasmonic waveguide by using of the confinement factor of light. 
However, confinement factor is associated with the power (energy) confined in the low-index region of the hybrid 
mode in the hybrid plasmonic waveguides. It is defined as the ratio of the optical power propagating through 
spacer region (𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 ) to the total optical power ( 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙 ) propagating through the hybrid plasmonic waveguide 
and in percent, it is  expressed as [21],  

 
Here,  the optical power of time-averaged Pointing vector along the z-axis in the spacer region represents as 

𝑃𝑃𝑧𝑧𝑛𝑛(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) and 𝑃𝑃𝑧𝑧(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) indicates the total optical power of the timeaveraged Pointing vector along the z-axis of the 
whole waveguide structure. confinement factor in the terms of percentage is shown in fig. 38-9(c). figure clearly 
indicate  that confinement of light is firstly increases, then saturated with the thickness of the dielectric region.  If 
𝑠𝑠ℎ > 170 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 and 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 > 40 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠, confinement of light, almost maximum at lower dimension. So optimal dimension 
for HDLPW are W = 200 nm, 𝑠𝑠ℎ = 170 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 and 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 40 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 , at which propagation length and confinement factor 
443µm and 0.3 respectively.  

 
Figure 38-9(a) Effective index for fundamental mode 
with thickness of  dielectric region of the HDLPW 

 
Figure 38-9 (b) Propagation length for fundamental 

mode with thickness of  dielectric region of the HDLPW 

 
Figure 38-9 (c) confinement factor for fundamental mode with thickness of  dielectric region of the HDLPW 
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CONCLUSION    

In the current work, the optical properties of the hybrid modes have been investigated for the hybrid dielectric 
loaded plasmonic waveguide. The analysis of the modal index and propagation loss of HDLPW structure has 
been done by changing the waveguide dimensions. The hybrid mode investigation has been achieved for both 
fundamental and higher order hybrid modes. The propagation of multimode is a key factor for the bio-sensor 
devices. For the multimode propagations, propagation length of the hybrid mode is better than higher order modes. 
Further, we investigated the optical properties (such as propagation loss and confinement factor) of the hybrid 
fundamental mode of the HDLPW by variants of the thickness of dielectric region (both low- and high-index 
regions). Propagation length about 443 μm and confinement of light in the spacer region approximate 31 % have 
been achieved with the optimal waveguide dimension of 200 nm × 50 nm (width × thickness) of the spacer region 
of the HDLPW. This analysis is beneficial for the nano-scale optical devices such as power splitter, sensors, 
directional coupler, all-logic gates, etc. based on hybrid plasmonic mechanism. For future purposes, optical 
devices are solving the problem of interconnecting between electronics and optics technology. Nano-scale optical 
devices are beneficial for development of the advanced optical communication devices that can support the 
efficient implementation of 5G communications and networks. 
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ABSTRACT 

For a system fault tolerance is the ability to do the work without any interference. In present era wireless 
sensor network has wide role or a variety of applications with unlimited future scopes. In Wireless Sensor 

Networks there are several types of failures just because of various environmental hazards, such as 
interference, internal factures(battery failure, hardware failure, link errors, DoS attack, processor failure, 

transceiver failure etc., which affects the whole transmission and therefore the deployment of Wireless Sensor 
Network is not effective. In this manner fault tolerance is most critical issue in Wireless Sensor Networks. This 
paper presents, how the faulty nodes of mobile communication can be detect and mitigate. It is very tough to 

monitor the WSNs continuously by manual operator, so there is a requirement of a system which is in capable 
of overcoming the failures and can send the data in proper manner. The WSN should be designed in such a way 

that it should be able to find out the faulty nodes, try to resolve and then transmit the sensed data if any fault 
occurs and make the fault free network by improving fault tolerance capability. In this paper we have proposed 

an algorithm for fault detection, which will rectify the fault and make the network fault free, ultimately 
maximizes the efficiency of the cluster and improves the network performance. 

Index Terms— fault detection, wireless sensor networks (WSNs), fault tolerance, mobile node management. 

INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have received significant attention in recent years due to their potential 
application in military sensing, wildlife tracking, traffic surveillance, health care, environment monitoring, 
building structures monitoring, etc. WSNs can be treated as a special family of wireless ad hoc network [1]. Each 
sensor node is equipped with a sensing unit, which is used to capture events of interest, and a wireless transceiver, 
which is used to transform the captured events back to the base station called sink node .Sensor nodes collaborate 
with each other to perform tasks of data sensing, data communication, and data processing [2]. Nodes in WSNs 
are prone to failure due to energy depletion, hardware failure, communication link errors, malicious attack, and 
soon. Unlike the cellular networks and ad hoc networks where energy has no limits in base stations or batteries 
can be replaced as needed, nodes in sensor networks have very limited energy and their batteries cannot usually 
be recharged or replaced due to hostile or hazardous environments. So, one important characteristic of sensor 
networks is the stringent power budget of wireless sensor nodes. Two components of a sensor node, sensing unit 
and wireless transceiver, usually directly interact with the environment, which is subject to Variety of physical, 
chemical, and biological factors. Fault tolerant computing can be defined as “The ability to execute specified 
algorithms correctly regardless of hardware failure and software errors” [2-3]. Five level of fault tolerance are 
physical layer, hardware layer, system software layer, middleware layer and application layer. Basically the 
technology of fault tolerant computing encompasses theory and techniques of fault and error detection and 
correction, modelling, analysis, synthesis, and architecture of fault- tolerant system and their evaluation. The 
complexity of this subject area can be viewed in a different way. It need computer that would sustain essential 
operation even under multiple hardware failures and software errors [4]. This implies the requirement of “self-
repairing” and highly reconfigurable computer. Moreover we address five categories of applications: node 
placement, topology control, target and event detection, data gathering and aggregation, and sensor surveillance. 
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FAULT TOLERANCE AT DIFFERENT LEVELS  

On the basis of study it classify fault tolerance in WSNs into four levels i.e. hardware layer, software layer, 
network communication layer, and application layer [3-4].  

A. LAYER OF HARDWARE   

Faults here can be caused by malfunction of any hardware component of a sensor node, such as memory, 
battery, and microprocessor. Three main reasons causing hardware failure are: sensor node will not always use 
the highest quality components, strict energy constraints restrict long and reliable performance of sensor nodes, 
sensor networks are often deployed in harsh and hazardous environment which affect normal operation of sensor 
nodes [2].   

B. LAYER OF  SOFTWARE  

This consist of two components system software (such as operating system) and middleware (such as 
communication, routing).Software bugs are a common source of error in WSNs. Since it is difficult to provide 
fault tolerance in economic way in hardware level of sensor node, it is expected at the middleware level [1-3].  

C. LAYER FOR NETWORK COMMUNICATION  

Faults in this layer are the faults on wireless communication links which can be caused by radio interference 
of sensor nodes[11]. The standard way to enhance the performance of wireless communication is to use aggressive 
error correction schemes and retransmission. These two methods may cause promote delay of operation [2-3].  

D.  APPLICATION LAYER  

Fault tolerance can be addressed also at the application layer. An approach for fault tolerance cannot be directly 
applied to other applications. It requires proper addressing of fault tolerance in different applications, on a case 
by case basis. A WSN is a self-organised network that consists of a large number of low- costs and low –powered 
sensor devices, called sensor nodes .which can be deployed on the ground, in the air, in vehicles, on bodies, under 
water, and inside buildings.    

FAULT DETECTION AND RECOVERY  

 To tackle faults in a WSN, the system should fellow two main steps. The first step is fault detection. It is to 
detect that a specific functionality is faculty, and to predict it will continue to function properly in the near future 
[5]. After the system detects a fault, fault recovery is the second step to enable the system to recover from the 
faults. Basically, there are two types of detection techniques: self –diagnosis and cooperative diagnosis [6].Some 
fault that can be determined by a sensor node itself can adopt self diagnosis detection.  

For example, a sensor node itself can detect fault caused by depletion of battery. The remaining battery of the 
sensor node can be predicted by measuring current battery voltage. Another example is the detection of failure 
links. A sensor node may detect that some link to one of its neighbours is faulty if the node does not receive any 
message from the neighbour within a predetermined interval. However, there are some kinds of fault that require 
cooperative diagnosis among a set of sensor nodes [5-6]. Recovery is defined as the continuation of system 
functions after the incidence of an error with data integrity. In a total system environment it is a problem requiring 
both hardware and software aids. An essential requirement is that error propagation must be minimized and any 
damaged data must be reconstructed before restarting. The most common used technique for fault recovery is 
replication or redundancy of components that are prone to be failure [4]. 

For example, WSNs are usually used to periodically monitor a region and forward sensed data to a base station. 
When some nodes fail to provide data, the base station still gets sufficient data if redundant sensor nodes are 
deployed in the region. Multiple path routing is another example. In the case of providing single route, a requested 
call cannot be set up or be maintained if some nodes/links along the route fail. Keeping a set of candidate routes 
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provides high reliability of the routes for routing. It requires K-connectivity of the network if it is able to tolerate 
failure of K-1 nodes.  

NODE PLACEMENTS IN TWO-TIERED WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK  

 Sensor nodes are prone to failure, one approach to improving reliability and prolonging lifetime of WSNs is 
the introduction of two-tiered network architecture [7]. The architecture employs some powerful relay nodes 
whose main function is to gather information from sensor nodes and relay the information to the sink. Relay nodes 
serve as a backbone of the network. They are more powerful than sensor nodes in terms of energy storage, 
computing, and communication capabilities. The network is partitioned into a set of clusters and the relay nodes 
act as cluster heads and they are connected with each other to perform the data forwarding task [5-6]. Each cluster 
has only one cluster head and each sensor belongs to at least one cluster, such that sensor nodes can switch to 
backup cluster heads when current cluster head is not available [7]. In each cluster, sensor nodes collect raw data 
and report to the cluster head. The cluster head analyzes the raw data, extracts useful information, and then 
generates outgoing packets with much smaller size to the sink via multichip paths. A fault in transmitter can cause 
the relay nodes to stop transmitting tasks to the sensors as well as relaying the data to the sink. Data sent by the 
sensors will be lost if the receiver of a relay node fails. So, a communication link fault on a sensor requires the 
sensor to be reallocated to other cluster heads within communication range [4-5-7]. If faults occur in inter-cluster 
heads, another multichip path should reconnect the two corresponding cluster heads. Thus to handle general 
communication faults, there should be at least two node-disjoint paths between each pair of relay nodes in the 
network [4].  

An intuitive objective of relay node placement in two-tiered WSNs is to place the minimum number of relay 
nodes so that some degree of fault tolerance can be achieved. A lot of work has been done on the minimum 
placement of relay nodes for fault tolerance in two-tiered WSNs. It does not employ relay nodes and two-tiered 
architecture but it can be reduced to the same placement problem in two-tiered architecture by setting uniform 
communication ranges for both sensor nodes and relay nodes [8]. So in this paper we focus on relay node 
placement problem in two-tiered networks in this section. There are variant dentitions on the problem of minimum 
placement of relay nodes. The problem can be described as follows. If given a set of sensor nodes that are 
randomly distributed in a region and their location, some relay nodes are needed to be placed on the region for 
forwarding data to the sink, such that each sensor node is covered by at least one relay node. The objective is to 
minimize the number of relay nodes that make the network k-connected. It is assumed that the original sensor 
network is 2-connected and sensor nodes also participate in forwarding of the data. The objective is to guarantee 
that at least two relay nodes cover each sensor node and the network of relay nodes is 2-connect. Since sensor 
nodes usually have limited computing and communication capability, and especially very limited energy resource, 
it restricts application of the algorithm.  

A. FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM IS AS FOLLOWS  

Given, 

• A set of sensor nodes S in a region  
• A uniform communication radius d   
• The problem is to place a set of relay nodes R, such that   

o The whole network G is connected   
o G is 2-connected.   

 The objective of the problem is to minimize |R| where |R| denotes the number of relay nodes in R.The authors 
proposed a (6 C ")-approximation solution for the case 1 of the minimum relay node placement problem (MRP-
1 for short), and then proposed a (24C")-approximation solution for case 2 (MRP-2 for short), where " is an 
arbitrary positive number and running time is polynomial when " is fixed. The solutions were further extended to 
the scenario where communication radii of sensor nodes and relay nodes are different. The basic idea of the 
solutions is to partition the problem into two phases. The 1st phase is to place some relay nodes to cover all sensor 
nodes [3-5]. The second phase is to add more relay nodes to make the whole network connected=2-connected.The 
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solution is based on two fundamental works. The first is the covering with disks problem. Given a set of points 
in the plane, the problem is to identify the mini- mum set of disks with prescribed radius to cover all the points. 
In a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for this problem was proposed. That is, for any given error, 
the ratio of the solution found by the scheme to the optimal solution is not larger than. The running time is 
polynomial when € is fixed. The scheme was called min-disk-cover scheme. The other fundamental work is the 
Steiner tree problem with minimum number of Steiner points. Given a set of terminals in the Euclidean plane, the 
problem is to find a Steiner tree such that each edge in the tree has length at most d and the number of Steiner 
points is minimized. Du et al. proposed a 2.5-approximation algorithm for the STP-MSP. The algorithm was 
called STP-MSP algorithm. Note that sensor nodes do not participate in data forwarding. STP-MSP algorithm 
cannot be directly applied to the problem. Based on earlier foundational works, the (6 + €) approximation 
algorithm for MRP-1 is as follows.  

B.  ALGORITHM FOR THE SOLUTION  

 Step 1: To search the relay nodes R  

• Input: S, a set of sensor nodes with locations. €, any given error that is larger than 0. d , the 
communication radius of sensor nodes and relay nodes.  

• Output: G, a connected network including sensor nodes and relay nodes.  
• Use the min-disk-cover scheme to place a set of relay nodes R1, such that for8s 2 S; 9r 2 R1, and 

recovers.   
• Use R1 as an input of the STP-MSP algorithm to place additional relay nodes R2, such that G is 

connected.   
• Output G and the position of each relay node. 

 
Figure 39-1 Communication circle of sensor 

Step 2:   

• Input: S , a set of sensor nodes with locations.€ any given error that is larger than 0. d , the 
communication radius of sensor nodes and relay nodes.  

• Output: G, a 2-connected network including sensor nodes and relay nodes.  
• Run algorithm 1 to get a set of relay nodes R, such that S C R is connected.   
• Add three backup nodes in the communication circle of each r 2 R. The set of all backup nodes in 

this step is denoted by R0  
• Output G and positions of relay nodes in R C R0  

 Step 3:  

• Input: R _ r > 0, "> 0, and set of sensor nodes X D fx1; : : :; xn g.  
• Output: Set of relay nodes Y D fy1; y l g.  
• Apply 5-approximation algorithm in [23] to place set of relay nodes  
• Z D fz1 ; : : :; zk g, such that the resulting network is connected.   
• Duplicate each of the relay nodes in Z to obtain Y  
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Figure 39-2 Adding backup nodes to the communication circle of r 

ANOTHER APPROACH (TOPOLOGY CONTROL)  

Although node placement provides a method to achieving fault tolerance in a WSN, the property of fault 
tolerance may be not valid due to movements and energy depletion of nodes. Therefore, topology control is 
required to construct and maintain the property of fault tolerance in WSNs [9]. A faulttolerant topology control 
protocol was proposed it first constructs a Connected Dominating Set (CDS) as a backbone of the network. For 
each node in the CDS, it adds necessary neighbours of the node to the backbone, such that it meets the required 
vertex connectivity degree. The power on/off model is adopted to turn on the nodes in the backbone to meet 
connectivity requirement, and other unnecessary nodes are off. Period rotation is used to keep the fairness among 
nodes.  

There are several selection metrics. One is powerbase selection: the node in CDS selects nodes with more 
power one by one till the resulting graph is local k vertex connected [10]. Another metric is connection degree. 
The nodes with higher connection degree are first selected. It is because that the nodes with higher connection 
degree are supposed to have shorter delay. Simulation results show the improvement of network lifetime with a 
desired vertex connectivity degree.  

The problem is to adjust each sensor’s transmission range, such that there exist k-vertex disjoint 
communication paths from each sensor to the set of super nodes. The objective is to minimize the total power 
consumed by sensors. Three solutions were proposed. The first k-approximation algorithm consists of two steps. 
In the first step, a given graph is reduced to a direct graph where super nodes are merged as a root. In the second 
step, existing optimal solution for the Min-Weight k-Out Connectivity problem is adopted to compute the minimal 
transmission range of each sensor. The two steps are briefly introduced one by one.  

The given graph is denoted by G (v, E, c), where V is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges, and c is the set of 
weight of the edge (indicating the power consumed in the edge). The reduced graph is constructed as follows. All 
super nodes in V are merged into one node called the root. Edges between sensors remain the same, and an edge 
between a sensor and a super node is replaced with an edge between the sensor and the root. The weight of the 
edge remains the same. It should be pointed out that if a sensor is connected to more than one super node, only 
the edge to the closest super node is kept. After that, every undirected edge between two sensors is replaced with 
two directed arcs that point to each of them. An undirected edge between a sensor and the root is replaced with 
one directed arc from the sensor to the root. The process of the step is illustrated in Figure below. The algorithm 
in the second step is based on the reduced graph from the first step. It applies existing optimal solution for the 
Min-Weight k-Out Connectivity problem in the reduced graph. The final transmission range of each node is the 
transmission range used to meet the longest edge in final result. Detail of the algorithm is as follows.  

 Algorithm    

• Construct the reduced graph of G.   
• Reverse the direction of each arc in the reduced graph and keep the weight of the arc the same.   
• Apply the optimal solution for the Min-Weight k -Out Connectivity problem.   
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• Reverse back the direction of each arc.  for each sensor d  
• Adjust transmission range to meet the longest arc in the graph.   
• end for.   

A.  PICTORIAL CONCEPT  

 Fault-tolerant algorithms for collaborative target detection in sensor networks in which sensor nodes can either 
fail due to harsh environmental conditions or maliciously. Both algorithms are based on sensor nodes sharing 
information to reach consensus.  

 
Figure 39-3 Original graph and reduced graph 

Fault-tolerant algorithms for collaborative target detection in sensor networks in which sensor nodes can either 
fail due to harsh environmental conditions or maliciously. Both algorithms are based on sensor nodes sharing 
information to reach consensus.  

The first algorithm, called value fusion, works as follows. Each node obtains raw energy measurements from 
every node, computes an average by removing the largest n and smallest n values, and compares this average to 
a threshold for final decision for a given n. The second algorithm, called decision fusion, does not work on raw 
measurement but rather on local decision of each sensor node. It works in the same way as the value fusion 
algorithm. The authors mention that there is no need for dropping the data when all nodes are known to be fault-
free.  

Algorithm for target detection  

• Each sensor in a given neighbourhood obtains its signal measurements.   
• Each sensor computes its median.   
• If the median exceeds a threshold the sensor becomes an event sensor.   

Algorithm for target localization  

• Obtain the estimated signal strength from all event sensors in a given neighbourhood.   
• Compute the local event sensor that has the maximum signal strength in a given neighbourhood and 

label them root sensors.   
• For each root sensor compute the location of a target based on the geometric centre of a subset of 

event sensors.   
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 Algorithm for target identification  

• For each epoch, apply above Target Detection and Target Location algorithm.   
• After collecting raw data for T epochs, the base station applies a clustering algorithm to group the 

estimates into a final target position computation. Each group is one target.  
• If the size of a group is less than half the number of epochs (i.e., T =2), then with high probability 

this group is a false alarm; otherwise, report a target and obtain the estimate of the position of the 
target using the geometric centre of all raw data within the group.   

B. BY INCREASING CAPACITY OF A CELLULAR NETWORK  

As the demand for wireless service increases, the number of channels assigned to a cell ultimately becomes 
inadequate to support the essential number of users. At this point, cellular design techniques are needed to provide 
more channels per unit coverage area. Techniques such as cell splitting, sectoring, and coverage zone approaches 
are used to expand the capacity of cellular systems and increases the fault tolerance ability. There are several 
methods for enhancing capacity of a Cellular network:  

C. CELL SPLITTING  

It is is the process of sub dividing a congested cell into smaller cells, each one having its own base station and 
analogous reduction in antenna height and transmitted power ultimately increases capacity of a cellular system. 
By keeping D/R ratio constant entire system is rescaled.   

D. CELL SECTORING  

In Wireless network, a single unidirectional antenna at base station can be replaced by multiple directional 
antennas covering a particular sector for signal radiation and power is transmitted in single desired direction by 
decreasing number of interfering co-channel cells and co-channel interference, ultimately increases S/I ratio 
which turns to enhance the system performance. On the amount of sectoring used, the cochannel interference is 
reduced.  

E. MICROCELL ZONE CONCEPT   

On increased number of hand off, load on the switching and control link increases because of sectoring. By 
microcell zone concept, this problem can be resolve.   

F. IMPROVISED TECHNIQUE USING KRUSHKAL’S ALGORITHM  

 FGSS: Fault-tolerant Global Spanning Sub graph  

It present a centralized greedy algorithm, FGSSk that builds kconnected spanning sub graphs. Kristal’s 
algorithm is wellknown algorithm to construct the minimum spanning tree (1connected spanning sub graph) of a 
given graph. FGSS is a generalized version of Kruskal's algorithm for k2The algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.  

FGSSk   

INPUT: G (V; E), ak-connected simple graph;  

OUTPUT: Gk(Vk; Ek), ak-connected spanning sub-graph of G; Vk:= V , Ek:= ;;  

sort all edges in E in an ascending order of weight (as defined  

in Definition 2 );  for each edge(u0; v0)in the order do  if u0is notk-connected tov0inGk  then  Ek:= Ek [ f(u0; 
v0)g;  

else if  all nodes are in the samek-connectedcomponent then exit;   

end if ;  
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end for ;   

By using network flow techniques, a query on whether two vertices are k-connected can be answered in O(n+ 
m) time for any fixed k, where n is the number of vertices and m is the number of edges in the graph. For k 3, 
there also exists O (1) time algorithms. Therefore, the time complexity of FGSSk is O(m(n + m)), and can be 
improved to O(m)for k 3.  

CONCLUSIONS  

The goal of the paper is to investigate current research work on fault tolerance in WSNs. it studied how fault-
tolerant techniques were addressed in node placement, topology control, target and event detection, data gathering 
and aggregation, and sensor surveillance. The paper focused on the application layer and introduced representative 
works in each application. Actually, there are other applications where fault tolerance attracts attention, such as 
clustering, time synchronization, gateway assignment, etc.Although extensive works have been done on fault 
tolerance in each layer of the WSN system, cross-layer solutions are expected in future. Use of the resource could 
be more efficient if resource can be properly integrated and scheduled in different layers. Therefore, cross-layer 
solutions are expected to have better performance than current solutions.A new trend of WSNs is to cooperate or 
integrate with other wireless de-vice/systems, such as actuator networks and RFID system. For example, there 
are an increasing number of applications that require the network system to interact with the physical system or 
environment via actuators. That is, it requires the use of sensor networks along with actuators to build wireless 
sensor and actuator net-works (WSANs). Although fault tolerance techniques for WSNs could be reused in 
WSANs, there are new challenges that require new solutions. The sensors Network, report their data to the 
actuator may either switch to another actuator or directly pass the data to the sink. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses the design of a low profile and compact triple-band conformal antenna based on 
composite right/left-handed (CRLH) transmission line (TL). The intended antenna provides an electrically 

smaller size with ka = 0.84 due to its ZOR behaviour with complete electrical size of 0.17 λ0 × 0.20 λ0 × 0.004 
λ0 at 2.27 GHz. The antenna provides a overall physical dimension of  23 × 27 × 0.6 mm3. The intended 

antenna provides three frequency bands ranging from (2.25–2.29 GHz), (3.39–3.95 GHz), and (4.80–6.12 GHz) 
with impedance bandwidths (IBWs) of 1.98%, 15.62%, and 24.95% for the three consecutive bands. The 
proposed CRLH-TL antenna exhibits a maximum gain of 0.76 dBi, 1.45 dBi, and 3.22 dBi for the three 

frequency bands respectively. The intended provides similar results for bending angle θ = 00 to θ = 2400. Hence 
the intended conformal antenna is well suitable for working in various curved surfaces. 

Index Terms— composite right/left-handed, conformal antenna, triple band, low profile, transmission line. 

INTRODUCTION 

Due to the emerging technologies and their corresponding applications, devices with lesser size and more 
number of functionalities are necessary for the upcoming and modern wireless application systems. Older antenna 
designs are based on microstrip planar structures, which faces the problem of smaller gain, higher cross-polar 
radiation, narrow impedance IBW, poor radiation efficiency with higher antenna dimensions. After the 
introduction of the metamaterials (MTMs), progressively technologies are showing drastic improvement in terms 
of antenna size and their performances. MTMs antennas are based on artificially engineered designs, which have 
both negative permeability (μ < 0) and negative permittivity (ε < 0). These properties are shown by the LH 
structures with different features that are not achievable by existing RH structures [1]– [2].  

MTMs can provide device miniaturization with good antenna performances, what the current technologies 
needed. MTM based antennas can be realized either by CTLH-TL based  structures [1–10] or resonant approach 
[11–12] by the placement of split-ring resonator (SRR), complementary SRR, and so on. The inherent features of 
MTM are the generation of negative order mode, ZOR modes and first-order mode which are being exploited for 
device miniaturization with multiple numbers of operating frequency bands [1]. Different types of MTM based 
antenna configurations are highlighted with wideband and multiband performances are explained in [2–15], where 
it mainly uses CRLH-TL based wideband antenna by merging different modes [3–5], epsilon negative -TL based 
narrowband CP antenna [6], ENG-TL with square-shaped crossed slots [7], CRLH-TL based wideband antennas 
[8], loading of two simplified MTM transmission lines [9], loading of multiple CRLH-unit cells [10], 
complementary capacitive loops [11], MTM inspired antenna using SRR [12], patch loaded with electromagnetic 
bandgap conductor [13], and ENG-TL based MTM inspired antenna [14]. Besides the advantage of compactness 
and wider bandwidth, these antennas facing the problem of lesser gain [8], [10], [14]. and lower radiation 
efficiency [10] with a larger antenna profile [5], [14].  

Recently, the use of conformal antennas are also getting more interest towards the antenna designers and 
researchers due to the reason of easily mountable to any curved surfaces and it provides design flexibility by 
changing the bending angle (θ). Various number of conformal antennas based on MTM [15],  as well as microstrip 
technology [16–19] are explained in the literature. Antennas based on epsilon negative zero and munegative zero 
explained [15], conformal array [16], flexible antenna with reconfigurability [17], loading MTM structures [18] 
and multiple-input-multiple-output antenna based on conformality [19]. These antennas provide better results at 
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the expense of larger size and volume. Hence it is difficult to arrange properly on the newer application systems. 
Even though these antennas facilitate moderate IBW, but they do not provides compactness and required gain for 
the contemporary technology needs. The current antenna designs are targeted towards compactness and lesser 
space utilization. Hence it is necessary to design a flexible antenna with better performance that is useful for the 
modern wireless application systems.  

In this work, a CRLH-TL based low-profile antenna is motivated from [2] is made into a conformal antenna 
for tripleband applications is investigated.  The antenna compactness is achieved due to the CRLH-TL property. 
The newly designed MTM antenna can be used in various curved surfaces by changing the θ = 00 to θ = 2400. 
The intended antenna without bending can covers almost similar response when compared with conformal for 
various bending angles. 

ANTENNA GEOMETRY AND DESIGN  

The simplified view of the designed triple band CRLH-TL loaded antenna with dimensions are marked as 
depicted in Fig. 40-1. The intended CRLH-TL antenna geometry is designed on  the antenna fabrication is not 
complex.  The intended CRLH-TL antenna mainly exists of an upturned ‘L’ shaped feed line of length (Lf1 + Lf2 
+ G2) and width (Wf ). A trimmed step-shaped slot of width G2 is placed inside the main feed line, which gives 
the CRLH-TL series capacitance (CL) [1]. A chamfered meander line is added for achieving the shunt elements 
LL and CR. The edge chamfered meander line is connected with a corner blended triangular-shaped stub for 
providing the virtual ground to CRLH-TL. Fig. 40-2 demonstrates the 3D view of the actual antenna (θ = 2100) 
designed for different faces of the front view. The final dimensions of the CRLH-TL antenna with θ = 00 are 23 
× 27 × 0.6 mm3 with electrical size of 0.17 λ0 × 0.20 λ0 × 0.004 λ0 at 2.27 GHz. The optimized dimensions at θ 
= 00 are L = 23, L1 = 6, L2 = 0.35, LV = 6.92, Lf1 = 8.5, Lf2 = 18.20, Lg = 5, W = 27, W1 = 1.8, W2 = 9, Wg = 
17.7, Wf = 5, G1 = G2 = 0.3, and G3  = 0.5 (All dimensions are in mm). 

 
Figure 40-1 The schematic view of the proposed tri-band 

antenna modified from [2]. 

 

Figure 40-2 The 3D view of the conformal 
antenna for different angles of front view 

 

A. DESIGN STAGES OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA  

Fig. 40-3 and 40-4 displays the design evolution stages of the intended CRLH-TL antenna and its input reflection 
coefficient responses (S11). Firstly, a microstrip line and ground plane uses asymmetric CPW feeding which is 
represented as Antenna 1. The continuation of the microstrip feed line to an upturned ‘L’ shape feed denoted as 
Antenna 2 in Fig. 40-3(b). The addition of  step-type capacitor, meander lines, and triangular strip results in the 
generation of CRLH-TL antenna-3 in Fig. 40-3(c). In the next stage, modifying the trimmed shape meander lines 
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and step-type capacitor results in antenna-4 is plotted in Fig. 40-3(d). In the last stage, changing the bending angle 
θ = 00 to θ = 2100 results in Antenna-5 depicted in Fig. 40-3(e).  

 
(a) Antenna 1 

 
(b) Antenna 2 

 
(c) Antenna 3 

 
(d) Antenna 4 

 
(e) Antenna 5 

Figure 40-3 The conformal antenna design evolution from Antenna-1 to Antenna-5. 

 
Figure 40-4 S11 responses of the antenna design stages described in Fig.40-3. 

B. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODELLING OF THE CRLH-TL ANTENNA-5    

The proposed triple-band CRLH-TL loaded antenna pictured in Fig. 40-3(e) is based on open-ended boundary 
condition TL. The circuit model of the CRLH-TL antenna is pictured in Fig. 40-5. In the circuit diagram, the 
series arm mainly exists of a series inductor (L1) which is accounted due to the feedline part (Lf1 × Wf). The 
shunt capacitor C1 is represented by the asymmetric gap between the microstrip feed and AGP. Further CRLH-
TL is loaded and which consists of a series capacitor represented by CL is formed due to the trimmed steptype 
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slot of gap G2. The series inductance (LR) is obtained due to Lf2 × Wf part which constitutes the series arm of 
CRLH-TL. For realizing shunt arm, chamfering is done in the normal meander line and it is represented by  LL. 
The shunt capacitance (CR) is provided due to the gap between the chamfered meander lines. The additional 
capacitor (CV) is generated due to the coupling between triangular-shaped patch with edges that are blended and 
the AGP. Here the edge-blended triangular stub works as the virtual ground for the CRLH-TL antenna. The 
resistor (R) and conductance (G) accounts for the losses in TL. The intended antenna-5 is based on open-ended 
boundary condition of TL and hence the resonant frequency is due to shunt elements LL, CR, and CV. 

 
Figure 40-5 . Equivalent circuit diagram for the conformal CRLH-TL antenna-5   

C. PARAMETRIC STUDIES OF THE INTENDED CRLH-TL ANTENNA   

Fig. 40-6  shows the variation of the S11 responses by varying the series capacitor (CL) width represented by 
G2. It is noted that when the width G2 is varying from  G2 = 0.1 mm  to G2  = 0.9 mm and there is no variation 
in the ZOR. In Fig. 40-7, the variation of the shunt capacitor (CR) by changing the width W1 from W1 = 0.6 mm 
to W1 = 2.2 mm is depicted.  It is clearly noted that the changes in the shunt element CR, the ZOR is shifting 
towards smaller frequency ranges and an optimized value of  W1 = 1.8 mm is selected.  

 
Figure 40-6 Simulated S11 of the Antenna-5 by varying G2 from 0.1 mm 0.9 mm. 
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Fig. 40-8 depicts the modification of shunt inductor (LL) values by varying the length L1 of the trimmed 
meander line. It is noted that by enlarging the length of the trimmed meander line from L1 = 4 mm to L1 = 8 mm. 
The resonance will shifts to a lower frequency range, signifies that increasing the shunt inductance (LL)  shifts 
the resonance to smaller frequency and  an optimized value of L1 = 6 mm is selected. So it is proved that changing 
the series and shunt parameters, the shift occurs in shunt elements and no shift is noticed by varying series 
elements. 

 
Figure 40-7 Simulated S11 of the Antenna-5 by varying W1 from 0.6 mm 2.2 mm. 

 
Figure 40-8 Simulated S11 of the Antenna-5 by varying L1 from 4 mm to 8 mm. 
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ANALYSIS OF CRLH-TL BASED CONFORMAL ANTENNA 

 The antenna-4 designed in the above stage can be made conformal by varying the θ as shown in Fig. 40-9 
(antenna-5). By making conformal as depicted in Fig. 40-10 and 40-11, the antenna can be placed in any 
conformal surfaces with better space and volume utilization. Fig. 40-10(a) to 40-10(d) showing the antenna 
designs by changing the bending angle from θ = 300 to θ = 1200. Also in Fig. 40-11(a) to 40-11(d) showing the 
antenna designs by changing the bending angle from θ = 1500 to θ = 2400. Fig. 40-12 and 40-13 depicts the 
variation of S11 characteristics  from θ = 300 to θ = 2400. It is to be noted that good S11 response are obtained at 
higher bending angle θ = 2100 

 
Figure 40-9 Proposed bending scheme with bending angle 

 
Figure 40-10 CRLH-TL based conformal antenna. (a) θ = 300, (b) θ = 600, (c) θ = 900, and (d) θ = 1200 
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Figure 40-11 CRLH-TL based conformal antenna. (a) θ = 1500, (b) θ = 1800, (c) θ = 2100, and (d) θ = 240o 

 
Figure 40-12  Simulated S11 results of the antenna-5 from θ =300 to θ =1200 
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Figure 40-13 Simulated S11 results of the antenna-5 from θ = 1500 to θ = 2400 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The designed conformal antenna-5 is simulated using CST Microwave Studio. The 10-dB BW for the tri-band 
CRLH-TL antenna at θ = 2100 is 45 MHz (2.25–2.295 GHz), 564 MHz (3.39–3.954 GHz), and 1320 MHz (4.80–
6.12 GHz) with an equivalent IBW of 1.98%, 15.62%, and 24.95% for the three consecutive bands at the mid 
frequencies of 2.27 GHz, 3.61 GHz, and 5.29 GHz as depicted in Fig. 40-14. Also, Fig. 40-15 demonstrates the 
radiation efficiency and gain of the intended antenna-5 at θ = 2100. The intended CRLH-TL conformal antenna 
exhibits a maximum gain of 0.76 dBi, 1.45 dBi and 3.22 dBi for the three consecutive bands. The simulated 
efficiency of 64.15%, 94.8%, and 97.02% is obtained for the working bands. The 2-D radiation pattern of the 
CRLH-TL antenna is also drawn. Fig. 40-16 depicts the simulated 2D patterns in yz– and xz–plane at the midpoints 
of each working band for 2.27 GHz, 3.61 GHz, and 5.29 GHz. For xz–plane at 2.27 GHz and 5.29 GHz, the 
antenna shows circular pattern and the bidirectional radiation behavior is noticed at 3.61 GHz. At yz– plane, 
bidirectional radiation behavior is noticed at 2.27 GHz and 5.29 GHz and circular pattern is observed at 3.61 
GHz.  

 
Figure 40-14 Simulated S11 response of the proposed tri-band CRLH-TL loaded antenna for θ = 00 and θ = 2100 
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Figure 40-15 Gain and efficiency of the intended MTM antenna at θ =210o 

 
Figure 40-16 The radiation pattern of the conformal CRLH-TL antenna at θ = 2100. 
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CONCLUSIONS  

A compact CRLH-TL based low profile and miniaturized tri-band conformal antenna is designed and studied 
in this paper. The intended antenna shows improved IBW of 1.98%, 15.62% and 24.95%  for the three consecutive 
frequency bands. The equivalent circuit model is designed and parametric investigations are done for analyzing 
the ZOR performance of the antenna. The intended antenna provides a compact electrical size of 0.17 λ0 × 0.20 
λ0 × 0.004 λ0 with ka = 0.84. Triple band antenna responses are obtained by simply changing the bending angle 
of the CRLH-TL antenna from θ = 00 to θ = 2100. 
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ABSTRACT 

Wireless sensor network found immense uses in the daily life. Also, the random deployment of nodes is a 
preferable option in many applications such as earthquake observation, military applications, forest fire 

detection etc. It is expected that deployed nodes should be to able to monitor the field of interest (FoI) with the 
optimum capacity. In order to maximize the coverage of area, each node should be repositioned to an optimal 

position inside the FoI. A Modified Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm has been proposed to achieve 
optimize coverage while keeping the number of nodes minimum. It introduces the concept of negative velocity in 
order to avoid premature convergence of the algorithm. The simulated results show a significant improvement 

in the performance with compared to the standard PSO. 

Index Terms— WSN, FoI, Particle swarm optimization, coverage, coverage rate. 

INTRODUCTION 

The modern age requires a mixture of sophistication and simplicity in technology. Wireless sensor network 
(WSN) is a leading solution of modern age requirement[1]. WSN is a group of spatially distributed sensor nodes 
capable of sensing environment, processing information, transmission of gathered data[2]. The WSN consists of 
mainly four components viz: a group of spatially dispersed sensor nodes, an interconnection network between 
nodes, a central point of information gathering and  a set of computing resources at the central point (or beyond) 
to handle data correlation, event   trending, status querying, and data mining.  

The coverage problem[3] in WSN can be stated as “how to deploy and relocate sensor nodes in order to 
maximally cover the field of interest (FoI) while keeping number of sensing nodes minimum”. There are several 
categories of coverage techniques: Forced-based, grid-based, computational geometry based and metaheuristic 
based. Each category has its own prerequisites and constraints[4].  

The concept of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was first given by James Kennedy and Russell Eberhart 
in year 1995. It is a very efficient optimization technique inspired by the behavior of bird flocking. The particles 
involved in the swarm have very limited computational capability but working in a unison they provides a 
powerful optimization tool. The authors of  [5] proposed an algorithm based on PSO and Voronoi diagram where 
PSO provides an optimal locations for sensor nodes and afterward Voronoi diagram checks the optimality of the 
solution. The authors of  [6] has proposed an algorithm which optimize the coverage of a FoI in terms of energy 
and lifetime of the WSN in presence of obstacles. Another paper [7] uses PSO to optimize the information 
coverage rate using the minimum number of sensor nodes and using minimum energy[8].  

Though PSO offers a great ease to optimize any multiobjective fitness function, its suffers from premature 
convergence[9]. Standard PSO can fall easily to a local maxima or minima rather than to a global solution. The 
presented algorithm introduces the concept of negative velocity and shows the improvement in the maximum 
coverage of the FoI in compared to standard PSO. It also shows faster convergence in compared to the standard 
PSO.  The remaining paper has been organized in following manner: section II briefs the coverage mathematical 
models. Section III describe the standard PSO algorithm. Section IV elaborates the proposed algorithm. Section 
V simulation results are explored and finally in section VI the paper has been concluded. 
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WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK COVERAGE MATHEMATICAL MODEL  

A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION  

The field of interest is a restricted 2-dimensional plane, and a fixed number of sensor nodes are randomly 
deployed within the FoI. The objective is to attain the maximum coverage of the FoI using the deployed nodes. 
Some constraints and assumption has made:  

• The sensing range of a node is in a form of disc centered at the nodes’ position.  
• The nodes are mobile in nature and they have enough energy to relocate to the final position from 

initial position.  
• All the nodes are isomorphic with same sensing and communication radius.  
• One node can know the location of every other node present in the FoI.  
• There are no obstacles present inside the FoI.  

B. COVERAGE MATHEMATICAL MODEL  

 Coverage ratio is the measure of what percentage of total area is being covered. Let the N be the total number 
of sensors dispersed in the FoI of area A and every node may sense an area As, thus the coverage ratio CR can be 
given in (1) :  

𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 = � � 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷
𝐷𝐷=1,2,..𝑁𝑁

� 0
𝐴𝐴�  (1) 

But the above expression of coverage ratio may become cumbersome and complicated for randomly dispersed 
nodes. A better option is provided by the authors of [10] for evaluating coverage ratio represented in (2).  

𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 = 𝑠𝑠
𝑎𝑎

  (2) 

Where, m denotes the number of grid points covered by sensor nodes and n represent total number of grid 
points present in FoI. The value of m is defined by the coverage model being used. For binary sensing model as 
shown in (3):  

𝑠𝑠 = 𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦 � � 𝑄𝑄𝐷𝐷
𝐷𝐷=1,2,..𝑁𝑁

� (3) 

Where, Qi is the set of grid points lying inside the coverage range (rs) of the sensor si. Whereas for probabilistic 
sensing model, the value of m is given by the number of grid points satisfying the following criteria described in 
(4):  

(4) 

Here, Cxy (ρ,SN) is the joint coverage probability, Cth is a predetermined threshold and Cxy (ρ,si) is the probability 
of detection the node si of a grid point ρ(x,y) and given by the probabilistic sensing model as in (5):  

                            (5) 

Where, re (0 <re < rs) is the uncertainty radius present in the sensing capability of the nodes and α1, α2, β1, β2 
are constant related to nodes’ characteristic, the value of λ1, λ2 are given in (6) and (7):  
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𝜆𝜆1 =  𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷 − 𝑠𝑠 + 𝑒𝑒(𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷 + 𝜌𝜌)       (6) 

𝜆𝜆2 =  𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷 + 𝑠𝑠 + 𝑒𝑒(𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷 + 𝜌𝜌) (7) 

In all the above equation d(si, ρ) represent the Euclidian separation amidst a sensor node si and point ρ(x,y) 
given in (8):  

 𝑒𝑒(𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷 , 𝜌𝜌) =  �((𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷 − 𝑥𝑥)2 + (𝑦𝑦𝐷𝐷 − 𝑦𝑦)2) (8)  

 PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATOIN  

Particle swarm optimization[11] is a simple yet a very powerful optimizing tool. In PSO a total of N particle 
is dispersed randomly inside the search space. These swarm particle traverse through the search plane to give the 
local best solution and global best solution of the objective function. Let N be the total swarm size, xi and pi are 
the position and local best position of the sensor node si (where 1 ≤ i≤N). Velocity of the particle is given by vi. 
pg denotes the global best particle and d is the dimension of the search space. Equation (9) and (10) describe the 
standard equations of the PSO.  

vid(t+1)= w*vid(t)+c1*r1*( Pid-xid(t)+c2*r2*(pgd-xid(t)) (9) 

xid(t+1) = xid(t)+ vid(t+1)                           (10) 

In (9), the first part on the right hand side is inertia part and w denotes the inertia weight, the second part is 
the cognitive part with c1 and r1 being cognitive constant and random number (0<r1<1). The third part is the 
social part with c2 and r2 being social constant and random number (0<r2<1). Equation (10) updates the position 
of the node si. The velocity of any particle is governed by its own velocity, position of the best position achieved 
by it and the global best position.  

PROPOSED ALGORITHM: MODIFIED PSO  

A. OBJECTIVE FUNTION FOR THE COVERAGE PROBLEM  

Suppose the WSN has the total N sensor nodes dispersed randomly over a square area. The aim of proposed 
work to enhance the coverage ratio by using a fixed amount of nodes and minimizing the movement of sensor 
nodes.  

This optimization can be modeled as described in (11)   

Min[F1(x),F2(x)]  (11) 

This is the multi-objective function where F1(x) and F2(x) are described in (12) and (13). Here, x ϵ Search 
space.  

𝐹𝐹1(𝑥𝑥) = �1
𝑁𝑁

� ∑ �(𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛)2 + (𝑦𝑦𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛)2𝑁𝑁
𝐷𝐷=1   (12)  

F2(x)=1-CR    (13) 

Where, (xi initial, yi initial) is the initial position of the nodes when they were deployed and (xi new , yi new) is the 
position of the node si after any iteration. To solve multi-objective function is to convert it into a weighted-sum 
problem as in (14).  

𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ∑ 𝜔𝜔𝐷𝐷 . 𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥)2
𝐷𝐷=1   (14) 

In (14) ωi is the weights associated with function Fi with two criteria viz: ∑ωi = 1 and ωi >0 for i=1,2.  
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B. IMPROVED PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION  

Assume that N have been deployed randomly in the area A and the search dimension is 2 (d=2). Let xi and pi 

are the position and local best position of the sensor node si (where 1 ≤ i≤N). Velocity of the particle is given by 
vi. pg denotes the global best.  

Step 1. Initialization: Deploy N number of sensor nodes to random positions in the area A (d=2). Assign zero 
initial velocity to every node. Assign the current position of nodes as the local best position.  

Step 2. Global best calculation: Calculate the Euclidian Distance of each node’s best position with respect to 
the origin of the area i.e. (0,0). The particle having largest value gives the global best position.  

Step 3. Position and Velocity updation: The velocity and position one node (starting from 1st node) is to be 
updated using (15) and (16).  

vi(t+1)= w*vi(t)+c1*r1*( Pi-xi(t)+c2*r2*(pg-xi(t)) (15) 

xi(t+1) = xi(t)- vi(t+1)                           (10) 

Step 4. Local best calculation: If the fitness value (using (14)) of the ith particle for current iteration is better 
than the previous iteration then, update the local best position for that particle with the current position otherwise 
no changes will be done in the local best position.  

Step 5. Repeat step 3. and step 4. for every node in the swarm.  

Step 6. If ending criteria is not met, traverse to step 2. Otherwise the present result is the optimized result. End 
of the algorithm.  

The above steps describe the complete working of the proposed algorithm. Negative velocity of the particle 
ensures that algorithm will not converge prematurely.   

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

For observing the functioning of the presented algorithm, MATLAB 2019a software has been used.  

A. SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND RESULTS  

The parameters used for this simulation has been listed in table 41-1.  

Table 41-1 Simulation Parameters 

N 20 
A 20×20 m2 

Max iteration 400 
c1 1.467 
c2 1.467 
α1 1 
α2 0 
β1 1 
β2 0.5 

d (dimension of search space) 2 
w 0.9 – (iteration / (2*Max iteration)) 

For simulation 20 sensor nodes has been deployed in 20×20 m2 area in a random fashion The sensing radius 
is being varied for each simulation.  
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The optimization of coverage ratio of nodes having sensing radius rs =1.5m & re= 0.25m has been shown in 
Fig. 41-1 and Fig. 41-2.  

 
Figure 41-1 Initial placement of sensor nodes with rs =1.5m & re= 0.25m 

 
Figure 41-2 Optimised position of nodes(rs =1.5m & re= 0.25m) after applying improved algorithm 

The Fig. 41-2 shows the nodes acquire better position after algorithm. The initial coverage ratio was around 
34.5% which becomes 45% after 270 iterations i.e.10.5% increase. The improvement in coverage ratio can be 
seen in Fig. 41-3.   

 
Figure 41-3 Coverage ratio vs. interation for rs =1.5m & re= 0.25m  
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Similarly, simulation has been done a WSN with the nodes having rs =2m & re= 0.5m and has been depicted 
in Fig. 41-4 and Fig. 41-5.   

 
Figure 41-4 Initial placement of sensor nodes with rs =2m & re= 0.5m   

 

Figure 41-5 Optimised position of nodes(rs =2m & re= 0.5m) after applying improved algorithm 

The Fig. 41-5 gives a better proof that the nodes have better position after going through proposed algorithm. 
The initial coverage ratio was around 54% which becomes 73% after 240 iterations which is 20% increase. The 
improvement in coverage ratio can be seen in Fig. 41-6. 

 
Figure 41-6 Coverage ratio vs. interation for rs =2m & re= 0.5m  
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Another simulation has been done to a WSN with the nodes having rs =3m & re= 1.25m and has been depicted 
in Fig. 41-7 and Fig. 41-8.  

 
Figure 41-7 Initial placement of sensor nodes with rs =3m & re= 1.25m 

 

Figure 41-8 Optimised position of nodes(rs =3m & re= 1.25m) after applying improved algorithm 

The Fig. 41-8 shows that the nodes have a much better arrangement inside the FoI after the proposed algorithm. 
The initial coverage ratio was around 81% which becomes almost 100% after 50 iterations which is 19% increase. 
The improvement in coverage ratio can be seen in Fig. 41-9. 

 
Figure 41-9 Coverage ratio vs. interation for rs =3m & re= 1.25m 
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B. COMPARISION WITH STANDARD PSO  

For a clear comparison of the proposed and standard PSO algorithm[12] Table 41-2. is to refer.    

Table 41-2 COMPARISOIN BETWEEN STANDARD AND MODIFIED PSO 

Radius (m) 
Max Coverage Ratio No. of iteration taken 

Standard Modified Standard Modified 
1.5 23% 45% 240 270 
2 40% 73% 180 240 
3 75% Almost 100% 250 55 

 Table 41-2. signifies that there is a significant improvement in the coverage ratio of the WSN in comparison 
to standard PSO. The percentage increase in the maximum coverage ratio in for rs= 1.5m, 2m, 3m is 95%, 82.5%, 
33.3% respectively, which shows a fair performance increase of this algorithm with respect to standard PSO. 
Also, the concept of negative velocity in the algorithm reduces the premature convergence of conventional PSO.  

CONCLUSIONS  

The presented paper aims to improve coverage of FoI using minimum number of sensors using a modified 
version of Particle swarm optimization. With the help of simulations for different scenario it can be seen that 
proposed algorithm shows a significant improvement in coverage of FoI. The obtained results have also been 
compared with that of standard PSO and the improvement in performance can be observed using the same number 
of nodes. The modified position updation in the algorithm makes it easier to search for global optimum rather 
than local optimum. The future goals of this work would be to optimize the coverage when obstacles are present 
inside the FoI and make it more energy efficient. 
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ABSTRACT 

A unique hexagonal lattice structure of silica based solid core Photonic Crystal Fiber (PCF) has been 
designed which is surrounded by array of air holes filled with Methanol. Optical properties like birefringence, 
confinement loss and negative dispersion have been investigated. A five ring hexagonal solid core PCF with 
inner ring filled with Methanol and outer four rings constitute as air holes is proposed. A simple approach is 
used to attain high birefringence, low confinement loss and negative dispersion. The designed structure has 

been simulated using FEMSIM module of R-Soft software. The results depict at diameter d=1.5µm, 1.8µm and 
2.1µm, the birefringence and confinement loss is endow as 0.000025, 0.000029, 0.000033 and 0.001, 0.001, 

0.001 at 1.55µm. 

Index Terms— birefringence, confinement loss, dispersion, methanol, photonic crystal fiber. 

INTRODUCTION 

Photonic Crystal Fiber (PCF) belongs to that class of fiber which has a number of microscopic air holes 
throughout its entire length. It makes the use of photonic crystals to form cladding around the core Due to its 
unique properties it can guide light in various mechanism like TIR(Total Internal Refection) and photonic band 
gap [1]In PCFs photonic band gap are set up to avert light propagation in certain direction with certain range of 
wavelengths.. On merging the properties of optical fiber and PCF a series of unique properties like exorbitant 
birefringence [2], l,ow confinement loss, negative dispersion. Innumerable single mode operation[3] is achieved 
which leads to reduction in cross talk that is unworkable with classical fibers. Further, these guiding properties 
[4] can be intensified by using different materials to the holes by filling the holes [5]. Also light propagation in 
PCFs is at higher level when it compared to standard fiber, which uses constant lower refractive index cladding.  

Today PCF are being used in many important applications which includes spectroscopy [6], metrology, 
medicine, imaging, tele-transmission, industrial machining and military automation [7], Dual core PCF which is 
used as the sensing element of the hydrostatic pressure sensor A PCF with hexagonally latticed circular air holes 
[8] is designed to deliver single-polarization single-mode (SPSM) operation over a broad wavelength band. A 
unique hexagonal lattice structure of PCF filled with Methanol has been designed.  

The structure’s various parameter like birefringence, confinement loss and dispersion have been scrutinized. 
This has been done using the Finite Element Method (FEM).The numerical method used in this study is FEM 
which is adequate for the analysis of general dielectric waveguide geometries [9]. The fiber manifests immensive 
negative dispersion because of quick slant change of refractive indices at the coupling wavelength between the 
inner core and outer core The reciprocity of unalike geometric parameters like hole-to-hole spacing was 
scrutinized in detail. The dependence of different geometrical parameters, namely, hole-to-hole spacing and 
different air-hole diameter was investigated in detail. With these reported guiding properties, this fiber can be 
used for the application of residual dispersion compensation in high speed data transmission optical system. 
Proper arrangement and positioning of number of air holes some captivating properties like ultraflattened 
chromatic dispersion, very high nonlinearity, lofty sloping negative dispersion[10], slight confinement loss, small 
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and huge effective mode area (Aeff), and high birefringence is achieved [11]. The propound PCF shows higher 
sensitivity for chemicals like Ethanol [12] and Methanol [13] whose refractive index are low. The scrutinization 
represents value of confinement loss that can have a great impact on various geometrical properties like inner and 
outer layer diameters and pitch values. These results from the propound PCF have been used for chemical sensors 
that has low refractive index. Hence the requisite optical properties have been found. 

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS  

In Fig. 42-1 hexagonal solid core PCF with inner ring filled with methanol is shown. The background material 
is chosen as silica having the refractive index of 1.45. The diameter of air holes is same throughout the structure 
for ease in fabrication. This inner ring is filled with the liquid methanol having refractive index of 1.317. The 
distance between two air holes, which is known as pitch (Ʌ) is considered same in proposed structure i.e. 3µm.  

The proposed work consists of micro-structured fiber whose air holes are of the same size. Also, the diameter 
of air holes of cladding region to has been varied from 1.5µm to 2.1µm and keeping the pitch (Ʌ) constant at 3µm 
throughout to compare and analyzed the results of the effect of air holes size. The proposed work is stimulated 
using FEMSIM module of R-Soft software and further all the requisite optical parameters are calculated and 
performance analysis has been done.  

 
Figure 42-1 Cross-sectional view of proposed structure 

with inner ring filled with methanol 

 
Figure 42-2 Light confinement in x polarization for 

hexagonal solid core PCF 

 
Figure 42-3 .Light confinement in y polarization for hexagonal solid core PCF 

To be guided along solid core PCF, light must be confined to a central core by reflection from the cladding 
that surrounds it. The modes does increase with the increase in the wave number k rather they gets stabilized 
above kthreshold wavelength or remains constant below k-threshold wavelength. The guiding structures can be 
acquired for particular designs in which this constant number is just 1. In that “interminable” single-mode fiber 
is obtained [14] and [15]. The light confinement in PCF results in two values; the real value and the imaginary 
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value which are used for finding dispersion and the losses of PCF respectively are shown in Fig. 42-2 and Fig. 
42-3.  

The birefringence, B is calculated as  

B = Real|neffx - neffy |  (1) 

Where |neff - neff | are the effective index of X and Y polarization mode.  

It can be seen that with increment in diameter for hexagonal solid core PCF with methanol filled inner cladding 
ring, value of birefringence increases for the same value of wavelength i.e., for λ=1.7µm and at d=1.5µm value 
of birefringence is 3×10-5, at d=1.8µm it is 3.2×10-5 and for d=2.1µm it gives the highest value among three i.e., 
3.8×10-5 shown in Fig. 42-4. Exploration reveals that fibers with [6] high birefringence leads to better polarization 
and propagation of light energy.  

Confinement Loss can be calculated as:-  

Lc= Loss (dB)/z = 8.686 k0Im [neff]  (2) 

where c is the speed of light in vacuum and Im[neff ] is the imaginary part of the effective refractive index  

Fig. 42-5 depicts the confinement loss when the diameter d=1.5µm, lowest and highest value of confinement 
loss in Xpolarization are 0.01db/m and 0.09 db/m and in Ypolarization are 0.015db/m and 0.10db/m. When the 
diameter change from d=1.5µm to d=1.8µm the lowest and highest value of confinement loss in X-polarization 
are 0.015db/m and 0.09db/m and in Y-polarization is 0.015µm and 0.07µm. At last when diameter d=1.8µm 
lowest and highest value of confinement loss in X-polarization are 0.015db/m and 0.095db/m and in Y-
polarization is 0.015µm and 0.08µm respectively between the wavelength 1.2µm to 1.7µm. 

 
Figure 42-4 Birefringence curves of the proposed 

designed with methanol filled inner Cladding ring 

 
Figure 42-5  Wavelength versus confinement loss 

(dB/m) for hexagonal solid core PCF 

The dispersion D can be calculated as:-  

    (3)  

Where D is the dispersion, λ is the wavelength, neff is effective refractive index, c is the speed of light.  

Fig. 42-6 depicts the dispersion curve when air hole diameter d=1.5 µm where positive dispersion occurred 
0.7µm to 1.7µm wavelength. Fig. 42-7 shows the dispersion between 0.7µm to 1.8µm wavelength where the 
maximum negative dispersion -300 ps/km-nm is achieved when air hole diameter is 1.8µm. In Fig. 42-8 the 
diameter 2.1µm is consider achieving better results, shows the dispersion values are 0 ps/km-nm or negative over 
the entire proposed wavelength. It can be observed from the graph that increasing air holes diameter from 
d=1.5µm to 2.1µm we have more negative values for dispersion which reduces the crosstalk effect and attenuation 
for better and long distance communication. In each case the value of dispersion decreases with increase in 
wavelength. 
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Figure 42-6 Dispersion curves of the proposed design 

at d= 1.5µm 

 
Figure 42-7. Dispersion curves of the proposed design 

at d=1.8µm 

 
Figure 42-8 Dispersion curves of the designed hexagonal solid core PCF with methanol filled inner Cladding ring at 

d= 2.1µm 

CONCLUSIONS  

In this PCF, important design parameters such as the refractive index, confinement loss and negative dispersion 
have been thoroughly investigated and presented. By increasing diameters of air holes better results for 
birefringence, confinement loss and negative dispersion is obtained. It shows that innermost ring have maximum 
impact on the values of birefringence, confinement loss and dispersion. Moreover, study has shown that it is 
possible to achieve high birefringence and low confinement loss simultaneously. Methanol as filling material is 
focused because as it holds applications in chemical industries and in making chemical and biological solutions. 
Propound PCF holds great latency in optical parameter so it is applicable in chemical sensing applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

State of the art radio access technologies (RAT) relies on the exclusive allotment of available time-slots and 
frequency bands or overlapped allotment using code and power domain multiplexing. Orthogonal frequency 
division multiple access (OFDMA) has been widely adopted to provide high data rate services for 5G mobile 

communication. OFDM is robust to frequency-selective wireless channels and enables a simplified mobile 
receiver design. Apart from the high peak to average power ratio (PAPR) problem that attracts significant 

research, the performance of OFDM systems is highly sensitive to synchronization errors and this problem will 
likely remain a significant challenge as higher frequency bands are utilized for next-generation wireless mobile 

applications. In this paper, the discrete fractional Fourier transform (DFRFT) based OFDM system is 
motivated in the presence of carrier frequency offset (CFO) for next-generation wireless mobile applications. 
Preliminary parametric results are presented to emphasize the performance gain with DFRFT based OFDM 

system and its comparison with conventional DFT based OFDM system. Some major implementation 
challenges for DFRFT based OFDM system is also indicated as future works. 

Index Terms— 5G, OFDM, CFO, ICI, and DFRFT. 

INTRODUCTION 

The next generation of the wireless mobile communication system is designed to deliver significantly 
increased operational performance in terms of high data rates, high spectral efficiency and low latency achieved 
with significantly low implementation complexity. Moreover, the high data rate wireless link should support the 
performance with high mobility and in the presence of synchronization error at the receiver. Orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM) is the baseline physical layer technique for 4G and LTE. Apart from being 
spectrally efficient, the OFDM system enables a very simple receiver implementation [1]. The third generation 
partnership project (3GPP) in its recent release [2] still agrees to OFDM and DFT spread OFDM as 5G new radio 
(NR) waveform for downlink and uplink respectively. Other more advanced and sophisticated waveform options 
are postponed mainly because of high implementation complexity or low backward compatibility. The reliable 
performance of the OFDM system mainly relies on orthogonal sub-carriers, and hence a OFDM system is highly 
sensitive to the presence of carrier frequency offset (CFO) [3], [4]. It violates the sub-carrier orthogonality that 
creates inter-carrier interference directly degrading the error rate performance. OFDM system also has a problem 
with high PAPR that results in low amplifier efficiency and thus reduced battery power and coverage. Among 
other solutions, precoding is studied as a simple technique for PAPR reduction without any increase in complexity 
or feedback [5]. DFT precoded OFDM (or) multiple access version of which is single-carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA) 
is used in the uplink for 4G and LTE. 

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS  

In Fig. 42-1 hexagonal solid core PCF with inner ring filled with methanol is shown. The background material 
is chosen as silica having the refractive index of 1.45. The diameter of air holes is same throughout the structure 
for ease in fabrication. This inner ring is filled with the liquid methanol having refractive index of 1.317. The 
distance between two air holes, which is known as pitch (Ʌ) is considered same in proposed structure i.e. 3µm.  

The proposed work consists of micro-structured fiber whose air holes are of the same size. Also, the diameter 
of air holes of cladding region to has been varied from 1.5µm to 2.1µm and keeping the pitch (Ʌ) constant at 3µm 
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throughout to compare and analyzed the results of the effect of air holes size. The proposed work is stimulated 
using FEMSIM module of R-Soft software and further all the requisite optical parameters are calculated and 
performance analysis has been done.  

 
Figure 43-1  Represenation of time-frequency plane and corresponding fractional Fourier domain representation 

rotated by an angle of α in counter-clockwise direction 

The fundamental task of multicarrier communication is to select the transmission basis such that the projection 
of the received signal to an identical basis at the receiver provides the estimates of signal that was transmitted. 
Therefore, the transform used for multicarrier communication must exhibit reversibility property. In this regard, 
several alternate orthogonal trigonometric transforms like discrete cosine transform (DCT) are also studied and 
analyzed for OFDM application [5]. The conventional DFT based or trigonometric transformbased OFDM system 
relies on interference compensation at the receiver to preserve the interference-free performance in the presence 
of CFO. This is because the channel partitioning established by Fourier transform loses its optimal decomposition 
to time-frequency localization. The optimal solution should now be able to project non-stationary received signals 
into basis waveform with time-varying sub-carrier frequencies. For this purpose, discrete fractional Fourier 
transform (DFRFT) employing chirp harmonics basis function instead of the complex exponential basis of DFT 
is studied as a potential multicarrier transform. FRFT is a rotation operator in a time-frequency plane as shown in 
Fig. 43-1 in counter-clockwise direction [6]. DFRFT at α=π/2 is essentially a DFT (or) 90◦ rotation of signal 
representation in time-frequency plane. DFRFT based OFDM system is similar to a conventional DFT based 
OFDM system with IFFT and FFT replaced by IDFRFT and DFRFT at transmitter and receiver respectively [7]. 
By using the sampling-based DFRFT [8], the implementation cost can be brought similar to FFT i.e. 
. This is another important motivation apart from performance gain to use DFRFT based OFDM system for 
wireless mobile communication with CFO. 

DFRFT based OFDM system is studied by many researchers in [7]- [12] for both multicarrier and single-
carrier communication to provide robust error rate performance over multipath fading channel in presence of 
residual CFO. The ICI and signal to interference ratio (SIR) for the DFRFT-OFDM system is studied by authors 
in [9] which show that the ICI always degrades the performance no matter which transform is utilized for the 
purpose. The performance degradation from ICI is comparatively very less for DFRFT based OFDM system. 
Authors in [10] analytically established an optimum DFRFT angle rather than performing an exhaustive search. 

In this paper, a consolidated performance evaluation of the DFRFT-OFDM system is considered and the 
system configuration is motivated as a potential candidate for next-generation mobile communication with CFO. 
The preliminary parametric result is presented and a detailed comparison is made with conventional and state of 
the art DFT based OFDM system. Through the results presented in this paper some possible future work is also 
indicated considering DFRFT based OFDM system. 
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Figure 43-2 System model for the DFRFT based OFDM system 

SYSTEM AND SIGNAL MODEL 

In this section, the system and signal model of the DFRFTOFDM system over multipath fading in the presence 
of CFO is outlined with definitions of the IDFRFT and DFRFT kernels. Figure 43-2 presents the schematic of 
both the transmitter and receiver for the DFRFT-OFDM system. A set of N independent and identically distributed 
(iid) modulated symbols X(k) generated using phase shift keying (PSK) are first processed with N-point inverse 
DFRFT (IDFRFT) block. A cyclic prefix (CP) is then appended to every block of IDFRFT processed symbols 
before transmitting over a multipath wireless channel. The mth sample of this resulting output sequence from the 
transmitter is N−1, 

x(m) = X X(k)F−α(m,k),−Ncp 6 m 6 N − 1 (1) 

k=0 

where F−α(m,k) is the sampling based IDFRFT kernel that can be found in [8] as 

 

 

The angle between the time domain and fractional Fourier domain is represented as α = pπ/2 where 0 6 (p ∈ 
R) 6 2 and the chirp rate is cotα. It can be checked that at α = π/2, the above kernel is nothing but IDFT. The 
sampling interval in time domain (i.e Ts) and in fractional Fourier domain (i.e., u) are now related as u×Ts = 2π 
|sinα|/N. The nth sample of the received OFDM symbol over the multipath wireless channel and in the presence of 
normalized CFO () is 

 

 

where h(n,l) is the lth coefficient of multipath channel impulse response (CIR) with L number of paths at time 
nTs, w(n) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the receiver and  is the CFO normalized to the subcarrier 
spacing. We have assumed the block fading channel model where the coefficients don’t change significantly 
during one OFDM symbol period, i.e., h(n,l) ≈ h(l). At the receiver, after removing the CP, the DFRFT is 
performed to the received block of symbols, the qth output sample of which in fractional Fourier domain is 

N−1 

R(q) = X r(n)Fα(q,n) + W(q) (4) 

n=0 

where W(q) is the DFRFT of the AWGN samples and 

Fα(q,n) is the DFRFT kernel defined in [8] as 

(5) 
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The DFRFT at the receiver is followed by OFDM per subcarrier conventional channel equalization in 
fractional Fourier domain with channel response H(q) at the qth subcarrier obtained from the DFRFT of an (N −L) 
zero padded channel filter, i.e., [h(0),h(1),...,h(L − 1),0,...,0]. 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Symbol error rate (SER) is an important end to end performance measure for the OFDM system in the presence 
of CFO and is also considered for performance evaluation here. Uncoded PSK modulated symbols are transmitted 
over Rayleigh multipath fading channel with CFO at the receiver for Monte Carlo simulation of SER. The DFRFT 
based OFDM system is interpreted as a modified OFDM configuration with IFFT and FFT in conventional DFT 
based OFDM system replaced by IDFRFT and DFRFT at transmitter and receiver for multicarrier 
modulation/demodulation respectively with channel equalization in fractional Fourier domain. The DFRFT angle 
at which minimum SER is achieved is termed as optimum DFRFT angle (αopt). 

 

Figure 43-3 SER vs DFRFT angle (α) for different 
number of subcarriers 

 
Figure 43-4 SER vs DFRFT angle (𝛼𝛼) for different 

value of normalised CFO (𝜖𝜖) 

Figure 43-3 shows the variation of SER with DFRFT angle(α) when transmitting BPSK modulated symbols 
using different number of OFDM subcarriers (N) over two tap Rayleigh multipath fading channel with normalized 
CFO value of 0.1 at an SNR of 25 dB. It can be observed that for a fixed value of CFO, optimum DFRFT angle 
(αopt) is different for different number of OFDM subcarriers. With increasing number of subcarriers, αopt shifts 
closer to π/2. For a high number of subcarriers, the accurate value of αopt should be evaluated with increased 
decimal places in α and hence we have considered only 16 subcarriers or N = 16 for presenting remaining results. 

Figure 43-4 shows the variation of SER with DFRFT angle α for different values of normalized CFO  over 
two tap Rayleigh multipath fading channel given N = 16 at an SNR of 25 dB. It is clear that when no CFO is 
present, the optimum performance is at α = π/2 or DFT based OFDM system. In the presence of CFO, performance 
at α = π/2 is not optimal and minimum SER is achieved at α = αopt, i.e., indicated for different values of normalized 
CFO. With increasing value of CFO, αopt shifts away from π/2. It can be observed that at high values of CFO, the 
minimum SER obtained at αopt with DFRFT based OFDM system is also degraded. This implies that although the 
DFRFT based OFDM system achieves interference-free performance at low values of CFO, this is not the case 
in the presence of high values of CFO. 

Figure 43-5 shows the variation of SER with DFRFT angle α for different number of channel taps L when 
transmitting BPSK modulated symbols in the presence of normalized CFO of 0.1. For flat fading channel or L = 
1, the performance is nearly independent of α. It can be also observed from the plot that the optimum value of 
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DFRFT angle (αopt) to achieve minimum SER remains unchanged with the different number of channel taps (L) 
for a given value of normalized CFO (). Moreover, the SER performance at αopt is nearly independent of the 
number of multipath components. This implies that the DFRFT based OFDM systems nearly achieve multipath 
free performance. 

 
Figure 43-5 SER vs DFRFT angle (α) for different 

number of channel taps (L) 

 
Figure 43-6 SER vs SNR (dB) with BPSK modulation 

over two tap Rayleigh fading channel with normalized CFO 
() of 0.1 and 0.2 for both DFT and DFRFT based OFDM 

systems 

The DFRFT based OFDM system at αopt over multipath fading channel nearly retains the flat fading 
performance corresponding to different values of CFO. It is important to note that the DFRFT based OFDM 
system needs not to aligned to distinct values of αopt every time the CFO values changes. Any close value can 
always provide significant performance gain like αopt = 1.573 can efficiently serve the CFO values between 0.01 
to 0.07, αopt = 1.576 between 0.08 to 0.13 , αopt = 1.579 from 0.14 to 0.17 and so on.  

 
Figure 43-7 SER vs CFO for different values of 𝛼𝛼opt obtained in Fig. 43-4 
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Figure 43-8 SER vs simultaneous channel and CFO estimation error for both DFT and DFRFT based OFDM system 

with normalized CFO (𝜖𝜖) equals 0.1 

Perfect estimation of both the multipath channel and CFO is utilized to generate all the previous results. 
Moreover, estimation errors arising out of incorrect or approximate estimator leads to performance degradation. 
Estimation error also arises in a fast varying channel, where the estimator is unable to track the fast-changing 
channel. In Fig. 43-8, the performance of DFT and DFRFT based OFDM system are compared in the presence of 
both channel and CFO estimation errors at the receiver. The performance gain achieved by using DFRFT based 
OFDM system reduces as the CFO estimation error increases. Fortunately, the range of tolerable estimation error 
is well within the conventional estimator performance that motivates the performance gain with DFRFT based 
OFDM system. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

DFRFT based OFDM system outperforms the conventional DFT based OFDM system in the presence of CFO. 
The SER performance gain is evaluated for different values of CFO, OFDM subcarriers, and multipath channel 
taps. The variation/dynamics of optimum DFRFT angle are observed with different OFDM parameters assuming 
both perfect estimations and in the presence of estimation errors. Preliminary results strongly motivate the 
potential use of DFRFT based multicarrier modulation/demodulation and equalization in the fractional Fourier 
domain for next-generation wireless mobile communication with CFO. Moreover, it is important to note that 
DFRFT and IDFRFT can be implemented using similar computational complexity as FFT and IFFT that justifies 
the immediate advantage of employing DFRFT based OFDM system. 

However, DFRFT based OFDM system involves the use of IDFRFT for multicarrier modulation that requires 
the chirp rate (α) information to be relayed by the receiver to the transmitter through a feedback channel. Apart 
from occupying feedback bandwidth, this can be more problematic with fast changes in CFO that needs to update 
the DFRFT angle (α) at the transmitter. DFRFT based OFDM system is shown to achieve approximately the 
interference-free performance at low values of CFO. However, with high CFO and high modulation order, 
residual interference compensation is still needed and has to be figured out for envisioning such systems. 
Moreover, DFRFT based OFDM system involves the equalization in the fractional Fourier domain after DFRFT 
at the receiver. Also, the DFRFT at the receiver doesn’t follow the circular convolution property as DFT. 
Therefore, conventional channel estimation algorithms are required to be reconfigured for DFRFT based OFDM 
system. 
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ABSTRACT 

Optimization of the data traffic has an essential role for efficient congestion control in software defined 
vehicular networks (SDVN). Recently, software-defined mobile edge vehicular networks (SDMEVN) have been 

emerging as promising for the future generation of vehicular networks. It controls the vehicular ad hoc 
networks systematically. In SDMEVNs, link connectivity of moving vehicles may fail from central SDN 

controller. This affects the efficiency and communication performance in terms of loss connectivity between 
vehicles to infrastructure. We analyse network performance in dense and sparse network. Maximize the buffer 

occupancy in Software-defined vehicular networks to control the low latency and delay bound analysis in 
communication by integrating the heterogeneous systems like IEEE 802.11p and mobile base station 

technologies in vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs). 

Index Terms— Software Defined Vehicular Networks, Mobile Edge Computing, Intelligent Transportation 
System, End to End Queueing Bound. 

INTRODUCTION 

In future vehicular networks, emerging technologies have integrated into 5G mobile communication, and 
Softwaredefined networks are overcoming to reduce latency and improve the reliability [1], [2]. SDN provides 
reliable data and flexible problems to solve and to control the entire systems. Moreover, to connect wired and 
wireless networks to the users. SDN controller controls the whole networks with the help of the control plane, 
and the data forwarding from vehicle-to-vehicle communication helps with the data plane. With cooperative data 
dissemination, based on SDN is to develop the performance of the V2V and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) 
communications [3], [4]. The main enabling platforms playing a vital role in the traffic of next-generation 
intelligent transportation system (ITS), includes cellular networks dedicated short-range communications 
(DSRC)-based IEEE802.11p. SDN controls the controller to provides priority for the connected vehicles as 
flexible and road safety and efficiency (e.g., collision avoidance) [5]. Using information exchange from V2V and 
V2I cooperative data dissemination service provides and controlled the entire network is SDMEVN towards 
RSUs and V2BS(vehicle to base station) to reduce the latency and packet loss [6]. With SDVN provides logically 
centralized controlling for reliable communications in VANETs. On the other hand, the mobile edge computing 
(MEC) to deal with a variety of services, such as data scheduling and resource utilization of multi-hop cooperation 
vehicular networks [7]. 

In queuing theory, we have an analysis of M/G/1 queueing model analysis that can provide stochastic QoS 
provisioning for any of the traffic arrival and service approximation, and the servers are statistically independent. 
Our contribution is as follows. 

• Edge nodes have to improve resource utilization for an end to end-users. Applying the queueing 
theory model, the number of flow rules increases to optimize the control the traffic congestion control. 

• SDVN-based heterogeneous architecture to control the packet scheduling based on priority and non-
priority considered resource utilization, to minimize the latency and end to end delay. 
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mailto:anmolgautam@gmail.com
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: related work has discussed in the next section. Section 3 
describes system models and preliminaries. Section 4 presents our problem formulation. In Section 5, we present 
the performance analysis. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6. 

RELATED WORK 

In this section, the literature works have done in SDN concepts to vehicular networks and confirmed it to be 
an excellent solution to enhance the traffic of resource utilization and data distribution, SDN the centralized 
controller has a comprehensive view of the network topology, being able to make better decisions in network-
wide. Table 44-1 represents the comparison of related work in SDN based mobile edge vehicular networks. We 
have compared the majority of workrelated of a centralized SDN architecture. The main issue of these networks 
is connectivity loss, reliability, and delay in VANETs. Our solution is to improve the network performance 
analysis with the help of SDN based mobile edge VANETs. Moreover, high mobility of vehicles, due to more 
connectivity losses in the VANET system, the authors have been proposed to reduced latency control in 
SDMEVN in [2]. Moreover, the proposed buffer management creates the queueing model to develop the quality 
of service (QoS) parameters or resource utilization needs with the network status to attempt the user’s request. 

Table 44-1 Comparison of Related work 

Work Done Architecture Contribution Method Delay Bounds 

2 Centralized SDMEVN Optimization √× 

3 Centralized SDUDN Queueing model √ 

4 Centralized CPU Utilization Queueing Model √ 

5 Centralized Packet Scheduling Queueing Model  

7 Centralized SDN-based VANETs QoS Resources √× 

8 Centralized Data Scheduling Queueing Model √ 

9 Hierarchical SDVN CPP √ 

10 Hetrogeneous SD5GNet Queueing Model √ 

Our Analysis Heterogeneous SDMEVN Queueing Model  

SYSTEM MODEL 

The SDMEVN, considering service provisioning of network function virtualization, is to control whole 
network data in the SDN system in this paper have illustrated in Fig. 44-1. The SDN controllers are the main 
components of SDMEVN in the ITS. Resource utilization and quality of service (QoS) are the essential functions 
of SDN controllers. SDN controllers have connected with the IP of the internet via packet scheduling [2], [3]. 
With the SDN-based controller for data scheduler in a cooperatively disseminates data in a roadside unit (RSU) 
have controlled the heterogeneous vehicular environment [7], [8]. Consider an SDMEVN architecture shown in 
Fig.44-1, in which the SDMEVN required appropriate resource allocating at the events based because resource 
allocation is available on an Adhoc basis and must be used efficiently and effectively for V2V and vehicle to base 
stations (V2BSs) communication. Although the separate control plane of SDN intelligently allocates resources 
should be enabled to ensure the successful management of road traffic and vehicular networks. In VANETs, 
various types of systems are involved in providing connectivity among vehicles. However, the lack of efficient 
internet-working mechanisms leads to connectivity issues among heterogeneous networks in a VANET. In the 
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SDHVN model was a Reliable packet transmission with prioritization of minimum transmission delay is the main 
challenge in designing broadcast schemes for [9], [10]. We create a novel packet scheduling solution on top of 
SDMEVN. In this solution, we perform centralized data scheduling of all network resources in the control plane 
of SDMEVN is to minimize the end to end connectivity of delay bounds [15]. However, SDMEVN can adaptively 
choose the optimal path from all available vehicles. 

 
Figure 44-1 Service Provisioning of NFV in SDMEVN system. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In this section, we defined the proposed model to evaluate the performance of buffer management and data 
scheduling for V2I, and V2V connectivity in SDN controlled heterogeneous networks. SDN is an essential 
technology for ITS. SDN controller is programmable and connected through infrastructure with open-flow switch 
[14]. The trade-off between latency, throughput, and cost. The proposed work considers both service priority of 
network utility performance and QoSguarantee resource allocation of vehicles in the roadside unit and base station 
to decide for better data dissemination across a highway in the VANET system. 

A. BUFFER OCCUPANCY IN SDMEVN 

The packet scheduling algorithm is needed to decide which data packets have toe served first from the buffer 
queue to perform efficiently in a vehicular ad-hoc environment when the buffer occupancy of waiting for queue 
length is more, work focused in [16]. Routing strategy awareness provides a higher priority randomly to the traffic 
flow classes for data packets that have gives the highest positions. It is helpful to optimize the congestion control 
at the intermediate node through the destination node and fully utilize resource allocation. We propose a packet 
scheduling techniques on the arrival rate of new traffic flow rules is calculating its arrival rates and degree of 
centrality values to reduce delivery delay, while maximizing throughput [16]. The first type of packet scheduling 
algorithm uses non-priority scheduling. The second type of packet scheduling algorithm has used for priority 
considered packet scheduling in data packets. Therefore, multiple scheduling algorithms are available for 
prioritization in traffic such as multi-hop packet scheduling [11], [12], [16]. The simple priority based scheduling 
scheme cannot perform efficiently in real networks when the rate of congestion is high, since simple scheduling 
algorithm do not have the information of wireless channel capacity from its neighbors [16]. 
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Figure 44-2 M/G/1 Queueing System. 

B. M/G/1 QUEUEING SYSTEM 

In this section M/G/1 queueing model used in network performance analysis, we assume arrival is Poisson, 
and service time is exponential. We have focused on delay bound performance play an important role in real-time 
traffic modeling in the SDMEVN system. M/G/1 queueing system, in Fig.44-2, where the number of vehicles 
arrived according to a Poisson process with arrival rate λt and have served by a single server of general service 
time distribution xt. The capacity of the waiting queue or buffer occupancy is, as usual, infinite and vehicles have 
served in the order they arrived service discipline is FCFS. Performance measures of M/G/1 queue. We calculate 
the number of customers are waiting in the queue [13]: 

  (1) 

We calculate the number of vehicles time spent in the queue 

  (2) 

The number of vehicles in the SDMEVN system response time (mean queue size of packet flow distribution): 

   (3) 

Resource utilization for no.of users given by  

Ur = λtNt   (4) 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

In this section, we have performed the delay bound analysis and response time as a key role for SDN improving 
the network performance evaluation of edge nodes in VANETs for analytical and simulations analysis using 
MATLAB and Java Modelling Tools (JMT). In Table 44-2 as shown in the simulation performance of various 
parameters, we have considered. The SDMEVN performance analysis depends on packet arrival rate, service rate, 
and flow in the queue for providing resource allocation. We have compared the dense and sparse traffic of 
networks if the flow distribution is increasing due to high vehicle density. According service rate distribution in 
sparse traffic µt = 1. The maximum confidence interval is 99%; the infinite system capacity and station queue 
policy is preemptive scheduling of FCFS queue policy. With the routing, the strategy is random. We set the N= 
2000 is traffic flow and time (t) = 20µs. We have focused on data transmission with packet arrival rates in 
VANETs with performance evaluation of delay bound analysis. We have considered the customer classes type is 
open arrival rate is 0.1 to 1 packets/sec, service rate is 1 to 2 packets/sec (λt ≥ µt) has model in service demands. 
In sparse traffic medium traffic density (ρt)=0.998veh/sec. It has seen that the SDN based on the traffic flow rules 
in denser medium is N=2000 to 8000 flow distribution probability leads to response time decreases. We have 
shown the relationship between average response time and traffic flow distribution probability.  
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Table 44-2 VARIATION OF NETWORK PARAMETERS IN DIFFERENT CASES 

Network Performance SDMEVN VANET Packet Scheduling M/G/1 

Avg.Response Time Low Medium High Moderate 

Resource Utilization(%) Provides Excellent Good Less Good 

System Throughput (λt ≤µt) Packet Loss Less Medium More Good 

System Response Time (λt ≤µt) Service Good Service Provides Less Congestion more Better Controlling 

System Utilization(%) Performance Good Medium Congestion Provides Better 
Utilization 

 
Figure 44-3 Avg. Response Time analyzed by the 

Traffic flow distribution in SDMEVN. 

 
Figure 44-4 Response Time analyzed by the Arrival 

Rate in SDMEVN. 

 

However, the high flow rules of packets distribution probability results in the average number of response 
times are less, as shown in Fig.44-3. As we illustrated in Fig.44-4 shows that the average response time with 
arrival rate; however, the arrival rate increases in the system by the significant delay increases. Fig.44-5 indicates 
traffic is the denser medium the resource utilization and given the arrival rate of different flow rules increases, 
the utilization curve increases. We have focused on priority scheduling of low and high priority queueing for flow 
modeling of data transmission. Fig.44-6 shows the data distribution with a random unit of time in the SDMEVN 
system. Moreover, the arrival and service rates depend on system performance of the number of classes for the 
server are fixed service time is to increases of arrival rate with increases of system response time due to increases 
of waiting time and service time accordingly. With the help of the M/G/1 queueing system is improved the system 
response time. 
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Figure 44-5 Resource Utilization with different arrival 

rate of the SDMEVN system 

 
Figure 44-6 System Response Time with different 

arrival rate of the SDMEVN system 

Fig.44-7 shows that the system throughput to improve the SDMEVN to maximize the data transmission and 
to receive from edge nodes, i.e., for RSUs, which provides better performance with the order of increasing arrival 
rates. Here, the number of customers is received and transmits the data from the station (RSU or BS), the number 
of requests completed in a time unit. Fig.44-8 shows that the utilization based on SDN observed to the different 
base stations and RSUs to users utilized the resource utilization with respective of increasing order of arrival rate. 
It depends on load balancing in queue; the SDMEVN system improves the resource utilization. Fig.44-9 shows 
that the system utilization of packet scheduling is to connect the internet based on the SDN controller control the 
base station and RSUs to provide better resource utilization used customers. SDMEVN provides as the end to end 
connectivity for maximizing the service rate. It depends on the traffic queue in the buffer; SDMEVN system 
maximizes the bound delay analysis. 

 
Figure 44-7 System Throughput with different arrival 

rate of the SDMEVN system. 

 
Figure 44-8 System Utilization with different arrival 

rate of the SDMEVN system. 

Fig.44-10 shows that the no.of customer’s utilized data is 100% causes of increment utilization about the 10% 
of server utilization. However, each customer spent a particular time to wait for service at stations. Moreover, 
service time increases customers’ increases uniformly. 
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Figure 44-9 Service Utilization with different service 

rate of the SDMEVN system. 

 
Figure 44-10 System No.of Customers with different 

service rate of the SDMEVN system 

Fig. 44-11 shows that the packet scheduling for delay bound analysis of improved with an increased service 
rate of the system. However, in the system number of customers waiting for service, when the queue length is 
more, therefore the system reliability down due to more number of customers waiting for service. As we observed, 
the system performance is reliable, and we have maximized the service time. 

Fig. 44-12 shows that the system throughput with the service rate of a single server monitoring the system 
with the time to increment of per unit time. From the server or base station user uploading and downloading of 
data, the controller sends the data to the user at the particular waiting time that happened in the system for 
increases the delay and throughput performance has reduced. The SDMEVN system provides better system 
performance to maximize throughput. 

 
Figure 44-11 System Response Time with different service 

rate of the SDMEVN system 

 
Figure 44-12 System Throughput with different 

service rate of the SDMEVN system 

CONCLUSION 
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In this paper, we have focus on the dense and sparse network performance for software-defined mobile edge 
vehicular networks. With the help of M/G/1 buffer occupancy for selection of FCFS scheduling policy towards 
improving delay bound analysis. Moreover, in SDMEVN, we have analyzed different network performance 
parameters of arrival and service rate increases due to measures the avg.response time, utilization, and throughput 
for different network scenarios. Applying queueing models, With the analytical results have verified that the 
proposed SDMEVN system model performs the M/G/1 queue with an internet-based SDN controller in terms of 
delay bound analysis. We have improved the system performance and resource utilization. In the future, we have 
evaluated the network utility maximization using software-defined heterogeneous vehicular networks at different 
parameters of network scenarios using SDN. 
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ABSTRACT 

Pedagogical theory of today gives high priority to social components of learning characteristics. There is 
very little new which can be said about teachers, their role, the competencies and so on for the Productivity in 

Education. It is like one of these clichés which get repeated because they happen to be true and in the process of 
repetition we stop thinking about it. Therefore, over a period of time, certain things are spoken but they are not 
felt inside. They are not able to create the chemical change which should take place in us when we believe in 
something. And my purpose is to try and focus on that role once again with the hope that it might be able to 

excite the kind of chemical passion that this term, the Productivity in Education, deserves. 

Index Terms— Productivity in Education, Teachers Training, Education Systems, Learning Components. 

INTRODUCTION 

Today, we have embarked upon a very momentous change. All around us we see a significant shift. And this 
shift has been described variously such as: economic reforms, structural adjustments, industrial re-structuring, 
economic re-structuring, etc… All these terms have very specific meanings. But these terms are no longer terms 
being spoken in India alone.  

In the language of economist, it would be easy to describe it in terms of changing or reducing the fiscal 
imbalance, increasing international trade, greater competitiveness, liberalization of the economy, all these kinds 
of terms can be said. And if in the structural adjustment we have to depend on international loans and so on then, 
that is a valid strategy. But at the end, in the very ultimate analysis, whether we succeed or not, will depend on 
whether we are able to create a human resource which is productive; whether we are able to create attitudes of 
international competition. Until that happens, no amount of structural adjustments, loans, no amount of balancing 
the imports and exports and balancing between revenues and expenditures, none of these will result in any 
substantial and sustainable gains. At the core of all social changes it is human factor which counts.  In the end, it 
is the human resource that makes the difference. 

Ultimately, it is human resource development which is at the core of any social growth and teachers are once 
again at the core of this entire process of human resource development.  

Very often, education in times of structural adjustment may find resource crunch, it may also find that the 
focus has shifted from so-called social investment areas into productive areas like industry. Available figures 
show, how education is central to the whole process of development and consequently how teachers are central 
to that process of educational development.. 

CONCEPTUAL REVIEW 

The two sectors viz. education and industry have roughly similar figures for employment, fixed asset and 
annual expenditure. 

These two sectors are comparable. One can take help of statistics to prove it. But that will digress the issue. 
And yet what kind of effort is being put behind the educational system? In industry one would be terribly worried 
about efficiency, productivity, better management, preparing the managers, the work force for coping with the 
changing requirements and tasks. These are the issues consistently discussed day in and day out in the Institutes 
of Management all over the world. We have a whole set of institutions devoted entirely for looking at the 

mailto:amitesh@iitism.ac.in
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organised industrial sector to focus on how to improve the effectiveness, efficiency, and productivity. On the 
contrary, there is not even an agreed definition of productivity of an educational organisation. What does one 
mean by productivity of a university? What exactly is this? How can this be measured? There is no agreed 
definition of productivity of the educational system. But not so of an industrial organisation. We know of 
efficiency of an industrial organisation. But what do we now about efficiency of an educational organisation? We 
know about sickness of an industrial organisation but do we really know what afflicts the educational institutions? 
The answer is we do not know and even if we know, we know it very vaguely. Is diabetics visible? Is it a disease? 
Ailments of educational system are very much like diabetics and they, thus, remain obscured. What about 
arthritis? One can live life with diabetics and arthritis. But what matters is the quality of life. The disease of the 
educational institutions is similar. 

What is the prime mover in the case of educational organisation? It is the teacher. What kind of efforts do we 
put in while ensuring that the prime mover of this system has the right kind of skills and capabilities? Do we 
know what skills are to be acquired in the first place? Do we the faculty including the majority of us the Heads 
of Institutions know it? Do we have any needs-analysis or the profile of the teacher available with us? I think 
most of us including myself became teachers without any formal training. We were thrown at the deep end and 
we had to learn to swim. Some of us may have succeeded but a lot many sank not in the sense that they were 
thrown out of the system, but their inability to learn to swim has resulted in the kind of the educational decay 
which we see today; because they did not learn to swim.; because they were not able to act as prime movers, 
therefore, the standard of education has been a matter of such concern in our system. The fish rots from the head. 
Educational system is rotting from head to toe. It does not mean there is no oasis in the desert. But the number is 
too infinitesimal. 

If we are going to survive in the changed times, I think, we have to professionalize education. What is the 
meaning of the word ‘professional’? A person with a Bachelor’s Degree in engineering or a Master’s Degree in 
engineering or a Ph.D., the moment he gets the appointment letter that says he is a teacher, does that make him 
[professional? Does an appointment letter make a person professional? This calls for a reflection. In good 
international universities nobody without an earned Ph.D. is appointed as a teacher. It is presumed that while 
pursuing the Ph.D. degree, he has gone through the process of learning and training. In our country we can not 
say that this is happening. Even Ph.D. degrees are being put on sale in some cases. So, our situation is very 
different. Even a B.Tech. degree holder teaches. Therefore, the task for training is of paramount importance in 
our context than elsewhere.  

    For a person to be professional, it requires first of all, to know what is the practice in the profession. How 
many teachers- I mean, primarily those who have joined not long ago and are new, are familiar how this whole 
process of teaching and learning is practiced? Therefore, some training would have to be given in this area. That 
is a part of making the person professional. Another part of being a professional is to know what are the value 
systems of that profession. And I am not referring to usual moral high ground-one must be honest; one must be 
punctual; those are obvious and apply to every individual, irrespective of what profession one is in – but I am 
referring to the concerns, the priorities, the value systems of an educational organisation. When one becomes a 
teacher, in order to be a professional, he needs to know the value system of that profession – that is considered 
important, that is considered to be of higher priority than anything else. For example, is the concern limited to 
communicating a certain amount of facts to the students? Is that an important concern? Is that a paramount 
concern? Or the concern is to create an individual who is capable of thinking on his or her own, and is able to 
tackle unforeseen situations.  

    In fact, situations that neither the teacher nor the student would have seen ever or experiences before. So in 
what terms is the priority? Is the priority in terms of conducting an examination and then evaluating it at the end? 
Or is it really to use that process to understand what are the real competencies that we have developed in the 
person and with a feedback, as a formative process for further improvement of the education-learning-experience 
that a student is subjected to? These are the kinds of values which would have to be discussed. And once an 
organisation develops certain sets of values, then the entrant in that organisation would have to imbibe those 
values, and then that person is a professional. It should be the primary concern of ours – the Head of the Institution 
to understand and imbibe it and percolate it down to all the faculty because he is the fulcrum about which many 
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things are suspended. Here could be various methodologies for the purpose but periodic brain storming sessions 
and interactions with the faculty freely and frankly may be useful. Whenever we happen to meet a faculty member 
or a student, we get the golden chance to interact in the backdrop of the value system in the back ground, if we 
have any. But mostly these chances are frittered as we ourselves have not given enough thought to imbibe the 
value system nor we are aware of this requirement. 

TEACHING AS A PROFESSION 

A professional is one who is also efficient-efficient in the sense that one does not have unlimited resources, 
either time resources or infrastructural resources and with these limited resources he has to get the maximum 
possible output. 

    A professional also has to be most effective. Effective means that all those stated goals which a teacher is 
supposed to pursue, are being pursued to the desired degree. Are they being achieved to the desired degree?  Are 
the measuring methodologies for this is in place? Mostly no. If all of those things are being achieved to the desired 
degree then the person is effective and not otherwise. All these aspects are required to be attended to, before a 
person can be called a professional. It is said 10 years of experience is 1-year experience multiplied by ten. Should 
it remain so? 

     I say that the need of the hour today is that our teachers have to be professional. I am simply reflecting on 
the fact that, many of us, and perhaps, people before us, were not presented with this kind of challenge and, 
therefore, we could survive even without being professional. Some may have become professional in the course 
of acquiring expertise on the job. But the whole thing has become so complex today that without formal 
interventions or training it is not possible to create the kind of professionals we require. 

     Let me also emphasis one more aspect and that is, teachers are not just instructors. And I say this word with 
a great deal of caution. Instruction is considered to be a normal job of a teacher. One has a class of students and 
then he delivers instructions to them, gives them certain facts, certain concepts, certain processes, certain abilities 
and he assumes that instruction is all that is needed. What we need to create is autonomous learners. And the 
teacher has to become part of the learning support system. It is a very difficult role to say ‘I am supporting my 
students in the process of learning’ instead of just routine instructions. And the two things are very different, 
because if one is creating an autonomous learner he is creating a student for the real life that he would have to 
face afterwards.  

     A person would have to be able to decide what his or her learning needs are because in the real situation as 
we go around with our job, we come across new situations we have never tackled before. And we need to know 
how to tackle those situations. It might mean acquiring new information; it might mean acquiring new skills. But 
the first task in all of this is the ability to identify our own learning needs. And once we know what our learning 
tasks are, then we have to be able to plan that learning activities. Hence, the emphasis on the learning process of 
the faculty. Again the Head of the institution has to work as a facilitator. Flapping some dead rules on the face of 
the faculty is the surest way to kill initiative. Ramanujam was not very finished and accomplished but Hardy was 
a great teacher to discover him. 

     There are many strategies for acquisition of learning. Which strategies are going to be employed, how one 
is going to break his total task into a number of small tasks, the micro level tasks, what would be the sequencing 
of those tasks, how would that task be accomplished, when would he assume that he has learnt enough about that 
task, so that one can move on to the next one; hence, the ability of self-assessment. And in the profession of 
learning one comes across new situations/ questions and then to be able to put them back on the learning objective 
and then to say, ‘Well’, “I have to change my learning plan, the learning activities, the learning objectives and so 
on and so forth”. And when a faculty says so it must be nurtured by the Head of the institution in the right earnest 
even by pushing routine works on the back burner or delegating them to somebody else. Most of the routine jobs 
can be handled by some middle level personnel. He has to be a FOUNTAIN-HEAD. The stream flowing from 
the fountain quenches the thrust of those who fall in the direct path but even others around get drizzle of refreshing 
and invigorating droplets. One becomes moist with wisdom that the droplets contain.  
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    The situation mentioned above will have to be faced by all of us and we will have to undergo that change. 
And this is what we have to prepare our students for. And, therefore, if a teacher becomes an instructor by just 
delivering a certain amount of information, then we have at the other end the passive person who has not learnt 
how to understand learning needs or how to go about meting those learning needs. This is the real reason for 
students not interested in the class0room lectures. Lectures have to be qualitatively different; a change of 
paradigm; a difficult but nevertheless accomplishable task. Hence, the need for group discussion and group co-
ordination committees etc. to evolve the strategies which will have to be dynamic and not mechanical or static. 
These committees are not the dead ends. They should be seen as fertile grounds for blossoming pf learning 
paradigm. Hounding up and hoarding teachers into sheds in not the remedy. Remedy lies in kindling the urge for 
learning and professionalizing and not in pressure, threat, insecurity and indignity meted out so often at so many 
places. Can a frightened teacher inject the values of integrity, honesty, truthfulness, courage, dedication and kindle 
the urge for learning? Never. Are we sure, these attributes are part of our value system? If yes, start with the 
teachers “What a teacher is, is more important than what he teaches”. It has been said “No society can be bigger 
than its teacher”. There is a significant difference between the civil administration and educational administration. 
These fine nuances need to be fully recognized. The civil administration primarily focuses on development and 
involves planning, and execution of developmental policy, financial controls and maintaining law and order etc. 
in the society. Educational administration is about nurturing students and more like gardening which requires 
development of fertile grounds, putting appropriate manures, irrigation and weeding out weeds. It is more a caring 
and nurturing system rather than a system of control. So, the requirements of these two systems are different. 
These nuances are essential. 

   Viewed thus, creating learners is our major challenge. And that means, that we have to create not only 
teaching material, not only instructional material but learning-resource material, including use of media to support 
the learning of persons. A teacher ought to know how to organize. A certain objective has to be set beforehand 
that one has to be achieved. Now in order to meet that objective, one must have a structured approach and 
curriculum for that kind of structure. How many of us including the Heads of institutions really know how to 
develop an effective curriculum? In fact, if a survey is conducted, to ascertain from the teachers to distinguish 
between curriculum and the syllabus, one would mostly draw a blank. The subtle difference is something that 
exists between fabric and cloth. We do not really know how to convert that educational objective into a 
curriculum. That could be an important part of the skill. Then the kinds of teaching, training, learning strategies 
and, there are a whole variety of them, available today, all these would have to be learnt, acquired and used.  

These training skills are extremely important. And these have to be acquired because what we have been 
entrusted with, is a much more important task of developing the human potential. And, if one does not know, how 
to go about with one’s task, then one will make a mess, as many of us have done in the past and continue doing. 

Let me give a quotation. And this comes from a teacher, one of the best known teacher of the century, Prof. 
Richard Fienman, wo is a Nobel Prize winner in Physics. But his greatest qualification is that he is an unsurpassed 
teacher, I think, the like of him one does not come across easily.  

     He says: 

“I think, however, that there is not any solution to this problem for education other than to realize that the best 
teaching can be done only when there is a direct individual relationship between a student and a good teacher, a 
situation in which student discusses the ideas, thinks about the things and talks about the things. It is impossible 
to learn very much by simply sitting in any lecture or even by simply doing problems that are assigned”. 

What he is saying is the approach to learning and I hope, this is what one will have to practice. 

Learning is more about kindling the urge and instruction is more about passing information. Whereas learning 
occupies the highest place, good instruction may serve as stairs. The later has a utility but limited. Nevertheless, 
a teacher having inadequate information will never be able to kindle the urge for learning. 
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TEACHING QUOTES 

Some quotes are given below: 

“I like a teacher who gives you something to take home to think about besides homework”. 

“A teacher who is attempting to teach without inspiring the pupil with a desire to learn is hammering on cold 
iron”. ~ Horace Mann 

“Good teachers are costly, but bad teachers cost more”. ~Bob Talbert 

“The mediocre teacher tells. The good teacher explains. The superior teacher demonstrates. The great teacher 
inspires”. ~ William Arthur Ward 

“Who dares to teach must never cease to learn”. ~ John Cotton Danna 

“To teach is to learn twice”. ~ Joseph Joubert 

“What a teacher is, is more important than what he teaches”. 

“The art of teaching is the art of assisting discovery”. ~ Mark Van Doren 

“A good teacher is like a candle – it consumes itself to light the way for others”. 

“The teacher who is indeed wise does not bid you to enter the house of his wisdom but rather leads you to the 
threshold of your mind”. ~ Kahlil Gibran 

“The dream begins with a teacher who believes in you, who tugs and pushes and leads you to the next plateau, 
sometimes poking you with a sharp stick called ‘truth’”. ~ Dan Rather 

“You cannot teach a man anything; you can only help him find it within himself”. ~ Galielo Galilei 

“Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone who keeps learning stays young”. ~ 
Henry Ford 

“We think too much about effective methods of teaching and not enough about effective methods of learning”. 
~ John Carolus S.J. 

“No matter how good teaching may be; each student must take the responsibility for his own education”. ~ 
John Carolus S.J.  

“Good teaching is more a giving of right questions than a giving of right answers”. ~ Josef Albers. 

“The mind is not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be ignited”. ~ Plutarch 

“God understood our thirst for knowledge, and our need to be led by someone wiser;  

He needed a heart of compassion, of encouragement, and patience; 

Someone who would accept the challenge, regardless of the opposition; 

Someone who could see potential and believe in the best in others…. 

So He made Teachers”. ~ Author Unknown 

 

“By learning you will teach; by teaching you will understand”. ~ Latin Proverb 

“It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expression and knowledge”. ~ Albert Einstein 

“Nine-tenths of education is encouragement”. ~ Anatole France 

“The true aim of every one who aspires to be a teacher should be, not to impart his own opinions, but to kindle 
minds”. ~ F.W. Robertson 

“I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand”. ~ Chinese Proverb 
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“Teachers who inspire know that teaching is like cultivating a garden, and those who would have nothing to 
do with thorns must never attempt to gather flowers”. ~ Author Unknown 

“The task of the excellent teacher is to stimulate ‘apparently ordinary’ people to unusual efforts. The tough 
problem is not in identifying winners: it is in making winners out of ordinary people”. ~ K. Patricia Cross 

“No Society can be bigger than its teachers”. ~ Radha Krishnan 

“I do not teach; I inspire”. ~ Albert Einstein 

“If you plan for a year, plan paddy; if you plan for ten years, plant trees; and if you plan for hundreds of years, 
plant men”. ~ Chinese Proverb 

“Teaching should be full of ideas instead of stuffed with facts”. ~ Author Unknown 

“The average teacher explains complexity; the gifted teacher reveals complexity”. ~ Robert Brault 

“The best teachers teach from the heart, not from the book”. ~ Author Unknown 

“Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler”. ~ Albert Einstein 

“To arrive at the simple is difficult”. ~ Rashid Elisha 
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